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european space agency

The European Space Agency was formed out of, and
took over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisation for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The l\,4ember States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom Finland is an
Associate Member of the Agency Canada is a
f:^^noratin^ qt2ta

In the words of the Convention: The purpose of the
Agency shall be to provide for and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co-operation among
European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their being used
for scientific purposes and for operational space
applications systems

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long{erm
European space poilcy, by recommending space
objectives to the lvlember States, and by concerting
the policies of the lMember States with respect to
other national and international organtsations and
institutions;

(b) by elaboratrng and rmplementing activities and
programmes in the space field;

(c) by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, in particular as
regards the development ol applications satellites;

(d) by elaborating and implementing the industrial
policy sppropriate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
lvlember States

The Agency is directed by a Council composed of
representatives of Member States The Drrector General
rs the chief executive of the Agency and its legal
representative

The Directorate of the Agency consists of the Director
General; the Inspector Generalt the Director of Scientific
Programmes; the Director of Observation of the Earth
and its Environmentt the Director of the Telecommunica-
tions Programme; the Drrector of Space lianspo(ation
Systems; the Director of the Space Station and
Microgravity Programme; the Director of ESTEC; the
Director of Operations and the Director of Administratton

The ESA HEADQUARTERS are in Paris

The major establishments of ESA are:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Netherlands

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Charrman of the Council: Prof F Carassa

Drrector General: J,M Luton

agence spatiale europ6enne

L'Agence Spatiale Europ5enne est lssue des deux
Organisations spat/a/es europ6ennes qui l'oil precedee

l'Organisation europeenne de recherches spatla/es
(CERS) et l'Organisation europeenne pour la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(CECLES) - dont elle a repris les droits et obligations
Les Etafs membres en sont: l'Allemagne, I'Autriche, la
Belgique, le Danemark, I'Espagne, la France, l'lrlande,
l'ltalie, la Norvdge, /es Pays-8as, le Boyaume-Uni, la
Sudde et la Suisse La Finlande est membrc associd de
l'Agence Le Canada benef icie d'un statut d'Etat
cooperant

Se/on /es termes de la Convention: I'Agence a pour
misslon d'assurer et de developper, e des ilns
exclusivement pacifiques, la cooperation entrc Etats
europdens dans /es domaines de la recherche et de la
technologie spat/a/es et de leurs applications spatiales,
en vue de leur utilisation d des llns scientifioues et Dour
des systdmes spatiaux op'rcttonnels d'applications:

(a) en €laborant et en mettant en oeuvre une polittque
spattale europ€enne A long terme, en
recommandant aux Etats membres des objectils en
matidre spaIale et en concertant /es pollllrTues des
Etats membrcs A l'6gard d'autres organisations et
institutions nationales et internationales:

(b) en 6laborant et ei mettant en oeuvre des activites et
des programmes dans le domaine spatial;

(c) en coordonnant le programme spatial europeen et
Ies programmes nationaux, et en integrant ces
derniers progressivement el aussi compldtement
que possib/e dans le programme spattal europeen,
notamment en ce qui concerne le d'veloppement
de sate//lfes d'aDDhcailons

(d) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre la politique
industielle appropn'e d son programme et en
recommandant aux Etats membres une Dolittaue
ind ustrielle coh6tente

L'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, composd de
repr'sentants des Etats membrcs Le Directeur gen6ral
est le fonctionnaire executif supeneur de I'Agence et la
repr6sente dans tous ses acles.

Le Directoire de l'Agence est compos6 du Directeur
genercl; de l'lnspecteur gen4ral; du Directeur des
Programmes sctentif iques; du Directeur des
Programmes d'Observatron de la Terre ef de son
Environnement; du Directeur du Programme de
T€l5communications; du Directeur des Systdmes de
Transpott spatial; du Directeur du Programme Station
spatiale et Microgravite; du Directeur de I'ESTEC, du
Directeur des Op'rattons et du Directeur de
l'Administration

Le S/EGE de I Agence est a Pa4s

Les prinopaux Efabrssements de I'Agence sont:

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET DE
TECHNOLOGIE SPAI//LES (ESTEC), Nootdwijk,
Pays-8as

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN D'OPERATIONS SPAIALES
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Allemagne

ESRIN, Frascati, ltalie

Pr6sident du Conserl: Prof. F. Carassa

Directeur aeneral: J.-M Luton
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Power Supply Cable
Assemblies

GORE are specialists in

cable constructions for
critical transmission sys-
tems. GORE special high-
performance cables secure
the success of space
missions through their ap-
plication-specific desi gn
and manufacture.

Contact us early in your
concept phase. We will be
glad to advise you. We
have extremly short turn-
arounds for the design,
prototyping and manufac-
ture of your special cable
requirements.

Main specializations

o Space wires and cables
(qual if ication accordi ng
to SPACELAB SLP 21 10
and ESA/SCC detail
specif ication 3901 /007,
008, 009)

o Highly flexible, low-
attenuation mlcrowave
cable assemblies, appli-
cable up to 40 GHz

o Dielectric waveguides
f rom 26.5 to 1 10 GHz

o Highly flexible, low-
attenuation coaxial
cables

O Round and flat conduc-
tor ribbon cables

o Data lines

O Round cables

O High voltage wires and
cables

W L GORE & ASSOCIATES GMBH
Nordring 1 D-8835 Pleinfeld Germany
Phone: (0 91 44) 6 01 - 0

Hermann-Oberth-Str 22
D-801 1 Putzbrunn Germany
Phone: (089)4612 - 507

rW

Product Information:

for Space Technology



High Technology and the Earth

More than 20 years ago the first
pictures fiom space showed the
earth in a completely new perspec-

tive Since that time space has
proved to be the most appropriate
viewing point from which to rnves-

tigate and reach a better under-
standrng of our planet

The European Space Agency ESA

recognized early on the advan-
tages of earth observatron by salel-
lite and, by the end of the seven-

ties, began the planning stage of
the ERS program Due to therr
expelience and success in space

technology, responsibihty for the
development of the first European

remote sensing satellite ERS-1 was
assigned to Dornler
Today ERS-1, equipped with the
most modern instrumentation, pro-

duces, egardless of cloud cover and

time of day, geophysical data on

the oceans, polar ice-caps, coastal
regions and selected areas of land
This compietely new and valuable
information is made accessible for
use in environmental protection,

climatic research, weather forecas-

ting and oceanography

As an important follow-up program

the contract for the second remote
sensing satellite ERS-2 has been
awarded

In continuation of thls space

technology program, the Polar

Orbiting Earth Mission POEM-1

will, ln the near future, offer an

imponant contribution to
atmospheric research The large

capacity of the POEM-1 payload

will represent a new milestone in
satellite development

Dornier GmbH
Satellites and Apphcation Systems

PO Box1420
D-7990 Friedrichshafen 1

Phone (07545) 8-36 85

Fax (0 75 45) 8-93 92

Dornier
Deutsche Aerospace
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Ariane 5

Tiirksat

We're capable of anything.

Highly diversified skjlls, ancl an unusually wicle pltxlrrct range nuke AeK)spxtixlc Espxcc & l)6fensc thc c>nlv contp:rn1,
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lxfrrre the year 2000 Aerospatiale is alsr> clevekrping thc ncs'. ancl more pou,erfr-rl Ariane 5 launcher, and is Jercling the
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Spain ataglance
ln l))2, Spain's international scope

will be greatly enhanced, thanks to
the Direct Broadcast Service

antenna aboard the HISPASAT.

The DBS antenna was developed
at CASA Space Division using the most
advanced technology.

For the first time, Spain flies
a telecommunications satellite that
carries all the very best of CASA abozrd.

CASA has adopted a strong commitment
for future missions, continuing to meet
the challenges of the space age.

GAISAe
SPACE Drvtstoll

C0NSIRUCCIoNES AIR0NAInCAS, S,{- Avda. de Ang6n,404-28022 MADRID. Tel.:58637 00-Ftx747 47 99 -T€le*,48540 CASA E.



Design small. Thfurk big.
In our field, requirements are almost infinite but

space 0n board is finite. Integrating more functions in
that space is our way of thinking big.

The space industry demands absolute integrity,
from liftoff to end-of-life. Sextant Avionique's Space

Division calls on over 25 years of experience to meet
these exacting requirements. From design to integra-
tion of space-qualified equipment, we offer a compre-
hensive range of services to meet your exact needs.

Sextant Avionique has already
equipped some 50 launchers and 70

satellites - a total of over 300 compo-

Space tr)ivision

nents and subsystems that operators can rely on
throughout mission life.

Thanks to our acknowledged expertise, advanced
technology and in-depth synergy between aeronauti-
cal and space operations, Sextant Avionique is a key
partner in some of the biggest space programs of this
decade, including Ariane 4 and 5, Hermes, Columbus,
Spot, ERS, Helios, N{eteosat, Topex-Poseidon, IS0,
Eutelsat II and Telecom 2.

Ooncentrating know-how into a finite
inner space is ourway of helping you meet
the infinite demands of outer space.

2S,ruc,IulesVedrines 2602TValenceCedcx-France Telephone(33)7579 11511 TelexSXTi]45807F-Fax(33)i579ti660



ANT in Space r Experience and Knowledge
in Satellite Communications
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ANT's space communications ex-

perience over 30 years with
profound knowledge of the com-
munication techniques together
with its special theoretical back-

ground is highly appreciated by
our customers.
Our flight hardware experience
and capabilities are represented
in more than 60 national and
international satellites and orbital
systems in which several million
hours of lifetime in orbit have

been accumulated without failure.

That's our contribution to world-
wide telecommunication such as

telephone calls, data and TV
signal transmission.

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Space Communications Systems

GerberstraBe 33

7150 Backnang/Germany
Telephone + 49 / 7 191 / 13 -21 84

Telefax +49 / 7 191 / 73 -25 34
- -- 
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Bosch Telecom
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The Granada Ministerial Conference
The lssues and the Outcome

J.-M. Luton
Director General, ESA, Paris

Background
At their previous Meetings in Rome on
30 and 31 January 1985 and in The Hague
on 9 and 10 November 1987, the Ministers
responsible for space affairs in the ESA

Member States decided upon, and sub-
sequently confirmed, a Plan based on three
main concepts: autonomy, coherence and
oarance:

- autonomy to be achieved through new
and competitive launchers (Ariane-5)

- coherence to be ensured thanks to a
combination of programmes (Columbus,
Hermes, Data Relay System) that would
provide Europe with independent access
to low Earth orbits and ultimately lead to
a complete, inhabited European in-orbit
infrastructure, and

- a balance to be struck between science,
aoolications and infrastructure
programmes.

'gsa

e$a esa

esa esa

Mr Jean-Marie hton (left) and Prof. Hubert Curien, who chaired the Granada
Meeting
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ESA was also to pursue its activities in

Space Science, Earth Observation,
Telecommunications and M icrooravitv

By the time of the next Ministerial Meeting
in Munich in November 1991, the situation
had profoundly changed: there had been
a slowdown in economic growth and a
tightening of the resources available for
research and develooment. This had
been accompanied by major geo-political
upheavals: the reunification of Germany,
changes in the political system in the
countries of Eastern Europe, and the
acceleration of European integration. ESA

had, of course, to take account of all of
these factors.

The Member States took the decision in
Munich to restructure the Long-Term Plan
for the Agency, whilst at the same time
reaffirming the guidelines established in The
Hague. They adopted two Resolutions, one
concerning a Plan for the years 1992-2005,
and another dealing with Earth Observation.
They also asked me to present, a year late;
proposals reflecting the economic realities
and the new oolitical situations both in
Eurooe and in the rest of the World

The pre-Granada position
The proposals for the future of Europe's
space programmes that I put forward for
decision in Granada were built around the
following concepts:

- continuation of the maior scientific
programmes

- preservation of European competitiveness
in launch and telecommunications
sysrems

- expansion of the programmes for
observation of the Earth and its

environment

- greater cooperation in crewed spaceflight



mi nisterial conference

To put these ideas into practice in a way
that takes into account the changing World
environment, a stepped approach was
proposed, making it possible to introduce
a measure of flexibility into programmes as
they evolve while still maintaining the long-
Ierm arms

The broad lines of the Plan orooosed to the
Ministers were therefore as follows:

Sclence Programme: to maintain the
levels of resources and aims already
defined in the 'Space Science: Horizon
2000' Plan.

Observation of the Earth and its Environ-
ment: lo give priority to the programmes
concerned. Following ERS-1, already in
orbit, and ERS-2, to be launched in 1994,
it was proposed that two series of polar-
orbiting missrons should be developed:
the first devoted to the environment, with
a possible 1998 launch and carrying a
more advanced and more powerful
synthetic-aperture radar than ERS; the
second focussing on meteorology, to
be launched in 2000 and carrying
instruments designed for climatic studies.

Telecommunications: to launch, between
now and the year 2000, two telecom-
munications satellites, and to fly two
payloads on non-ESA satellites. The two
satellites, Artemis (Advanced Relay and
Technology Mission Satellite) and DRS-1

(Data Relay Satellite) would be launched
in 1996 and 1999, respectively, to provide
the first Earth-observation olatform in oolar
orbit with a data-relay capability The two
payloads in question were the European
Land-Mobile System (EMS), scheduled
for launch in 1994 on ltalsat-F2, and an
On-Board Processing (OBP) system,
to be launched in 1996 on an as vet
unspecified satellite.

Launchers: to continue development of
Ariane-S, which began in 1988, to ensure
a launch capability for initially automatic
and later crewed space vehicles

Space Transportation: the Hermes
Programme, having evolved considerably
since the preparatory phase began in
1985, and prompted by technical,
financial and political considerations, to
undertake a three-year re-orientation
phase centering primarily on: defining an
ESA-Russian programme to include a
crew transport system and servicing
elements for low Earth orbits; and

studying an Assured Crew Return Vehicle
(ACRV) in conjunction with NASA, and
an Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)

within the framework of utilisation of the
Columbus Attached Laboratorv.

A decision on whether to oroceed with
the development phases of these
programmes would be taken in 1995.

- ln-Orbit lnfrastructure: to develop the
Columbus Attached Laboratory to be
launched in 1999 as part of the Inter-
national Space Station 'Freedom', to
undertake definition studies for a future
ESA-Russian Space Station, including a
contribution to the Mir-2 programme,
on which a decision to proceed to the
development phase should also be taken
in 1995; and to undertake precursor
flights.

These then were the main themes of the
realistic, but still ambitious plan. that was
submitted to the Ministers in Granada for
approval. lt took account of the Member
States' resolve to preserve a European
industrial capability and to expand the
range of cooperative activity.

Decisions in Granada
As the accompanying Resolutions show, in
Granada we witnessed a oositive outcome
from a year of intensive endeavour within
the Agency. Many of the difficulties that the

ESA exhibits in the foyer of
the Granada Congress
Centre
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The 1992 Ministerial
Council Meeting in

progress

q

Member States faced in Munich have been
resolved, allowing a broad consensus to
be reached.

The deliberations of the Ministers were
characterised not only by an appreciation
of the problems that several of our Member
States are currently facing, but also by a
marked willingness to find a compromise

As expected, far-reaching and important
decisions were taken in the field of Earth
observation, where the green light was
given to develop Envisat-l and to pursue
cooperation with Eumetsat on future
geostationary and polar-orbiting missions.

Regarding the programmes associated with
man in space, the Ministers agreed that
the global development of the Columbus
Attached Laboratory (APM) can now start, as
can the develooment of the Columbus Polar
Platform and the Data Relay Satellite With
the 50/o cut in project costs that has been
accepted for the APM, I am confident that
we will see this programme fully subscribed
in the coming months.

It was also agreed that the Ministers will
decide in February 1995 on the utilisation
phase for the Columbus APM, and I will be
leading fresh negotiations with NASA to find
ways of accommodating the wishes of the
Member States that the exploitation costs of
the International Space Station should, in

significant measure, be delivered in kind.
This would include European provision or

involvement in such services as the
Automated Transfer Vehicle the Assured Crew
Return Vehicle, and the Data Relay System

The Ministers took the decision to continue
with the re-orientation of the Hermes
Programme towards greater and deeper
cooperation with Russia, to arrive at a crewed
space transportation system developed from
Hermes. They will be reviewing the progress
of the programme in 1995

The Ministers reaffirmed their suooort for the
Agency's Science Programme and for the full
and timely realisation of the 'Space Science:
Horizon 2000' Programme as a key element
of European Space Policy In addition, I was
invited to draw up a plan, in consultation
with the scientific community, for a European
Space Science Policy beyond 'Horizon 2000'

The Ministers underlined the positive results
achieved in the Ariane development and
operational programmes and stressed its

strategic importance for the European space
endeavour, which must be preserved. In

this respect, they appealed for European
solidarity to further support the use of the
Ariane launchers.

Those Member States that have suffered
from recent monetary fluctuations were
particularly worried about its effects on the
mechanisms used for calculating their
contributions to ESA. I have undertaken to
devise an eouitabie interim solution for these
countries before the Agency's Council meets

10



ministerial conference

in December. Thereafter, the whole question
of contributions will be examined in detail
with a view to avoiding such difficulties in

the future.

The Ministers stressed the need for synergy
between ESA's activities and those of the
European Community, Eutelsat and Eumetsat
in the fields of Earth observation, telecom-
munications, and research and technology.
They welcomed what had been achieved
with the Agency's international partners,
particularly the United States, Russia and
Japan, and look for intensification and
expansion of those relations

Relations with Russia received particular
attention, with emphasis on joint studies

in the areas of in-orbit infrastructure and
associated communications, manned
transportation systems and missions by
Eurooean astronauts to the Mir Station
Coooeration with other former countries
of the USSR might also be considered

All in all, we now have a period in which
we can oroceed with confidence with our
planned activities, both within the Agency
and in European industry. The Granada
Conference has given ESA the mandate to
move ahead with the European Long-Term

Soace Plan. The Ministers will next meet
to review progress in February 1995. G

First row, left to right: Mr Jean-Maurice Dehousse, Ministre de la Politique Scientifique, Belgium; Prof. Hubert Curien, Ministre de la
Recherche et de l'Espace, France; Prof. Kerstin Fredga, Chairman & Director General, Swedish National Space Board; Prof. Francesco
Carassa, Chairman of ESA Council; Mr Claudio Aranzadi, Minister of Industry, Trade and Tourism, Spain; Mrs Anne Breiby, State
Secretary-Ministry of Industry, Norway; Mr Jean-Marie Luton, ESA Director General; Prof. Sandro Fontana, Ministro dell'Universiti e della
Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica, ltaly; Mr Jesus Quero Molina, Excelentisimo Alcalde de Granada

Second row: Mr Henrik Grage, Head of Delegation, Denmark; Dr. Raoul Kneucker, Sektionschef-Bundesministerium fiir Wissenschaft und
Forschung, Austria; Dr. Michael F. Fahy, Department of Industry and Commerce, lreland; Dr. Jacobus Andriessen, Minister of Economic
Affairs, The Netherlands; Dr. Heinz Riesenhuber, Bundesminister fiir Forschung und Technologie, Germany; Mr Edward Leigh, Minister for
Trade and Industry, United Kingdom; Mr Pekka Tuomisto, Minister of Trade and Industry, Finland; Mr lAmbassadeur Francois Nordmann,
Directeur, Chef de la Direction des Organisations internationales du D6partement f6d6ral des affaires 6trangdres, Switzerland; Dr. Roland
Dor6, President of the Canadian Space Agency

11
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Mr Claudio Aranzadi
(centre) delivering his
Opening Address, with Mr
Jesus Quero Molina, Mayor
of Granada, and Prof.
Francesco Carassa (right),
Chairman of the ESA
Council

We are preparing to draw together the
intensive work carried out over the last year,

especially within the Agency itself, firmly
convinced of the need to harmonise our
efforts and adapt Europe's space plans to
the new political and economic environment.

There is no doubt that we are faced with
new realities, with changing circumstances,
whrch have introduced fresh complexity into
the long{erm outlook for Europe's space
plans We must not, howevel lose sight of a
series of considerations which, despite these
changes, remain valid for all concerned.

Firstly, space cooperation is directed at the
most ambitious and at the same time noblest
project pursued by humanity - the explor-
ation and conquest of outer space Space is
something that stimulates our imagination
and gives us a sense of being citizens of the
World. lt behooves Europe to make a major
contribution to this great planetary challenge
if it wishes to live up to the World s expect-
ations of rt,

Secondly, we have to remember that a
better understanding of space brings with
it important scientific and technological
advances, which help to improve the quality
of life for our citizens In today's environment,
the concept of 'useful space' is becoming
increasingly relevant, in so far as space
offers great potential for providing the
community with services in the areas of
telecommunications, weather forecasting
and the utilisation of natural resources, to
give but three examples The benefits of
space actrvities are having an ever-growing
impact on our daily lives. We rely on
communications satellites; we observe our
planet from geostationary and polar orbits
to make weather forecasts and study
envrronmental matters; we use satellites
and interplanetary probes to improve our
knowledge of the Universe and its origins;
we are also conducting very important
research in the life- and materials-sciences
in environments with close to zero gravity.

Nor should we lose sight of the strongly
industrial facet of space exploration Account
must of course be taken of the employment
and income generated directly by the aero-
space industry, but it is also fundamentally
important to consider that advanced space
technologies ai'e rejuvenating and modern-
ising our whole economy as the technologies
concerned (informatics, telecommunications,
new materials, etc ) spread to other sectors
of oroduction.

It is thus clear that the space programmes
not only allow us to satisfy our natural
curiosity concerning the Univers, but also
carry a multiplier effect of enormous value.

Opening Address

C. Aranzadi
Minister of Industry, Trade and Tourism, Spain

I have great pleasure in greeting all the
Delegations taking part in this Ministerial
Meeting of the European Space Agency's
Council and at the same time in expressing
our sincere gratitude to the city of Granada
for its cordial welcome,

We are meeting in 1992 a symbolic year
for so many reasons, including the fact that
it is International Space Year, This has been
a yeat of great intensity and of crucial
importance in conveying to society at large
the role that space exploration is called upon
to play in the closing stages of the 20th
CCNIUTV

t
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ministerial conference

By their very nature, space programmes
bring a global approach to research and,
in this way, make a decisive contribution to
the development of solutions to problems of
global and regional significance. This feature
of space programmes is particularly clear in

all areas relating to climatic change and the
Earth's environment. Problems such as
desertification, the destruction of the ozone
layer, and deforestation, to name but a few,

are being usefully studied from space.

But space projects also involve another
element that is of the highest value for our
peoples, namely the need for cooperation
transcending the limits of local frontiers, In

the space domain, cooperation is not
solely a financial necessity, in view of the
considerable resources needed to carry
through the prolects concerned; space
cooperation also calls upon the available
sum of human resources and enthusiasm,
two major assets which Europe is perhaps
alone in possessing in such quantity. I am
tempted to go further: Europe needs such
major collective challenges as space in

order to enhance its unity and strengthen
its position in the World. Major challenges
are also a key factor in cohesion,

In pursuing this great challenge for the
future of exploring and investigating space,
we must not forget our neighbours to the
East, with whom both our hearts and our
minds bid us to cooperate more closely
Our hearts call for the integration of countries
destined to form part of greater Europe.
while our minds demand a rational economic
approach, with the effrcient allocation of
limited resources,

At the same time, space exploration being
a common challenge for humanity, we must
seek to cooperate constructively with the
other space powers. and in particular the
United States and Japan, making best use of
any possible synergies between the various
programmes and capabilities,

For these various reasons, the overall
objectives established in Rome and in

The Hague, and subsequently endorsed in
Munich, remain entirely valid lt is essential
not to lose sight of those goals, above all at
a time when European space cooperatron
within the framework of ESA is already
producing results: our leading position in

launch services; the prestige of the Science
Programme. which this year has given us
great cause for satisfaction with the Giotto
mission and the discoveries by the Ulysses
probe concernrng the structure of Jupiter's

magnetosphere Of importance too is the
success of the mission being performed by
ERS 1, which is proving to be a powerful tool
for investigating the Earth and which will be
followed by its companion, ERS-2.

However, we cannot and must not rejoice
too soon. We are all faced with considerable
doubts where specific programme plans are
concerned, and it is these doubts which we
must strive to dispel during these two days in

Granada. lt is necessary for the sake of our
industries. for the sake of our institutions and
their credibility and, finally, for Europe's
space future, to eliminate areas of uncertainty
and establish a clear and realistic framework
within which to act in the Vears ahead

I believe in this regard - and I note that
we have all come here with the same resolve

- that we must do all we can to define the
objectives of our future action, and the
resources required to achieve them, and this
implies a generous attitude that rises above
minor and partial aims for the sake of the
common good

We must therefore be ready to meet these
challenges responsibly and with deter-
mination, enthusiastically and generously,

but also realistically and in a spirit of
pragmatism. Let our debates be passionate

and heated and yet constructive Let us

approach this Conference rationally, but also
with generosity, and may we not forget that
Europe's future in space lies in our hands, G

The Granada Congress
Centre
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Resolution on the lmplementation of
the European Long-Term Space Plan

and Programmes
adopted on 10 November 1992

The Council meeting at Ministerial Level,

HAVING REGARD to ESA/C-M/XCV||/Res 1 (Final) on the European Long-Term Space Plan 1992-2005
and programmes, adopted in Munich on 20 November 1991 ,

HAVING REGARD to ESA/C-M/XCVll/Res 2 (Final) on programmes for observation of the Earth and its
environment, adopted in Munich on 20 November 1991 ,

HAVING REGARD to the Director General's proposal for the Agency's policy and programmes (ESA/C-
|\/(92)3), submitted in response to the instruction given by Council meeting at Ministerial Level in Munich
on 19 and 20 November 1991 to achieve the best possible relationship between the requirements of cost
and effectiveness, in particular through a widened and strengthened cooperation with States that have
already developed advanced space technologies,

NOfING the work already done in the Agency's delegate bodies to prepare or adapt the legal instruments
relating to the programmes on which decisions were called for in the above-mentioned Resolutions of
Council meeting at Ministerial Level,

CHAPTER I

Long-Term Space Plan

1. ENDORSES the Director General's proposalfor the Agency's policy and programmes referred to in the
preamble, as a revision of the European Long-Term Space Plan 1992-2005 which constitutes the
strategic framework for the Agency's activities, planning and programmes

2. ENDORSES the rntroduction in the planning of the Agency's major optional programmes of a stepped
approach aimed at reconciling the need to maintain continuity in the Agency's programmes and
activities with the ability to respond, when needed, to the changes taking place in the overall political,
financial, scientific and technological environment This approach allows the taking of immediate
decisions on developing certain programme elements and on reorientation activities over the period
1993-95, with a view to preparing for necessary complementary decisions in 1995

3 RECOGNISES that the Director General's proposal ensures the continuity of European space policy
while allowing for a gradual widening of international cooperation to the beneiit of the Agency's
programmes.

CHAPTER II

Decisions on Programmes called for in
Resolution of Council Meeting at Ministerial Level of 20 November 1991

ENDORSES the decisions taken by the States participating in the various programmes referred to in this
Chapter, which are made in accordance with the Director General's proposal for the Agency's policy and
programmes (ESA/C-M(92)3) and permit the continuation and satisfactory execution of those programmes
in accordance with the Resolutions of Council meeting at Ministerial Level of 20 November 1991 referred
to in the preamble

WELCOMES the decisions taken at this Ministerial Meeting by the States participating in the programmes
referred to in this chapter, which constitute the agreed basis for amending the Declaration applicable to
each of the said programmes
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conf6rence ministerielle

R6solution sur la mise en oeuvre du
plan spatial europ6en a long terme et des

programmes
adopt6e le 10 novembre 1992

Le Conseil siegeant au niveau ministeriel,

VU la R6solution ESA/C-M/XCVIl/Res. 1 (Final) sur le Plan spatial europ6en A long terme 1992-2005 et

les programmes, adopt6e a Munich le 20 novembre 1991 ,

VU la Resolution ESA/C-M/XCVIl/Res. 2 (Final) sur les programmes d'observation de la Terre et de son

environnement, adoptde d Munich le 20 novembre 1991 ,

VU la proposition du Directeur general relative d la politique et aux programmes de I'Agence (ESA/C

M(92)3), soumise en r6ponse aux instructions donn6es par le Conseil siegeant au niveau minist6riel a

Munich les 19 et 20 novembre 1991 en vue d'atteindre le meilleur rapport possible entre les imperatifs de
co0t et d efficacit6, en particulier grAce a un 6largissement et d un renforcement de la coop6ration avec

des Etats ayani deja developpe des technologies spatiales avanc6es,

PRENANT NOTE des travaux d6jd accomplis au sein des organes d6lib6rants de I'Agence en vue de
pr6parer ou d'adapter les instruments juridiques relatifs aux programmes au sujet desquels des ddcisions
ont et6 demand6es dans les R6solutions du Conseil siegeant au niveau ministeriel precitees

CHAPITRE I

Plan spatial d long terme

1. ENTERINE la proposition du Directeur g6n6ral relative A la politique et aux programmes de I'Agence

vis6e au preambule a titre de revision du Plan spatial europ6en d long terme 1992-2005 qui constitue
le cadre strat6gique des activites, plans et programmes de I'Agence.

2. ENTERINE I'introduction dans la planification des grands programmes facultatifs de I'Agence d'une
methode par 6tapes visant A concilier la n6cessit6 de maintenir la continutt6 des programmes et activites

de I'Agence et la capacite de r6agir, en cas de besoin, aux modifications intervenant dans le contexte
politique, financier, scientifique et technologique. Cette methode permet de prendre des d6cisions
immediates en ce qui concerne la r6alisation de certains elements de programme et la conduite
d'activites de 16orientation sur la p6riode 1993-1995, en vue de preparer les decisions
compl6mentaires qui devront 6tre prises en 1995

3. RECONNAIT que la proposition du Directeur g6neral assure la continuit6 de la politique spatiale

europ6enne tout en donnant les moyens d'elargir graduellement la coop6ration internationale au

b6n6fice des programmes de l'Agence.

CHAPITRE II

D6cisions relatives aux programmes appel6es par les R6solutions du Conseil
si6geant au niveau minist6riel le 20 novembre 1991

ENTERINE les d6cisions prises par les Etats partrcipant aux differents programmes vis6es dans le pr6sent

chapitre, lesquelles sont conformes 2r la proposition du Directeur general relative d la politique et aux
programmes de I'Agence (ESA/C-M(92)3) et permettent de poursuivre et d'ex6cuter lesdits programmes

de fagon satisfaisante en accord avec les Resolutions adopt6es par le Conseil si6geant au niveau ministeriel

le 20 novembre 1991 vis6es au or6ambule.

ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT les decisions prises au cours de la pr6sente session ministerielle par les

Etats participant aux programmes vis6s dans le present chapitre, decisions qui constituent la base

approuv6e pour amender la D6claration applicable d chacun desdits programmes.
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A. Programmes for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment

1. NOTES the decision of the States participating in the POEM-1 programme that the work undertaken in
1992 pursuant to the decision taken on 20 November 1991 by Council meeting at Ministerial Level entails
completion of Phase 1 of the POEM-1 programme on 31 December 1992;

2. NOTES that the POEM-1 programme will comprise as of 1 January 1993 the two elements described
belovl and that, in accordance with the Director General's proposal referred to in the preamble which
fulfils the requirement for a report contained in Chapter lll of Resolution ESA/C-M/XCVIl/Res.2 (Final),
both elements will use the Polar Platform developed under the Columbus programme and use the Data
Relay System (DRS) for data transmission, telemetry and command:

(1) the Envisat-1 mission planned for launch in 1998, which will be mainly dedicated to inderstanding and
monitoring the environment and to providing radar data as a continuation of the data provided by
ERS-2 through inclusion of the instruments referred to in the Director General's proposal;

(2)the Metop-l mission planned for launch in 2000, which will provide operational meteorological
observations, to be carried out taking into account the requirements expressed by the Eumetsat
Council and in accordance with the terms of an Agreement to be concluded with Eumetsat.

3. NOTES the decision of the States participating in the POEM-'1 programme to execute the Envisat-l
mission with an allocated financial envelope estimated at 1134.5 MAU at mid-l991 economic conditions
and the preparatory activities for the Metop-1 mission with an allocated financial envelope estimated at
40 MAU at the same economic conditions, it being understood that the corresponding envelopes will
be financed in accordance with the contribution scales in Table I attached hereto, giving a total of 1174.5
MAU.

4. INVITES the States participating in the POEM-1 programme to decide before the end of 1994 to develop
the Metop-1 mission on the basis of a proposal from the Director General, accompanied by a
cooperation Agreement negotiated with Eumetsat; and NOTES that, on current assumptions, the
Agency's contribution to Metop-1 development is estimated at 625 MAU at mid-1991 economic
conditions, which includes the costs of the DRS terminal.

5. WELCOMES the Resolution adopted by the Eumetsat Council at its meeting of 22-23 September 1992
confirming Eumetsat's intention to cooperate with ESA in developing a second generation of Meteosat
satellites and to contribute to the Metop-1 mission. The preparatory activities for the Metop-1 mission
take due account of the above resolution. The relevant parallel decisions by the Eumetsat Council on
financing Eumetsat's own preparatory activities will be needed by mid-1993. Such decisions by the
Eumetsat Council are required in order for the Agency to decide whether the Metop-1 mission will be
continued unchanged beyond 1993 or will be modified.

6. NOTES that, in accordance with the Director General's proposal referred to in the preamble, and in
particular Annex 8 thereto, the Envisafl ground segment will have recourse to both the Agency's and
national facilities developed for ERS 1 and ERS-2, will take account of the ongoing Phase B studies and
will be further designed to provide efficient linkage with the systems being developed worldwide, and
in particular in the environmental science community.

7. RECOGNISES that the Agency's activities and programmes in the field of observation of the Earth and
its environment play an important role in providrng suitable means for monitoring ice, oceans and the
atmosphere; and RECOGNISES further that these activities and programmes contribute to a coherent
and effective European Earth-observation policy, which, among other things, takes into account the uses
that developing countries can make of observation data.

8. INVITES the Director Generalto take the initiative of consulting with European entities active in the field,
in particular the Commission of the European Communities, Eumetsat, appropriate national bodies and
the user communities, with a view to acquiring a solid basis for the formulation and strengthening of
a European Earth-observation policy as an element of a worldwide strategy.
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A. Les programmes d'observation de la Terre et de son environnement

PREND NOTE de la ddcrsion des Etats participant au programme POEM-1 selon laquelle les travaux
entrepris en 1992 en application de la decision prise le 20 novembre 1991 par le Conseil sidgeant au

niveau minist6riel conduisent d I'achdvement de la phase-l du programme POEM-1 le 3'1 decembre
1992:

NOTE que le programme POEM-1 comprendra, a partir du 1er janvier 1993, les deux el6ments d6crits
ci-dessous et que, conform6ment A la proposition du Directeur g6neral vis6e au pr6ambule qui fait droit
ii l'obligation de faire rapport inscrite au chapitre lll de la Resolution ESA/C-M/XCVIl/Res 2 (Final), ces

deux 6l6ments utiliseront la plate-forme polaire realisee dans le cadre du programme Columbus et le
systdme de relais de donn6es (DRS) pour la transmission des donn6es, la tel6mesure et la

t6l6commande:
(1) la mission Envisat-l , dont le lancement est fix6 e 1998, qui aura pour princrpal oblet la connaissance

et la surveillance de I'environnement, ainsi que la fourniture de donn6es radar en continuit6 des
donn6es d'ERS-2 par I'emport des instruments vis6s dans la proposition du Directeur general;

(2)la mission Metop-1, dont le lancement est fixe a I'an 2000, chargde d'observations m6teorologiques
op6rationnelles, qui sera conduite compte tenu des besoins formul6s par le Conseil d'Eumetsat et

conform6ment aux termes d'un Accord d conclure avec Eumetsat.

PREND NOTE de la decision des Etats participant au programme POEM-1 d'ex6cuter la mission
Envisat-1 dans les limites d'une enveloppe financiere estimee a 1134,5 MUC aux conditions
6conomiques de la mi-1991 et les activit6s pr6paratoires de la mission Metop-1 dans les limites d'une
enveloppe financidre estim6e a 40 MUC aux m6mes conditions 6conomiques, ce qui aboutit A un total

de 1174,5 MUC, 6tant entendu que les enveloppes correspondantes seront financ6es conform6ment
aux bardmes des contributions figurant au tableau I ci-joint.

INVITE les Etats participant au programme POEM-1 a d6cider avant la fin de 1994 de r6aliser la mission

Metop-1 sur la base d'une proposition du Directeur g6n6ral accompagn6e d'un Accord de coop6ration
n6goci6 avec Eumetsat; et NOTE que, selon les hypothdses actuelles, la contribution de l'Agence d la
r6alisation de Metoo-1 est estimde e 625 MUC aux conditions 6conomiques de la mi-1991, coOts du
terminal DRS comoris.

ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT la Resolution adopt6e par le Conseil d'Eumetsat lors de sa r6union des
22 el 23 septembre 1992 qui confirme qu'Eumetsat a I'intention de coop6rer avec I'ESA d la r6alisation

d'une deuxieme g6n6ration de satellites Meteosat et de contribuer a la mission M6top-1 . Les activit6s
prdparatoires de la mission Metop-1 tiennent d0ment compte de la Resolution precitee. ll conviendrait
que le Conseil d'Eumetsat prenne d'ici la mi-1993 les decisions paralleles pertinentes ayant trait au

financement des activitds pr6paratoires propres d Eumetsat. Ces d6cisions doivent 6tre prises par le
Conseil d'Eumetsat pour que l'Agence puisse decider si la mission Metop-1 se poursuivra telle quelle

au-dela de 1993 ou si elle sera modifi6e.

NOTE que, conform6ment a la proposition du Directeur general vis6e au pr6ambule, et en particulier

d son annexe 8, le secteur sol d'Envisat-1 fera appel aux installations de I'Agence et aux installations

nationales r6alis6es pour ERS-1 et ERS-2, prendra en compte les 6tudes de phase-B en cours et sera

en outre conqu de manidre d assurer une liaison efficace avec les systdmes en cours de r6alisation au
niveau mondial, et en particulier dans le cadre de la communaut6 des specialistes des sciences de
I'environnement.

RECONNAIT que les actrvrtes et programmes de l'Agence dans le domaine de l'observation de la Terre

et de son environnement jouent un r6le important en matiere de protection de l'environnement,
notamment en fournissant des moyens adaptes a la surveillance des glaces, des oc6ans et de
l'atmosphere; et RECONNAIT en outre que ces activit6s et programmes contribuent a la coh6rence et

a I'efficacite de la politique europ6enne d'observation de la Terre, qui tient compte, entre autres choses,

de l'utilisation que les pays en d6veloppement peuvent faire des donn6es d'observation de la Terre

INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral d prendre l'initiative de consulter les entit6s europ6ennes actives dans ce

domaine, notamment la Commission des Communaut6s europ6ennes, Eumetsat, les entitds nationales

4.
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B. The DRS Element of the DRTM Programme

NOTES the decision taken by the States participating in the DRS element of the DRTM programme that
the work undertaken so far, pursuant to the decision taken on 20 November 1991 by Council meeting
at Ministerial Level and including tasks within the Data-Relay Preparatory Programme, the Technology
Mission and Phase 1 of the DRS Programme Element, entails the completion of definition activities and
constitutes a satisfactory basis for initiaiing the development of the Data-Relay System.

NOfES that the DRS Programme Element will comprise as of 1 January 1993 the full development of
the first DRS satellite for launch in 1999 in order to meet the requirements of the Earth observation and
other programmes; and INVITES the participating States to take a cornplementary decision in February
1995 with regard to the integration and launch of the second flight unit.

NOTES the decision of the States participating in the DRS element of the DRTM programme to execute
the full development of the DRS system with an overall corresponding financial envelope estimated at
945 MAU at mid-1991 economic conditions (of which 199 4 MAU are the subject of the complementary
decision mentioned in paragraph (2), it being understood that the corresponding envelope will be
financed in accordance with the contribution scale in Table I attached hereto

C. The Golumbus Programme

NOTES the decision taken by the States participating the Columbus Programme that the work
undertaken in 1992 pursuant to the decision taken on 20 November 1991 by Council meeting at
Ministerial Level entails completion of Phase 1 of the Columbus Programme on 31 December 1992

NOTES that the Columbus Programme will comprise as of 1 January 1993 the four elements described
below:

(1) development and launch of the Columbus Attached Laboratory, including the development of the
ground segment and the conduct of operational and utilisation activities up to the launch planned
for 1999;

(2) development and launch, which is planned for 1998, and initial operations of the Columbus Polar
Platform, including the ground segment necessary for its control;

(3) execution of the Columbus precursor-flight activities to prepare for exploitation of the Columbus
Attached Laboratory and to provide intermediate flight opportunities for th user community;

(4) execution over the period 1993-95 of system studies and definition activities involving international
cooperation on a future crewed in-orbit infrastructure, in order to prepare for activities to be carried
out in the second planning step.

NOTES the decision of the States participating rn the Columbus Programme to execute development
of the Columbus Attached Laboratory with an allocated financial envelope estimated at 25168 MAU at
mid-1991 economic conditions, of which 3500 MAU are allocated to the preparation for utilisation and
operation are subject to a complementary decision to be taken by a double twothirds-majority vote of
the participating States in February 1995 as indicated in Chapter lll, and development of the Polar
Platform with an allocated financial envelope estimated at 694.0 MAU at the same economic conditions,
to proceed with execution of Columbus precursor flights, including MIR flights, with an allocated financial
envelope estimated a 315.9 MAU at the same economic conditions, and the execution of studies on a
future crewed in-orbit infrastructure, with an allocated financial envelope estimated at 300 MAU at the
same economic conditions; it is further understood in that decision that the corresponding envelopes,
amounting to 3556.7 MAU, will be financed with regard to activities undertaken as of 1 January 1993
in accordance with the contribution scales in Table I attached hereto.

INVITES the Director General to take the appropriate measures, possibly including prolongation of the
development of the Columbus Attached Laboratory by a maximum of one year, so as to reconcile the
requirements of the programme with the financial resources made available by the participating States,
as indicated in lable I attached hereto

a

z

4
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compdtentes et les communaut6s d'utilisateurs, afin d'asseoir sur des bases solides l'6laboration et le
renforcement d'une politique europ6enne d'observation de la Terre en tant qu'element d'une strat6gie

mondiale

1.

B. L6lment DRS du programme DRTM

PREND NOTE de la decision des Etats participant A l'element DRS du programme DRTM selon laquelle

les travaux ex6cut6s dr ce jour, en application de la decision prise le 20 novembre 1991 par le Conseil

sregeant au niveau minist6riel et comprenant les tAches faisant partie du programme pr6paratoire de
relais de donn6es, de la mission de technologie et de la phase-1 de I'element de programme DRS,

conduisent d I'achevement des activit6s de ddfinition et constituent une base satisfaisante pour mettre

en route le developpement du systdme de relais de donnees.

NOTE que l'6lement de programme DRS comprendra, a partir du 1er janvier 1993, la r6alisation effective

du premier satellite DRS pour qu'il puisse 6tre lanc6 en 1999 en vue de satisfaire les imperatifs des
programmes d'observation de la Terre et d'autres programmes et INVITE les Etats participants A

prendre, en f6vrier 1995, une decision compl6mentaire au sujet de l'integration et du lancement de la
deuxidme unit6 de vol.

PREND NOTE de la decision des Etats participant d I'element DRS du programme DRTM de mener

A bien la r6alisation du systdme de relais de donn6es dans les limites d'une enveloppe financiere
globale estimee a 945 MUC aux conditions 6conomiques de la mi-l991 (dont 199,4 MUC doivent faire

I'objet de la d6cision compl6mentaire mentionn6e au paragraphe 2, 6tant entendu que l'enveloppe
correspondante sera financ6e conform6ment au bardme des contributions qui figure au tableau I

ci-joint

C. Le programme Columbus

1. PREND NOTE de la d6cision des Etats participant au programme Columbus selon laquelle les travaux
entrepris en 1992 en application de la decision prise le 20 novembre 1991 par le Conseil si6geant au

niveau minist6riel conduisent d I'achdvement de la phase 1 du programme Columbus le 31 decembre
1992.

2. NOTE que le programme Columbus comprendra, A partir du 1er janvier 1993, les quatre el6ments
decrits ci-dessous:
(1) la r6alisation et le lancement du laboratoire raccord6 Columbus, y compris la r6alisation du secteur

sol et la conduite des activites op6rationnelles et d'utilisation jusqu'au lancement pr6vu en 1999;
(2) la realisation et le lancement, pr6vu en 1998, ainsi que l'exploitation initiale de la plate{orme polaire

Columbus, y compris le secieur sol n6cessaire d la commande et au contr6le de celle-ci;
(3) I'execution des vols pr6curseurs Columbus pour pr6parer I'exploitation du laboratoire raccord6

Columbus et fournir d la communaut6 des utilisateurs des occasions de vol interm6diaires;
(4) I'ex6cution, au cours de la periode 1993-'1995, d'activites de definition et d'etudes systdme, mettant

en jeu une coop6ration internationale sur une future infrastructure orbitale habitee, en vue de
prdparer les activit6s d ex6cuter dans la deuxidme etape du calendrier.

3. PREND NOTE de la decision des Etats participant au programme Columbus de proc6der a la r6alisation

du laboratoire raccordd Columbus dans les limites d'une enveloppe financidre estim6e a 2516,8 MUC
aux conditions dconomique de la mi-1991, dont 350 MUC affectes d la preparation de l'utilisation et de
l'exploitation feront I'objet d'une decision compl6mentaire que les Etats participants doivent prendre a

la double majorite des deux tiers en f6vrier 1995 comme il est dit au chapitre lll et d la realisation de
la plate{orme polaire dans les limites d'une enveloppe financidre estim6e a 694,0 MUC aux mOmes

conditions dconomiques, A I'ex6cution des vols pr6curseurs Columbus, vols Mir compris, dans les

limites d'une enveloppe financiere estim6e a 315,9 MUC aux m6mes conditions economiques, et a
I'ex6cution d'6tudes sur une future infrastructure orbitale habit6e dans les limites d'une enveloppe
financidre estim6e a 30 MUC aux memes conditions 6conomiques, ce qui abouttt a un total de
3556,7 MUC; etant entendu, aux termes de cette decision, que les enveloppes correspondantes seront
financ6es, en ce qui concerne les activit6s entreprises a partir du 1er janvier 1993, conform6ment aux
bardmes des contributions qui figurent au tableau I ci-joint.
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TAKES due account of the preliminary information, provided in the Director General's proposal referred
to in the preamble, on the envisaged costs and principles for sharing the costs of the exploitation
programme for the Columbus Attached Laboratory and INVITES the Director General to formulate a final
proposal in this regard so that a decision on the said exploitation programme can be taken in due time

INVITES the States participating in the Columbus Programme to monitor closely the evolution of
development of the International Space Station and to take decrsions as appropriate to provide for the
necessary adjustment of the programme.

RECOGNISES the Agency's responsibilities with regard to the selection and training of astronauts,
RECALLS that the European Astronauts Centre was created with the specific responsibility of fulfilling
those functions; NOTES that the costs corresponding to the Coiumbus Programme's requirements in this
respect are covered by the said programme; and NOTES further that the role and funding of the Centre
will be reviewed in 1995 in line with the complementary decisions to be taken by the end of 1995 with
regard to crewed space activities

D. The Hermes Programme

NOTES the decision taken by the States participating in the Hermes Programme that the work
undertaken in 1992 pursuant to the decision taken on 20 November 1991 by Council meeting at
Ministerial Level entails completion of Phase 1 of the Hermes Programme on 31 December 1992

NOTES that the Hermes Programme, as defined in the Director General's proposal referred to in the
preamble, introduces a reorientation period of three years from 1 January 1993 for the purpose of
studying the following three strategic options for implementation of a future crewed transportation
system:

- cooperation with Russia

- cooperation with the United States

- an autonomous European scenario

and comorises the followino activities:

(1) system studies, primarily directed towards definition of an ESA-Russian Hermes crew transportation
vehicle, and development of critical technologies based on the Hermes definition, for an estimated
amount of 338 MAU at mid-1991 economic conditions;

(2)a detailed definition study for the ESA Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV), as an element of
cooperation with the United States relating to the International Space Station, for an estimated
amount of 45 MAU at mid-1991 economic conditions;

(3) detailed definition studies and pre-development of servicing elements, for an estimated amount of
94 MAU at mid-1991 economic conditions,

NOfES the decision of the States participating in the Hermes Programme to execute the programme
reorientation activities with an overall corresponding financial envelope estimated at 567 MAU at
mid-1991 economic conditions, including 90 MAU for commitments made during Phase 1 of the
programme, it being understood that the corresponding envelope will be financed with regard to
activities undertaken as of 1 January 1993 in accordance with the overall contribution scale in Table I

attached hereto and that the Participating States' contributions will be called up in accordance with the
separate contribution scales correspondimg to the activities described under Section 2 above

lNVlfES the States participating in the Hermes Programme to include in the corresponding Declaration
suitable provisions for the decrsions to be taken on the development of the crewed transport system and
the servicing elements selected in the course of the three-year reorientation period from 1993 to 1995,
and INVITES the Director General to prepare a final proposal as a basis for the required complementary
decisions in 1995

7.

1.

2

3

4
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INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral d prendre les mesures appropri6es comprenant 6ventuellement la

prolongation d'un an au maximum de la realisation du laboratoire raccord6 Columbus afin de concilier
les imp6ratifs du programme avec les ressources financidres mises A disposition par les Etats

participants selon le tableau I ci-ioint

PREND bonne note des premidres informations fournies dans la proposition du Directeur gen6ral visee

au pr6ambule sur les co0ts envisag6s et sur les principes de partage des co0ts du programme

d'exploitation du laboratoire raccord6 Columbus et INVITE le Directeur general A formuler une
proposition finale en ce sens afin qu'une d6cision sur ledit programme d'exploitation puisse 6tre prise

en temps opportun

INVITE les Etats participant au programme Columbus a suivre de pres la fagon dont se deroule le

d6veloppement de la Station spatiale internationale et, le cas echeant, d prendre des d6cisions sur les

ajustemenis d apporter au programme.

RECONNAIT d I'Agence la responsabilit6 de la s6lection et de la formation des astronautes; RAPPELLE

que le Centre des astronautes europ6ens a ete cree sp6cifiquement pour assumer ces fonctions; NOTE

que les cotits correspondant au besoins du programme Columbus d cet 6gard sont couverts par ledit
programme; et NOTE en outre que le 16le et le financement de ce Centre seront rdexamin6s en 1995

en fonction des decisions comp16mentaires d prendre avant la fin de 1995 au sujet des activites spatiales

avec 6qurpage

D. Le programme Hermes

PREND NOTE de la d6cision des Etats participant au programme Hermes selon laquelle les travaux

entrepris en 1992 en application de la decision prise le 20 novembre 1991 par le Consetl si6geant au

niveau ministeriel conduisent d I'achdvement de la phase-1 du programme Hermes le 31 decembre
1992.

NOTE que le programme Hermes, tel qu'il est defini dans la proposition du Directeur general vis6e au

pr6ambule, prevoit, A partir du 1er janvier 1993, une reorientation d'une dur6e de trois ans en vue

d'6tudier les trois options strategiques suivantes pour la mise en oeuvre d'un futur systeme de transport
qttaa aatrinano'

- coop6ration avec la Russie

- cooo6ration avec les Etats-Unis

- sc6nario eurooden autonome

et porte sur les activitds suivantes:

(1) etudes systeme ax6es principalement sur la definition d'un v6hicule de transport d'equipage Hermes
ESA-Russie et mise au point de technologies critiques bas6es sur la definition d'Hermes, pour un

montant estim6 a 338 MUC aux conditions 6conomiques de la mi-1991 ;

(2)etude de definition detaill6e du vdhicule de secours pour le retour de l'equipage (ACRV) de I'ESA

en tant qu'6lement realise dans le cadre de la coop6ration avec les Etats-Unts au sujet de la Station

spatiale internationale pour un montant estime A 45 MUC aux conditions 6conomiques de la mi-1991 ;

(3) etudes de definition d6taillee et travaux de pred6veloppement portant sur des 6lements de desserte
pour un montant estime e 94 MUC aux conditions 6conomiques de la mi-1991

PREND NOTE de la decision des Etats participant au programme Hermes d'excuter les activites de
r6orientation du programme dans les limites d'une enveloppe financidre globale correspondante
estimee e 567 MUC aux conditions 6conomiques de la mi-1991, ce chiffre comprenant une somme de

90 MUC pour les engagements pris au cours de la phase-1 du programme, 6tant entendu que

I'enveloppe correspondante sera financ6e, en ce qui concerne les activit6s entreprises d partir du 1er

janvier 1993, conform6ment au bardme general de contributions qui figure au tableau I ci-joint et que

les contributions des Etats participants seront appel6es conform<iment aux bardmes de contributions
distincts correspondant aux activites decrites au paragraphe 2 ci-dessus.

J
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CHAPTER III
Review of the In-Orbit Infrastructure Programmes:

Columbus Attached Laboratory, DRS, Hermes

1. AGREES to proceed in February 1995 to a review of the infrastructure programmes referred to in
Chapter ll above, on the basis of a report of the Director General concerning the status of their execution
and the results of the negotiations he will have conducted with international partners.

2. HAVING REGARD to the Intergovernmental Agreement and the Memorandum of Understanding
concluded on the International Space Station, INVITES the Director Generalto negotiate with NASA the
terms of an agreement on the allocation of the exploitation costs of the Iniernational Space Station which
will satisfy the following requirements:

- a commitment by NASA that the Agency contribution to the Space Station annual common system
operations costs will remain under a firm fixed financial ceiling;

- a commitment by NASA to the effect that a significant portion of the said Agency's contribution shall
be made through the provision of goods and service in kind, such as the Assured Crew Return
Vehicle (ACRV), the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) using the Ariane launcher and the Data Relay
System (DRS), so as to minimise the exchange of funds.

3. lNVlfES the States participating in the Columbus Attached Laboratory element of the Columbus
Programme to decide, by a two-thirds majority representing at least twothirds of the contributions to the
programme, the unblocking of the amount of 350 MAU, earmarked for preparation of utilisation and
operations, referred to in Section 3 of Chapter llC.

4. INVITES the Member States to agree, on the basis of a proposal of the Director General, principles for
the financing of the exploitation costs of the Columbus Attached Laboratory.

5. INVITES the Director General to negotiate with Russia the terms of an agreement on the joint
development of a crewed space transportation system and to report on the status of these negotiations
to the Participating States concerned in time for the review referred to in Section 1 above.

6. INVITES the States participating in the Hermes Programme to determine, on the basis of this report, if
the terms and conditions negotiated respectively with Russia and the United States permit the decision
to be made on the options identified in Section 2 of Chapter llD.

7 INVITES the States participating in the DRS Programme Element to decide, by a two{hirds malority
representing at least twothirds of the contributions to the programme, the integration of the second flight
unit, and to decide the launch of the satd unit bv a unanimous vote, as referred to in Section 2 of
Chapter llB.

CHAPTER IV
Other Programmes

STRESSING the need to explore with Member States ways in which the development and launching of small
satellites could contribute to fulfilment of the objectives outlined in the Long-Term Space Plan with regard
to all the sectors of space activities referred to in this chapter.

CONSIDERING that the private sector involvement in the utilisation of available resources, and in financing
and operating responsibilities, is to be encouraged,

A. Science Programme

REAFFIRMS its support for the Science Programme and for full and timely implementation of the
Horizon 2000 Programme, in accordance with the provisions of Resolution ESA/C/XCIll/Res.2 (Final) of
13 December 1990 and RECOGNISES that the Horizon 2000 programme, by furthering understanding of
the Universe through space astronomy and in-situ exploration of the solar system, is the key element rn
implementing European space science policy; and INVITES the Director General to submit in 1995, taking
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4. lNVlfE les Etats participant au programme Hermes d inclure dans la Declaration correspondante des
dispositions ad6quates au sujet des decisions d prendre sur le ddveloppement du systdme de transport
avec 6quipage et des 6l6ments de desserte choisis au cours de la periode de r6orientation de trois ans

de 1993 a 1995; et INVITE le Directeur gen6ral a pr6parer une proposition finale devant servir de base

aux d6cisions compl6mentaires d prendre en 1995.

1.

CHAPITRE III
Examen des programmes d'infrastructure orbitale:

laboratoire raccord6 Columbus, DRS, Hermes

CONVIENT de proc6der en f6vrier 1995 a un examen des programmes d'infrastructure vis6s au

chapitre ll ci-dessus, sur la base d'un rapport du Directeur general relatif A l'etat d'avancement de leur

execution et aux rdsultats des ndgociations qu'il aura conduites avec les partenaires internationaux

VU I'Accord intergouvernemental et le Memorandum d'Accord conclus sur la Station spatiale
internationale, INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral d n6gocier avec la NASA les termes d'un accord relatif d une

affectation des co0ts d'exploitation de la Station spatiale internationale propre d 16pondre aux imp6ratifs

suivants:

- engagement de la NASA aux termes duquel la contribution de l'Agence aux co0ts communs annuels
d'exploitation des systdmes de la Station spatiale restera en-dega d'un plafond financier forfaitaire

definitif ;

- engagement de la NASA conduisant d ce qu'une part significative de ladite contribution de I'Agence

soit aooort6e sous la forme de biens et de services fournis en nature tels que le v6hicule de secours
pour le retour de I'equipage (ACRV), le v6hicule de transfert automatique (ATV) faisant appel au

lanceur Ariane et le systdme de relais de donn6es (DRS), afin de r6duire au minimum les 6changes
de fonds

INVITE les Etats participant 2r l'6lement laboratoire raccord6 Columbus du programme Columbus d
d6cider, d une majorite des deux tiers repr6sentant au moins deux tiers des contributions au
programme, le deblocage du montant de 350 MUC vis6 au point 3 du chapitre llC, r6serve d la

pr6paratron de l'utilisation et de l'exploitation.

INVITE les Etats membres A convenir, sur la base d'une proposition du Directeur g6n6ral, de principes

relatifs au financement des co0ts d'exoloitation du laboratoire raccord6 Columbus.

INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral A negocier avec la Russie les termes d'un accord relatif d la r6alisation en

commun d'un systdme de transport spatial habit6 et d rendre compte aux Etats participants int6ressds

de l'etat d'avancement de ces n6gociations en temps voulu pour I'examen vis6 au point 1 ci-dessus.

INVITE les Etats participant au programme Hermes d v6rifier, sur la base de ce rapport, si les conditions
n6gociees respectivement avec la Russie et les Etats-Unis permettent de prendre une d6cision sur les

options mentionn6es au point 2 du chapitre IlD.

INVITE les Etats participant dr l'6lement de programme DRS d decider, d une majorite des deux tiers

repr6sentant au moins deux trers des contributions au programme, de l'intdgration et du lancement de
la deuxidme unit6 de vol, et d d6cider du lancement de ladite unit6 par un vote d I'unanimit6, comme
il est dit au ooint 2 du chaoitre llB.

CHAPITRE IV
Autres programmes

SOULIGNANT la n6cessit6 de rechercher avec les Etats membres par quels moyens Ia r6alisation et le
lancement de petits satellites pourraient contribuer a atteindre les objectifs expos6s dans le plan spatial d
long terme pour tous les secteurs des activit6s spatiales vises au pr6sent chapitre,

CONSIDERANT qu'il convient d'encourager la participatron du secteur priv6 d l'utilisation des ressources

disponibles ainsi qu'd l'exercice de responsabilit6s en matidre de financement et d'exploitation,

A
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account of scientific, technical and political developments and after consultation with the scientific
community, a plan for the continuing implementation of European space science policy

B. Earth-Observation Programmes

RECOGNISES the need to start the Meteosat Second Generation Programme in 1993 on the basis of
the Director General's programme proposal, taking into account the terms of the agreement to be
concluded concerning Eumetsat's participation, and INVITES interested Member States to establish ihe
necessary legal instruments.

lNVlfES the Director General to submit in 1993 to Member States a programme proposal concerning
an Earth observation data user orooramme

RECALLS the interest expressed by the scientific community in the Aristoteles programme as described
in the Long-Term Space Plan and RECOGNISES the need to continue minimum activities to allow for
execution of the said programme.

C. Microgravity Programme

AGREES that the States participating in the Microgravity Programme shall proceed with the reorganisation
of the said programme to include the followrng two elements:

(a)a basic microgravity research programme (EMIR) dedicated to scientific use of the microgravity
envrronmenl;

(b) a programme to develop the facilities required for microgravity experiments to be carried out in the
Columbus Attached Laboratorv.

Z.

D. Telecommunications Programme

AGREES the principle of continuing the activities previously undertaken within the Payload and
Spacecraft Development and Experiments (PSDE) Programme and the Advanced Systems and
Technology Programme (ASTP); NOTES the findings of the Agency's working group on satellite
telecommunications policy, which stress the far-reaching implications for European industry of the
European Commission's plan for deregulation in this economic sector; and CALLS for close consultation
with operators, regulatory authorities and industry in order to implement a consistent policy for improving
the competitiveness of the European telecommunications industry.

NOTES the strategy described in the Director General's proposal referred to in the preamble, which
seeks to achieve greater coherence in the Agency's telecommunications activities and to merge as far
as possible programmes and activities referred to in Paragraph 1 within a unified programme on
Advanced Research in Telecommunications Systems (ARfES); INVITES the interested States to establish
the necessary legal instruments and to indicate as soon as possible their level of participation

1.

E. Launcher Programmes

RECOGNISES the need for continuous research and technology accompaniment activities during the
operational lifetime of the Ariane launchers, so as to ensure their technical reliability and performance,
as a responsibility shared between the design authority and industry, and WELCON/ES the Director
General's proposals in this respect; and AGREES in principle to set up before the end of 1995 the
programmes necessary for ensuring an orderly transition from Ariane-4 to Ariane-S, as well as those
which are required to permit further evolution of the Ariane 5 launcher's caoabilities.

RECOGNISES that the Guiana Space Centre (CSG) is an essential element in the Agency's strategy and
EXPRESSES its willingness to continue to build on the experience gained from exploitation of the CSG
for the benefit of the Agency's programmes;
RECALLING the report presented to Council by the Director General on 8 November 1992 on the
present status of the discussions held with CNES on the execution of the CSG activities beyond 1992,

1
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A. Programme scientifique

REAFFIRME son soutren au programme scientifique et d la mise en oeuvre, en temps opportun, de

l'int6gralite du programme Horizon 2000 conform6ment aux dispositions de la Resolution ESA/C/XClll/Res

2 (Final) du 13 decembre 1990, et RECONNAIT que Ie programme Horizon 2000, parce qu'ilamdliore notre

connaissance de I'univers par l'astronomie spatiale et l'exploration in situ du systdme solaire, est l'6l6ment

cl6 de la mise en oeuvre de la politique europ6enne en matidre de science spatiale, et INVITE le Directeur
g6n6ral a soumettre en 1995, compte tenu du contexte scientifique, technique et politique, et aprds

consultation de la communaut6 scientifique, un plan ayant pour objet la poursuite de la mise en oeuvre

de la politique europ6enne en matidre de science spatiale.

B. Programmes d'observation de la Terre

1. RECONNAIT la n6cessit6 de mettre en route en 1993 le programme Meteosat de deuxidme g6neration

sur la base de la proposition de programme du Directeur general, compte tenu des termes de I'accord

A conclure au sujet de la participation d'Eumetsat, et INVITE les Etats membres int6ress6s d 6tablir les

instruments iuridioues n6cessaires.

INVITE le Directeur general d soumettre aux Etats membres en 1993 une proposition de programme

relative d un programme pour les utilisateurs de donn6es d'observation de la Terre.

RAPPELLE l'inter6t manifest6 par la communaut6 scientifique d I'egard du programme Aristoteles, tel

qu'il est present6 dans le Plan spatial d long terme et RECONNAII la n6cessitd de poursuivre un

minimum d'activites en vue de permettre I'ex6cution dudit programme.

C. Programme de recherche en microgravit6

CONVIENT que les Etats participant au Programme de recherche en microgravite proc6deront d la

restructuration de ce programme afin d'y inclure les deux 6lements suivants:
(a) un programme de recherche fondamentale en microgravit6 (EMIR) ax6 sur l'utilisation scienttfique

des conditions de quasi-impesanteur;
(b) un programme ayant pour objet de realiser les equipements n6cessaires aux exp6riences en

microoravit6 d mener d bord du laboratoire raccord6 Columbus.

1.

D. Programme de t6l6communications

APPROUVE le principe d'une poursuite des activit6s ddja entreprises dans le cadre du programme de

d6veloppement et d'experimentation de charges utiles et de vehicules spatiaux (PSDE) et du
programme de systdmes et de technologies de pointe (ASTP); PREND NOTE des conclusions du

Groupe de travail ESA sur la politique de tel6communications par satellite qui soulignent l'6tendue des

cons6quences pour I'industrie europ6enne du projet de d6reglementation de la Commission des

communaut6s europ6ennes dans ce secteur 6conomique; et DEMANDE une concertation 6troite avec

les exploitants, les autoritds 169lementaires et I'industrie afin de mettre en oeuvre une politique

coh6rente visant a am6liorer la comp6titivitd de l'industrie des t6l6communications europeenne

PREND NOTE de la strat6gie expos6e dans la proposition du Directeur general vis6e au pr6ambule,

visant a renforcer la coh6rence des activit6s de l'Agence en matiere de telecommunications et A

fusionner, dans la mesure du possible, les programmes et activit6s visds au paragraphe 1 dans le cadre

d'un programme unique de recherche de pointe sur les systdmes de telecommunications (ARTES);

INVITE les Etats int6ress6s d 6tablir les instruments iuridiques ndcessaires et A faire connaitre dds que

possible le niveau de leur participation

2

E. Programmes de lanceurs

1. RECONNAIT la necessite de mener sans interruption des activites d'accompagnement de recherche

et de technologie pendant la dur6e de vie op6rationnelle des lanceurs Ariane de manidre d garantir leur

capacit6 d'emport et leur fiabilite technique au titre d'une responsabilite partagde par l'autorit6 de

conception et I'industrie, et ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT les propositions soumises A cet egard par

25



INVITES the Directors General of the Agency and of CNES to finalise the terms of an agreement on the
continued funding of the CSG beyond 1992 and submit it to the Agency's relevant bodies with a view
to early approval by Council at Delegate Level

3 INVITES the Member States to pursue their efforts to define the Future European Space Transportation
Investigatton Programme (FESTIP) so that a decision on its start-up can be taken as soon as possible

F. Technology

WELCOMES the approval by Council at its 103 rd Meeting of the Resolution on the General Support
Technology Programme (GSIP), ESA/C/CIll/Res. 1 (Final), and INVITES Member States to subscribe
expeditiously to the corresponding programme Declaration

CHAPTER V
European Launcher Policy

WHEREAS the Ariane launcher developed by the Agency is a strategic asset providing Europe with
autonomous access to space and must be preserved as a vital component of European space policy and
of the Long-Term Space Plan,

2

REAFFIRN/Sthe principlesof European space launcher policy laid down in Resolution ESA/C/Clll/Res
2 (Final), adopted on 23 October 1992.

INVITES the Member States to implement the principle of granting preference to the Ariane launcher
for thetr own missions and those of European and international bodies in which they participate in
accordance with the provisions of the Declaration on the production phase renewed on 21 May 1992
and to encourage the satellite operators, which they have entrusted with the task of meeting the needs
of the general public in fields such as telecommunications, also to grant preference to the Ariane
launcher.

INVITES the Director General to submit proposals designed to further the principle of European
preferential use of the Ariane launchers

4 INVITES the Director General to contribute in close cooperation with both the Member States and the
competent bodies of European Communities, to the conclusion of an agreement, or other form of terms
and conditions, with the governments of other space-faring nations to ensure fair conditions in the
launcher market

CHAPTER VI
Industrial Policy

RECALLING the oblectives of the Agency's industrial policy as set out in Article Vll of the Convention,
namely to meet the requirements of the European space programme in a cost-effective manner, to improve
the worldwide competitiveness of European industry, to ensure that all Member States participate in an
equitable manner in implementing the European space programme, and to exploit the advantages of free
competitive bidding,

1. CONSIDERING the industrial impact of the reorientation called for in the Director General's proposal,
DECIDES that the lower limit for the cumulative return coefficient referred to in Article lV6 of Annex V
to the Convention, below which special measures are to be taken in accordance with Article V of that
Annex, be maintained at 095 for the present three-year period (1991-93) and be fixed at 096 for the
following period (1994-96), it being understood that the objective continues to be to achieve an overall
return coefficient as near as possible to the ideal value of 1 for all countries

REAFFIRMS the guidelines and measures concerning the Agency's industrial policy which were
decided upon by Council meeting at Ministrial Level in The Hague in 1987 and in Munich in 1991,
INVITES the Director General, in consultation with Member States, to further evaluate and formulate

2
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le Directeur gen6ral; et, de plus, CONVIENT en principe d'instaurer avant la fin de 1995 les programmes
propres d assurer une transition methodique entre Ariane-4 et Ariane-S ainsi que les programmes

ndcessaires d l'6volution ult6rieure des capacites du lanceur Ariane-S.

2. RECONNAIT que le Cenire spatial guyanais (CSG) est un 6l6ment essentiel de la strategie de I'Agence

et EXPRIME sa volont6 de continuer d tirer parti de l'exp6rience acquise dans le cadre de l'exploitation

du CSG au b6nefice des programmes de l'Agence.

RAPPELANT le rapport present6 au Conseil par le Directeur gdn6ral le 8 novembre 1992, qui fait le

point des discussions conduites avec le CNES au sujet de I'ex6cution des activites du CSG au deld de

1992, INVITE les Directeurs g6n6raux de I'Agence et du CNES a arr6ter les modalit6s d'un accord relatif

d la ooursuite du financement du CSG au-deld de 1992 et d soumettre cet accord aux organes

comp6tents de I'Agence en vue oe son approbation rapide par le Conseil au niveau des delegues

3. INVITE les Etats membres d poursuivre leur action visant d definir le programme europden de recherche

appliqu6e sur les futurs systdmes de transport spatial (FESTIP) afin qu'une d6cision sur sa mise en route

puisse 6tre prise le plus t6t possible.

F. Technologie

ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT I'approbation par le Conseil, lors de sa 103dme session, de la R6solution

habilitante relative au programme g6n6ral de technologie de soutien (GSTP), ESA/C/CIll/Res1 (Final), et

INVITE les Etats membres d souscrire rapidement d la Declaration de programme correspondante.

CHAPITRE V
Politique en matidre de lanceurs europ6ens

CONSIDERANT que I'Europe dispose, avec le lanceur Ariane rdalise par l'Agence, d'un atout strategique
pour un accds autonome a I'espace et que ce lanceur doit rester un 6l6ment essentiel de la politique

spatiale europ6enne et du Plan spattal a long terme,

1. REAFFIRME les principes de la politique europ6enne en matidre de lanceurs 6nonc6s dans la

Resolution ESA/C/CIll/R6S. 2 (Final), adoptee le 23 octobre 1992.

2. INVITE les Etats membres d appliquer, conform6ment aux dispositions de la D6claration relative d la
phase de production, renouvel6e le 21 mai 1992, le principe consistant d se servir en priorite du lanceur

Ariane pour la conduite de leurs propres missions et des missions d'organismes europdens ou

internationaux auxquelles ils participent et a encourager les exploitants de satellites d qui ils ont confi6

la mission de r6pondre aux besoins du grand public dans des domaines comme celui des

t6l6communications, d accor(er 6galement la pr6f6rence au lanceur Ariane.

3. INVITE le Directeur gen6ral d soumettre des propositions visant d promouvoir le principe de la
pr6f6rence europ6enne pour l'utilisation des lanceurs Ariane.

4. INVITE le Directeur g6neral d contribuer, en collaboration 6troite avec les Etats membres et les organes

comp6tents des Communautds europ6ennes, d la conclusion avec les gouvernements d'autres
puissances spatiales d'un accord ou autre forme d'arrangement garantissant des conditions equitables

sur le march6 des lanceurs.

CHAPITRE VI
Politique industrielle

RAPPELANT les oblectifs de l'Agence en matiere de politique industrielle 6nonc6s a I'article Vll de la
Convention, d savoir 16pondre aux besoins du programme spatial europ6en d'une maniere

6conomiquement efficiente, am6liorer la comp6titivit6 de I'industrie europ6enne dans le monde, garantir
que tous les Etats membres participent de faqon equitable a la mise en oeuvre du programme spatial

europ6en, et b6n6Jicier des avantages de I'appel d la concurrence,
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proposals in this respect, in particular proposals to minimise the overall surplus and deficit situations,
in order to allow the Industrial Policy Committee and Council to take ihe appropriate decisions and
STRESSES that, when establishing and implementing procedures for fulfilling industrial policy objectives,
the particular situation of each Member State's industrial infrastructure shall be given due consideration,

3 INVITES States participating in the Columbus and Hermes Programmes to insert in the relevant
programme Declarations provisions allowrng for the application of the appropriate measures to correct
imbalances recorded in the programmes at the end of 1992, bearing in mind the provisions of Section
1 above with regard to the cumulative return coefficient, and ensuring that all Participating States have
a guaranteed return coefficient of 09 at programme completion.

CHAPTER VII
General Provisions

NOTING with satisfaction the statements made by Delegations at the present Council Meeting regarding
their participation in the programmes referred to in Chapter ll, together with the scales of contributions in
Table I attached hereto.

WHEREAS it is essential to take measures at an early date that will ensure programmatic and financial
continuity in the execution of the Agency's programmes,

RECALLING that the present Resolution introduces a reorientation period for the purpose of evaluating new
opportunities for international cooperation and preparing for the adoption, before the end of 1995, of
complementary decisions that will be needed to ensure satisfactory execution of a number of the Agency's
optional programmes,

A. Transitional Measures

URGES the States participating in the programmes referred to in Chapter ll to adopt, by the end of 1992,
the corresponding 1993 budgets on the basis of the present Resolution, which shall thus constitute the
legal basis for their adoption and execution until adoption of the corresponding amended programme
Declarations, using the financial envelopes and scales of contributions contained in this Resolutron.

INVITES the States participating in the programmes concerned to complete their revision of the
corresponding Declarations by 31 March 1993 at the latest on the basis of this Resolution so as to ensure
the necessary continuity of the said programmes,

AUTHORISES the Director General to take without delay the action needed to begin implementation of
each of the programmes concerned, while taking care not to commit the Agency beyond 1993 budgets
as long as the corresponding Declaration referred to in Section 2 above is not finalised and entered into
foice.

B. Other General Provisions

1 INVITES the Director General to implement the provisions of his proposal referred to in the preamble
pertaining to the Agency's ground infrastructure and to pursue the definition of that infrastructure,
making the best use of existing facilities and available services of the Agency and of Member States as
a first priority, and of those of the Associate Member and Cooperating States in accordance with the
applicable arrangements; and fufther INVITES the Director General to formulate proposals in due
course with a view to establishing the basis for any decisions that may be required in this respect,
including the complementary decisions to be taken by the end of 1995.

2 RECOGNISES that the size and importance of the major optional programmes together with the
budgetary constraints experienced by Member States call for further efforts in improving the
management of these programmes; DECIDES to set up a Council Working Group to examine proposals
for improving the supply of information to Participating States concerning the execution of the said
programmes and for handling any structural deficits that may arise in their financial coverage; the
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1. CONSIDERANT les cons6quences pour I'industrie de la r6orientation demand6e dans la proposition

du Directeur general, DECIDE que la limite inferieure du coefficient de retour cumu16 mentionn6e dt

I'article lV, paragraphe 6 de I'Annexe V de la Convention, en deqd de laquelle des mesures sp6ciales

doivent 6tre prises en application de I'article V de ladite Annexe, sera maintenue d 0,95 pour la p6riode

triennale actuelle (1991-1993) et sera fixee a 0,96 pour la p6riode suivante (1994-1996), 6tant entendu
que I'objectif vis6 demeure de faire beneficier tous les pays d'un coefficient de retour aussi proche que

possible de la valeur id6ale 6gale a I'unit6.

2. REAFFIRME les lignes directrices et les mesures relatives a la politique indusirielle de I'Agence, qui ont

6te arrOtees par le Conseil si6geant au niveau minist6riel A La Haye en 1987 et d Munich en 1991; INVITE

le Directeur g6n6ral d poursuivre en concertation avec les Etats membres l'6valuation et la formulatton

de propositions allant dans ce sens, et en particulier de propositions tendant d r6duire au maximum

les situations d'exc6dent ou de d6ficit global, afin de permettre au Comit6 de la politique industrielle et

au Conseil de prendre les d6cisions appropriees; et SOULIGNE que lors de I'etablissement et de la mise

en oeuvre des proc6dures visant a atteindre les objectifs de politique industrielle, il sera tenu d0ment

compte de la situation particuliere de I'infrastructure industrielle de chacun des Etats membres.

3 INVITE les Etats participant aux programmes Columbus et Hermes a ins6rer, dans les D6clarations de
programme correspondantes, des dispositrons prevoyant les mesures sp6cifiques a appliquer pour

corriger les desequilibres enregistr6s dans ces programmes d la fin de 1992, en tenant compte des

dispositions du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus relatives au coefficient de retour cumu16 et garantissant a tous

les Etats participants un coefficient de retour de 0,9 d l'achdvement du programme.

CHAPITRE VII
Dispositions 96n6rales

PRENANT NOTE avec satisfaction des d6clarations faites par les Delegations A la pr6sente session du

Conseil au sujet de leur participation aux programmes vis6s au Chapitre ll ainsi que des bardmes de

contributions figurant au tableau I ci-joint,

CONSIDERANT qu'il est indispensable de prendre d une date proche des mesures garantissant, au niveau

programmatique et financier, la continuit6 d'ex6cution des programmes de l'Agence,

RAPPELANT que la pr6sente R6solution instaure une periode de rdorientation ayant pour objet d'6valuer

de nouvelles possibilites de coop6ration internationale et de mener des activites pr6paratoires en vue

d'adopter, avant la fin de 1995, les d6cisions compl6mentaires n6cessaires pour garantir la bonne

ex6cution d'un certain nombre de programmes facultatifs de l'Agence,

A. Mesures transitoires

1. INVITE INSTAMMENT les Etats participant aux programmes vis6s au Chapitre ll d adopter, avant la fin

de 1992, les budgets 1993 correspondants sur la base de la pr6sente R6solution, qui constituera donc
le fondement juridique de leur adoptron et de leur ex6cution jusqu'a I'adoption des D6clarations de
programme amend6es correspondantes, et ce en utilisant les enveloppes financieres et Ies bardmes

de contributions figurant dans la pr6sente Resolution.

2. INVITE les Etats participant aux programmes en cause d proc6der le 31 mars 1993 au plus tard a la
r6vrsion des Declarations correspondantes sur la base de la pr6sente Resolution, de fagon d garantir

la continuit6 indispensable desdits programmes.

3. AUTORISE le Directeur general d prendre sans tarder les mesures n6cessaires pour mettre en route

I'ex6cution de chaque programme concern6 tout en prenant soin de ne pas engager I'Agence au-deld

des budgets de 1993 tant que la declaration correspondante, vis6e au point 2 ci-dessus, n'aura pas 6t6

d6finitrvement arr6t6e et ne sera pas entree en vtgueur.
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working group shall also examine proposals aiming at reconciling the budgetary planning of Member
States with the efficient and timely execution of these programmes with a view, in particular, to accom-
modating those Member States that need to contain their annual contributions within predetermined
financial limits; REQUESTS the working group to submit its findings to Council before 28 February 1993;
INVITES the States participating in the programmes concerned to incorporate in the corresponding
Declarations the measures adopted by Council, taking into account the specific features of each
programme; AGREES that the process described above shall not prejudge the finalisation and entry into
force of the said Declarations pursuant to Section A2 above

RECOGNISES that the existing system of the Agency to adjust contributions for variations in conversion
rates should be modified in order to cope with monetary fluctuations more effectively; AGREES to decide
at its next session at delegate level in December 1992 on interim measures to address the effects in 1992
and 1993 of the recent monetary fluctuations until a fully modified system and its adoption procedures
have been agreed upon; and INVITES the Director General to make a proposal to the said Council
session, taking due note of the views expressed during this session, and which shall be based in
particular on the following alternative solutions already described, among others, in document
ESA/C(92)92:

- in the first instance, to apply the retroactive adjustment to a State's contributions only to the extent
that amounts are not actually spent in the State concerned

- to apply a 5Oo/o abatement on adlustments of contributions both on the payments to the Agency as
well as on reimbursement by the Agency;

DECIDES to set up a Council Working Group in order to report before the end of 1993 with a view to
proposing a reform of the Agency's adjustments mechanism towards a more complete and equitable
system.

INVITES the Director General to assist the scientific community active in the field of Earth observation
in the definition of its priorities and to explore in due course, in consultation with Member States and
Finland, the possibility of incorporating the science and research parts of the Earth-Observation
Programme in the Agency's mandatory activities, and to make proposals to Council to that effect; and
further INVITES the Director General to pursue similar actions as appropriate with regard to the field of
mrcrogravity.

DECIDES to consider the complementary decisions required for the programmes referred to in Chapter
ll of this Resolution at a meeting at Ministerial Level to be held in 1995 G
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1.

B. Autres dispositions g6n6rales

INVITE le Directeur g6neral d mettre en oeuvre les dispositions de sa proposition vis6e au preambule

relatives d I'infrastructure sol de I'Agence.et a poursuivre la d6finition de cette infrastructure, en faisant

le meilleur usage possible, en priorit6, des moyens existants et des services disponibles d I'Agence et

chez les Etats membres, puis de ceux des Etats membres associ6s et coop6rants, selon les

arrangements en vigueur; INVITE en outre le Directeur gen6ral d formuler, en temps opportun, des

propositions visant d jeter les bases de toute decision pouvant se r6v6ler n6cessaire d cet egard, y

compris les d6cisions compl6mentaires qui doivent 6tre prises avant la fin de 1995.

RECONNAIT que la taille et I'importance des grands programmes facultatifs ainsi que les contraintes

budgetaires rencontr6es par les Etats membres demandent des efforts suppl6mentaires pour am6liorer

la gestion desdits programmes; DECIDE de cr6er par la prdsente Resolution un groupe de travail du

Conseil charge d'examiner des propositions visant a am6liorer la communication aux Etats participants

des informations sur I'ex6cution desdits programmes et d faire face d tout deficit structurel qui pourrait

survenir dans leur couverture financidre; le groupe de travail examinera 6galement des propositions

visant A concilier la planification budgetaire des Etats membres et l'ex6cution de ces programmes de

faEon efficace et dans les delais, en vue notamment de tenir compte des Etats membres qui doivent

maintenir leurs contributions annuelles dans le cadre de limites financidres pr6d6terminees; DEMANDE

au groupe de travail de soumettre ses conclusions au Conseil avant le 28 fevrier 1993; INVITE les Etats

participant aux programmes concernds d int6grer dans les D6clarations correspondantes les mesures

retenues par le Conseil, en tenant compte de la specificite de chaque programme; CONVIENT que le
processus d6crit cr-dessus se d6roulera sans prejudice de la mise en forme definitive et de I'entr6e en

vigueur desdites D6clarations en application du point A(2) ci-dessus

RECONNAIT qu'il faudrait modifier le systdme actuel de I'Agence concernant l'ajustement des

contributions pour cause de variations des taux de conversion pour pouvoir r6agir plus efficacement

aux fluctuations mon6taires; CONVIENT de d6cider lors de sa prochaine session au niveau des

d6legu6s, en d6cembre 1992, de mesures interimaires ayant trait aux effets des r6centes fluctuations

mon6taires en 1992 et 1993 jusqu'dr ce qu'il ait 6t6 convenu d'un systdme entidrement modifi6 et de

ses proc6dures d'adoption; et INVITE le Directeur g6neral d faire, lors de ladite session du Conseil, une

proposition prenant bonne note des vues exprim6es au cours de la prdsente session et qui se fondera

notamment sur I'alternative suivante, deja exposee entre autres dans le document ESA/C(92)92:

- en premier lieu, appliquer l'ajustement r6troactif aux contributions d'un Etat uniquement pour les

montants qui n'ont pas ete effectivement depenses dans l'Etat en cause;

- appliquer un abattement de 500/o sur les ajustements des contributions, tant en ce qui concerne les

paiements d I'Agence que les remboursements par I'Agence;

DECIDE de cr6er un Groupe de travail du Conseil charge de faire rapport avant la fin de 1993 en vue

de proposer une r6forme du m6canisme d'ajustement en vigueur d I'Agence devant aboutir d un

systeme plus complet et equitable

INVITE le Directeur g6neral d accorder son soutien d la communaut6 scientifique oeuvrant dans le

domaine de I'observation de la Terre pour ce qui est de d6finir ses priorit6s et A explorer en temps

opportun, en concertation avec les Etats membres et avec la Finlande, la possibilite d'incorporer les

activites scientifiques et de recherche du programme d'observation de la Terre dans les activites

obligatoires de l'Agence, et a faire au Conseil des propositions d cet effet; et INVITE en outre le Directeur
g6neral a mener, en fonction de la situation, des actions similaires dans le domaine de la microgravit6.

DECIDE d'examiner les ddcisions compl6mentaires requises par les programmes vis6s au Chapitre ll

de la pr6sente R6solution qui devront 6tre prises d une session au niveau ministeriel devant se tenir en

Z
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TABLE I

The Delegations declare that their respective States will participate as follows in the programmes referred
to in Chapter ll of this Resolution and will ensure the continuation of the said programmes on the basis of
the corresponding amended Declarations, it being understood that full financial coverage for the Agency's
programmes is essential for their orderly execution:

A. The POEM-I Programme

Participant Envisat-1 Mission Metop-1 Preparation

o/o o/o

Austria 1.00 1 00
Belgium 4.00 4.00
Denmark 0.5-1.00 0.5-1.00
France 25.00 25.00
Germany 17.40 18-22.00
ltaly 12.00 16.00
Netherlands 2]4 4.60
Norway 1.30 1.50
Spain 7.00-8.00 700-8.00
Sweden 5.10 3.35
Switzerland 4.00 4.00
United Kingdom 21-25.00 14.60
Canada 2.7-5.00
Finland 12O

TOTAL 104.34-112.14 99.55-105.05

B. The DRS Element of the DRTM Programme

Participant Scale, %o

Austria
Belgium
France
Germany
Italy

Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

1.50

4.00

[20.00]
12.00

45.00
2.OO

up to 4.00
1.80

0 10*

United Kingdom 1.00
Finland 0.40

TOTAL up to 91.80

- This figure corresponds to the Swiss contribution oI 2o/o to the former Phase 1 of the DRS
Programme Element of the DRTM Programme
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C. The Columbus Programme

Participant Attached
Laboratory
o/o

Polar Precursor
Platform Flights
o/o o/o

Future Overall
Station Average
o/o o/o

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Italy

Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK

3.80
1.00

10.00

38.00
31 00
0.50
0.48
up to 3.00
1.00

up to 1.00

9.45
100
ZJ.OU

17.80

8.80
4.00
0.30
up to 6.00

1.00

zz.ou

[100]
5.00
1.00

[10.00]
15.00

14.00

1.00-3.00

[2.00]

3.02
1.00

[20.00]
35.0
12.00

4.00

0-09
5.00
1.00
12.74

31.99

25.00
1.26-1.43
0.40
0-3.29
0.90
0.18
4.41-5]2

TOIAL up Io
89 78-

up to
94.55

49-51.00 75.02

* The shortfall will be covered in the following manner: a) savings representing 50/o of the

financial envelope of 2516.8 MAU, and b) voluntary additional contributions to bring the

covered portion to 950/o of the said financial envelope; it is understood also that the

actual level of contributions to be paid by the participating States concerned for the

oeriod 1993-1995 shall not be affected bV the increased contributions scale.

D. The Hermes Programme

Participant Overall Scale
o/o

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Canada

[0 50]
5.80
0.45
43.50
22.OO

12.10

6.00
up to 4.10

050
2.00
2.OO

TOTAL up to 98.95
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Resolution on International Cooperation
adopted on 10 November 1992

The Council meeting at Ministerial Level,

HAVING REGARD to Resolution ESA/C-M/XCVIl/Res 1 (Final) on the European Long-Term Space Plan
and programmes, adopted in Munich on 20 November 1991, which reaffirmed the need to intensify
international cooperation, taking into account the evolution of the geopolitical context, with a view to
achieving fully the objectives of the European Long-Term Space Plan with the best possible relationship
between the requirements of cost and effectiveness, while optimising the use of European space resources
available within the Agency and the Member States,

HAVING REGARD to Resolutions ESA/C-M/ClV/Res 1 (Final) on the implementation of the European Long-
Term Space Plan and programmes and ESA/C M/ClV/Res.3 (Final) on space cooperation with the Russian
Federation, both adopted this day,

RECALLING the conclusions of the Report on the prospects for widening international space cooperation
(ESA/C(92)74) from the Council Working Group on international cooperation set up on 12 December 1991 ,

HAVING REGARD to Articles ll and XIV of the ESA Convention,

1 INVITES the Director General and the Member States to strengthen the coherence and coordination
of their activities and programmes in the space field, and to make optimum use, in implementing these
programmes, of existing resources and expertise within the Agency and the Member States.

lNVlfES the Director General to pursue his efforts to achieve synergy between the Agency's activities
and those of the European Communities in areas where those activities complement each other, in
particular in the area of observation of the Earth and its environment.

EXPRESSES THE WISH that the results of the Agency's programmes be put to the best possible use
by other European space organisations such as Eutelsat and Eumetsat, under arrangements for making
these available to be determined together with these organisations, in order in particular to avoid the
duplication of research and development work.

INVITES the Director General to seek, together with those responsible for cooperation in the Member
States concerned and with the appropriate international bodies, ways of making available to the
developing countries, on mutually acceptable terms, appropriate data obtained through the Agency's
programmes that can be of use to them, in accordance with the provisions of the Agency's Rules on
information and data; and INVITES the Director General to prepare a report on the aforementioned
cooperation with developing countries so as to enable Council to discuss the Agency's policy in that
area,

EXPRESSES SATISFACTION at the extensive cooperation engaged in with Canada and Finland,

RECOGNISES that the execution of the Agency's programmes during the years ahead in line with the
Director General's proposal on the Agency's policy and programmes (ESA/C-M(92)/3) will promote a
deepening of the long-standing cooperation with the United States, will make it possibe to carry out
joint activities with Russia, and will allow the foundations to be laid for closer cooperation with Japan

NOTES with interest the achievements of many countries, in particular those in central and eastern
Europe, in areas of space research and development and EXPRESSES THE WISH that the Agency
continue to maintain and develop relations with those countries

z
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R6solution sur la coop6ration internationale
adopt6e le 10 novembre 1992

Le Conseil, si6geant au niveau minist6riel,

RAPPELANT que la R6solution ESA/C-M/XCVIl/R6s. 1 (Final) sur le plan spatial europ6en d long terme et

les programmes adoptee dr Munich le 20 novembre 1991 reaffirmait la n6cessitd d'intensifier la coop6ration
internationale, tout en prenant en compte I'evolution du contexte geopolitique, en vue de r6aliser
pleinement les objectifs dudit plan a long terme avec le meilleur rapport possible entre les tmperatifs de
co0t et d'efficacite, tout en optimisant i'utilisation des ressources spatiales europ6ennes disponibles au sein

de I'Agence et dans les Etats membres,

VU les R6solutions ESA/C-M/CIV/R6s 1 (Final) sur la mise en oeuvre du plan spatial europ6en d long terme
et les programmes et ESA/C-M/Clv/Res. 3 (Final) sur la coop6ration spatiale avec la F6deration de Russie

adopt6es ce Jour,

RAPPELANT les conclusions du Rapport sur les perspectives d'un 6largissement de la coop6ration
internationale dans le domaine spatial (ESA/C(92)74) du Groupe de travail du Conseil sur la coop6ration
internationale etabli le 12 d6cembre 1991,

VU les articles ll et XIV de la Convention de I'Agence,

1. INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral et les Etats membres d renforcer la coh6rence et la coordination de leurs

activites et programmes dans le domaine spatial, ainsi qu'a faire un usage optimal, dans la mise en

oeuvre de ces programmes, des moyens et comp6tences existant d I'Agence et dans les Etats

membres

INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral d poursuivre ses efforts pour d6velopper une synergie entre les activites
respectives de I'Agence et des Communaut6s Europ6ennes dans les domaines ou ces activit6s sont
compl6mentaires, en particulier dans le domaine de l'observation de la Terre et de son environnement.

SOUHAITE que les r6sultats des programmes de l'Agence soient utilis6s au mieux par les autres

organisations spatiales europ6ennes telles Eutelsat et Eumetsat, selon des modalit6s de mise d
disposition a d6finir avec ces organisations, pour 6viter en particulier une duplication des efforts de
recherche et d6veloppement.

INVITE le Directeur g6neral a rechercher, de concert avec les responsables de la coop6ration des Etats

membres int6ress6s et avec les organisations internationales comp6tentes, les voies permettant de
mettre d la disposition des pays en developpement dans des conditions mutuellement acceptables les

donn6es pertinentes obtenues au moyen des programmes de I'Agence qui pourraient leur 6tre
profitables, selon les dispositions du Reglement sur les informations et donndes de I'Agence; et INVITE

le Directeur general d preparer un rapport sur la coop6ration avec les pays en developpement vis6e

ci-dessus afin de permettre au Conseil de discuter la politique de I'Agence dans ce domaine.

SE FELICITE de la coop6ration trds large qui se poursuit avec le Canada et la Finlande.

RECONNAII que I'ex6cution des programmes de l'Agence au cours des prochaines ann6es
conform6ment d la proposition du Directeur general sur la politique et les programmes de I'Agence
(ESA/C-M(92)/3)favorisera I'approfondissement de la coopdration etablie de longue date avec les Etats-

Unis, permettra de mener des activites en commun avec la Russie et de jeter les bases d'une
coop6ration plus etroite avec le Japon.

NOTE avec intdrdt les r6alisations de nombreux pays, en particulier ceux situ6s en Europe centrale et

orientale, dans les domaines de la recherche et du d6veloppement en matidre spatiale et SOUHAITE
que l'Agence continue d'entretenir et de d6velopper des relations avec ces pays.
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Resolution on
Space Cooperation with the Russian Federation

adopted on 10 November 1992

The Council meeting at Ministerial Level,

WHEREAS ESA/C-M/XCVIl/Res. 1 (Final) on the European Long-Term Space Plan and programmes,
adopted in Munich on 20 November 1991 , reaffirmed the need to intensify international cooperation with
a view to achieving fully the objectives of the European Long-Term Space Plan with the best possible
relationship between the requirements of cost and effectiveness, while optimising the use of European
space resources available within the Agency and the Member States,

HAVING REGARD to ESA/C-M/CIV/Res.1 (Final) on the implementation of the European Long-Term Space
Plan and programmes and ESA/C-M/ClV/Res.2 (Final) on international cooperation, both adopted this day,

TAKING NOTE of the diplomatic note dated 28 April 1992 by which the Russian Federation explicitly
declared its wlsh to exercise the rights and fulfil the obligations stemming from the Agreement concerning
cooperation in the field of the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes, signed by the
Agency and the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on 25 April 1990,

WISHING to increase the existing cooperation between the Agency and Russia and extend it not only in

all the areas already referred to in the aforementioned Agreement, but also in the areas of manned in-orbit
infrastructure, crew transport and the associated communication facilities,

HAVING REGARD to the joint statement signed on 12 October 1992 by the Director General of the
European Space Agency and the Director General of the Russian Space Agency (RKA),

HAVING REGARD to Article XlVl of the Convention,

l. EXPRESSES SATISFACTION at the results obtained so far in the framework of the cooperation activities
undertaken in the fields of space science, space biology and medicine, microgravity research, Earth
observation and crewed space transport systems; and WELCOMES the prospects for intensifying
cooperation between the Agency and the Russian Federation.

ll ENDORSES the Director General's proposals, as described in his Proposalfor the Agency's policy and
programmes (ESA/C-M(92)3), to widen and strengthen such active cooperation with the space institutes
of the Russian Federation during the period 1993-95, in the following main areas:

(a) in-orbit infrastructure
(b) crew transport facilities
(c) communication facilities associated with the in-orbit infrastructure
(d) missions onboard the Mir station, including the flight and accommodation of astronauts and

payloads, to prepare the Agency for the use of inhabited space infrastructures.

lll AGREES that all the cooperation referred to in Section ll above shall be reviewed by Council by the end
of 1993, on the basis of reports bv the Director General

lV INVITES the Director General to negotiate and submit to it as soon as possible the practical procedures
for the cooperation activities identified in this Resolution for the period 1993-95, which shall be laid
down in implementing arrangements within the meaning of Article 6 of the Agreement referred to above,
and to be concluded between ESA and the Russian Space Agency (RKA), as well as in contracts with
Russian industrial or research centres more specifically concerned with each of the cooperation themes
selected, all the legal instruments concerned to be approved by the appropriate Agency bodies.
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R6solution sur la coop6ration spatiale avec
la F6d6ration de Russie

adopt6e le 10 novembre 1992

Le Conseil, siegeant au niveau ministdriel,

RAPPELANT que la R6solution ESA/C-M/XCVIl/Res. 1 (Final) sur le plan spatial europ6en d long terme et

les programmes adoptee a Munich le 20 novembre 1991 r6affirmait la necessit6 d'intensifier la coop6ration

internationale en vue de realiser pleinement les objectifs dudit plan d long terme avec le meilleur rapport
possible entre les imperatifs de co0t et d'efficacit6, tout en optimisant l'utilisation des ressources spatiales

europ6ennes disponibles au sein de I'Agence et dans les Etats membres,

VU les Resolutions ESA/C-M/Clv/Res. 1 (Final) sur la mise en oeuvre du plan spatial europ6en d long terme

et les programmes et ESA/C-M/C|V/R6s. 2 (Final) sur la coop6ration internationale adopt6es ce jour,

PRENANT ACTE de la note diplomatique du 28 avril 1992 par laquelle la F6d6ration de Russie a express6-

ment declar6 sa volont6 d'exercer les droits et de respecter les obligations qui d6coulent de I'Accord entre

I'Agence spatiale europ6enne et le Gouvernement de I'Union des r6publiques socialistes sovi6tiques relatif

dr la coop6ration dans le domaine de l'exploration et de I'utilisation de I'espace extra-atmosph6rique d des

fins pacifiques signe le 25 avril 1990,

DESIREUX d'amplifier la cooperation existante entre I'Agence et la Russie et de l'6tendre non seulement
dans tous les domaines deja vises dans l'Accord mentionn6 ci-dessus mais aussi dans les domaines de

I'infrastructure habitee en orbite, des transports d'equipages et des moyens de communication associ6s,

VU la D6claration commune sign6e le 12 octobre 1992 par le Directeur g6neral de l'Agence spatiale euro-

p6enne et par le Directeur gdndral de l'Agence spatiale russe (RKA),

VU l'article XlV.1 de la Convention,

l. EXPRIME SA SATISFACTION devant les r6sultats obtenus d ce jour dans le cadre de la coop6ration
entreprise dans les domaines de la science spatiale, de la biologie et de la m6decine spatiales, de la
recherche en microgravitd, de I'observation de la Terre et des systdmes de transport spatial habit6, et

ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT les perspectives d'intensification de cette coop6ration entre I'Agence

et la Fed6ration de Russie.

ll. FAIT SIENNES les propositions du Directeur g6n6ral, telles que decrites dans sa Proposition sur la
politique et les programmes de I'Agence (ESA/C-M(92)3), d'elargir et de renforcer cette coop6ration
avec les institutions spatiales de la Fed6ration de Russie, au cours de la p6riode 1993-1995, dans les

principaux domaines suivants:
(a) infrastructure en orbite
(b)moyens de transport des 6quipages
(c) moyens de communication associes d l'infrastructure en orbite
(d) missions a bord de la station Mir, y compris I'emport et le sejour d'astronautes et de charges utiles,

afin de pr6parer I'Agence ii l'utilisation des infrastructures spatiales habit6es.

lll. CONVIENT que I'ensemble de la coopdration decrite au paragraphe ll ci-dessus fera l'objet d'un exa-

men par le Conseil avant la fin de 1993, sur la base de rapports du Directeur gdneral.

lV. INVITE le Directeur gen6ral a n6gocier et d lui soumettre au plus t6t les modalit6s concrdtes des coop6-

rations identifi6es dans la pr6sente R6solution pour la pdriode 1993-1995, modalites qui devront 6tre

reprises dans des arrangements de mise en oeuvre au sens de I'article 6 de I'Accord de coop6ration
susvis6 d conclure entre I'Agence et I'Agence spatiale russe (RKA), ainsi que dans des contrats avec

les centres industriels ou de recherche russes portant plus specifiquement sur chacun des themes de

coop6ration retenus, tous instruments juridiques devant 6tre agr6es par les organes comp6tents de
I'Agence
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STRESSES that space cooperation of this kind between the Agency and the Russian Federation must
safeguard the interests of the space industry of the Member States, including in the launch services
seclor.

INVITES the Director General to make sure that such cooperation over the perrod 1993-95 proceeds
in accordance with the objectives of the European Long-Term Space Plan, to report periodically on
progress made in the corresponding work, and to propose any changes or reorientation which he may
constder necessary

AGREES to undertake, in due course, a review of the main results of the cooperation activities
conducted pursuant to Section ll, so that the complementary decisions referred to in Chapters ll and
Vll of ESA/C-M/ClV/Res 1 (Final), adopted this day, can be taken by the end of 1995, and INVITES the
Director General to take the measures needed to make it possible for cooperation between the Agency
and the Russian Federation to contrnue beyond 1995, if so desired, under the terms of a new
Agreement.
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V RAPPELLE que la conduite d'une telle coop6ration spatrale entre I'Agence et la Federation de Russie

doit sauvegarder les int6r6ts de I'industrie spatrale des Etats membres, y compris dans le secteur des

services de lancement

Vl. INVITE le Directeur gen6ral d s'assurer que le d6roulement de cette coop6ration sur la periode

1993-1995 s'effectue en conformit6 des objectifs du plan spatial europ6en d long terme, d faire

periodiquement rapport sur I'avancement des travaux correspondants, et d proposer les modifications

ou rdorientations qu'il juge necessaires.

VII.CONVIENT de proceder, en temps utile, d un examen des principaux r6sultats des coop6rations

engag6es au titre du paragraphe ll ci-dessus en vue de permettre la prise avant la fin de 1995 des

decisions compl6mentaires vis6es aux chapitres ll et Vll de la Resolution ESA/C-M/ClV/Res. 1 (Final)

adoptee ce jour, et INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral d prendre les mesures n6cessaires permettant

I'eventuelle poursuite de la coop6ration entre l'Agence et la Federation de Russie au-delA de 1995 selon

les termes d'un nouvel Accord. G
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ESA/C(92)96, Add. 1

Final Declaration of the ESA Gouncil Meeting at Ministerial Level

1. TheCounciloftheEuropeanSpaceAgency,meetingatMinisterialLevelinGranadaongandl0November
1992 under the Chairmanship of Prof. Hubert Curien, French Minister of Research and Space, considered
the proposals put forward by the Director General for the Agency's policy and programmes, as requested
by the Ministers at their previous meeting held in Munich in November 1991.

2. This Meeting was attended by Ministers representing the thirteen Member States of the Agency, and by
Ministers from Finland (Associate Member) and Canada (Cooperating State). In addition, the Commission
of the European Communities, Eutelsat and Eumetsat were granted observer status.

3. The Director General's proposals were welcomed and endorsed by the Ministers as a strategic framework
for the Agency's activities, planning and programmes, constituting a satisfactory response to the need to
achieve the best possible relationship between the requirements of cost and effectiveness, in particular
through widened and strengthened international cooperation.

4. The Council adopted three Resolutions: Resolution No.1 on the implementation of the European long{erm
space plan and programmes, Resolution No. 2 on international cooperation, and Resolution No. 3 on space
cooperation with the Russian Federation.

4.1. In Resolution No.1, the Ministers approved: (i) Envisat-1, the first in a series of missions designed to
tackle the problems of Earth's environment and to ensure continuity with the data provided by the Agency's
ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites; and (ii) preparatory activities for the first meteorological and climate monitoring
mission, Metop-1, which is planned for launch in 2000 and will be developed in cooperation with Eumetsat.
The Ministers also recognised the need to start up a programme in 1993 for a second-generation Meteosat
system, to be developed in close collaboration wrth Eumetsat for a first launch in 1999, and also invite the
Director General to submit in 1993 a programme proposal concerning an Earth observation data user
programme.

The Ministers further welcomed the work carried out to date by the Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites (CEOS)towards developing a world-wide environmental monitoring network and the proposalfor
a Space Agency Forum to carry on the work of SAFISY in International Space Year, as well as the activities
of the Inter-Agency Consultative Working Group, towards coordination in space science, recognising that
they could in time contribute to the evolution of a World Space Agency.

4.2. ln the field of telecommunications, the Ministers confirmed the continuation of the Data Relay and
Technology Mission (DRTM) programme, to include the full development and launch in 1999 of DRS-1,
designed to ensure transmission of data from Envisat-1 and Metop-1 and forming an element essential for
the operation of manned space vehicles.

4.3. With regard to programmes aimed at allowing European human activities in space:

- The Ministers confirmed the continuatton of the Columbus development programme, in four elements:
the development and launch in 1999 of the Columbus
Attached Laboratory (APM); the development and
launch in 1998 of the Columbus Polar Platform;
precursor flight activities to prepare European astronauts
and user communities for the exploitation of the
International Space Station; and system studies and
definition activities for a future space station, to be
carried out in international cooperation.

The Ministers also agreed on a three-year re-
orientation phase, running from 1 January 1993, for the
Hermes pfogramme, in order to study three strategic
options for implementing a future crewed space
transportation system. These options will be studied in
coooeration with Russia and with the United States.

COUNCIL
MEETING AT
MINISTERIAL LEVEL

GRANADA, 9-10 NOVEMBER 1992
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D6claration finale du Conseil de I'ESA si6geant au niveau minist6riel

1. Le Conseil de I'Agence spatiale europ6enne si6geant au niveau minist6riel d Grenade les 9 et 10 novembre
1992 sous la presidence de M. Curien, Ministre de la Recherche et de l'Espace de la France, a examin6
les propositions soumises par le Directeur g6ndral en ce qui concerne la politique et les programmes de
I'Agence comme le lui avaient demande les Ministres lors de leur prec6dente session qui s'6tait d6roulee
a Munich en novembre 1991.

La presente session a r6uni les Ministres repr6sentant les treize Etats membres de l'Agence ainsi que les

Ministres de la Finlande (membre associ6) et du Canada (Etat cooperant). La Commission des
Communaut6s europ6ennes, Eutelsat et Eumetsat y ont en outre assist6 en qualite d'observateurs.

Les propositions du Directeur g6n6ral ont 6te accueillies favorablement par les Ministres qui les ont
ent6rin6es en tant que cadre strategique des activit6s, plans et programmes de I'Agence rdpondant de
faqon satisfaisante d la n6cessite de parvenir au meilleur rapport possible entre les imp6ratifs de co0t et

d'efficacite, en particulier grdce d un 6largissement et d un renforcement de la cooperation internationale.

Le Conseil a adopte trois Resolutions: la R6solution no. 1 a trait a la mise en oeuvre du plan spatial

europ6en a long terme et des programmes, la Rdsolution no. 2 porte sur la coop6ration internationale et

la R6solution no. 3 traite de la coop6ration spatiale avec la Russie.

4.1. Par la Resolution no. 1, les Minrstres ont approuv6: (i) Envisat-1, la premidre d'une s6rie de missions
ayant pour objectifs de faire face aux problemes touchant d l'environnement et de garantir la continuit6 des
donn6es fournies 2r l'Agence par les satellites ERS-1 et ERS-2; et (ii) des activit6s de pr6paration d'une
premiere mission de m6teorologie et de surveillance du climat, Metop-1 , devant 6tre lancde en I'an 2000,
qui sera r6alrs6e en coop6ration avec Eumetsat. Les Ministres ont 6galement reconnu qu'il fallait engager
en 1993 un programme portant sur un systdme Meteosat de deuxieme g6neration, qui doit 6tre r6alis6 en

6troite collaboration avec Eumetsat et dont le premier exemplaire sera lanc6 en 1999. lls ont en outre invit6
le Directeur general d soumettre en 1993 une proposition relative d un programme pour les utilisateurs de
donndes d'observation de la Terre.

Les Ministres ont 6galement fait bon accueil aux travaux conduits jusqu'ici par le Comit6 sur les satellites

d'observation de la Terre (CEOS) en vue de mettre sur pied un r6seau mondial de surveillance de
l'environnement, et a la proposition d'organiser un Forum des Agences spatiales qui permettrait de
poursuivre les travaux realis6s dans le cadre du SAFISY pendant I'Annee internationale de I'Espace, ainsi
qu'aux activites du Groupe de travail consultatif inter-agence pour une meilleure coordination dans le
domaine des sciences spatiales, reconnaissant qu'ils pourraient apporter une contribution d I'evolution

d'une Agence spatiale mondiale.

4.2. Dans le domaine des t6l6communications, les Ministres ont confirm6 la poursuite du programme de
mission de technologie et de relais de donn6es (DRTM) qui doit couvrir la realisation proprement dite du
DRS-1 et son lancement en '1999 en vue d'assurer la transmission des donn6es d'Envisat-l et de Metop-1 ;

le programme DRTM constitue un 6l6ment capital pour l'exploitation de vehicules spatiaux avec 6quipage

4.3. En ce qui concerne les programmes devant permettre a l'Europe de participer a Ia pr6sence de
I'homme dans l'espace,

- les Ministres ont confirm6 la poursuite du programme de d6veloppement Columbus en quatre 6l6ments:
la realisation et le lancement en 1999 du laboratoire raccord6 Columbus (APM), la r6alisation et le

lancement en 1998 de la plate-forme polaire Columbus, l'exdcution de vols pr6curseurs pour pr6parer les

astronautes europ6ens et les communaut6s d'utilisateurs d l'exploitation de la Station spatiale internationale
et enfin des activit6s de d6finition et d'6tude systdme portant sur une future station spatiale d conduire dans
le cadre d'une coop6ration internationale.

- pour ce qui est du programme Hermds, les Ministres sont 6galement convenus d'une phase de
r6orientation de trois ans, d compter du 1er janvier 1993, afin d'6tudier trois options strat6giques pour la

mise en oeuvre d'un futur systdme de transport spatial avec 6quipage. Ces options seront 6tudi6es en

cooo6ration avec la Russie et avec les Etats-Unis.
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5.

I

7.

The Ministers invited the Director General to oresent a reoort on the overall situation of the in-orbit
infrastructure programmes mentioned above, in time for a review of these programmes which is to take
place in February 1995 as preparation for the taking of complementary decisions on each of the
programmes concerned.

With regard to the other activities carried on by the Agency, the Ministers confirmed the Director General's
proposals in such fields as science, Earth observation, microgravity, telecommunications and Ariane
launcher programmes

Specific attention was also given to the necessary continuation of activities at the Guiana Space Centre,
as an essential element in the Agency's strategy Furthet the Ministers reaffirmed the strategic character
of the Ariane launcher, which ensures Europe's autonomous access to space, and invited the Director
General to work out, in cooperation with the European Communities and the Member States, the terms of
fair conditions of competition in the world launch-services market,

The Ministers reviewed the industrial return achieved thus far both at the overall level and under each
programme; they decided to fix at 0.96 the lower limit for overall cumulative return for the period 1994-1996;
they invited the Director general to formulate measures to further improve the management of the Agency's
programmes and to propose measures to achieve an equitable financial system with regard to exchange-
rate fluctuations.

The Ministers announced the level of contributions applicable to the participation of their respective States
in the continuation of the DRS programme element and of the POEM 1, Columbus and Hermes
programmes, some of them linking their confirmation to the settlement of an outstanding financial point

v

10. In Resolution No 2, on international cooperation, the Ministers reaffirmed the need to strengthen the
coherence between the Agency's and Member States' programmes, and recognised the importance of
achieving greater synergy between the efforts of the Agency and those of the Commission of the European
Communities in using and exploiting the Agency's products, while preserving their respective roles, and
between the Agency and other European space organisations such as Eutelsat and Eumetsat

The Ministers also called for a deepening and widening of the Agency's relationships with its international
partners, in particular the United States, Russia and Japan, in order to use the existing space capabilities
to each other's benefit

11 In Resolution No. 3, the Ministers endorsed the Director General's proposal to widen and strengthen space
cooperation with Russia during the period 1993-1995 This cooperation includes joint studies in the areas
of in-orbit infrastructure and associated communications, crewed transportation svstems, and missions bV

European astronauts to the Mir station.

The Ministers agreed to consider, in February 1995, proposals on the scope and content of the next step
of the European space plan.

12 To conclude, the Ministers expressed considerable satisfaction at the very positive results achieved on the
occasion of this Council Meeting, and their gratitude to the Government of Spain for its hospitality and to
the city of Granada for the excellent atmosphere it contributed to create. They are convinced that this
Meeting will contribute significantly to reinforcing the cohesion of European space policy. G
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7.

Les Ministres ont invite le Directeur gen6ral d pr6senter un rapport sur la situation d'ensemble des
programmes d'infrastructure orbitale mentionn6s ci-dessus, lequel rapport sera remis en temps voulu pour

l'examen de ces programmes qui doit avoir lieu en f6vrier 1995 en pr6paration des d6cisions
compl6mentaires d prendre pour chacun d'eux.

En ce qui concerne les autres activit6s en cours A l'Agence, les Ministres ont confirm6 les propositions faites

par le Directeur g6n6ral dans des domaines tels que le programme scientifique, I'observation de la Terre,

la microgravite, les telecommunications et les programmes de lanceurs Ariane.

Laccent a 6galement ete mis sur la n6cessit6 de poursuivre les activites men6es au Centre spatial

guyanais, qui est un 6l6ment essentiel de la strat6gie de I'Agence Les Ministres ont en outre r6affirme le

caractdre strategique du lanceur Ariane, qui garantit a I'Europe un accds autonome d I'espace, et ont invit6

le Directeur general dr definir, en coop6ration avec les Communaut6s europ6ennes et les Etats membres,
les conditions d'une concurrence 6quitable sur le march6 mondial des services de lancement.

Les Ministres ont examin6 le retour industriel obtenu jusqu'ici tant au niveau global que dans chacun des
programmes; ils ont decide de fixer dr 0,96 la limite inf6rieure du coefficient de retour global cumu16 pour

la periode 1994-1996. lls ont invit6 le Directeur general d definir des mesures visant a am6liorer la gestion

des programmes de l'Agence et d proposer d'autres mesures devant aboutir d un m6canisme financier
equitable qui prenne mieux en compte les fluctuations des taux de change

Les Ministres ont annonc6 le niveau des contributions correspondant d la participation de leurs Etats

respectifs d la poursuite de I'element de programme DRS et des programmes POEM-l , Columbus et

Hermds, certains liant leur confirmation au rdglement d'un el6ment financier.

10. Aux termes de la R6solution no. 2 relative d la coopdration internationale, les Ministres ont raffirm6 la

n6cessit6 de renforcer la coh6rence entre les programmes de I'Agence et ceux des Etats membres lls ont
6galement reconnu qu'il etait important de developper la synergie entre les activites de I'Agence et de la
Commission des Communaut6s europ6ennes pour utiliser et exploiter les resultats de I'Agence tout en

respectant le r6le qui revient d chacune d'elles, ainsi qu'entre les efforts d6ploy6s par I'Agence et d'autres
organisations spatiales europdennes comme Eutelsat et Eumetsat

Les Ministres ont 6galement demand6 d I'Agence d'approfondir et de developper ses relations avec ses
partenaires internationaux, en particulier les Etats-Unis, la Russie et le Japon, afin d'utiliser les capacit6s
soatiales existantes au benefice de chacun

11 Aux termes de la Resolution no 3, les Ministres ont ent6rin6 la proposition du Directeur g6n6ral visant a

elargir et renforcer la coop6ration spatiale avec la Russie au cours de la pdriode 1993-1995. Cette

coop6ration porte notamment sur des 6tudes communes dans les domaines de l'infrastructure orbitale et

des telecommunications associ6es et en ce qui concerne les moyens de transport avec 6quipage et les

missions d'astronautes europ6ens d bord de la station Mir.

I

REUNION
DU CONSEIL AU
NIVEAU MINISTERIE,L

GRENADE, 9-IO NOVEMBRE 1992

Les Ministres sont convenus d'examiner en fdvrier 1995
des propositions relatives a la port6e et au contenu de
la prochaine etape du Plan spatial europden.

12. Pour conclure, les Ministres se sont declares trds

satisfaits des r6sultats tres positifs de la pr6sente session
au niveau minist6riel et ont remercid le gouvernement
espagnol pour son hospitalit6 ainsi que la ville de
Grenade pour I'excellente atmosphdre qu'elle a

contribu6 d cr6er. lls sont convaincus que cette reunion
contribuera de manidre significative a renforcer la

coh6sion de la politique spatiale europeenne. G
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Ulysses Operations at Jupiter
Planning for the Unknown

N. Angold, P. Beech, R. Garcia-Perez, A. McGarry. & S. Standley*
Mission Operations Department, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germany
Currently at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

Introduction
Following extensive studies in the mid-1970s
at both ESA and NASA to investigate a
feasible concept for achieving an out-of-
ecliptic mission, it became clear that the
only viable approach was to exploit the
gravitational field of Jupiter in a so-called
'swingby', which would cause the spacecraft
orbit to be deflected away from the ecliptic
plane in either a northerly or southerly
direction.

Ulysses was launched in October 1990 and, following its successful
deployment from the Space Shuttle 'Discovery', was targetted on its
journey to Jupiter using an upper-stage combination consisting of
an Inertial Upper Stage and a PAM-S booster. Trajectory corrections
were made using on-board thrusters, twice in October 1990 and
finally in July 1991. No further corrections were required after this
date because sufficient accuracy had been obtained to achieve
the mission design target for the Jupiter encounter range.

This article describes the operational preparations necessary for
the encounter with Jupiter, and the actavitaes that took place when
the flyby occurred in early February 1992. The scientific results
from this phase of the Ulysses mission are discussed in the
companion article on pages 52-59 of this Bulletin.

" Vega Group PLC
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The project's early history reflected many
changes Finally, in 1981 the mission was
defined as a single spacecraft provided by
ESA with a power source provided by NASA
and a payload consisting of both European
and American experiments. The launch
capability, using the Space Shuttle, and
ground facilities, using the Deep-Space
Network (DSN) in association with a Control
Centre at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena, California, were to be provided
by NASA. Hardware and software to control
the spacecraft in orbit were to be provided
by ESA and were integrated at JPL initially
in 1985, and then following the 'Challenger'

accident, again in 1990. The spacecraft
mission was to be carried out bv a ioint
ESA/NASA team.

The decision was taken in 1985 to target the
trajectory for a south-going polar passage,
which would be followed approximately one
year later by a north-going passage. Initial
operational discussions centred around
maintaining the spacecraft in a safe config-
uration during its hazardous approach to
Jupiter, and little concrete planning was
done to derive scientific benefit from the
flyby.

However, the encounter also provrded
a unique opportunity to make scientific
measurements to comolement those made
by the previous spacecraft visitors to Jupiter.
As planning progressed and the scientrfic
investigators decided on the best config-
urations for their instruments, it became
clear that operations during this period of
the mission would be extremely complex
A single timeline that incorporated all
spacecraft and ground-segment activities
would be reouired in order to ensure a safe
passage past the planet and to maximise
the scientific return.

Planning for survival in the Jovian
environment
Previous Jovian odysseys: lessons learned
Four spacecraft had crossed the Jovian
magnetosphere before Ulysses: Pioneers-10
and 11 in 1973 and 1974, and Voyagers-1
and 2 in 1979. Each of them experienced
anomalies associated with the harsh Jovian
environment. These included:

- spurious command executron

- spontaneous changes of spacecraft state

- permanent instrument degradation

- detector saturation

- data outages caused by on-board
computer stopping

- spacecraft timing corruption caused by
spacecraft internal clock halting

- radiation damage to crystal oscillator
producing frequency shifts.
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Each of these anomalies can be associated
with one or more of the following causes:

- high radiation flux levels

- electrostatic surface discharoes

- internal discharges

- single-event upsets, i.e direct radiation
impacts on the microelectronics.

Protection against such effects was therefore
a strong requirement during the Ulysses
spacecraft's design and development Even
so. the Operations Team felt it prudent to
'expect the unexpected', and a number of
contingencies were planned for, The main
areas of concern were:

- unexpected activation of the spacecraft
power subsystem protection logic which
switches off all the scientific instruments;
the recovery procedures were designed
to minimise science data loss whilst still

ensuring that the safety of the spacecraft
was maintained

- unexpected activation of any other
automatic on-board protection functions

- saturation of, or permanent damage to,

sensitive instruments

- spacecraft clock resets

- alteration of analogue parameters
(e.9, currents, voltages, gains).

In addition, the experiment teams produced
strategies to protect their instrumenls and
these were integrated into the timeline

Trajectory implications
A key requirement was to minimise the
radiation dose absorbed by the spacecraft
during flyby. Using models for the trapped
radiation environment based on measure-
ments made by the four previous probes,

constraints were placed on the trajectory
desrgn:

- the minimum Jupiter flyby distance
should be greater than 6.3 Jovian radii
(450 000 km) from the centre of the
planet

- since Jupiter's 10 h rotation period
modulates the radiation levels in the
equatorial regions near the planet,

the magnetic-equator crossing would
be timed to coincide with a minimum
in the radiation fluence.

Integrated platform and payload operations
timeline
The instruments on Ulysses were designed
to make observations in the solar wind
under the relatively slowly changing
conditions encountered in the interplanetary
medium As a consequence, payload
operations during the routine phases of the
mission have generally been limited to

periodic instrument calibration sequences
and occasional reconfigurations or mode
changes, The ability to make measurements
in Jupiter's magnetosphere was not a
primary driver for the design of the majority
of the instruments, and so the problem of
optimisation of Jovian observations had, in
most cases, to be solved operationally Once
inside the magnetosphere, with its rapidly
changing environment, far more payload
commanding became necessary

Instrument reconfigurations are normally
'time{agged', ie the command is loaded
into the time{ag buffer of the Data Handling
Subsystem (DHS), which then releases the
command to the instrument at the specified
time. Since the Ulysses DHS can only hold
40 timetagged commands, and with the
level of payload activity planned, it was
impossible to tag them all.

Starting a year before Jupiter encounter.
experiment teams' flyby requirements were
collected. The initial responses highlighted
several potential problem areas:

- commanding rate: this was so high that
instruments' commanding times conflicted

- timing of command execution: this was
mnra nronico ihrn oYnoatod in anma

cases to within 5 s

- the environment: because of the
unpredictability of the environment, many
investigators were reluctant to define their
commanding requirements in advance;
they needed to command in near real-

time based on their observations.

In addition to this, there were a number
of limitations on the spacecraft platform

. operations:

- available spacecraft power was less than
predicted. so each. proposed platform/
payload configuration would have to be
checked for power shortfall before
implementation
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- minimal dynamic disturbance to the
platform was requested, so as not to
interfere with radio-science observations

- scheduling of additional DSN tracking
passes for such times of high activity
can be a time-consuming process and
the DSN schedule is a fundamental
driver of any Ulysses operation.

Given all of the above constraints, it was
decided that the Flight Operations Plan
would contain a timeline integrating all of
the science, platform, and critical ground
activities, to avoid inconsistencies and
conflicts between the various requirements
The spacecraft power was a particularly
difficult issue, as switching on the additional
35 W load of the S band transponder to
suooort the Radio Science team's observ-
ations of the lo Plasma Torus, would bring
the spacecraft very close to its operational
power limrt. This led to the question of
whether or not instruments should be turned
off when S-band was on in order to provide
power, or indeed if S-band should be used
at all if it imoacted other science
observations For this reason, the
spacecraft's power budget and thermal
balance were the dominant engineering
concerns during planning and operations

A timeline of science command and mon-
itoring requirements was produced for the
period between 1 January and 31 March
1992, giving the Flight Control Team a view
of the timing and duration of peak activity
levels This first draft was used to predict
manning levels, define the necessary shift
plans, and request the correct DSN coverage
for the encounter period. For each science
investigation team, the Principal lnvestigator
appointed an individual point of contact for
the encounter planning When conflicts arose
between science activities, the Spacecraft
Operations Team could then contact the
representatives involved and resolve the
conflicts quickly

Promot oublication of a draft timeline was
extremely important, as in such an event-
ful timeline single changes could have
significant consequences in other areas.
Without wishing to constrain the science
investigations at an early stage, it was
important that the development of each
instrument team's ideas and activity
schedules at least converged after the first
draft was issued Resolving a minor conflict
in instrument commanding between two
Ulysses science teams was usually easy,
but attempting to reschedule a manoeuvre
or extend a DSN pass was difficult, time-
consuming, and sometimes generated further
conflicts. In a process that was necessarily
iterative, successive drafts were useful in
establishing fixed points that the scientists
and operations staff could refer to

Instrument activities were interleaved with
these essential engineering operations,
minor adjustments to timing being made
where necessary. As the Jupiter encounter
timeline took shape, it became evrdent that
there would be a power shortfall if careful
attention was not paid to the power budget
during the month of the flyby; the integrated
timeline became a useful tool for calculating
power requirements for each step of the
encounter.

Power and thermal planning
Since Ulysses is a deep-space mission,
travelling up to 5.4 AU (808 million km) from
the Sun, the spacecraft's power requirements
are met by the use of a nuclear power
source, the Radioisotooe Thermoelectric
Generator (RTG). The Ulysses RTG, which
provided 283 W at the beginning of the
mission, converts the heat produced by
radioactive decay into electricity by warming
the hot junctions of thermocouple sets.
Because of the radioactive nature of the
source, the power output from the RTG

decays over a period of years. In Ulysses'
case, RTG output had already diminished
during the storage period following the
1986 launch delay

Because the RTG, over short mission phases,

can be considered to provide a constant
amount of power, excess power must be
dumped to sets of resistances This excess
power is used to control the spacecraft's
thermal balance by selecting the proportion
to be dumped via external or internal power
dumpers Since at Jupiter encounter the
spacecraft was approaching the coldest
part of the mission, all power was dumped
internally to assist in platform heating
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When a unit is switched on, the necessary
power is taken from the internal power
dumpers. lf they contain rnsufficient power
to meet this demand, the spacecraft
protection logic maintains the matn bus
voltage by disconnecting non-essential loads.

Unfortunately, in such a case the payload
is considered non-essential, and is switched
off. Since recovery can take Irom 12 Io 24h,
there was a risk of losing a significant part of
the Jovian science in the event of a power
shortfall during the flyby

The spacecraft required additional power
during the flyby because:

- its S-band transmitter was operating in

addition to the nominal X-band downlink,
resulting in an extra 35 W load

- the instruments were predicted to draw
more power in the intense radiation
environment around Jupiter (it was not
known exactly what they would requird,
but the figure was no more than an

additional 5 W above nominal pavload

oower)

- cover closure was required for the Hl

SCALE instrument (see Table 1) during
the flyby, an operation that required an
additional 2 W

- the SWICS instrument was colder than
predicted for this phase of the mission,
and exhibited undesirable characteristics
when at low temperatures and so e.xtra

heating was required, involving an

additional 2 W

- some instruments were switched off
during the flyby to protect them from
radiation damage, but used more
oower when off than on because of
compensation-heater operation

- autonomous switchover to redundant
units had to be considered, and some
redundant units use more power than
the orime.

Rigorous power planning was made difficult
OCCAUSE:

- available spacecraft power could not be
measured, but had to be calculated using
an algorithm accurate to within only 3 to
4W

- extrapolating the decay curve of the RTG

with only 1 year of flight data was thought
to be unreliable (although the prediction
of 263 W at Jupiter encounter turned out
to be very good in retrospect)

- internal power-dumper capacity can be
monitored in telemetry at a rate of one
sample every 32 s, and a variation of 5 W
is observed.

Because of all of the above, the following

rules were adopted during encounter
plannrng:

- RTG power predictions; the encounter
was planned using RTG power predic-
tions, and then modified as the time of
encounter approached and the power
available was visible in telemetry

- a 5 W operational power margin was
established. lf at any time the available
power fell below this margin, the
spacecraft would be commanded to a
predetermined, proceduralised power-

saving configuration

- a 3 W margin was established to allow
for autonomous unit switchinq,

Meeting these criteria had a major influence
on the mission. While the S band transmitter
was on, no manoeuvres were possible and
the spacecraft tape recorders had to be off,

and so round{he-clock DSN coverage was
required for the encounter period.

Ground-segment planning
Facilities at JPL
The Ulysses Mission-Support Area (MSA)

was totally reconfigured for the encounter
to provide one area for the the Operations
Team and another for the Science Teams

The Spacecraft Control and Monitoring
System (SCMS) was run on both the real-

time and back-up computers and the
number of terminals increased to the
maximum allowed for each machine. In

this way. the experimenters gained access
to realtime data vra one computer whilst
spacecraft control was being performed
using the other, thereby eliminating
competition for resources. In the event of
a computer failure, the spacecraft control
function would have taken priority and,
if necessary, would have been switched
immediately to the working machine, thus
providing 'hot redundancy' for this critical
task. In addition, a large display was installed
to project a dynamic simulation of the
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spacecraft's trajectory within the Jovian
system.

A Science Support Area was conveniently
located in a building adjacent to the MSA,
providing office space Ior 125 experimenters
and interfaces for their computer equipment.
Distribution of Ulysses experiment data to
the science community during flyby was,
as usual, via the JPL Data Record System
(DRS) and the Data Management Team
(DMT) undertook planned.to produce Quick-
look Experiment Data Records (QEDR) every
hour during flyby. Experimenters could
thereby access their data in near-real{ime for
processing either using support equipment
located in the Science Suooort Area or back
at their home institutes,

The simulation proved most valuable since
it highlighted several procedural and system
problems, As a result, improvements were
made to both the timeline and the ground
segment, which resulted in smoother
operations at the time of the encounter.

Deep-Space Network (DSN)
Continuous 24 h DSN coverage (Fig 1) was
scheduled to commence nine days before
the Jupiter closest approach and to continue
for more than a month, providing support
also for the Gravitational Wave Experiment
during the solar opposition period, which
occurred immediately after the Jupiter
encounter. Continuous coverage via the 70 m
antennas was planned for the 36 h period
on either side of closest approach using all
three DSN sites - Madrid (Spain), Goldstone
(USA) and Canberra (Australia). Back-up
34 m ground stations were also requested
to provide double coverage when possible,
thereby ensuring command capability in

the event of a failure in one of the 70 m
antennas

Since the DSN antennas are used by many
other projects, the schedule requests had to
be negotiated and conflicts resolved many
months in advance. This task was succes-
sfully accomplished by the JPL ground-
segment management team and could not
have been achieved without the cooperation
of the other projects involved.

Encounter activities
Spacecraft operations during the Jupiter
encounter
Although command activity during the
encounter period followed the pre-defined
operations timeline, the experiment teams
were also able to submit real-time command
requests to the Spacecraft Operations Team
The need for such requests arose from
the fact that some instruments reouired
reconfiguration, depending on where the
spacecraft was with respect to the Jovian
magnetosphere. This could not be predicted
in advance because of the dynamic nature
of the magnetosphere's interaction with the
solar wind.

Moreover, because Ulysses' trajectory was
different from those followed by previous
visitors to Jupiter, the scientists were anxious
to reconfigure their instruments in real{ime
to maxrmise the science return from this
previously unexplored region. The fact that
many of the instrument designs were not
optimised for making measurements of the
Jovian environment increased the number
of commands required for this task

Figure 1. The Deep-Space
Network (DSN) coverage.

Continuous support for hardware and
software maintenance and QEDR oroduction
was provided during the encounter period,

Encounter simulation
Three months before flyby, the entire Mission
Operations Team and many of the Science
Teams took part in a simulation which follow-
ed the timeline of a day in the encounter
period The main purpose was to exercise
the human interfaces and to assess ground-
segment performance under conditions
similar to those during flyby Hardware
failures were induced to test contingency
planning and several key events. such as a
bow-shock crossing, were also introduced
by means of written input to the participants,
who were then encouraged to act as they
would during the real encounter
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During the 20 d period around closest
approach, continuous uplink and downlink
coverage via the Deep-Space Network
provided full control and monitoring
capabilities. At the same time,24 h support
was provided by both the JPL Data
Management Team to ensure that the
exoeriment teams received data via the
QEDRS, and the Spacecraft Operations
Team for preparing and checking real{ime
command sequences, their integration
into the timeline, and transmission to the
spacecraft.

The realtrme command capability was
utilised by all of the experiment teams and
command requests ranged from the simple
to the extremely complex. For a simple
request, such as a srngle command to be
transmitted only once, the typical time
between receipt of a request and trans-
mission was 10 to 30 min (the transmission
time to the spacecraft, or one-way light time,
was approximately 37 min). On the other
hand, some command requests amounted
to a complete change in daily commanding
schedules, resulting in extensive changes to
the existing timeline.

The resulting high level of command activity
is reflected in the fact that 170lo of the
commanding for the first 500 days of the
mission (from launch until 18 February 1992)
was performed during the 8 days from 3 to
10 February (Fig. 2).

The experiments that make up the Ulysses
spacecraft's payload are listed in Table 1

and the key encounter events are
summarised in Table 2

Spacecraft performance
lnstrument calibration and science observ-
ations linked to the Jupiter encounter began
in early December 1991, increasing in

intensity up to the flyby. Successful engin-
eering tests of power-saving modes that may
have been necessary in the event of power
shortfalls were also conducted. These tests
involved briefly switching off combinations of
instruments in order to confirm that the
thermal transient on cooling would not violate
lower temoerature limits.

The last spacecraft slew manoeuvre before
the encounter was perfectly nominal.
lmmediately after correct termination was
verified, the S-band transponder was turned
on and the wing heaters turned off, placing
the spacecraft in the first of its power-
constrained configurations. Achieving this
configuration gave the Operations Team their
first opportunity to check the validity of the
power predictions that had been made
during the planning stages; available power
was in fact slightly higher than predicted.

The large thermal transients caused by
the S-band switch-on were monitored with
interest. The thruster-block temoeratures
stabilised 1o above their lower limits, exactlv

Figure 2. Ulysses
command activity.
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as oredicted Of more concern was the
condition of the Solar-Wind lon Comoosition
Experiment (SWICS), which exhibits data
degradation at low temperatures Some data
degradation was observed due to the S-band
switch on

No anomaly occurred until 12 h before
closest approach, when the EPAC
experiment showed a high detector current
The Contingency Recovery Procedure to
switch the instrument off was implemented
immediately, The EPAC team later confirmed
that the anomalously high current was due
to the high background, and because the
instrument had been switched off it had
sustained no damage

No further problem occurred until after
closest approach, when the COSPIN KET
instrument had a current parameter go out-
of-limits. No recovery action was necessary

The period of most intense radiation dosage
just after closest approach to Jupiter passed
without further incident, and it was a great
relief to know that the year of mission
preparation and contingency analysis, and
years of careful spacecraft design, had paid
off. Apart from the above-mentioned pay-
load incidents, there were no spacecraft
anomalies during the month surrounding
lrrnilar annnr rntarvuvrLvl

Table 1 Ulysses expenments

Table 2 Key encounter events

Date Event description

Dec 3 Pre-Jupiter instrument calibrations began

Jan 13 GAS began Jupiter scan sequences

Jan 23 URAP Sounder reconfiguration

Jan 29 GAS ended Jupiter scan sequences

Jan 30 Start of continuous DSN coverage

Jan 3.1 Bif rate change to 1 kbps scientific Tape

recorder switched-off

Feb 2 Bow-shock crossing detected

Feb 3 Beginning of one 70 m pass per day

coverage

Feb 5 S-band transponder switched on

Feb 6 Beginning of continuous 70 m coverage

Hl-SCALE instrument returning high count
rates

Feb 7 SWICS micro channel plate (MCP) bias

cnangeo

SWICS detectors switched off

COSPIN low-energy telescope (LET)

detector switched off

DUST reconfigurations

Hl-SCALE covers closed and experiment

switched off

GRB switched off

All SWICS detectors switched on

Feb B EPAC switched off because of voltage ouf
of-limits

SWOOPS-E, SWOOPS-l high voltages

switched off

EPAC/GAS switched off

FGM range change to lower sensitivity

3 h loss of commanding due to
communications failu re

Data received from Jupiter closest

approach (JCA) at 12:38 UTC

FGIV range change to lower sensitivity

lo Plasma Torus crossing: radio-science

investigation

HI-SCALE post JCA switch-on sequence

began

GRB post JCA switch-on sequence began

Feb 9 SWOOPS-E, SWOOPS-I high voltages

switched on

EPAC/GAS switched on

DUST reconfiguration

GRB switched off due to high count rates

COSPIN LET high voltages switched on

S-hancl transnnnder switched off

VHM switched on, FGM range changed to

higher sensitivity

Feb 10 End of continuous 70 m coverage; return

to one 70 m pass per day

Feb 1.1 SWOOPS-l reconfiguration for

magnetosheath

Feb 12 GRB switched on and calibrated

Feb 16 URAP reconfigured to post-Jupiter mode

Cosmic-ray and Solar Particle

Investigation

Dust experiment

Energetic Particle Composition

experiment

FGIV/VHM Magnetic-field experiment (Flux Gate

Magnetometer/Vector Helium

lVagnetomete0

Interstellar Neutral Gas experiment

Solar X-Ray/Cosmic Gamma-Ray Burst

experiment

Radio-science Gravitational Wave

Experiment

Hl-SCALE Heliosphere Instrument for Spectra

Composition and Anlsotropy at Low

' Energies

SCE Radio-science Solar Corona

Experiment

COSPIN

DUST

EPAC

GAS

GRB

GWE

SWICS

SWOOPS

URAP

Solar-Wind lon Composition

Spectrometer

Solar-Wind Observations Over the

Poles of the Sun: ion and electron

measurements

Unified Radio and Plasma Wave

experiment
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The intense operations surrounding Ulysses'
Jupiter encounter went like clockwork, thanks
to the highly detailed encounter timeline and
good communication with the science teams
involved An extensive and detailed timeline
that all parties were aware of enabled real-

time science changes and additions to be
made easily, with a very fast response time.

Ground-segment performance
The entire ground segment performed almost
flawlessly, providing near-perfect data return
for the whole of the encounter period Real-

time data monitorrng was always available via
the SCMS, with the exception of a 15 min
period 4 d after closest approach, when a

disk failed on the real-time machine and a
circurt breaker operated on the back-up
machine Both machines were back in

operation in less than an hour. Near-real-time
scientific data were produced routinely every
hour by the Data Management Team

For two passes at the beginning of February,
commanding was shifted to the 70 m
antenna at Goldstone, because of a failure
of the 34 m antenna's transmrtter, However,

the only period during which the operations
team could not command the spacecraft
occurred shortly before closest approach,
when a oroblem at Goldstone caused the
loss of communications between JPL and
the station for a little over 2 h

Conclusions
Tho nnoratinn nf iho ljl',^-^- nnannnraf+ a+I rru vpurqLrvr I vr Lr ru vlyJJUJ )pdUUUIdlt dL

Jupiter was the culmination of many years of
activity, from spacecraft design and mission
planning through to the coordination of the
encounter activities and production of the
detailed timeline. The smoothness of the
operations and the scientific community's
excitement about the results obtained as

Ulysses passed the giant planet were an

excellent reward for all of these efforts

This missron phase required a completely
different operations philosophy from that
used during the earlier routine data-gathering
phase, in that extensive real{ime command-
ing was required. The outstanding support
provided by the ground facilities, which
performed almost flawlessly, was particularly
critical in view of the need to disable the
on-board tape recorders during this mission
phase Thanks are also due to the staff at
JPL who helped and supported the many
visitors to their laboratory during the period
of the encounter

The Ulysses spacecraft is now moving out of
the ecliptic plane towards its prime mission,
over the ooles of the Sun G
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The Ulysses Jupiter Flyby
The Scientific Results

R.G. Marsden & K.-P. Wenzel
ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands

Introduction
The primary goal of the Ulysses mission,
a joint venture of ESA and NASA launched
in October 1990, is to explore for the first
time the region of space above the poles of
the Sun. Although the importance of this
exploration to our understanding of the Sun's
environment, the heliosphere, has long been
recognised, the practical implementation of
such a mission has, until relatively recently,
been imoossible.

Ulysses arrived at Jupiter 16 months after departing from Earth,
having travelled nearly 1 billion kilometres in the ecliptic (ESA
Bulletin No. 67 reported on the first scientific results from thal
in-ecliptic phase of the mission). Closest approach to the planet
occurred at 12:.O2 UT on 8 February 1992. The primary aim of the
flyby was to place the spacecraft in its final heliocentric out-of-
ecliptic orbit with a minimum of risk to the onboard systems and
the scientific payload. Scientific investigations at Jupiter were
therefore a secondary objective of the mission. Nevertheless, the
opportunity to study Jupiter's magnetosphere was exploited to
the greatest extent possible. The results obtained have exceeded
all expectations of the scientists involved,

While we are able to olace satellites into a
polar orbit around the Earth without much
difficulty, the energy needed to launch a
space probe into a polar orbit around the
Sun is far greater. So much energy is

required in fact, that even with the powerful
launch vehicles available today, direct
injection from the Earth cannot be achieved.
This is because the Earth itself orbits the
Sun at a speed of 30 km/s in a plane
perpendicular to the desired solar polar
orbit. The energy imparted to a space probe
must cancel out this motion in addition to
providing the correct polar trajectory.

A solar polar orbit can be achieved, however,

by taking advantage of a gravity assist by
another planet. Jupiter is the nearest body
capable of meeting the requirements. The
need to make use of Jupiter in order to carry
out its primary mission has resulted in the

recent flight of the ESA-built Ulysses space-
craft through the Jovian magnetosphere.
Even with this gravity assist, the combined
power of the Space Shuttle and three upper-
stage rockets was needed to send the 370 kg

space probe on its way. As it left the confines
of the Earth's gravitational field, Ulysses was
travelling at 11.3 km/s, making
it the fastest interplanetary spacecraft ever
launched

Jupiter is a strongly magnetised, rapidly
rotating planet lts magnetosphere is the
largest object in the solar system, a fact
reflected in the long interval of 12 days, from
2Io 14 February (days 033 to 045 of 1992),

that it took for Ulysses to travel through it.

The large Galilean satellites (lo, Europa,
Ganymedd. and Callisto) are embedded
within the magnetosphere and lo is known
to be a prolific source of ions and neutral
particles (Fig 1). lons, predominantly of
sulphur and oxygen, are distributed around
the orbit of lo to form a large torus, Electrons
and ions from lo, Jupiter's ionosphere and
the solar wind are all oresent and are
transported throughout the magnetosphere.
A substantial fraction of these oarticles are
accelerated to extremely high energies to
form intense radiation belts. Upstream of the
magnetosphere, in the free-streaming solar
wind, a detached bow shock forms which
slows the solar wind and allows it to be
deflected around the magnetosphere.

In short, a wide variety of complex physical
phenomena are available for study.

The inbound trajectory (Fig 2) was rather
similar to those of the four soacecraft which
flew past Jupiter previously: Pioneers 10 and
11 (1972, 1973) and Voyagers 1 and 2 (1979).

In contrast to these missions. however.

Ulysses reached high latitudes (40" north
of Jupiter's equator) near closest approach.
A unique aspect of the Ulysses flight path
was the outbound passage through the
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hitherto unexplored dusk sector (18:00 h

local time) of the magnetosphere, this time
at high southern latitudes Another unique
aspect of the tlyby was the penetration of
the lo Plasma Torus (lPT) a few hours after
closest approach. in a basically north-south
direction which contrasted with the nearly
equatorial Voyager-1 traversal.

In addition to this direct penetration, the
spacecraft radio signal passed through the
IPT for a significant length of time, making
it possible to probe the electron density
distribution in the Torus

Although the instruments that make up the
scientific payload (Table 1) are optimised for
the conditions encountered in the solar wind,
including their orientation on the spinning
spacecraft, they have produced a wealth
of new information relating to the Jovtan
magnetosphere. Some of the initial findings
are summarised below As is the case for the
primary mission, many of the observations
made in the magnetosphere by the different
experiments are complementary in nature,
making a correlative approach the most
fruitful in terms of data interoretation The
operational aspects of the Ulysses Jupiter
flyby are described in a companion article
in this Bulletin (see pages 44-51).

Scientific results
Plasma and magnetic field
A fundamental contribution provided by
the plasma (SWOOPS) and magneticJield

(FGN//VHM) experiments is the identification
of the boundaries between the various
magnetospheric regions encountered during
the flyby (Fig 3) This 'road map' is a useful
tool that helps other experiments to place
their observations in the correct context

On 2 February, almost a week before closest
approach, Ulysses crossed the Jovian bow
shock at a distance of 113 Jupiter radii
(1Rt:71398 km) from the planet (Table 2)

The inbound crossing occurred somewhat
earlier than expected based on previous
observations by the Voyager spacecraft.

A possible interpretation is that the solar-wind
ram pressure was low, allowing the magneto-

Figure 1. Schematic of
Jupiter's magnetosphere.
The solar wind, shown
here approaching from
the left, is dellected
around the magnetosphere
by the bow shock.

The outer boundary of
the magnetosphere, called
the 'magnetopause', is
indicated. Major structural
features inside the
magnetosphere are shown.

Figure 2. The traiectory
of Ulysses past Jupiter.
The open circle represents
the point of closest
approach at 6.3 Jovian
radii (450 000 km) from
the centre of the planet.
Vertical lines denote
intervals of 3h relative
to closest approach.
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Table 1. Ihe U/ysses scientific payload

Investigation Acronym Principal lnvestigator

Figure 3. Colour-coded
spectrogram of the entire
15-day Ulysses flyby from
the SWOOPS electron
plasma instrument.
Electron energy spectra
summed over all look
directions are displayed
using the colour bar
shown on the right to
code the count rate.
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Table 2 Sequence of events dunng the U/ysses Jupiter flyby

Evenl

Time
(day/hour/m inute)

Distance
(Rr)

Bow shock crossing (inbound)

Magnetopause crossings (inbound)

Magr-elo-drscrplasma-disc c'ossings
High-latitude polar cap (possibly cusp)

Closest approach
Observations of lo Plasma Torus

Observation of field-aligned currents,

electron and ion streaming
N,4agnetopause cross ngs (outbound)

Bow-shock crossings (outbound)

033/1 7:33
033/21 :30 - 035/04:00
036/06:30 O37122:00

O3Bl22:30
039/06:30
039112:02

039/13:00 - 1B:00

041/01 :00 043/13:00

043113.57 045121:40

045to0.37 - o47 107 .52

113

110-87
67 36
15

B7
631
64 90
35 B2

83 124

109-149

sphere to temporarily 'inflate', causing the
bow shock to 'stand off' further out from

the planet The magnelopause, the outer
boundary of the magnetosphere. was firsl
encnr rntercd onlv 4 h after the bow-shock
^"^^^;^^ -+ ^ ^i^r^^^^ of 110 B TheutuJ)il 19. qt q ur)tor rus

apparent proximity of these two boundaries,
wnich are typrcally separaled by 20 ,?. also
suggests that they were moving rapidly
outwards at that time

On the oulbound leg. mulliple magnelopause
and bow-shock crosstngs were observed as

these boundaries moved inwards and then
nr rtraiarrlc 2arnae tho an^^^^r.ll Tnin io rnrinuuLvvoruo qururo il ru opdUVUldll | | llJ l) o9oll I

indicative of the 'elasticity of the magneto-
sphere in 'esponse to changing solar-wind
conditions

Olher results to emerge from magnetic tield

observations (Fig 4) include the previously
unknown configuration of the dusk-side field,
which is strongly swept back towards the

-^^^^+^+^il ^^^ l^^ "^-li-a+ian ll-.ri larnnllldvl lutuLdll. ollu tr lg rgqrr)qtrur I tr rol rorvs-

scale current systems are very imporlant In

determining the configuration and dynamics
of the magnetic field

Radio and plasma waves
Jupiter is a prolific source of natural radio
waves, emitting at many wavelengths The
unique direclion-tinding capability and high
sensitivity of lhe Ulysses radio and plasma

wave (URAP) experiment have provided new
insights and clues as to the origin of these
radio signals (Fig 5) For example, the
so-called'narrow-band kilometric' (nKO|\/)

radiation has been found to originate from
disr:rete Innn-lived sorrrces lhat are located
in lne outer regions of the lo Plasma Torus.

and which rotate around Jupiter at slightly
different rates,

Ulysses observations of the hectometric
radiation (HOM) revealed narrow latitudinal

beaming along the magnetic equator, and
provided additional constra nts on existing
models for the source of this radio emission
Several bursts of radio emission showing a
characteristic rapid drrft in frequency. so-

called Jovian type lll events were detecled
with Voyager. With Ulysses, many events of
this type have been recorded and lhey
appear to be a major component of Jupiter's
radio spectrum

Figure 4. The magnetic-
field magnitude measured
by the FGM/VHM experi-
ment during (a) the
inbound pass, and (b) the
outbound pass, plotted
versus radial distance from
the planet.
The dashed line super-
imposed on the data
denotes the predicted
model field.
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Figure 5. Overview of
URAP radio and plasma-
wave data during the flyby
displayed as lrequency
versus time dynamic
spectra, with relative
intensity indicated by the
colour bar on the right.

(A) 16 day overview
centred on Closest
Approach (CA, day 039).

(B) Two typical Jovian
rotations before closest
approach beginning at
05:00 SCET on 5 February.

(Cl 24 h period centred
on CA including passage
through the lo Plasma
Torus.

(D) 24 h period on the day
of the inbound bow-shock
and magnetopause
crossing.

(E) 24 h period containing
some of the outbound
magnetopause crossings.

At the lowest frequencies, the Jovran
continuum emission has been observed by
URAP at large distances from the planet
Both the frequency range and intensity of
the continuum have been seen to vary with
solar-wind ram pressure, thus providing a
unique long-term remote monitor of solar-
wind conditions at Jupiter

Plasma comDosition
The Ulysses solarwind ion composition
(SWICS) experiment has provided important
new data on the composition of the
magnetospheric plasma, in particular
information on the charge states of the
various ions (Fig. 6). These measurements
give new insights into the sources and 'life
history' of the Jovian plasma. Material from
three sources, the solar wind, the planet itself
and the volcanic satellite lo (logenic ions)
can be traced by observing ions specific
IO eacn source,

Large-scale mixing was observed to occur:
with significant numbers of solar-wind and
logenic ions being found in all regions
investigated. The implication is that solar-
wind plasma penetrates deep into the

magnetosphere and logenic ions travel
outwards to its outer reaches, both at low
and high latitudes, These results provide
important tests for models of plasma
circulation, transport and loss from the
magnetosphere.

lo Plasma Torus
The lo Plasma Torus (lPT) a doughnut-
shaped ring of plasma rotating with the
planet at the orbit of Jupiter's moon lo, was
an object of special interest during the flyby
Its properties were measured both directly
by the URAP instruments, and also remotely
by the Ulysses Radio Science team.

The IPT consists largely of ionised oxygen
and sulphur atoms released as a neutral
cloud by lo's volcanoes The Ulysses
measurements, taken a few hours after
closest approach as the spacecraft crossed
Jupiter's magnetic equator, indicate that the
electron density of the IPT in the current
epoch matched model predictions based on
the older Voyager results quite well (Fig 7)

On the other hand, the longitudinal
distribution of plasma seen by Ulysses
showed asymmetries not expected from the

co
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Figure 6. SWICS ion-
composition data plotted
in the form of a mass
versus mass-per.charge
matrix of solar wind (top)
and Jupiter magneto-
spheric plasma (bottom).
The change in charge state
and elemental composition
is striking.

Figure 7. Electron densities
within the lo Plasma Torus
(lPT) as determined by the
URAP experiment.

For comparison, model
predictions based on
Voyager data are also
shown.

Voyager data, which, as mentioned in the
Introduction, were taken in a different region
of the lPT.

Energetic particles
The energetic-particle intensities measured
by the Ulysses instruments during the flyby
(Fig. B) were generally lower than observed
by the Voyager spacecraft. A major discovery
during the outbound pass was the existence
at high latitudes of very strong, counter-
flowing streams of electrons and ions, con-
stituting large currents that apparently feed
into the auroral regions

Measured principally by the HI-SCALE
experiment these field-aligned particle
beams are tightly confined to magnetic field
lines which, as noted above, appear to be
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swept strongly tailward. In the same regions,
the COSPIN experiment observed periodic
bursts of MeV electrons flowing away from
the planet (Fig.9) Preliminary estimates
indicate that these bursts may represent
a significant fraction of the population of
relativistic electrons found in interplanetary
space, Data from many of the Ulysses
exoeriments ooint to the fact that the dusk-
side magnetosphere, where the fields and
plasmas rotate from the compressed day
side rnto the magnetotail, is highly dynamic
Furthermore, signatures in the energetic
particle data indicate that the high-latitude
region of the magnetosphere appears to be
dominated by the interaction of the solar
wind with the planet's magnetic field,

Polar-cap region
Because of its high-latitude trajectory, Ulysses
was able to investigate the poleward extent of
the Jovian radiation belts that contain durably
trapped energetic electrons and ions One
surprising finding was that even close in to

the planet (approximately 9 Jupiter radii),
Ulysses apparently made an excursion out
of the radiation belts at magnetic latitudes of
only 48i Signatures in the data from many
of the instruments are consistent with Ulysses
having passed through a region in which
magnetic field lines from the Jovian polar
cao at one end were connected to inter-
planetary magnetic field lines at the other
end,

For example, the energetic-particle sensors
registered counting rates close to interplan-
etary background levels, while the SWOOPS
plasma instruments noted a simultaneous
drop-out in the magnetospheric electron
population for a period of 1 5 h URAP DC

electricJield measurements indicate a drop
in the plasma flow speed to very low levels.

Supporting observations
An imoortant accomoaniment to the
flyby was a set of supporting observations
carried out by ground-based observers,

Figure 8. Overview of
Hl-SCALE measurements
of ions and electrons in
Jupiter's magnetosphere
displayed as an energy
spectrogram (upper panel)
and counting rates (lower
panel).
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the ulysses lupiter flyby

particularly those involved in the Jupiter-
Watch programme, as well as observers
making use of Earth-orbiting spacecraft.
including the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

and the International Ultraviolet Explorer
(lUE) Using ESA's Faint-Object Camera
onboard HST, European scientists obtained
an image of the polar aurora surrounding
Jupiter s north pole lust 15 h after Ulysses'
closest approach (Fig 10).

This type of remote sensing o[ emissions
from Jupiter's auroral regions, and the lPT,

has helped to establish the context in which
the flyby took place

Conclusions
Although the study of the Jovian magneto-
sphere was not a primary mission objective,
the recent flyby of the giant planet by the
Ulysses spacecraft has produced a wealth
of new observations lhat constitute a major
contribution lo our understanding of this

complex and dynamic plasma environment.

Following the tlyby, all spacecraft systems
and the scientific instruments were checked
out thoroughly and found to be in good
health Having therefore emerged from
Jupiter's hostile radiation environment
unscathed and perfectly on course, Ulysses
has now begun the most exciting phase of
its mission

Moving out of the ecliptic towards the
Sun s southern polar regions, it has
started its exploration of the high latitude
heliosphere, Helped on its way by the
immense gravitational field of Jupiter,
Ulysses will pass over the southern pole in
Qonlomhar lQQZ :nd COntinUe On tO thevevru,l

northern polar regions which it will reach
one year later.

Based on the exciting results obtained to
date both during the in ecliptic phase and
at Jupitel we can expect a rich scientific
harvest from the primary phase of the
mission. as well as some surprises no

doubtl G

Figure 10. False-colour image of the northern
polar region of Jupiter observed with ESA's
Faint-Object Camera onboard the Hubble Space
Telescope a few hours after the Ulysses flyby.

Figure 9. Data from the COSPIN experiment showing a quasi-periodic sequence
of electron bursts observed on the outbound pass in the dusk sector of the
magnetosphere. Shown for comparison are the simultaneous proton
measurements.
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the oiotto extended mission

The Giotto Extended Mission to Comet
Grigg-Skjellerup: Summary of Preliminary
Results

G.H. Schwehm
GEM Project Scientist, ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

Introduction
Space missions to date have provided only
a snapshot view of three of perhaps billions
of comets with possibly differing natures,
origins, and physical histories Grigg
Skjellerup, an old, low gas producing comet
(6 x 1027 s-1) provided the lower boundary
case when comoared with Comet Giacobini-
Zinner (2x1O2B s-1), the first comet studied
in-situ by a spacecraft, the International
Cometary Explorer (lCE), on 11 September
1985, and the very much more active Comet
Halley (6.9 x 102e s-1) visited by a fleet of

Comets, besides providing us with clues as to the origin of the
Solar System, the Earth and probably also star formation in general
when we study their structure and chemical composition, serve
as 'space laboratories' for the study of magneto-hydrodynamic
processes. The latter occur in the hot gases or plasmas containing
charged particles or ions along with magnetic fields, such that the
clouds of gas are partially or primarily controlled by the magnetic
fields. The investigations of the Giotto Extended Mission, or 'GEM'
(see ESA Bulletin No. 70, pp. 55-59 for a detailed description of
the second encounter mission), have provided excellent new data
concerning the interaction of the solar wind with a non-magnetised
body in space.

spacecraft, including Giotto, between 6 and
25 March 1986

The comparative study of these three comets,
with their wide variations in gas production
rates, was deemed a prime objective when
planning the Giotto Extended Mission. With
the results achieved with Giotto at Comet
Grigg-Skjellerup, it should indeed be possible
to improve our knowledge of comet/solar-
wind interaction quite substantially.

The encounter
After the second re-activation of the Giotto
spacecraft on 4 May 1992, the experiment
teams had to be patient until mid-June, when
enough on-board power became available to
begin checking-out the individual instruments,
and the Halley Multicolour Camera in
particular. lt was concluded in June, however,

that the payload's status had not changed
(Table 1) vis-a-vis the findings after the space-
craft's first reactivation in 1990, and it became
clear that we would not be able to acouire
images of another cometary nucleus. Table 2
summarises the key mission parameters for
the Comet Grigg Skjellerup fly-by

Table 1. Status of the Giotto payload for the Comet Gilgg-Skjellerup encounter

lnstrument Active during
G-S encounter

Halley Multicolour Camera
Neutral Mass Spectrometer
lon lvlass Spectrometer

Particulate I mpact Analyser
Dust lmpact Detection System

Optical Probe Experiment
Magnetometer
Johnstone Plasma Analyser
Rdme Plasma Analyser

Energetic Particle Analyser
Giotto Radioscience Experiment

Aperture blocked; baffle missing; blind
Detectors dead
HERS: high-voltage damage,
HIS: no damage
Mass spectrum slightly degraded
Some detectors showing increased noise
No damage
No damage
High-voltage problems on one sensor
Cold ion composition: high-voltage damage
Damage to electron electrostatic analyser
No damage
Not applicable

No
No
No
Yes

No
Yes

YeS

YCS

Yes

No
YCS

YeS

Yes

ol
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Encounter date
Relative fly-by velocity
Fly-by distance
Heliocentric distance
Geocentric distance
Distance above/below ecliptic
Angle between spin
axis and relative velocity vector

To provide the best possible scientific
coverage, all of Giotto's on-board sensors
that could still provide meaningful data
were operated during this second encounter,
despite the fact that available on-board

Table 2 Key misston parameters for the Comet Grigg Skjellerup Fly-by

[Halley fly by data included for comparison]

Grigg-Skjellerup Halley

power was by now marginal as far as
running the full functional payload
comolement was concerned The heliocentric
encounter distance of 1 01 AU at Comet
Grigg-Skjellerup compared with the 09AU
at Comet Halley meant that there was
about 200lo less power available from the
spacecraft's solar array. The data collected
by all of the instruments that were active,
however, fully justified this decision.

The lower encounter velocity (14 km/s)
at Grigg-Skjellerup and the angle of
approximately 70" between the spacecraft's
spin axis and relative velocity vector are
especially noteworthy since they mean that
dust grains released from the comet were
hitting Giotto's dust protection shield at
almost grazing incidence, and that the solar
array mounted on the spacecraft's cylindrical
body was fully exposed to the impinging
dust.

During the evening of 9 July 1992, the full
payload complement was switched on in
encounter configuration and made ready to
'feel and smell', but unfortunately not see,
Comet G rigg-Skjellerup.

The last-minute information that the teams at
ESA's European Space Operations Centre
(ESOC) near Frankfurt (D) had received in

near-realtime from the European Southern
Observatory's telescope at La Silla, in Chile,
had indicated that the comet had brightened
during the days just before the encounter,
that it was exhibiting a reddish hue (an

indication that dust was being released by
the nucleus), and that there was a visible
coma of some 20 000 x 20 000 km2,

and perhaps even an indication of a tail
developing. All of these were very good
omens for a successful encounter, with a
predicted closest approach distance of some
600 km

The scientific results
The Johnstone Plasma Analyser (JPA)

aboard Giotto detected the first signs of the
comet, namely pick up water-group ions, at
a distance of 44O 000 km from the nucleus.
The fundamental process involved in the
interaction between a comet and the solar
wind is mass loading of the solar wind
by cometary ions. Neutral molecules of
cometary origin are ionised by solar radiation
within the solar-wind flow at large distances
from the comet Once these relatively
massive ions have been imolanted in the
flow, they are accelerated by the inter-
planetary electric field into cycloidal orbits
moving perpendicular to the magnetic field.

10 July .1992

13 99 km s-1
200 km

l01AU
.1 43 AU
0 10 AU below
68 8'
(at 89 6' SAA-)

14 March 1986
68 37 km s-1
596 km

O90AU
O96AU
O 02 AU below
0'
(at 107 2' SAA.)

- SAA : Solar-Aspect Angle

Figure 1. Summary of the JPA instrument's solar-wind and cometary plasma
parameter measurements for 10 July 1992, between 11:00 and 20:00 UTC
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Figure 2. Display of the
JPA lmplanted lon Sensor
time-of-f light measure-
ments lor different viewing
directions. lt shows clearly
the evolution in implanted
cometary ions (mass 12-22
amu) with respect to the
protons (mass 1 amu)
mainly due to the solar
wind's domination at large
distances from the nucleus

The energy and momentum given to the
cometary ions comes from the solar wind,
which is therefore decelerated by increasing
amounts as the comet's nucleus rs

aooroacneo

This mass-loading effect is clearly apparent
in the measured reduction in solar-wind
velocity. A directional change in the velocity
vectors of the solar wind close to the inner
regions of the coma was also clearly
observed by the JPA instrument From these
measurements, the experimenters derived
a gas production rate (Q) for Comet Grigg-
Skjellerup at the time of the encounter
of the order of 6 x 10 27 s 1, a value that
proved to be in excellent agreement with
the 6.8+0.9 x 1027 s-1 derived from the
Magnetometer (MAG) data as early as
10:00 UTC on 10 July by using a different
aoproacn.

The Magnetometer detected pick-up-
generated wave fields out to at least
270 000 km These waves had a period of
the order of 70 s and increased in amplitude,
with simple clean wave forms The waves
were left-hand polarised, in contrast to
those at Comets Halley and Giacobini-Zinner,
where they were right-hand polarised
When Giotto was about 20 000 km from the
nucleus, magnitude variations in the
magneticJield properties were detected,
but these variations were smooth, indicating
a bow wave some 19 900 km from the
nucleus rather than a bow shock.

The Plasma Analyser, on the other hand,
gave all the indications of a bow shock in the
plasma domain at that distance However,

with the soacecraft outbound at 25 400 km
from the comet, a strong bow-shock crossing
was seen in both instruments Close to the
nucleus, the magnetic field strength
increased to 89 nT - higher than at Halley

- but no magnetic cavity was detected.
This was no surprise as the cavity, if it
existed at all at Grigg-Skjellerup, was
predicted to extend only to about 60 km
around the nucleus

The Energetic Particle Analyser (EPA)

measured the energetic charged particles
(E > 60-260 keV) in the cometary
environment The highly anisotropic fluxes
detected show a strong streaming in the anti-
solar direction Three regimes displaying,
respectively, smooth flux variations, burst-like
enhancements and wave-like structures, were
identified The ions recorded were a mixture
of solar-wind protons and cometary water-
group ions, the latter displaying energies
greatly exceeding the maximum attributable
to the pick-up process alone The wave-
like structure seen in the measurements
represents the response of the particles to
ambient ion-cyclotron waves, and there is

an excellent correlation with some of the
magnetometer data

At almost 50 000 km from the nucleus
(Fig. 4), the Optical Probe Experiment (OPE),

measuring the brightness and polarisation of

bJ
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the sunlight scattered by the cometary dust
particles and some broadband molecular
emissions, detected a brightening in the gas
channels The dust coma was entered at
a distance of about 17 000 km from the
nucleus From the intensity distribution in the
inner coma, a miss distance smaller than
200 km was derived and there is a clear
indication that the spacecraft passed the
nucleus on the evening side, The peak
brightness was recorded at 15:30:43 UTC
(ground receive time), with an uncertainty of
only 3 sec The secondary peak in Figure 4
is a real event which is being studied
currently. but no explanation has yet been
found, In the outer coma, an average
polarisation of the order oI 210/o was found,
whereas in the inner coma (closer than
1500 km) this value changed to about 110/0.

indicating that there is an evolution in dust
properties within 2000 km of the nucleus.

The Dust lmpact Detection System (DlD)
detected three dust particles shortly after
closest approach, with masses of 100,

2 and 20 pg, very much in line with
predictions. In this context, one has to bear
in mind the reduced sensitivity of the DID
detectors due to the lower impact velocity
and the unfavourable impact angle at Grigg
Skjellerup compared with Comet Halley

A drag-induced deceleration of the
spacecraft was detected by Giotto's Radio-
science Experiment (GRE) during the
encounter. Two-way Doppler and ranging
measurements conducted before and after
the fly by revealed a total change in the
spacecraft's radial velocity (along the line-
of-sight to Earth) of 04 mm/s Assuming
inelastic momentum transfer, this deceleration
corresponds to a total effective cometary
mass collected of approximately 39 mg. This
caused a small nutation of the spacecraft
around closest aooroach

At the same time, the Weilheim and Madrid
ground stations reported a slight fluctuation
in signal levels and a sudden reduction of
120-140 Hz in the Doppler residuals,
However, the estimated velocity reduction
due to the dust impacts, deduced from the
two-way Doppler measurements taken after
the encounter, was of the order of 1 mm/s
relative to the comet, equivalent to an
increase in the observable Doooler shift on
ground of 001 Hz, which is in agreement
with the GRE result This, however, has to be
treated with a certain amount of caution as
the error in the measurement is comparable
with the estimated value
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Figure 4. The brightness
distribution in the coma
of Comet Grigg-Skjellerup
due to the scattering of
sunlight by cometary dust
particles, as a tunction of
distance from the nucleus.
The gap in data is caused
by the loss of one science
data frame when the
spacecraft was hit by a
large dust particle. No
explanation has yet been
found for the secondary
peak, but it is an actual
measurement and not an
error in the data

Figure 5. DID sensor
contiguration on the front
and rear meteoroid bumper
shields of the Giotto
spacecraft. Possible
locations for the three
impacts (named in a
moment of scientific
euphoria!) are shown

The conclusion is that the deceleration must
h:ria naon \/ar\/ em2 J :nd thoro{nro h:rdlrr

detectable trom the two-way Doppler data
The frequercy shift observed at encounter
could be explained as an instantaneous
variation in the frequency of the on-board
oscillator, correlated with the comet
interaction,

These in-situ measurements are comple-
mented by a number of ground-based and
IUE observations,

Mission termination
After a period of seven years in orbit around
the Sun, Giotto operations were officially
terminated on 23 July 1992, after the
completion ot final orbit adjustments and
:fter nnnfinrrrinn thp qaace6raft fOr itS third
h ibernation,

On its present course, Giotto will pass
219 000 km above the Earth's surface on
1 July 1999. 14 years after the spacecralt s

launch, Future operation of the spacecraft is
considered doubtful, partly because the fuel
remaining (a t 3 kg) is insufficrent for
anything more than an Earth or Moon fly-by
in IQQQ and nerllrr honqrrco n{ iho ano hrr

then of both the spacecraft itself and the
nrnr rnd e\/atama rrco.l tn cr rnnnri iho Gtrl\/lUyJlv|||UUvvvv|

mtsslon
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Schematic of a dynamic Earth model. Arrows emphasise the dynamic nature of the interior where convection in
the mantle is responsible lor up-welling and down-welling currents. Gravity and magnetic data from Aristoteles are
crucial if these and other such geophysical processes are to be modelled
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Probing the Earth from Space
The Aristoteles Mission

M. Schuyer, P. Silvestrin
Earth Observation Proiects

& M. Aguirre
Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The Aristoteles objectives
There is now mounting concern that our
planet is undergoing rapid changes and that
these changes may soon have a significant
impact on our daily lives To fully understand
these changes, we must improve our know-
ledge of the dynamic processes governing
the Earth as one global system, with the
solid-Earth, cryosphere (ice), hydrosphere
(oceans), atmosphere and biosphere as
constituents.

An essential pre-requisite for understanding
the structure, the dvnamics and the evolution

The Aristoteles' mission has been under study by the Agency
since 1987. lts aim is to provide global models of the Earth's
gravitational and magnetic fields with high spatial resolution and
accuracy. Following earlier discussions, in 1990 NASA confirmed
its intention to participate in the mission with the provision of a
dedicated launch and of additional instruments. This has made it
possible to enhance the scientific and application-orientated value
of the mission and to optimise the spacecraft design. This article
reviews the new joint ESA-NASA Aristoteles mission, as well as the
status of the system definition and of the associated technological
pre-development activities.

Figure 1. Land areas for
which gravity measure-
ments have an accuracy
of 2 milliGal or better
(1" x 1' blocks)

- Applications and Research
Involving Space Techniques
to Observe The Earth's fields
from Low Earth orbiting
Satellites

of pur planet is an accurate knowledge of
its potential fields of forces: the gravitational
field and the magnetic field. Because of
their dependence on the mass properties,
distribution and motion inside the Earth,
these fields vary spatially and temporally
They have been determined until now in a
general way, but not in sufficient detail and,
more importantly, not homogeneously on a
global scale (Fig. 1) In particular, the geoid,
which is the surface of constant gravity
potential at mean sea level, is generally not
known to better than about a metre or even
worse in areas with little gravity information,
like Asia and South America

At least five areas in Earth sciences and
applications will benefit enormously from the
vast improvement jn our knowledge of the
geopotential fields that will be brought about
by Aristoteles:

- geodynamics

- oceanograpny

- climate and sea-level studies

- geodesy, orbital mechanics and
navigation

- atmospheric modelllng
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Figure 2. The precise
geoid provided by
Aristoteles is essential for
exploiting space altimetry
data and obtaining the sea-
surface topography, from
which improved models of
the ocean circulation can
be derived. lt is also
required for correctly
interpreting various
measurements of sea-level,
such as those given by
tide gauges. The figure
also illustrates the
principle of precise orbit
determination via relative
positioning with GPS

Geodynamics
A detailed knowledge of the geopotential
fields is vital to the study of the structure
and dynamics of every single layer of the
solid-Earth, starting from the crust and
the lithosphere, down through the mantle
to the core, deep in the Earth's interior.

In the crust, mechanical and thermo-
dynamic processes and geological features
are reflected by variations in both the
gravitational and magnetic fields These
variations, called 'gravity and magnetic
anomalies', will be precisely determined
usino Aristoteles

standrng of ocean transport processes, such
as the movement of plankton, polluted water
or heat. In particular. understanding the
transport of heat into deep water is essential
for climate-change studies

The very accurate geoid models provided
by Aristoteles, in combination with satellite
altimetry (e.g from ERS 1/2 or the recently
launched French-US Topex/Poseidon),
will facilitate continuous measurement of the
ocean circulation on a global basis Figure 2

shows how the topography of the sea
surface, needed for ocean-circulation studies,
can be precisely determined by relating sea-

surface heights to an accurate reference
geoid.

Climate and sea-level studies
The mean sea level appears to have risen
in the past at a rate of about 15 cm per
hundred years However, rates of between
50 and 170 cm per hundred years have
been oredicted for the future because
of man-made influences. lf these higher
estimates were to prove correct, the
consequences for large areas of the World
would be dramatic

It is, then, essential that a monitoring
system be established consisting of altimeter
measurements and tide-gauge measure-
ments tied into one unified height reference
system with centimetre precision by space
positioning. To achieve this, one must have
a precise geoid lmproved gravity-field
information will also helo in discriminatino

Study of the structure of the oceanic
lithosohere and its interaction with the

asthenosphere, as well as that of the
continental lithosphere and the forces
that drive continental tectonics, requires
much-improved geopotential models This

knowledge would also be extremely precious
for deriving earthquake dynamic models
and for resources prospecting

The properties of the Earth's mantle, the
liquid and the solid core and their mutual
interactions can be investigated in practice
only by examining their effects on the
geopotential fields. In particular, the long{erm
variations in the magnetic field yield valuable
information about the dvnamics deep in the
Earth's rnterior.

Oceanography
A better knowledge of global ocean
circulation is the key to a better under-

68
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sea-level changes from land subsidence or
uplifting.

Variations in the geomagnetic field are
physically correlated with the variations in

the Earth's rotation rate (i e the length of
day). These variations are in turn strongly
linked to various climatic indices such as
global surface warming. New geomagnetic
information is sorely needed in order to be
able to study these phenomena in detail
(Fis 3)

Geodesy, orbital mechanics and navigation
Precise gravity models are needed for a
number of geodetic applications, such as

determining accurate levelled heights for
civil constructions, mapping and exploration
Geometric heights can nowadays be
obtained efficiently from space positioning,
e.g. using the Global Positioning System
(GPS) To convert them into levelled heights
again requires a precise knowledge of the
geoid, as shown in Figure 4.

A number of space missions, particularly
those carryrng altimeters, require precise
orbit determination at the centimetre level.

A poor knowledge of the gravity field is

presently the main limiting factor, and one
which the Aristoteles data will remove.

In terms of navigation, better magneticJield
models will provide new, updated magnetic
charts In addition, better gravityJield
knowledge will improve the performance
of inertial navigation systems.

Atmospheric modelling
The possibility of accurate modelling of the
atmospheric density at different altitudes
represents a byproduct of the Aristoteles
gradiometer data that is of direct interest
to atmospheric researchers. In addition,
improved models of the external magnetic
field due, for example, to the ionospheric
currents, will help in determining the
coupling of energy from interplanetary
space to the atmosphere through the
magnetosphere Atmospheric studies will
also benefit from the analysis of the GPS
microwave signals received by Aristoteles
through various layers of the Earth's
atmosphere (GPS occultation analysis)
This analysis will provide important
information on such key atmospheric
parameters as pressure and temperature

Mission requirements
To achieve the objectives outlined above,
global and regional models of the gravity
field and of the geoid have to be accurate to

'- irr...t:i,,1rt t.,.-r,..4,,

5 milliGal. and 15 cm, respectively, with a
spatial resolution of 100 km. The addition of
the NASA-provided GPS receiver to the main
Aristoteles instrument, the gravity gradio-
meter. leads us to exoect even better
accuracies of about 1 milliGal for the gravity
field and 3 cm for the geoid, thanks to
the perfect complementarity of the two
instruments In fact, gravity anomalies of
long wavelength (more than 1500 km) are
well reconstituted from GPS tracking data,
whereas the gravity gradiometer allows the
gravity field to be derived at shorter wave-
lengths.

-1 milliGal : 10-5 m/s2 = 1 sg
(one millionth of the value of gravity at the ground)

Figure 3. Long-term
variations in the main
geomagnetic field (6 solid
line) are physically correl-
ated with the relative
changes in the Earth's
rotation rate (A0/0, dotted
line), which are linked in
turn with various climatic
factors.

Figure 4. A practical
application ot the precise
geoid: levelled heights
(H) are obtained from
geometric heights (h),
determined using GPS by
subtracting geoid heights
(N) rather than by
laborious spirit levelling.
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Geomagnetic studies require in-orbit
measurement of the three comoonents of
the magnetic flux density with an accuracy
of 5 nanoTesla For comparison, the field on
the ground is between 60 000 nT at the
geomagnetic poles and 30 000 nT at the
geomagnetic equator. The final accuracy
expected from the Aristoteles magnetometer
instrumentation is about 3 nT oer comoonent

Mission profile and operations
Thanks to the provision of a dedicated
launcher, the Aristoteles mission profile has
been optimised so as to achieve all of the
scientific objectives. The required global
coverage is obtained by operating in a near-
polar circular orbit, which will be quasi Sun-
synchronous during the first nine months
and thereafter will be closer to a perfect
oolar orbit

Following launch, the first two months of the
mission at 400 km altitude will be dedicated
to the checking-out of the spacecraft
subsystems and to the calibration of the
instruments, The first fully operational phase,
lasting six and a half months, will take place
at the very low altitude of 200 km in order
to measure both gravitatronal and magnetic
anomalies originating in the Earth's litho-
sphere with good sensitivity The altitude of
200 km represents a compromise, since the
amplitude of the higher harmonics of both
fields decreases dramatically with increasing
altitude, while on the other hand the rate

of orbital decay increases rapidly with
decreasing altitude (Fig 5)

The orbit decay rate is determined by the
air density, which in turn depends on solar
activity. A launch in a period of low solar
activity is therefore preferable in order
to minimise the fuel needed for orbit
maintenance The launch of Aristoteles is

foreseen to take place in .1998, close to
the next solar minimum.

The last 15 days at 200 km altitude will be
preceded by a change of inclination to about
92 so as to improve the coverage over the
poles and to achieve during the subsequent
phase the rapid sampling of all solar times
needed to separate diurnal and seasonal
effects in geomagnetic studies The last
phase, at an altitude of 480 km, will last at
least three years, in order to measure the
long-term changes in the geomagnetic field
(secular field variation)

The spacecraft's attitude will be such that
one axis will be constantly pointing to the
centre of the Earth during the mission phase
at 200 km altitude During this and the
remaining phases, the necessary Sun-
pointing of the solar panels will also have
to be ensured

The mission will be controlled from ESA's
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
in l-\arma+ar)+ /n\ ',i- ^ rlor|inaiorl nrnr rnrl[ | udr il rJtduL \u/. vrd d uyuruqLyu vrvur ru

station located in Kiruna (S) close to the ERS

station The possibility of using a ground
station at Spitzbergen in Norway and another
one at Tiksi in the CIS in order to increase
the ground coverage is presently being
considered

Figure 5. The Aristoteles
mission profile consists of
a Launch and Early Orbit
Phase (LEOP), a Calibra-
tion Mission Phase (CMP),
a Geopotential Mission
Phase (GMP) and a

Magnetometry Mission
Phase (MMP). The GMP is
composed of two sub-
phases at different
inclinations
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The payload
Aristoteles' payload consists of four
instruments:

the gravity gradiometer
the Global Positioning System (GPS)

recetver
the vector magnetometer
the scalar magnetometer.

The gravity gradiometer (so-called 'Gradio')

will be provided by ESA, and the remaining
three instruments will be part of the NASA
contribution to the mission While the
magnetometers will be dedicated exclusively
to geomagnetic studies, the GPS receiver will
play a dual role of gravimetry instrument and
of tracking system for the precise positioning
of the Aristoteles spacecraft with respect to
the Earth.

The gravity gradiometer: principle and
realisation
Gradio is certainly the most unusual and
complex of the four instruments. lts operating
principle can be understood by imagining
an ideal experiment in which four free-flying
masses are in orbit around the Eafth at
slightly different positions. e.g. 1 m apart
(Fig.6a) Each mass will then experience
a different gravitational force because of
the difference in its position in the Earth's
gravitational field and will therefore follow
a slightly different orbit. From precise
observations of the relative motion of these
masses, it is then possible to derive inform-
ation on the structure of the qravrtational

field.

Such an exoeriment is not realistic because
the masses would soon drift apart and
because other perturbing forces like air drag
would act differently on each mass. lt is,

however. oossible to enclose each mass in

a small chamber fixed in a spacecraft and
to measure very precisely the force required
to keep the mass exactly in the centre of its

chamber (Fig. 6b). The difference between
the forces reouired to hold the masses in a
fixed position provides the same knowledge
about the local structure of the gravitational

field as the ideal exoeriment described
above

Similarly, Gradio will provide acceleration
measurements obtained at different positions
within the spacecraft. From these acceler-
ations, after some data processing, it will be
possible to recover the local variations in

the gravity field or, more precisely, the
components of the gravity gradient in the
vertical direction and in the direction normal

to the orbital plane. These gravity-gradient

Figure 6. The principle of
space gravity gradiometry:
(a) test masses follow
different orbits because
of the local differences in
gravitational attraction;
(b) if the masses are
constrained to be fixed in
a spacecraft, the difference
in the forces that must be
applied to the masses
provides information on
the gravity lield

measurements, collected over a period of
more than six months at the very low altitude
of 200 km, will enable one to determine the
anomalies of the gravity field at medium and
short wavelengths, to a spatial resolution of
100 km

The accelerations will be detected by means
of four accelerometers located at the corners
of a square, the sides of which are 1 m long
(Fig. 7) Each accelerometer will contain a
proof mass, which will be electrostatically
controlled so as to remain at the centre of
a small chamber fixed to the soacecraft.
The 4 cm x 4 cm xl cm proof mass, made of
platinum-rhodium alloy, will weigh 320 g The
stability of the position and alignment of each
accelerometer will be ensured by the use

of a highly stable mounting plate thermally
insulated from the rest of the spacecraft
(Fis.8).

Each accelerometer will measure the
accelerations along the three orthogonal
axes, one axis being less sensitive than the
others so that it can cope with the relatively
strong acceleration in the flight direction
caused by the aerodynamic drag acting on
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already partially deployed for other geodetic
research activities. The tracking data from
this network will allow the use of a differential
technique for the precise orbit determination.
Using measurements of the phase of the
GPS carrier signals accurate to a few
millimetres, it will be possible to determine
the relative positions of the on-board and
ground receivers with an accuracy of a few
centimetres.

The analysis of the tracking data provides
information about the components of the
gravitational field at long and medium
wavelengths which, combined with the
components obtained from Gradio, will
enable one to reconstitute the field to the
expected accuracy of about 1 milliGal over
the complete range of wavelengths

In addition to the use of the tracking data
for determining the gravity field, an accurate
knowledge of the spacecraft orbital position

Figure 7. Schematic of
the Aristoteles satellite,
showing the gravity
gradiometer instrument
at its centre and the four
accelerometers

Figure 8. Main mechanical
elements of the acceler-
ometer development
model: from top to bottom,
the upper electrode plate,
the proof mass, the
electrode ring and the
lower electrode plate. The
electrode plates are made
by ultrasonic cutting of
gold-coated ultra-stable
glass
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the spacecraft. Only the two sensitive axes
will directly contribute to the gravity-gradient
measurements.

The extreme sensitivity of 0.01 Eotvos
(1 Eotvos : 10-s s-2; i.e, difference of
10-e ms 2 acceleration per metre) required
for the gravity-gradient measurements
demands an extraordinary sensitivity of less
than 1 pico-g (one millionth of a millronth of
the value of gravity on ground) from each
accelerometer. Moreover. it imooses the
use of on-board calibration mechanisms to
generate three reference forces with perfectly
known characteristics, and the use of very
precise signal-processing units.

The GPS tracking system
The anomalies in the Earth's gravitational
field produce perturbations in the orbit of
a satellite, particularly one operating at low
altitude. These perturbations can be sensed
with tracking systems that measure the
distance or velocity of the satellite along the
line of sight to the tracker. Satellite tracking
from the ground has therefore been used
to map the gravitational field since the very
early days of space exploration. Indeed, one
of the first discoveries in the late fifties was
the existence of a small difference between
the northern and southern hemispheres,
making the Earth slightly pear-shaped

Aristoteles can be tracked continuously and
accurately as it circles the Earth from the
satellites of the US Global Positioning System
(GPS). By the time Aristoteles flies, more
than twenty GPS satellites will be operational,
allowing its on-board GPS receiver to acquire
and decode the signals emitted from at least
six of them simultaneously at any time. The
data from the on-board GPS receiver will be
supplemented by data gathered from a
worldwide ground network of GPS receivers,
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will be derived for processing both the
gradiometer and the magnetometer data.
and for planning the sequence of orbit
maintenance manoeuvres These are
renrrirpd tn kpcn thc e9269612ft at an
altitude of about 200 km desoite the raoid
decay caused by the high aerodynamic
drag

The magnetometer instrumentation
The magnetometer instrumentation consists
of a scalar magnetometer, to measure the
total magnetic field strength. and a vector
magnetometer, which provides the
components of the field in three directions
(vertical, along and across the orbit) Both
magnetometers will be mounted at the tip of
a 45 m boom in order to separate them from
perturbing magnetic sources on the satellite
An optical Attitude Transfer System (ATS) will
relate the orientation of the vector magnet-
ometer with that of the star{rackers In this
way the vector-magnetometer measurements
will be referred to a reference frame given by
the observed stars with an accuracv of about
10 arcsec

The scalar magnetometer has an intrinsically
high measurement stability and is therefore
mainly used to calibrate the vector
magnetometer, which on the contrary is

subject to long-term drift The reason for this
stability lies in its operating principle, which
depends on atomic-scale phenomena In its
two sensor heads, helium atoms are optically
excited, so inducing a bulk magnetic
moment in the gas The precession of the
magnetrc moment about the magnetic field
provides a signal at a frequency in a very
well known relationship with the fleld
magnitude. By measuring this frequency, it

will be possible to achieve a final accuracy
better than the 1 nanoTesla already obtained
with other similar instruments flown
successfully on planetary missions

The operation of the vector magnetometer
is based on the flux-gate technique, which
involves the saturation of ferromagnetic
material by an alternating magnetic drive
field This magnetometer is therefore
composed of three sensors, one for each
measurement axis and each of them
containing a ferromagnetic core lts accuracy
is limited by slow parameter changes, and to
reach a final accuracy of a few nanoTesla per
component it must be calibrated using the
scalar measurements Such calibration has
already been successfully demonstrated by
the Magsat geomagnetic mission, flown by
NASA in the late seventies (Fig 9)

The spacecraft design
The design of the Aristoteles spacecraft
has been strongly influenced by the mission
profrle and by the accommodation needs of
the payload, particularly the gradiometer.

The frontal area in the flight direction has
been minimised to reduce the air drag and
therefore the orbit decay rate This has led to
a rather slender satellite configuration. Orbit
raising manoeuvres are anyway foreseen to
take place about every 36 h when at 200 km
altitude The hydrazine fuel necessary for
these manoeuvres and for the orbit changes
between mission phases will constitute
almost half of the spacecraft's 2300 kg
mass at launch (Fig 10)

The fuel will be contained in eight tanks
symmetrically located around the gradio-
meter, which occupies the spacecraft centre
position and has its plane perpendicular to
the flight direction. The configuration of
the tanks and of the other units has been
optimised to avoid changes in the position
of the spacecraft's centre of mass due to
fuel depletion and sloshing, which would be
detrimental to Gradio's ooeration

The combination of low altitude and a polar
orbit limits the visibility of the spacecraft from
the ground station to a few minutes per orbit,
with long gaps between contact periods.
The data collected on-board will therefore be
stored in a 300 Mbit solid-state memory and
then transmitted to the ground during contact
periods. During non-contact periods, the
spacecraft will autonomously perform orbit
manoeuvres and subsystem reconfigurations
in the event of a failure

Figure 9. Prototype of the
vector magnetometer
sensor head
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Figure 10. Exterior of the
Aristoteles spacecraft

The satellite's attitude will be controlled
extremely smoothly by means of small
reaction wheels and magnetic torquers. to

keep the centrifugal accelerations on the
accelerometer proof masses to a minimum.
Small aerodynamic flaps mounted on the
satellite and commanded on the basis of
the accelerometer measurements will reduce
the dynamic perturbations produced by
changes in air density In addition, all flexible
parts like solar arrays and booms will be
made quite stiff to prevent the build up of
undesi rable vibrations

For the same reason, the solar arrays will

not rotate, but will be fixed with respect to

the main spacecrait body The position of
the solar array, composed of two deployable
wings and a body-mounted panel, with
the panel edges in the flight direction, will

minimise the aerodynamic drag To achieve
the required field of view, the TT&C and
GPS antennas will be mounted at the edges
of the two solar-array wings

Despite the accommodation of the
magnetometers at the end of a long boom,
accurate magnetic measurements still

demand strict control over the magnetic
sources on-board the spacecraft. The most
perturbing units, such as the nickel-cadmium
batteries, will in any case be localed as far
as possible from the magnetometers The
field produced by the magnetic torquers
used for attitude control will be accurately
monitored and then removed in the data-
rorlr rntinn nhaco

The main soacecraft oaramelers are
summarised in the accompanying table

lable I Main spacecrafl paramelers

Mass at launch
Fuel mass
Length of main body
(without boom)
^-^^^ ^^^1i^^^ ^.^^ulu55-5uLilut td dtEd

Solar-array power
(end of life)

9alar-arrant araa

Data-storage
capability
T^l^m^+-., A^+^ -^+^tctut I tgu y udtd rdtE

Telecommand data rate

45m
22m2

11 kW
128 m2

300 tvbit
1N/bit/s
4 kbit/s

Programme preparatory activities
A solid-Earth programme was included in

ESAs LongTerm Space Plan presenled to
the ESA Council Meeting at Ministerial Level

in Rome in 1985, and was further endorsed
at the subsequent Ministerial Conference in

The Hague in 1987 as a key element of the
Agency's Earth-observation activities, lt was
therefore shortly afler lhat that the prepar-
atory activities began, consisting primarily of
system studies and technological pre-

develooment activities

Following these so-called 'Phase-A' studies,
which were performed considering a fully
European scenario, a new system study has
been carried out by a European industrial
consortium led by Alenia Spazio of ltaly
(from June 1991 until April 1992) to take into
account the planned participation by NASA
throuoh the orovision of a dedicated Delta ll

2300 kg
960 kg
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launcher, a GPS receiver and the magnet-
ometer instrumentation. The possibility of
using a dedicated launcher has allowed
optimisation of the mission profile so as to
achieve a more ambitious set of scientific
objectives. This in turn has led to a thorough
revision of the satellite configuration and of
its interfaces with the launcher. Technical and
programmatic discussions with NASA, which
started in 1986, have continued in parallel

with the system studies.

The mission has been re-defined in close
collaboration with the scientific community.
Indeed, at a joint ESA NASA Workshop held
in Anacapri (l) in September 1991, a large
representation of this international community
expressed its strong support for the new,

enhanced scientific objectives and for the
proposed implementation of the mission
This wide support has also been expressed
at several other scientific events, including
the General Assemblies of the International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG)

held in Vancouver in 1987 and in Vienna in

1991.

The technological pre-development activities
have concentrated mainly on the two key

components of the gravity gradiometer: the
accelerometer and the calibration device.
The accelerometer studies, initiated in 1988
by Onera (F), have led to the manufacture
and extensive testing of several laboratory
models of the accelerometers and finally,

in 1992, to the production of the first
development model, which is expected
to be very similar to the final flight model
This development has made use of the most
advanced technologies in high precision
machining and in space electronics, such
as the ultrasonic micro-machining of ceramic
glass and the production of ultra-stable thin-
film hybrid circuits

In parallel, a considerable effort has been
put into the development of a facility for
testing the accelerometers under normal
gravity conditions. This has resulted in

the manufacture of a dual-stage vibration-
isolation system, which consists of a
pendulum platform controlled in a closed-
loop fashion on the basis of the readings
from very sensitive inclinometers and
caoacitive sensors. This test bench has
allowed very impressive results to be
achieved during the testrng of two accel-
erometer laboratory models in differential
mode. Despite the comparatively high level

of environmental noise and the presence of
the full 1 g gravitational acceleration on one
axis, the residual noise at the output of the

accelerometers has been found to be well

below 1 nano-g, i.e. less than one billionth of
gravity on the ground

These results, combined with extensive
theoretical analyses and computer-based
simulations to extrapolate the final perform-
ance in soace. have confirmed that the main
design requirements for the accelerometers,
such as sensitivity, coupling between axes
and output stability, can indeed be achieved

The pre-development of the calibration
device at TNO-TPD (NL) has recently led
to the production and successful testing of
laboratory hardware. Each device consists
essentially of a mass vibrating at a very well
known frequency and producing a harmonic
force in a direction known with 1 arcsec
accuracy. The design of the mechanical
parts and of the associated position-sensing
and control electronics represents a new
and technologically advanced development.

On the US side, instrument studies are in

progress concerning the GPS receiver and
the magnetometer instrumentation, including
the ATS While for the magnetometers only
the adaptation of existing space hardware is

reouired. the final choice of a GPS receiver
design is still open. The alternatives are to fly
a modified version of the GPS receiver that
is presently being used on the NASA-CNES
altimetry mission Topex-Poseidon, or to
develop a space version of a new high-
accuracy receiver developed by NASA for
geodetic applications.

Conclusion
The imoortance of the Aristoteles mission
to the advancement of a whole range of
geosciences and their applications is

now well established and internationally
recognised. In particular, its impact on our
understanding of global dynamics and of
basic environmental phenomena such as

those that govern the seismicity, sea-level
variations and climatic evolution of our
planet, has been strongly emphasised
by the World's geoscientists

The technical oreoaration of the mission
is well advanced and the feasibility of the
main instruments has been demonstrated.
NASA's participation is expected to contribute
to the achievement of all of the objectives of
this mission, which represents a quantum
leap forward in our understanding of our
planet G
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ERS-1 An Earth Observer that
Exactly Follows lts Chosen Path

M. Rosengren
Orbit Attitude Division, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germanv

The polar orbit
The low polar orbit has been a popular
choice from the outset of the satellite era
and such an orbit with an altitude of about
800 km has also been selected for ERS-1.

The advantage of a polar orbit is that the
combination of the Earth's rotation about
its axis and the soacecraft's orbital motion
around the Earth results in very complete
scanning of the globe (Fig.1). The duration
of one revolution around the Earth Jor a

ERS-I, Europe's first Earth-observation satellite to be based on
active microwave instrumentation (i.e. radars), was put into orbit on
17 July 1991 by an Ariane launch vehicle. This article describes the
high-accuracy orbit design and control that has been a highlight of
the satellite's first year of operations.

Figure 1. The orbital period for a near-Earth spacecraft is typically 1.5 to 2hours
(1 h 40 min for ERS-I)
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spacecraft in a low orbit is typically in the
order of 1.5 to 2 h. The rotational phase of
the Earth therefore changes by about 2tr
to 30' between two consecutive spacecraft
orbits. The ground track for successive
crossings of the equatorial plane from south
to north will shift by some 2500-3400 km
towards the west. For other latitudes, the
westward shift will be less oronounced.

While a geostationary orbit allows contin-
uous observation of almost half of the Earth's
surface from a great distance (e.9. Meteosat,
at an an altitude of 36 000 km), the low polar
orbit allows much closer inspection of any
point on the Earth's surface. At an altitude
of 800 km, for example, the polar-orbiting
spacecraft is still above the horizon at a
distance of 3000 km from the sub-satellite
point. For any point on the Earth, it is
therefore assured that the soacecraft will rise
over the horizon at least once every 12 h,

travelling alternately from south to north and
from north to south durino successive
AUUEdIdI IUUJ.

The further from the equator and the closer
to one of the poles one is situated, the
more often the soacecraft will rise above the
horizon. The extreme cases are the poles
themselves, where the spacecraft wijl be
visible for a time during every revolution.
The main ground station for ERS-1 has been
built close to Kiruna in Sweden, as this is
sufficiently far north to have a visibility period
for most of the orbits, and sufficiently close
to civilisation to avoid the difficulties and
hardships oJ more remote locations.

The ERS-I spacecraft
The ERS-I spacecraft was described in
considerable detail in ESA Bulletin No. 65,
but for completeness those features of the
spacecraft that play a role in the orbit design
will be recounted here.

The spacecraft's layout is shown in Figure 2.
The Radar Altimeter (RA) and the Along-
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Track Scanning Radiometer and Microwave
Sounder (ATSR-N/) are mounted on the -Z
face of the soacecraft The ATSR-M consists
of two instruments, an Infrared Radiometer
(lRR) and a Microwave Radiometer (MWR).

The fields of view of the RA and the MWR
are in the -Z axis direction. The IRR scans
with the help of a rotating mirror in a cone
from the -Z axis direction to a direction
offset towards the -Y axis The attitude of
ERS-1 is maintained such that its -Z axis,
and therefore the RA and the MWR, are
directed towards the subsatellite ooint on
the Earth's surface (nadir) The -Y face of
the spacecraft is in the 'forward' direction,
'forward' being the direction of motion of
the subsatellite point relative to the Earth's
surface. This attitude control mode rs called
the 'Yaw Steering Mode'. To maintain this
pointing, the spacecraft rotates about its

+X axis, making one complete rotation
during one spacecraft orbit.

The Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) antenna
has a viewing direction that is offset by about
20" from Ihe -Z axis towards the -X axis
This results in a scanned strip (swath) of
width 100 km with centre displaced 300 km
to the right of the subsatellite track (Fig. 3)

The point on the Earth's surface that is
observed by lhe various instruments at
a certain moment therefore depends only
nn iha nncitinn nf lho cnenanraft 1RA:nrl

MWR looking vertically down), or on its
position and direction of travel (lRR and
SAR). To observe the same point several
times, therefore, it is necessary for the
spacecraft to repeat the same path relative
to the Earth ERS-]'s orbital oeriod is close
to 100 min, resulting in a shift in longitude
of about 25" towards the west between
successive orbits, At the equator, this
corresponds to a shift of almost 2800 km,

which is much more than the width of the
strip seen by the SAR instrument To ensure
that the Earth's surface is observed in a
regular and systematic mannet, a certain
reoeat oattern has therefore to be maintained.

The repeat pattern
To a first approximation, the spacecraft
can be considered to follow a oeriodic orbit
around an Earth that rotates at a constant
rate about a fixed spin axis. The spacecraft's
motion relative to the Earth in terms of
longitude, latitude and altitude between two
consecutive orbits will then be a westward
shift in longitude of yE where y is the spin
rate of the Earth and P is the orbital period,
while longitude and altitude will be identical
functions of time I relative to the epoch when

SYNTHETIC APERTURE

Figure 2. The ERS-I spacecraft. The -Z axis is kept pointing to the subsatellite
point on the Earth's surface, while the -Y axis is 'forward' with respect to the
satellite's flight direction. The Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR) is offset by 20"
from the -Z axis ('side-looking' radar)

Figure 3. The Synthetic Aperture Radar scans a 100 km wide strip, the centre
line of which is displaced 300 km to the right of the subsatellite track ('side-
looking' radar)
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Figure 4. For a 3 day
repeat cycle, neighbouring
crossings occur of the
equator after 14 orbits
(1 day-33 min) and 29
orbits (2 days+33 min).
After 21.5 orbits there is
an equator crossing over
the same point in the
other direction

Figure 5. For a 35 day
repeat cycle, neighbouring
crossings at the equator
occur after 229 orbits
(16 days-3 min) and after
272 orbits (19 days+3 min).
After 250.5 orbits there is
an equator crossing over
the same point in the
other direction

the spacecralt crossed the Earth's equatorial
plane from south to north

For the spacecraft lo be in a periodic orbit
relative to the rotating Earth, the craft's orbital
period must be a rational fraction nlm of Ihe
Earth's spin period Aller m spacecralt orbits
and n Earth rotations, the spacecraft will then
be back over the same point and its motion
relative to the Earth will be repeated.

For ERS 1. the orbital periods ol 3/43 days
and 35/501 days have been selected This
means that the westward shift in longitude
between consecutive orbits is 3/43 x 360"
or 35/501 x 3601 and that the spacecrait will

be back over the same point after 43 or 501

orbits During these 3 or 35 days there will
be 43 or 501 orbits with different ground
tracks inlersecting the equator at 43 or 501
onrridict:nt nnintc

The repeat cycle ol 3 days results in an
adieaont crnccinn nf ih^ ^^ ^r^- r-^- ^^ rLqujqeur rr urvroil rV ur u rU Ut-lUdlUl llUl ll SUUtll

to north 40 000/43 : 930 km further to the
easl after 14 orbits (1 day-33 min) and
930 km further to the west after 29 orbits
(2 days+33 min) A north to south crossing
ol lhe equator takes place over the same
point after 21 5 orbital revolutions (1 5 days).
This is illustrated in Figure 4,

The iS-r^lav rencat cvr:le results in an

adjacenl crossing of the equator from south
to north 40 000/501 = B0 km further to
the east aIIer 229 orbits (16 days-3 min)
and 80 km further to the west aIIer 272 orbils
(19 days+3 min) A north to south equatorial
crossrng over the same point thus occurs
after 250.5 orbital revolutions (175 days)
This is illustrated in Fgure 5

Given that the strip covered by the SAR
instrument is 100 km wide (Fig 3), it is clear
from Figure 5 that for a repeat cycle ot
35 days the strips generated by two orbils
separated by 229 orbits and separated by
272 ort:iIs overlap Complete coverage of lhe
Earth's surface is thereby obtained With a
? ricrr ranoct nrhil nnl', - ^^rl ^f lha Earth ou uqy TEPEoL ururL. vr ry d Pat l ur uru LorurJ

surface can be imaged by the SAR

The precession of the orbital plane
The above discussion was based on the
assumption lhal lhe spacecraft orbit is

periodic relative to inertial space However.

this is not even approximately true if a longer
lime snan is cnnsidered The dramatic
deviation from such a model for ERS-l 's

almost circular orbit is due to the orbital
planes rotation about the Earth's spin axis
This phenomenon. known as 'precession'

(Fig 6), is due to the fact that the flattening,
or 'oblateness', of the Earth (Fig 7) results
in a gravitational force thal is not absolutely
parallel lo the line fron the spacecrafl to lhe

r.r,ji
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Earth's centre, but also has a certain 'out-of-

plane' component, lt was already shown by
Newton that if the Earth is assumed to be a
homogenous ellipsoid that is symmetrical
relative to the north/south axis, it follows that
the orbital plane of a satellite will precess
l-lo rrcori thic thonrrr l^ .^mnr ria tho Ferth c

oblateness from the observed precession of
the orbital plane of the Moon,

ERS-1 's orbital parameters have been chosen
such that the rate of precession is equal to
the mean angular rate of the Earth in its orbit
around the Sun Such an orbit is called 'Sun-

synchronous' Although the plane of the
heliocentric orbit of the Earth is inclined by
2340 Io the equatorial plane of the Earth
^^! +h^ ^^^,,r^. .^+^ ^f the Earth in its orbitdt ru Lt rE qt rvuror rqtv v

around the Sun varies by about +3,50/o over
a period of a year, the yearly variations in the
declination of the Sun relative to the orbital
plane of ERS 1 will only vary from 17o at the
beginning of June Io 274 aI the beginning
of February (Fig 8)

For Earth-observation satellites using optical
instruments, like the French Spot satellite, the
Sun-synchronrsation has the advantage that
the lighting conditions for the surface being
overflown remain comparatively constant For

ERS-1 , which carries only active microwave
instruments (radars) the advantage of the
Sun-synchronous orbit is that the spacecraft's
solar panels need only be rotated about
one axis (the spacecraft's Z-axis, which is

approximately aligned with the orbital pole)

to maintain pointing to within 5' of the Sun's
direction.

The period P discussed above has to be
interpreted as the 'nodal period', i.e. the time

between two consecutive crossings of the
equatorial plane from south to north, and the
spin rate ry must be interpreted as the 'spin

rate of the Earth relative to the precessing
orbital plane. As the usual day of 86400sec
is the 'mean solar day', i e the apparent
spin period of the Earth with the Sun as

reference, one revolution in 86 400 sec is

just the spin rate ry lhat applies for a Sun-
synchronous orbit

Other perturbations caused by the Earth
The precession of the orbital plane will not
be the only significant orbital perturbation
caused by the Earth's oblateness, There will
always be periodic perturbations repeating
each orbital revolution In addition, there will
generally be a cumulative deformation of the
shaoe of the orbit,

Figure 6. Precession of
ERS-1's orbital plane is
synchronous with the
Earth's motion around
the Sun

Figure 7. Flattening or
'oblateness' of the Earth,
with the globe's equatorial
radius 21 km greater than
its polar radius

Figure 8. Variation in the
Sun's elevation relative to
the orbital plane of ERS-I
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Figure 9. Initial, almost
circular orbit and the
perturbation in its shape
after one month

orbit by about 1O km, as indicated by the
yellow line. This deformed orbit would have
essentially the same orbital period, but the
spacecraft's velocity would be ess constant,
with it moving faster in the parts with
reduced altitude and slower where the
altitude has increased

The amount of deformation will be quite
sensitive to the precise shape of the initial
orbit. lt is possible in practice to select an
initial orbit such that this deformation is
essentially zero For ERS-l , this is achieved
by having an orbit that is 17 km lower close
to the North Pole than close to the South
Pole. For a 3 day repeat cycle, this means
an altitude of 807 km close to the South Pole
and 790 km close to the North Pole. Such
an orbit that does not chanqe is often called
a 'frozen' orbit

Even the faint 'triaxiality' - the dependence
of the gravitational force not only on latitude
and altitude but also on lonqitude - of the

These two points are illustrated by Figure 9
The green line is the orbit with a period of
3/43 days that is as close as possible to a
circular orbit. lts distance from the centre of
the Earth is 3 km less when the spacecraft
is close to one of the poles than when it is
over the equator. This 3 km difference corres-
ponds to the short-periodic perturbations due
to the Earth's oblateness. As the radius of
the Earth at the equator is about 21 km
greater than at the poles, the spacecraft's
altitude over the equator will therefore be
21-3 : 18 km lower than that close to the
poles After one month, the cumulative
perturbations would have deformed this

Earth will result in non-negligible perturb-
ations. lf an optimally selected 'frozen' orbit
is used, howeve[ all of these perturbations
associated with the Earth's gravitational field
will essentially be periodic, with a period
equal to the orbital oeriod or to the rotational
period of the Earth, i,e one day. After n days
and m orbital revolutrons, these periodic
perturbations reoeat and there are no
significant implications for the accuracy wiih
which a repeat pattern can be implemented.
The westward shift of the successive cross-
ings of the Earth's equator from south to
north will not be exactly n/mx360 and the
successive orbits relative to the rotating Earth
will not correspond exactly to a longitude
shift, but after m nodal orbits the path
relative to the Earth is reoeated iust
the same.

Having seen that neither the precession of
the orbital plane around the Earth s spin
axis, nor the periodic perturbations caused
by the Earth's gravitational field limits the
accuracy with which a repeat pattern can
be implemented, the question remains as
to whether there are other secular or long
oeriodic orbital oerturbations.

Secular variations caused by air drag
and the Sun/Moon
Air drag will reduce the spacecraft's
orbital velocity its altitude, and the nodal
period. This drag is strongly dependent
on the amount of solar activity taking place
When such activity is high, emissions in

the extreme-ultraviolet band (EUV), i e at
wavelengths of 100-1000 Angstrom, will
stir up the atmosphere and increase the
molecular density at 800 km altitude.
Mathematical models and algorithms are
available to compute the air drag on the
satellite with an accuracy of some 5olo

for a given emission in the 10.7 cm band.
This emission is constantly monitored by
the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the results are
transmitted to ESOC on a daily basis.
Making solar-activity and air-drag predictions
for the future, however, is a difficult task.

In order to compensate for the air drag,
regular orbit-maintenance manoeuvres are
necessary

The orbit's mean inclination will decrease
slowly due mainly to the gravitational forces
of the Sun and Moon This effect amounts
typically to 002 per year for ERS-1, but
this average rate also depends on other
factors such as the ground track relative to
ihe Earth's triaxial gravitational field when
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the spacecraft is in a 3 day repeat orbit.
lncilnation-correction manoeuvres are
needed to comoensate for these reductions.

The reference orbits
lf there were no air drag, it would have been
possible for ERS-1 to have almost repetitive
orbits corresponding both to the 3 day and
the 35 day repeat cycles. Such theoretical
orbits can be derived in the form of the
motion of a drag{ree spacecraft with respect
to a geodetic coordinate sysiem that rotates
with the Earth. This fixed geodetic coordinate
system is implicitly defined by the longitudes,
latitudes and altitudes that are assigned to
certain geographical points, and by the size
of the reference ellipsoid used to approxim-
ate the shape of the Earth. These theoretical
orbits are referred to as the 'reference orbits'.

lf the spacecraft is initially put into a position

and given a velocity that corresponds to this
reference orbit, after a few days air drag
will result in the situation shown in Figure 10

The spacecraft will essentially follow the path

of the reference orbit, the ditference being a
slight altitude loss of the order of say 20 m
The important difference will be an along-
track deviation of several kilometres, the real

satellite being ahead of the 'reference orbit'
position. lt will therefore arrive at a certain
latitude 'too early', and the ground track will
be east of the nominal ground track corres-
ponding to the reference orbit

At the equato[ the velocity of the Earth's
surface caused by the planet's rotation is

about 0.5 km/s and its direction of motion
is almost orthogonal to the spacecraft's
flight path. In order to have a ground track
deviating less than 1 km from that of the
reference orbit at the equator, the alongtrack
deviation must not correspond to more than
2 sec travelling time. At the extreme northern
and southern points, the spacecraft travels in

a westerly direction. An alongtrack deviation
between the actual spacecraft orbit and
the reference orbit of a few kilometres will
therefore not have any effect on the ground
track. For intermediate latitudes, the sensi-
tivity of the ground track to along{rack
deviations will be between these extreme
udSu5.

Orbit-mai ntenance manoeuvres
The orbit control cycles to compensate for
the air drag are applied as follows. At the
beginning of a control cycle, the spacecraft
should be in an orbit that is very close to
the reference orbit, but with a slightly higher
altitude, by of the order of 20-50 m. The
phase of the spacecraft should be such that

it is ahead of the reference orbrt by about
2 sec. This will then result in an initial ground
track that is to the east of the nominal
ground track, the maximum deviation of 1 km
being at the equator crossings. But as the
orbital period in a higher orbit is somewhat
longer, the along{rack deviation between the
spacecraft's actual position and the nominal
reference position will decrease until the
spacecraft will be trailing the reference
position, and the actual ground track will be
west of the reference ground track The air
drag will in the meantime have reduced the
altitude of the actual orbit, resulting in a
shorter orbital period. After a certain time,

the spacecraft will therefore again be ahead
of the reference position and the ground track
will be east of the reference ground track.

When the actual ground track is 'l km to the
east of the reference ground track, it is then
again time to make an orbit-maintenance
manoeuvre. This is generally made as a two-
burn manoeuvre, with half an orbit between
the burns (Fig. 11) The sizes of the burns
and the positions in the orbit at which they
are made are selected such that the shaoe
of the the orbit after the manoeuvre is as
close as possible to the periodic reference
orbit, the only difference being an altitude
bias of the order of 20-50 m, uniformly
distributed around the orbit. The size of this
bias is comouted each time based on the
predicted solar activity. The target is to have
a maximum bras and therefore a maximum
control cycle, with the constraint that when
the air drag has removed this bias and the
period is synchronous with the Earth's
rotation, the ground track at the equator is

at most 1 km to the west of the reference
oround track.

Figure 10. Spacecraft initial
position and velocity cor-
respond to the'relerence
orbit', but air drag perturbs
this orbit and the space-
craft eventually arrives 'too
early'
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Figure 11. Two impulse
manoeuvres raise the orbit
alter altitude loss due to
air drag

Figure 12. Changing of the
orbital plane by an 'out-of-
plane' manoeuvre

The frequency with which these orbit
maintenance manoeuvres must be applied
to maintain a ground track to within +1 km oi
the reference ground track depends on the
prevailing degree of solar activity For 1991

and the first quarter of 1992, solar activity
was high and control cycles were typically in

the order of 1 to 3 weeks Later
in 1992, solar activity has been lower and
control cycles of 1 month or more are
oossible

lnclination correction manoeuvres
As the radius of the Earth close to the pole
is 6357 km, it is clear that if the deviation in
inclination between the reference orbit and
the actual orbit is larger than 1/6357 rad or
0009", the deviation between the actual
ground track and the reference ground
track will exceed 1 km close to the poles
As the inclination decreases due to natural
perturbations at an average rate of about
002o per year, it can be concluded that at
least once per year an inclination correction
manoeuvre is necessary to maintain the
ground track in the deadband of +1 km
relative to the reference ground track. At
intermediate latitudes, for example in the

50o to 70o band, both the control cycle to
compensate for the air drag described above
and the deviation in inclination play a role,
and the inclination must in fact be kept within
a narrower deadband than +0.009o in order
to maintain the ground track within the limits
of +1 km everywhere.

Also, the precession rate of the orbital plane
is affected by the inclination. However,
if the inclination is allowed to drift from the
maximum to the minimum of a control
deadband for which the centre corresponds
to a strictly Sun-synchronous value, the
average precession rate will be the correct
one lf this control deadband is as narrow as

10009: the deviations from the average rate

- a higher precession rate at the beginning
and a lower one at the end - will cause no
proorems

An inclination correction manoeuvre can
be made either at the ascending or at the
descending passage through the equatorial
plane, as shown in Figure 12

Conclusions
The ground track of ERS t has been kept
within a control deadband of +1 km since
the spacecraft's launch. To achieve this, orbit
maintenance manoeuvres to compensate for
the air drag were needed every 1 to 3 weeks
in 1991, and during the first quarter of 1992
when solar activity was high, Later in 1992,
solar activity has been lower and intervals o{
1 month or more between manoeuvres have
been possible

As the air drag cannot be predicted accur-
ately in advance, daily monitoring of the
orbit-determination results and of the solar-
activity reports is essential, Based on this
information, it will sometimes be necessary
to imolement orbit manoeuvres at rather
short notice With the present low solar
activity, however, the situation is rather
relaxed in this resoect

Inclination correction manoeuvres need to
be made roughly every 9 to 10 months The
drift in the inclination of ERS-1's orbit can be
accurately predicted for long periods ahead
and those inclination correction manoeuvres
that are needed can be planned well in

advance G
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The Training of the New Astronaut
Candidates at EAC

K. Damian
Astronauts Support and Training Division, European Astronauts Centre (EAC),
Cologne, Germany

Introduction
The European Astronauts Centre (EAC),

ESA's youngest establishment and the
home base for all ESA astronauts, is

responsible for all European astronaut
matters, and in particular for the selection,
medical surveillance and support of
astronauts and for their training. EAC has
been created in order to develoo a centre
of expertise for the Agency's manned space
activities for the 21st Centurv.

The first training activities to be undertaken at the European
Astronauts Centre have recently been completed, with five new
European astronaut candidates receiving an intensive introduction
to ESA, the European space programmes, and basic space science
and technology. The instructors for these first courses, given in
June and July, were a mixture of key ESA personnel and
recognised experts from universities and scientific institutes
prominent in the space field, as well as experienced astronauts.

Since the Astronauts Centre's foundation in

1990, activities at EAC have focussed initially
on the selection of new astronaut candidates
and on the development of a training
programme to support ESA's manned space
activities. The first astronaut selection cycle
was completed in May of this year with the
choice of six candidate astronauts. Other
noteworthy EAC activities in 1992 have been
the supporting of the missions by the ESA

astronauts Ulf Merbold (lML-1) and Claude
Nicollier (Eureca), and by the Belgian
astronaut Dirk Frimout (Atlas-l).

We report here on both the Introductory
Training that has recently been conducted
and on the Basic Training programme that
is in preparation for 1993, which together
represent the first steps within the overall
European astronaut training programme
The complementary training of the European
astronaut candidates by NASA and the plans
to cooperate with the CIS's Star City activities
are also addressed.

First training successfully completed
Four astronaut candidates took up duty and
began training at EAC on 1 June this year.

Another candidate joined the course later in
June, and the sixth is still completing his test-
pilot training at the Empire Test Pilot School
in the United Kingdom (Fig. 1). Two of the
candidates were subsequently enrolled for
NASA Mission Specialist training, which
started at the beginning of August

The primary objective of the initial 'lntro-

ductory Trarning' was therefore to provide
those candidates who were assigned for
NASA training with a solid introduction to
ESA, its programmes and other European
and cooperative space programmes in order
to help them to identify themselves with ESA

and to act as its representatives (Table 1)

It also provides the candidates with an

introduction to, and helps them to integrate
into, EAC as the base that will provide them
with the requisite support throughout their
professional careers as astronauts.

The classroom training includes basic
instruction in space technology and
operations, an overview of the Agency's
major programmes, the history of unmanned
and manned space activitles, space law and
organisational aspects of the Agency. The
practical training includes primarily physical

training (Fig. 2) at a fitness centre under the
guidance and supervision of experienced
instructors, who also lecture on the human-
physiology aspects of training and the basics
of soorts medicine.

To oreoare the astronaut candidates for their
role as prominent ESA representatives in

the public eye, a course in media skills is

provided by a specialist company. This
course is supplemented with a brief[ng on
the Agency's public-relations policy

Visits to the Soacelab Simulator and the
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Figure 1. The European
Astronaut Candidates at
EAC. From left to right:
Christer Fuglesang
(Sweden)
Pedro Duque (Spain)
Marianne Merchez
(Belgium)
Maurizio Cheli (ltaly)
Jean-Frangois Clervoy
(France).

Thomas Reiter (Germany)
will join EAC in December

Table 1 lntroductory Training

Content

Introduction to EAC

ESA administration, staff rules,

legal aspects
Goals of space activities,
science and application activities
History of space activities,
current space programmes worldwide
European space programmes

ESA's role. European space industry
Visits to ESTEC, ESOC and ESRIN

Orbital environment
Life sciences
Materials science
Remote-sensing principles

and technology
Physical training, sports medicine
Computer skills, office automation
Public-relations briefing, media skills

Spacelab systems and operations
US professional and social environment

Microgravity User Support Centre in Cologne
complement the theoretical tuition, while
visits to the other ESA Establishments give
a first impression of the wide variety and
scope of ESA's scientific. technological and
ooerational activities

The team of instructors is made up of staff
from the respective programme directorates
and administrative services oi the Agency,
exoerts from universities and scientific
institutes, experienced ESA and national
astronauts, contractors and EAC staff.

They are able to provide not only first-hand
knowledge and expertise in the specific
spheres of interest, but also the opportunity
for the astronaut candidates to meet and get
acquainted with key persons from both ESA

and other space organisations The lectures
by experienced astronauts have been
particularly appreciated by the candidates
and the ensuing discussions often extend
far beyond the formal training time

A total oI 144h of formal training have been
provided by 39 instructors (6 EAC, 19 other
ESA and 14 external instructors) Work books
have been produced for each lecture on the
basis of inputs by the instructors, with the
condensed content of each lecture. the
presentation handouts, references, a
glossary, and recommendations for further
reading The EAC documentation system and
the EAC library provide access to additional
literature

As this Introductory Training was the first
training conducted by EAC, particular
emphasis has been given to strong feed-
back via questionnaires for instructors and
trainees, through the weekly training meeting
and informal discussions, and via the final
reports. This feedback will provide important
input for the further development of the
Centre's training activities

The European training concept
The Introductory Training was the first step
in the implementation of the European
astronaut training programme that has been
under development by EAC since 1990 in

support of the Agency s manned space
activities, primarily the Columbus and
Hermes Programmes, but also the Columbus
Precursor Flights (Spacelab; Eureca launch
and retrieval)

The programme baselines of Columbus and
Hermes contained several types of missions,
including combined missions involving both
programmes, The interface to NASA and to
other partners had to be taken into account
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for the Columbus Attached Laboratory
mission and the Precursor Flights A modular
training programme was therefore chosen as

the appropriate response to these require-
ments. This modular concept will also make

it easier to meet new requirements resulting

from the continuing evolution in the Agency's
manneo programmes

The training-concept development effort did
not start from zero two years ago in that a
number of studies had already been
conducted in the context of the Columbus
and Hermes Programmes and by national

agencies. As the definition of the on-board
tasks to be conducted by future European
astronauts was still in its infancy at the time
of these earlier studies, they had to be

founded largely on assumptions based on

the cooperative missions already undertaken
with the United States. In particular, the

training experience gained through the

Spacelab missions constituted an important
input.

All of these inputs had therefore to be

consolidated into a formal training
programme, subject to review by an
international group of experts, including
experienced astronauts from Europe, the

USA and the ClS. lt represents the present

astronaut training baseline for the Agency,

and it will be continuously updated in the

context of changing mtssion scenarios.
more mature definition of on-board tasks,

and on the basis of the feedback from its

imolementation and the evaluation of mtssion

oerformance

The overall training programme is composed
of three phases (Fig. 3):

- Basic Training is the first tratning phase

after recruitment and is designed to give

candidates the fundamental notions
and skills required for their careers as
professional astronauts. lt starts with a
general introduction to the European
Space Agency, its programmes and other

European and worldwide space activities,
It brings the candidates to an appropriate
level of knowledge in basic scientific
disciplines and in space technology and
operations In addition, it develops the
practrcal skills needed for flying (pilot
qualifications), maintaining one's physical

fitness, and making public appearances
Basic Training is effectively regarded as

a probationary period, satisfactory
conclusion of which after one year leads

to certification as a European Astronaut

- Specra/rsed Training is the next step,

which provides deeper knowledge of
specific space systems, such as the

Columbus Attached Laboratory, its

subsystems and payloads lt is not
geared, however, to a specific mission

or its operational procedures, but is more

directed towards providing an in-depth
knowledge of basic space systems and
payload operations Practical skills in such

areas as laboratory work will be further
developed in this phase, as well as

Figure 2. Physical-fitness
training

Figure 3. Training
programme sequencrng
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greater proficiency in such disciplines as
flying and diving Specialised Training can
be conducted either for a class, or for
smail groups, as necessary

The Specialised Training for Space Station
'Freedom' activities will be carried out for
an international class which includes US,

Canadian, Japanese and European
astronauts This class will be trained at
the training facilities of all of the partners,
i.e. in Europe for Attached Laboratory
systems and European payloads, etc.
After two years of successful Specialised
Training, astronauts will be eligible for
selection for a specific mission, to Space
Station 'Freedom' for examole

- Mission Trainrng will commence following
the selection of the crew for a soecific
mission. The period between the
completion of Specialised Training and
mission assignment will be used for
associated duties, such as participation
in payload development, procedures
validation, and ground operations

The Mission Training will be undertaken
by the crew as a whole. Flight-procedures
training will be conducted on simulators
that will be highly representative of the
flight hardware. Emphasis will be placed
on appropriate coordination and inter-
action between the onboard and ground
crews lmportant mission sequences will
be rehearsed by the crew via 'integrated
simulations' using a representative
simulator of the full space element linked
to the appropriate Control Centres.

The Mission Training phase will last 18

months, For the Space Station 'Freedop'
Programme it will be partly conducted in

Europe also, primarily in the context of
European payload training.

The first Basic Training course
The first full Basic Training course at EAC will
be conducted in 1993 lt will consist of the
four blocks of activities shown in Table 2,
involving a total of around 1000 h of formal
training The 'lntroduction' block will
complement and reinforce the Introductory
Training that the astronaut candidates have
already received

The 'lntegration & Refresher' training block
covers fundamentals in science and engin-
eering from mathematics and chemistry,
through biology and medicine, to astro-
physics, electrical and aerospace
engineering. The primary objective here will

be to bring all of the candidates to a similar
level of knowledge, as a prerequisite for the
other courses that will follow. This block of
about 140 h will therefore be tailored to the
specific educational backgrounds of the
trainees.

The 'lnstruction' training block goes straight
into space technology and covers space
systems and operations (200 h) and science
disciplines (200 h) like life sciences, materials
science, fluid science, space science and
Earth observation.

The 'Astronauts Capabilities Training' block
(320 h) covers a variety of theoretical and
practical abilities likely to be needed by the
professional astronauts during their careers,
including medical and survival training. The
medical/psychological training will include the
basics of human physiology and medicine,
space physiology, group coordination and
stress management Formal physical training
will need to be complemented by sports
activities outside duty hours. Parabolic flights
will provide familiarisation with a microgravity
environment, and survival and rescue
training will equip candidates to cope with
demanding in-orbit situations and to develop
team spirit,

Table 2. Basic Training overview

Block Tasks

Introduction IntroductiontoSpaceActivities

Integration

& Refresher Fundamentals of Sciences and

Engineering

Instruction Space Systems

Space Operations and Procedures

Life Sciences

Material and Fluid Sciences

Earth Observation and Space

Science

Astronauts

Capabilities

Training Medical and Psychological Training

Physical Training

Flight Training

Scuba Diving

Space Adaptation Training

Behaviour under Extraordinary

Conditions

Laboratory Skills Training

Computer Training

Language Workshop

Media Skills Training
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Figure 4. New EAC accom-
modation: the Crew
Training Complex

The hours currrently allocated to the various
training units are target figures which still

need some fine tunrng in the course of

curriculum development The total of 1000 h

of formal training will be divided over 40

weeks, with 5 h of training per day. This ts
intended to allow some hours per day for
private study and for the support of other
activities making use of the candidates'
specialist experttse.

The detailed curriculum for Basic Training

in 1993 is being developed by the EAC

Support and Training Division, supported by

technical-assistance contracts, and in close
collaboration with ESA, industry and scientific
experts, and with strong involvement on the

oart of exoerienced astronauts

lnternational cooperation
The training activities at the European
Astronauts Centre are aimed at building
up European expertise, but they will also

form part o{ an international cooperative
endeavour. In the framework of the
International Space Station'Freedom'
Programme, a common training concept
to which all of the partners are expected
to contribute is under development. Each
partner will conduct their own Basic Training

for their own astronaut candidates, but there
will be an agreed 'common core' to this

training.

As noted above, two European candidate
astronauts have already started Shuttle-

oriented Mission-Specialist training at NASA's

Johnson Space Center in Houston (USA).

The experience gained by these two
candidate astronauts, and by an EAC

training engineer who is currently also

stationed at JSC, will provide a further
contribution to
the ongoing development of the European
training concept

Close relations have also been established
between EAC and Star City CIS experts
participated in the review of the EAC trainrng
concept and negottations on closer coopera-
tion are under way The planned cooperation
will include a four-week training period for

three European astronaut candidates at Star

City in the last quarter of 1992, participation
by Russian instructors in EAC Basic Training

in 1993 and the conducting of important
parts of this training at Star City in the

second half of 1993. This will be an
invaluable experience for the candidates
and the accompanying training engineer,
which will hopefully lead to the eventual
participation of European astronauts in Mir

mtssrons

Conclusion
Iwo years after the creation of the European
Astronauts Centre in Cologne, the first six

astronaut candidates have been selected and
the first training activities have already been
completed, Preparation for the Basic Training
programme to be conducted in 1993 is the

current challenge facing the EAC training
team, pending the outcome of the ESA

Council Meeting at Ministerial Level in

Granada (E) on 9/10 November 1992 G
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'Commonality' - A Keyword for
the Ground-Segment Infrastructure

M. Guerin
Simulation and Electrical Facilities Division, ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands

H. A. Laue
Management Support Office, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
The Agency's Ground-Segment Infrastructure
(GSl) includes five prime elements:

- Electrical Ground-Support Equipment
(EGSE), used for the electrical testing
of spacecraft during the Assembly,
lntegration and Test (AlT) phase of the
development programme.

- Mission Control Systems (MCS), used to
operate spacecraft during their in-orbit
lifetimes.

- Station Control Systems, used to operate
ground stations either locally or remotely.

- Spacecraft Simuiators, used to simulate
(parts of) the spacecraft's behaviour, to
validate the MCS and its ooerational
configuration, and to train operators

- Ground-Support Equipment for payloads.

Of the five, the EGSE and the MCS have
significant potential for commonality, since
they have equivalent functions with respect
to the spacecraft, as indicated in Figure 1,

Commonality
It is important to note here that commonality
is, of course, not an end in itself, but has to
be justified in terms of benefits to the Agency

One of the main problems faced by space projects today is
the discontinuity that occurs between the development and
operations phases, which are managed by different teams under
different contractual arrangements. The problems that most
frequently arise are: difficulty in taking operations requirements
into account in the spacecraft design, inadequacy of products
delivered by the development contractor to the operations teams
(e.9. documentation), insufficient end-to-end validation of the
complete system (both space and ground segments) before
launch, and lack of commonality between elements of the
Ground-Segment Infrastructure (GSl). This article does not
propose a miracle solution to the overall problem but, more
modestly, addresses the concept of GSI commonality, and its
application to the Mission Control System (MCS) used for
spacecraft operations and to the Electrical Ground-Support
Equipment (EGSE) used for electrical testing.

as a whole and to its programmes. The
objective is not necessarlly to re-utilise the
same set of equipment for operations after
it has been used for testing, but rather
to ensure the maximum level of common
design effort and common elements between
the hardware, software and procedures of
the two systems, and to make sure that
maximum benefit is derived from previous
similar developments and applications

This should allow direct savings in
development costs by:

- lowering unit costs due to larger produc-
tion runs, and spreading development
cosls over more unrts

- eliminating multiple development efforts
for elements with essentiallv the same
functionality

- reducing both financial and schedule
development risks, and generally
providing better control over industrial
costs

- providing a better-quality product.

In addition, there are also indirect cost
benefits to be obtained through reduced
validation and training efforts as a result of
common internal and external (man/machine)
interfaces.

With these objectives in mind, the concept
of commonality can be applied in two ways
(Fis 2):
(a) Commonality within a given project, with

commonality being ensured between the
projecfspecific EGSE and the MCS for
that pafticular project This is known as
'vertical commonality'

(b)Commonality between the EGSEs of
several different projects, the objective
being to ensure the maximum of
commonality between the project EGSEs
on the one hand, and between their
MCSs on the other, This is referred to
as'horizontal commonalitv'.
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Present situation
The potential advantages of commonality of
ground systems are generally recognised
and some success has been achieved in

specific areas. Depending on the particular
interests of the party concerned, emphasis
in these actions has varied between the
horizontal- and vertical-commonality
approaches However, these limited efforls
have not yet allowed the Agency to capitalise
on the full spectrum of potential advantages
offered by a coherent commonality policy,

and this in turn has led to a certain relaxation
in the drive towards commonalitv.

Horizontal commonality
EGSE

Electrical Ground-Support Equipment (EGSE)

is the collective name given to the tools
required for the electrical testing of flight
systems. Due to the nature of the tests to
be performed, it is necessary to automate
the test process to the maximum degree
possible, which results in a heavy reliance
on computerised systems.

At system level, the EGSE usually contains a
master computer for overall system-manage-
ment purposes, with separate computer-
controlled test eouioment dedicated to
specific satellite subsystems and payloads,

integrated by means of a local-area network.

The facilities available to the test personnel
via the EGSE can be summarised as:
(a)Test preparation

- definition of a satellite telemetry and
telecommand database

- definition of automatic test procedures
in the appropriate test language

- definition of satellite status disolavs.
(b) Test execution

- execution of automatic test orocedures

- continuous monitoring of satellite telemetry
(and telecommands)

- generation of real{ime status displays

- satellite stimulation

- raw- and processed-data archiving.
(c) Test evaluation

- replay of archived data

- test-report generation

- data processing

Until 1979, it was ESA policy to treat EGSE

as'Agency{urnished equipment'. This
had the advantage of ensuring horizontal
commonality between projects (eg the
acceptance of the ETOL system as a de-
facto standard on most Agency projects)

Figure 1. Checkout and
control ground systems

Figure 2. The horizontal-
and vertical-commonality
concepts
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but created organisational and contractual
problems between the ESA project group
and the prime contractors. The Agency then
decided to modify its approach and to
encourage prime contractors to take over
responsibility for the provision, maintenance
and operation of checkout stations This new
policy was gradually implemented, and now
is applicable to all ESA projects.

The result of this policy has been that
Agency-produced software has been
licensed to a number of orime contractors
and EGSE suooliers in order to assist
them in setting up their own infrastructure.
A number of companies are now proficient
in EGSE following the standards developed
by ESA

In the meantime, the standardisation and
prototyping activities by ESTEC have, through
continued liaison with industry, resulted in the
introduction of new technologies in the EGSE

for new projects As a consequence, the level

of EGSE standardisation is now in the realms
of architecture and functional reouirements.
rather than at the level of physical implement-
ations. However, this has been achieved by
applying 'technical common sense', rather
than via a policy as such An unavoidable
consequence of this evolution is the
observed tendency to depart from horizontal
commonality, each prolect developing its own
EGSE as a function of its requirements and
of its industrial structure

MCS
The Mission Control System (MCS) supports
a mission during its operational phase. lt

ensures the remote interface between the
human operator on the one hand and
spacecraft and payload on the other, in such
a way that the mission objectives are fulfilled
and that mission products and services are
maximised, The MCS encompasses all of the
functions necessary to validate operational
procedures, to plan the mission aciivities, to
perform the monitoring and control functions,
and finally to evaluate the mission progress
against the plan.

A key aspect of the MCS is its robustness
against human errors, which could adversely
affect the mission, The degree of checking
of human inputs with respect to proper
authorisation and in terms of functional
correctness is therefore of orime imoortance.
Although the man/machine interfaces should
have enough flexibility to allow the mission
information to be accessed in the most
convenient manner, this flexibility must not
lead to ambiguous or hazardous situations

whilst conducting spacecraft operations,
particu larly i n a multi-satel I ite/m ulti-operation
environment.

Another distinct feature of an MCS is that
the nominal operational activities are planned
in advance and that any deviation from the
original plan needs a rapid evaluation of the
situation, followed by re-planning. A system
outage during critical operations cannot be
tolerated

The basic functions of the MCS are comp-
arable to those of the EGSE, but the MCS
contains additional functions such as flight
dynamics, mission planning etc., which
directly support the control and monitoring
functions Listed by phase, these functions
are as follows:
(a) Mission preparation

- definition of satellite-characteristics
(telemetry. telecommand) databases

- preparation and validation of nominal
and contingency operational procedures

- definition of monitoring and control
displays and of derived parameters

- establishment of longterm mission
planning

- preparation of the Flight Operations
Plan

(b) Mission implementation

- spacecraft and payload monitoring

- implementation of operational procedures
as ner the Flioht-Onerations Plan

- analysis of anomalies and contingency
recovery

- determination and control of satellite
attitude and orbit

- trend analysis

- short{erm mission planning and
contingency re-planning

- payload reconfiguration in response to
mission objectives

- receipt, pre-processing, checking,
annotation, distribution and archiving
of mission products

(c) Mission evaluation

- mission-report generation

- technological evaluation of payload and
su bsystem performance.

ln 1974, ESOC decided to implement a
Multi-Satellite Support System (MSSS)

with the objective of supporting several
missrons concurrently from the same system.
The MSSS is a clear and successful
demonstration of horizontal commonality in
an MCS that has been used for a number
of ESOC-controlled missions, including all
telecommunications satellites, the Exosat and
Giotto scientific satellites and all Meteosats
in their low-Earth-orbit phases (LEOPS)
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Copies of the MSSS system are implemented
at other sites, such as the Redu Control
Centre in Belgium for the ECS satellites and
at Fucino in ltaly for Olympus, and recently
also by lnmarsat for their second-generation
communications satellites.

Starting in 1984, ESOC has evolved this
concept into the 'Dedicated Mission Support
System' (DN/SS), whereby dedicated hard-
ware configurations will support different
missions, but all based on a common and
reusable software infrastructure package,

known as the Spacecraft Control & Operation
System (SCOS). The SCOS was used for
Hioparcos and will also be used for ERS-],
Eureca and lSO, and tn future releases for

all missions supported by ESOC

Vertical commonality
The situation in terms of vertical commonality
differs from project to project, as the follow-
ing examples demonstrate.

h) Giotto
Giotto was the first project in the ESA

Scientific Programme to partially implement
'vertrcal commonality'. lt was primarily
exploited in the experiment area, where
equipment built initially for the development
of the experiments was subsequently used
as a node of the system-level EGSE for
experiment testing at integrated system level,

and then again as a node in the Operations
Centre, serving as a 'quick-look device'

during the actual mission This use during
operations required most of the EGSE, a
situation that has been rectified through
higher levels of standardisation (see ISO

below). Although this approach was
successful, it should not be forgotten that
it addressed scientific data processing
(quick-look) and not the spacecraft
operations proper

(b) tso
The principles established with Giotto have

been adopted in the ISO scientific project
also, and refined to improve the degree of
commonality The scientific workstations
defined for the ISO operations will be used
first in the EGSE at system level for integ-

rated testing (reverse of the Giotto case)
This is intended to be achieved through
a higher level of standardisation of the
interfaces between these workstations and
the supporting services (EGSE and MCS).

In addition, the databases used in the EGSE

and in the MCS, which are very similar in

both content and use, will be derived from

the same satellite database prepared by

the Drime contractor.

(c) Columbus
A major new development has commenced
on a concept for a Columbus Ground-
Support Infrastructure, which consists of the
Software Development Environment (SDE),

the EGSE, the simulation facilities (CSF),

and the Mission Preparation Software (MPS).

In this context, a number of project-wide
standards will be prepared to ensure
commonality across the areas listed above
These standards include tndustrial standards
such as the ADA programming language,
X-Windows, VME bus, and IEEE 488, together
with such Columbus standards as the Human
Computer Interface, User Control Language
(UCL) and software-engineering standards.

(d) Ailane
The situatron in the Ariane Programme is

somewhat different as far as commonality
is concerned, due to the particular nature
of the devolved responsibilities Vertical
commonality has, howevet, been studied for
Ariane-S and it is hoped that its implement-
ation will result in common facilities from

bench test to launch.

Limits to commonality
Differences in functional requirements
Despite the obvious similarities in many
areas, there are some fundamental
differences between the domains of EGSE

and MCS. The EGSE, as explained earlie[
is constructed in a way that mimics the

satellite construction sequence Strong
emphasis is placed first on ensuring that
specific subsystems are correctly constructed,
and then on ensuring that they operate
correctly when rntegrated into a system.

Another point is that testing is driven by
the need to operate all satellite subsystems in

all possible modes, including all redundan-
cies. lt is generally not required to operate
test procedures that mimic the in-orbit
procedures (and often not possible due to
environmental or time constraints). Since
the satellite is readily accessible, there is no
requirement to consider mission safety. The

satellite can be exercised in ways that would
only be used operationally as a means of
overcoming a failure Redundancy in the
EGSE is generally unnecessary. the only
justification being on project-schedule
grounos.

An MCS system, on the other hand, must
guarantee an almost 1000/o operational
availability, especially during critical mission
phases. A longer outage may have drastic
implications for the mission Even under
these conditions, however, hardware and
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software maintenance must be possible.
This requires a rigorous configuration control
mechanism during the operational phase of
the system, which may last for several years.

The system is usually used concurrently by
a number of people performing different
functions lt must therefore be heavily
protected against unauthorised or unplanned
use The utilisational flexibility must be limited
to lust the necessary functions, so that the
user is not faced with unusual or ambiouous
situations

All of the activities surrounding the MCS for
the mission must be precisely planned, with
alternative scenarios in the event of contin-
gencies. In some cases, new operational
procedures must be simulated against a
spacecraft model before being used in real
operations

The MCS system performs the mission-
specific flighfdynamics activities that cont-
ribute to the mission control and evaluation
activities, This subset of functions must have
a clear interface to the rest of the svstem

Procurement aspecls
The current methods for procuring EGSE
and MCS facilities are radically ditferent.
The EGSE is procured by each project
via the prime contractor for the satellite
Commonality is generally derived from the
previous experience of the prime contractor
andlor his subcontractors.

Up to now. the development or specific
tailoring of MCS systems has been pursued
under centralised control by ESOC. Although
various industries have participated in the
actual implementation of such systems,
ESOC has ensured their convergence
around a well-defined technical conceot and
development policy.

Project time scale
Another obstacle to vertical commonality
lies in the project time scale. The EGSE is
conceived during the project's design phase
(Phase-B), whilst project specific require-
ments on the MCS appear only during the
main development phase (Phase-C/D), when
the spacecraft detailed design can reveal
operational constraints that cannot be
satisfied by the existing common infra-
structure lt is therefore usually difficult to
incorporate project-specific MCS require-
ments into the EGSE specifications, and
consequently it is highly probable that EGSE
developments will be of limited use when
MCS develooment starts

Prospects for improvement
Agency policy
The accepted advantages of commonality,
including an improved transition from
development to operations and reduced
technical risk, constitute a strong argument
for the Agency defining and adopting a
coherent policy in this domain This topic is

already the subject of discussions between
ESTEC and ESOC and one objective of this
article is to stimulate wider discussion within
the European space community also, with
the goal of formulating an Agency-wide
policy aimed at harmonising procedures
and methods for the operational approach
throughout the entire life-cycle of the
soacecraft

Standardisation
Recognising the need for better coordination
of EGSE and MCS development, ESTEC and
ESOC have established a joint committee
under the authority of the Telematics Super-
visory Board - the Committee for Oper-
ations and EGSE Standards (COES) - with
the aim of identifying the scope for increased
commonality and the setting of common
standards in this area for future ESA
programmes (Fig. 3).

A data-processing system architecture and
its functions are dependant on the data
structures it manipulates. For this reason the
COES, with its limited resources, has first
addressed the management concept for
CCSDS Telemetry and Telecommand
Packets This will be the subject of the first
COES standard (ref. ESA PSS-07-101, Packet
Utilisation Standard), which is now in the final
stages of approval prior to publication lt
defines the protocol between a spacecraft
onboard application and a ground system.

The EGSE and MCS will have to deal with
the same packet and in the same way. The
functionalities of these two systems could
therefore be made compatible for a large
part in such aspects as: the satellrte
description database, operational/test
procedure database, telemetry presentation
and monitoring functions, man/machine
interface and language.

The COES's second task is the specification
of the common and standard reouire-
ments/functions of these systems, reducing
to a minimum the specific (non-common)
requirements for test and validation on the
one hand, and operations on the other

Only with such standards available and in
operation can one rmplement a system that
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Figure 3. Schematic
of EGSE and MCS
commonality

should be configurable either for checkout or
for operational use, and hence one that can
be 'vertically' reused on the same project.

Technology
Elements of the future ground segment
are being developed by ESOC and ESTEC

in preparation for future missions, The
opportunity must be taken in the context
of these developments to implement
commonality at the prototype level in

preparation for the operational systems
Common ESTEC/ESOC proposals that have
recently been made in this respect identify
three oarticular courses of action:

Common elements
There are two important domains of
commonalities: (i) the Human Computer
Interfaces defining how the system is used
from the workstations, covering such aspects
as satellite data presentation (eg graphics,
synoptics, etc.), how the workstation is

operated, and the command language;
(ii) the databases describing the satellite
characteristics (eg telemetry, telecommand),
the comouter interface characteristics
(display templates, user privileges, etc.),

and the spacecraft operations knowledge
(procedures, failure cases, etc)

Pilot implementation
A common imolementation can also be
envisaged, with a configurable system that
could be configured for a particular subset
of functions or enlarged with other specific
functions

Potentialuse of EGSE during MCS
development
In the life cycle of a project, the EGSE

system is needed much earlier than the MCS
system This can be used to advantage when
validating the MCS database, or by using the
EGSE to test the spacecraft simulator, which
itself is then used to test the MCS system.
It would also allow the ooerations staff to be
involved earlier in the mission-preparation
phase. This approach is presently being tried
experimentally at the technology-prototype
tevel

Conclusions
Commonality between elements of the
Ground Segment Infrastructure (namely
Electrical Ground Support Equipment and
Mission Control Systems) is a key element
in the transition between the soacecraft
development and operations phases of a
soace mission Exoerience shows that can
be difficult to implement this commonality for
a number of reasons, as we have discussed
above Nevertheless, the advantages to be
reaped in terms of cost savings and reduced
technical risk are such that the efforts neces-
sary to achieve the commonality objectives
that have been outlined are dulv iustified G
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N6cessit6 et gestion d'archives
historiques de lAgence

A. Dattner, G. Lafferranderie & J.M. Palayret
Direction de I'Administration. ESA. Paris

Pourquoi cet int6r6t pour une politique .

d'archivage et pour une politique faisant
appel d des moyens externes?
Le premier point est fort simple: I'Agence
ne disposait pas - et ne dispose pas -
d'archives centrales qui permettent de
stocker, de classer et de retrouver les
documents et qui donc permettraient de
detruire - sans avoir d les photocopier au
prealable - les documents Labsence
d'archives centrales mais aussi d'un
personnel professionnel charg6 de les gerer,

engendre l'accumulation d'archives
personnelles ou par Etablissement. En outre,
contrairement d d'autres Oroanisatrons

LAgence est grande productrice de documents; lesquels conserver,
pour quelles raisons, comment, pour combien de temps, comment
organiser leur accds et par qui? Voild quelques-unes des questions
qui se posent et qui amdnent d songer d 6laborer une politique
des archives historiques* de lAgence. Un d6but de r6ponse a 6t6
apport6 par la signature d'un 'contrat de d6p6t' avec l'lnstitut
universitaire europ6en de Florence.

- Lorsqu'on parle ici de
documents de I'Agence, on
y comprend les documents
produits par la COPERS,

le CECLES/ELDO, et le

CERS/ESRO
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europeennes, I'Agence dispose d'Etablis-
sements sur les territoires de ses Etats

membres: chacun de ces Etablissements
produit des documents sp6cifiques et veut
aussi se constituer des collections de
documents de port6e generale.

Cette absence de politique produisit comme
il fallait s'y attendre un engorgement des
locaux de d6oots de documents

A un moment ou d un autre une ddcision
drastique est a prendre. Que jeter? Qui
va alors affronter la poussidre, essayer
de reconstituer les dossiers, comment
decider que tel document a plus ou
moins d'importance que tel autre?

ll y a par ailleurs des documents que la
reglementation vous impose de conserver
pour des raisons tenant d leur caractere
personel et confidentiel (informations
medicales ou sur la carridre de I'agent),

ou tenant a leur contenu (information de
nature commerciale que I'Agence ne peut
divulguer sans enfreindre ses obligations
contractuelles) et brevets; mais que faire de
certaine documentation technique d'autant
que certains documents peuvent retrouver
un interdt plusieurs ann6es apres leur
6mission. Et puis il y a le pur int6r6t de la
recherche historique, de la politique spatiale
europ6enne, comme element de la politique
euroo6enne.

Ainsi se mettent en place des pratiques -
non pas une politique - qui peuvent varier
d'un Etablissement d un autre et m6me
qui, au niveau d'un Etablissement ne sont
ni connues et donc ni coordonnees.

Ces pratiques reviennent d'une certaine
faqon a I'institution de ce qu'on appelle les
archives vivantes - celles que vous avez
dans votre bureau et dans les archives de
I'etage - et les archives semi-vivantes, celles
qui sont envoy6es dans des locaux comme
'Grisel' au Siege et dont vous avez besoin
de manidre occasionnelle Mais aords oue
faire?

Pour sortir de cette situation. il eOt fallu. des
le d6part, refl6chir et mettre en place une
politique des archives vivantes ce qui
imolique des m6thodes de classement
uniformes d travers les services et meme les
Etablissements Florence a permis a l'Agence
de mieux saisir les donn6es d'une veritable
politique d'archives historiques.

Pourquoi Florence?
Au debut de 1983 les Communaut6s
europ6ennes d6cidaient d'ouvrir leurs
archives a la recherche dans le respect
d'un d6lai d'accessibilit6 de trente ans

En d6cembre 1984, un contrat sign6 entre
la Commission de Bruxelles agissant au nom
de l'ensemble des organes communautaires
et l'lnstitut universitaire europ6en (lUE) creait
les 'Archives historiques des CE' inaugur6es
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un an plus tard dans les locaux de la villa
'll Poggiolo' de l'lUE. Cette decision visait
a la fois d promouvoir I'idee europ6enne en
renforqant la 'transparence' des differentes
institutions et d fournir une base document-
aire solide aux recherches portant sur
I' integration europdenne.

f lUE, institut international d'enseignement et

de recherche au niveau de 'post graduates',

fonde par les Etats membres en 1976,

couvrant par ses quatre d6partements le

champ complet des sciences humaines et

ayant pour mission de contribuer par son

action et son rayonnement au d6veloppe-
ment du patrimoine culturel et scientifique de
I'Europe, constituait dans cette perspective
un 'think tank' incomparable.

ll n'est donc pas 6tonnant qu'une coopera-
tion se soit instituee entre cet Institut et
I'Agence pour aider cette dernidre A

constituer ses archives historiques Deux
remarques: la constitution et la gestion
d'archives historiques se situent d l'extr6mit6

d'une chaine qui commence par la
constitution d'archives'vivantes'; le

d6partement d'archives historiques de l'lUE
ne constitue aucunement le d6versoir de
papiers de toute sorte qui sont
quotidiennement gener6s par tout service
des organisations d6positaires.

Politique des archives historiques
Jusque le l'ESA n'avait pas de politique
concert6e d'archives. Certains services
gardaient tous les documents qui se
retrouvaient alors en double, en triple,

beaucoup sans int6r6t aucun; d'autres
faisaient periodiquement le vide et perdaient
parfois des documents d'importance.

Disposer d'une politique d'archives
historiques a un double objectif: conserver
et mettre d la disposition de la communaut6
scientifique int6ress6e par I'histoire de la

coop6ration europ6enne, conserver dans des
conditions adaptees les documents essentiels
(mettre les documents a I'abri de I'incendie,
de l'humidite, etc.), mais aussi les classer,

c'est-dr-dire 6vacuer les doubles, les pieces
sans importance, completer les s6ries, etc.

Llnstitut universitaire de Florence vint par
I'offre de ses moyens et services apporter
une rdponse et un 'contrat de dep6t' fut
conclu le 12 mai 1989 entre I'Agence et

l'lUE. (A noter que I'OCDE qui n'avait pas

non plus de politique d'archives a
r6cemment suivi I'exemple de l'ESA et a
conclu un contrat de depot avec Florence et

6tabli un systeme d'archives centralis6es)

LAgence edicta un rdglement d'acces aux
archives historiques (doc ESA/C(91)10).

Ce reglement est une premiere 6tape de la
politique d'archives historiques de l'Agence
(voir Annexe 1).

On retiendra les d6finitions d'archives, les

archives historiques ne constituant qu'une
faible part des archives de I'Agence:

- le statut de ces archives historiques

- leur constitution, partie qui appelle en fait

tout un d6veloppement en amont sur lequel

oeuvre actuellement un groupe de travail
mis en place par le Directeur general

- I'accds a ces archives.

Sont deposes dans un premier temps les

documents portant sur la p6riode allant
iusou'au 31 mai 1975.

' 
-i).

f6criture de I'histoire de I'Agence par une

6quipe de chercheurs scientifiques de haut
niveau est le premier exemple de I'inter6t

de ces archives historiques.

Mais lorsque ce contrat de dep6t fut signe,

il n'6tait pas possible de prdvotr la masse
des documents qui allait etre envoy6e des
Etablissements a Florence sans instruction
sp6ciale. Un systdme d'identification simple
utilise fut vite depasse et le besoin d'un
systeme de s6lection et de tri parut 6vident
Plus de 500/o des documents envoy6s d
Florence n'avait rien d'historique. C'etait la
la cons6quence d'un defaut d'archives semi-

vivantes et d'un systeme de classement, et

de I'absence d'archivistes professionnels

Pour pallier tant bien que mal ces d6fauts,

des ooints de contact furent nomm6s dans
chaque Etablissement, avec une responsabil-
ite dans I'organisation des locaux d'archives
Des mesures de coordination de I'envoi des
documents d Florence furent institu6es.
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Mais le probleme signale plus haut rdapparut
vite: l'engorgement des archives historiques
en l'absence de systdme de tri et de s6lection
avant envoi, I'absence de lignes directrices
sur les documents a conserver ou a 1eter.

Aussi le Directeur general decida{-il de
la creation, sous I'autorit6 du Conseiller
juridique d'un groupe de travail avec
mandat de lui pr6senter pour la fin de
l'ann6e 1992 un projet de lignes directrices
et d'organisation d'une politique d'archives
de I'Agence Sur quelles bases?

administrative d6croissante, certains
possedent une seconde valeur, ind6pen-
dante de I'objectif stricto sensu qui fut d
I'origine de leur cr6ation, et qui croit avec le
temps: Ia valeur historique ou de recherche
Au moment ou leur valeur administrative
sera eteinte, ces documents permettront
d'effectuer des 6tudes retrospectives sur
les activites et les fonctions de l'organisme,
son role dans un domaine de I'histoire des
soci6t6s humaines Ces documents sont
alors appeles archives historiques et seront
conserves de faqon permanente, habituel-
lement en un ileu specifique

La prise de conscience des consequences
que peut impliquer, pour une organisation
ou une entreprise la r6tention incontrolee
de documentation est aooarue dans les
dernieres d6cennies. Elle est le plus souvent
liee au probleme du manque d'espace
auquel ces organisations se trouvdrent
confront6es, cons6cutif a I'inflation des
rlneciorc nrooc nar lo 116rrolnnnomont r.lorv vvvvrvvvv

leurs activites

En d6pit de cette evolution des 'ressources
documentaires', il est encore trop souvent
admis qu'une archive est un luxe dont une
organisation peut longtemps se passer,
Pourtant les raisons de prdserver les
documents ne sont pas seulement d'ordre
legal ou administratif. liees A la gestion
courante de I'organisation, elles peuvent
aussi lui procurer une histoire. Une organisa-
tion qui n'a pas d'histoire se prive d'une
partje de cette 'identitd de corps' a laquelle
les dirigeants, les employes, les partenaires
et les clients peuvent se referer ou s'agr6ger.

Surtout, il convient de mettre en lumiere
qu'une archive bien organis6e, c'est du
temps et de l'argent gagnes: maitriser
l avalanche de papier, c'est eviter qu elle
ne submerge les services mOmes qui I'ont
cr66e, c'est eliminer les surco0ts lies au
stockage d'archives inactives, c'est surtout
s'assurer que des dossiers d'interOt vital
ne soient d6finitivement perdus

Le r6le des archives 'historiques':
accds et conservation permanente
Les archives historiques constituent les
'archives definitives' (non-current records)
qui ont ete evaluees et consider6es comme
susceptibles de par leur valeur probatoire
ou informationnelle:

- de justifier les d6penses continues
importantes consenties pour conserver
des support fragiles de faqon permanente,

- d'interesser la communaute rnternationale
des chercheurs

Le 'cycle de vie' documentaire
Par definition un document est d la fois
un support materiel et l'information qu'il
renferme Pour apprecier la pr6servation
ou la destruction du support, il importe
d'identifier les differentes valeurs
d'information oue oeuvent receler les
documents d'une administration au cours
de leur cycle de vie (On laisse de c6te
les documents dont la gestion releve de
la bibliotheconomie pour se limiter aux
documents dont I'Organisation a besoin
pour accomplir son mandat)

La valeur primaire
Tous les documents d'une organisation ont
au moment de leur cr6ation une valeur
administrative, juridique ou fiscale puisqu'ils
contiennent des informations sur les fonctions
et les activites courantes de celle-ci. Dans
la majorite des cas cette valeur primaire
diminue avec le temps: le passage de I'etat
d'activite d celui de semi-activit6 marque la
frontiere entre deux pdriodes de vie que
les documents administratifs traversent plus
ou moins rapidement jusqu'a ce qu'ils
deviennent inutiles d l'orqanisation

La valeur secondaire (ou historique)
Parmi les documents qui ont une valeur
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Le r6le traditionnel d6volu aux archives
historioues est de traiter les documents
s6lectionn6s dans le but d'en faciliter I'accds
a la recherche et de les conditionner pour
une pr6servation permanente. S'y ajoute
le r6le de conseil ou d'assistance dans le
processus de selection des archives
d6finitives par I'organisme d6posant.

Ceci implique, dans le cas des Archives
historiques de Florence, trois types de tAches
complexes - dont les caract6ristiques
peuvent 6tre synth6tis6es comme suit:

- 6tablissement d'un plan de classement
('classification scheme'): systdme
num6rique hidrarchise qui en replaqant
chaque document dans le contexte
interrelationnel de l'entit6 oroductrice
en 6claire le r6le et la fonction;

- analyse dossier par dossier: les archives
d6dient une attention oarticuliere d
I'elaboration de finding aids' detailles
permettant la recherche ('retrieval') la

olus ais6e oossrble

Chaque dossier est decrit, dote d'une cote
d'archive permettant de I'identifier, d'un titre
indiquant I'argument ou la transaction
concern6, d'un abstract en d6finissant la
nature et en synthetisant le contenu

Les inventaires et index ainsi constitues font
l'objet d'une saisie informatique qui les rend
cumulatifs et 'updatables' d volont6, inter-
rogeables aisement a travers le plan de
classement, un thesaurus de mots-cl6s mais
aussi un 'retrieval' 'free text'. La banque de
donn6es est diffusee t616matiquement par
le truchement du serveur communautaire
ECHO a Luxembourg, ce qui la rend
accessible A la communaut6 internationale
de la recherche.

Le conditionnement des dossiers
Les dossiers, d6barrass6s prealablement
des pieces metalliques susceptibles de
provoquer leur d6gradation, sont places
dans des boites de carton 'acid-free' avant
d'etre stock6s en magasins dotds de I'air
conditionn6 et de systdmes anti-incendie
et anti-vol soohistiou6s

Le depot b6n6ficie du privilege d'exter-
ritorialite et de la garantie de I'Etat italien.

Situation actuelle et le Groupe de travail
Le contrat de d6o6t a constitu6 un ballon
d'oxygene mais le systdme comportait de
nombreuses faiblesses. Les oremiers envois
ont fait apparaitre que:
(a) Les dossiers 'archivds' n'etaient pas

r6oertori6s correctement et I'on n'en
connaissait m6me oas le volume exact.

(b) lls contenaient I'int6gralite de ce qui avait
6t6 mis dans une chemise, y compris des
documents sans inter6t et les archives
6taient inutilement redondantes

(c) lls ne portaient aucune mention de la
dur6e oendant laquelle il fallait les

conserver.
(d) Aucune indication n'etait donnee sur le

lieu oir archiver tel ou tel dossier (d savoir
archives locales, Florence ou ailleurs).
Un pr6tri semblait n6cessaire avant envoi
a Florence

ll a 6te demande au Grouoe de travail
constitue par le Directeur g6n6ral de passer
en revue ce systdme ll entreprendra
I'inspection des archives situ6es dans les
locaux de l'ESA et etudiera Ia ouestion du
transfert des documents archiv6s d Florence
mais sa principale responsabilit6 consiste
d d6finir les regles et directives afin de
d6terminer quels 6l6ments de documentation
pr6sentent de I'importance ou de I'interdt
pour I'Agence et pour combien de temps.

Le volume de documents et de dossiers
archiv6s est en progression constante. Par
cons6quent, I'espace 6tant limit6, il faut veiller
d ce que les rayonnages disponibles ne
contiennent que des documents de valeur.
Des regles simples de tri des documents
devraient 6tre elabor6es en collaboration
avec le personnel competent. En ce qui

concerne notamment la documentation
technioue, il faudra s'assurer le concours des
techniciens et membres des douioes de
projet

Enfin, il faut etudier avec attention la
question du personnel. fexperience prouve
que I'on pr6te d'ordinaire peut d'attention,
voire aucune, a I'archivage. Cependant, si

I'Agence souhaite conserver I'historique
exhaustif et ceoendant concis de ses
activites et r6alisations ant6rieures, il faut non
seulement adooter une m6thode coh6rente
et professionnelle mais encore engager des
experts qualifies, des archivistes formes d
cette tAche, pour s'en occuper. Faute de
quoi la question se reposera avec plus
d'acuite avec le risque de devoir d6truire
de la documentation de orande valeur.

LAgence est arriv6e d un Age auquel pour
travailler il lui faut se souvenir de son passe,
y avoir accds. Un effort est d faire, cet effort
implique la participation de specialistes. Mais
son b6n6fice sera sans commune mesure
avec son co0t G
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The European Space Information System
Approaching Pilot-Project Evaluation

A. Ciarlo, S. Ansari, P. Donzelli, P. Giommi, P. Regner, H. Stokke,
P. Torrente & S. Walker "

ESIS Project, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Background
The ESIS Pilot Project started with the
approval by ESAs Science Programme
Committee (SPC) and the ESA Council in
November 1987 of a proposal prepared
after preliminary studies and dialogue
with the prospective user community.
This proposal was based on a two-stage
approach, a Pilot Project followed by a full
Development Programme, the latter to be
designed and approved on the basis of the
experience gained through the pilot study.
The evaluation exercise that is currently
beginning is intended to collect and assess
all the relevant aspects of this experience.

After several years in development, ESIS, the European Space
Information System, is approaching the day of reckoning: an
evaluation, carried out largely by users, of the results achieved in
the course of the Pilot Project, and of the benefits provided to the
scientific comTnunity by the European Space Information System's
services is getting under way. This article provides an overview of
ESIS's evolution and the services it supports, as well as some
ideas for its possible future development.

The prime objective of ESIS was - and
still is - to simplify the exploitation and
application of scientific data stored in a
number of electronic archives by scientists
involved in space research. This goal was
to be achieved by the provision of both a
uniform interface to all archives, and of tools
to make a preliminary analysis of the data
retrieved. The ESIS Pilot Prolect addressed
the needs of two particular disciplines within
the space sciences, namely Astronomy &
Astrophysics and Space Physics. Extensions
to other disciplines (i.e. microgravity and
Earth observation) were to be foreseen in

the design, but not implemented.

Evolution of the proiect
The first implementation of ESIS, as approved
by Council, included the integration with
ESIS of the following archives:

- IUE: data collected by the International
Ultraviolet Explorer satellite, and stored
at VILSPA, in Villafranca (E)

- Exosat: data collected by the Agency's
X-ray astronomy satellite, and stored at
ESTEC, in Noordwijk (NL)

- the Space Telescope archive, located at
the European Space-Telescope Facility
(ST-ECD, in Garching (D)

- the SIMBAD database of astronomical
objects, held at the Centre de Donnees
Stellaires, in Strasbourg (F)

- AMPTE-UKS and AMPTE-IRM databases,
containing data on the plasma-physics
experiments carried out by the two
AMPTE satellites, stored at the
Geophysical Data Facility of the
Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory (UK)

- the lnformation Retrial Service at ESRIN,

in Frascati (l), containing a large amount
of bibliographic data.

A basic assumption of the Pilot Project was
that all data were to remain at the institutes

that created the archives, to avoid the risk
of scientific 'obsolescence' of the data when
removed from the associated scientific
expertise.

Initially, the whole project was heavily
biased towards network-connectivity issues,
since the existence of a network was an
obvious pre-requisite for the system, and
a clear user need for improved network
connectivity was emerging. At the same
time, with the aim of simplifying integration
of other archives in the future, great reliance
was placed on the appearance on the
market of ISO/OSl-compliant network
communication software.

A preliminary architecture for the whole
system, structured in 'layers', included the
following:

- a backbone network

- a Pilot Distributed System (PDS), meant
to provide higher-level network services
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Figure 1. ESIS backbone
network and databases

(layers 4Io 617 of the ISO/OSI models)

- a Query Environment (QE), with the
function of providing the user with a
single homogeneous view of all of the
databases integrated with ESIS

- a Correlation Environment (CE), intended
to supply the data-manipulation services
required to display and inspect the data
retrieved by the query environment.

For each of these layers, a set of system
requirements was defined and confirmed
with prospective users at two Workshops
which took place at ESRIN in the autumns
of 1987 and 1988, respectively.

In the course of the project, a certain
number of changes took place in ESA, in
the scientific community, and in industry that
affected the conversion of the initial conceot
into the practical system. The activities
started later in the Pilot Project were naturally
more easily adapted to the then current
situation, while the very early ones were
critically affected. The main changes
occurred in the following areas:

- In response to a growing user need,
provision of network services was
progressively rationalised in ESA and
connectivity became of lower priority for
ESIS.

- The standard OSI products promised by

software suppliers for several years failed
to materialise, except for the mail (X.400)
and related (conference, bulletin board,
etc.) products. This was very much in

contradiction with expectations at the
iime of the ESIS Pilot Project's definition,
and had a severe imoact on the ESIS
implementation.

- At the beginning of the Pilot Project there
was a very marked preference in the
scientific community for VAX/VMS
computing environments; this resulted
also in the ESIS/SPAN union. Since 1990,
however, there has been an increasing
trend toward UNIX and TCP/IP

- The homogeneous and integrated access
to multiple archives requires simultaneous
searches on remote databases. This is
possible in principle, but some prototyping
activrties have shown that it would lead to
absolutely unacceptable response times
A review of the architecture resulted in

the introduction of a centralised ESIS
catalogue, called 'Cats&Logs', which is

essentially a copy of those at the remote
database sites. This requires copying at
the central site of only the catalogues,
whilst the data itself (i.e. images, spectra,
etc.) remains in the original archive.

While these changes are significant from the
software-architecture viewpoint, they only
affect the relationshio between ESIS and the
various databases involved, leaving the initial
goals of the system untouched from the
user's viewpoint.

Today's status
Current services
Although the main ESIS services, Query
Environment (QE) and Correlation
Environment (CE), are only now being
gradually opened up to users, a certain
number of services have already been
provided for some time to the user
community via the ESIS public account,
which is reachable from the SPAN, Internet
and public networks. The account provides
access to directory services such as the
StarWays database (see accompanying
panel) and the online version of the
World E-Mail Directory by Benn & Martin.
A simple interface to ESIS Cats&Logs
(see accompanying panel) allows the user
to search for objects in more than thirty
astronomical catalogues and mission logs,
using either coordinates or object identifiers.
All of the basic search functions are
available, such as search in a cone, search
in a box, search nearest and search by
name. The last of these exploits a copy of
the SIMBAD database installed at ESRIN as
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name server. anticipating one of the core
functions of the ESIS Query Environment.

It is also possible to view a number of

bulletin boards, such as 'Astronews' (ESTEC),

which provides information about space
astronomical projects, and the Hubble Space
Telescope Bulletin Board run by the ST

European Coordination Facility. The Meudon
Solar Activity Bulletin, which provides a daily
selection of data and indices on the Sun and
on geomagnetism, has recently been added
to the services available via ESIS.

Moreover, the public account gives 'native

access' (without modifying the user interface)

to the Pilot Project archives already mention-
ed - STARCAT, EXOSAT, SIMBAD, lUE, ESA-

QUEST, GDF - as well as to several other
ESA information services, such as the Space
Environment Information System (ESfEC)

and the ESA Prototype International Directory
(ESRIN) A local (ESRIN) copy of the Browse
software developed at the Exosat
Observatory is also accessible via the public
account Some facilities supporting the
exchange of information between users are
also provided (not all with full functionality),
such as electronic conferences, mail gate-

ways (EARN/Bl N ET, JAN EI,SPAN,X.400),
remote login (to SPAN, JANET and Internet)

The Query Environment
The ESIS Query Environment (QE) is the tool
for overcoming the problems stemming from
the heterogeneity of the data archives: the
ESIS QE will make them appear to the users
as a single, homogeneous database, while at
the same time the archive administrators will
continue to operate on their 'own' system.
Aoart from soace-mission data archives
such as SIECT IUE-VILSPA Exosat and
AMPTE-UKS, the QE will also provide access
to astronomical catalogues, bibliographical
files, directories of public-domain software,
scientists' electronic-mail (e-mail) addresses,
StarWays (see box), etc.

The ESIS QE implements a generic means
of dealing with any kind of data source by
means of data models (logical descriptions
of the data available through the system),
thereby ensuring openness towards new
databases. A complete user-oriented query
language is available to users, giving them
the full freedom to search for, and combine,
any information items described in the data
models. Currently, the main means of user
interaction with the QE is via menus, but an
easyto-use graphical interface is also being
designed to simplify the use of the system
still further.

Figure 2. ESIS abstract architecture

StarWays

Being the most comprehensive database of its kind, StarWays offers
continuously updated information on associations, societies, scientific
committees, agencies, companies, institutions, universities and, more
generally, on organisations involved in astronomy and space sciences.
To date, about 6000 entries from about 120 countries are accessible All

data have been compiled by Observatoire Astronomique de Strasbourg
(A. Heck), France, and published previously under the acronyms
IDAAS, IDPAI and ASpScROW. The next paper edition will be published
this year by Andr6 Heck under the title 'StarGuides'.

The information available on line is structured for easy and direct
access. Many practical data are available concerning the organisations
listed: postal and electronic-mail addresses; telephone, telex and telefax
numbers; year of foundation; numbers of members/staff; main activities;
titles, frequencies, ISSN numbers and circulations of periodicals
produced; names and geographical coordinates of observing sites;

names of planetariums; awards, prizes or distinctions granted; and so
on.

StarWays is accessible free of charge via the ESIS public account. The
successive menus are self-explanatory. Online tutorials and
presentations are also available, as well as a dedicated mailbox system.
Eventually, StarWays data will also be available via the ESIS Query
Environment
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Briefly, the Query Environment works as
follows The user request, once formulated
on the user's computer, is automatically
transmitted to a central server at ESRIN
that interprets it and locates the data with
the Cats&Logs database. The requisite
number of 'elementary' queries, which can
be understood by the remote databases
conlaining the data, are then generaled
and each sent to the relevant database
The central server then collects the results
coming from the various archives, combines
them and puts the data into a consistent
format, The combined result is then
nrescnteri lo lhe rrqer This result iS alSO

usable as input for further and repeated
refinement of the query, or as input to the
Correlation Environment (see next section).

In this way, a common and uniform access
mechanism is provided to data systems
which would otherwise require different
access methods The user has therefore to
learn only one access system rather than a
myriad of methods

The Correlation Environment
The data retrieved from the Query Envir-
onment often need to be manipulated
scientifically or compared with other data
The Correlation Environment (CE) is the
component of ESIS that performs these
fr rnclions The CF nrnvides the tools needed
to drsplay. manipulate and compare multi-
mission data,

The CE is not intended for the detailed
analysis of archrved data, but rather to
provide the users with a tool for meaning-
fully comparing all of the data retrieved from
the remote archives, In other words, the
CE provides a wide-angle view of multi-
experiment data. Detailed analysis can only
be conducted with more specialised software
usually only available from the institutes that
produced the original data.

A first step has been taKen in creating such
an environment. and a prototype rs being
developed at ESRIN by the ESIS staff in
collaboration with programmers from
industry. The prototype, called 'SPACE'

(Space Physics and Astronomy Correlation
Environment), makes use of in-house-
developed software and of public-domain
packages developed in a number of scientific
institutes,

SPACE can be accessed through a graphical
user interface, based on OSF Motif and
supports both astronomy and space-physics
functions, The astronomy version of SPACE
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Figure 3. A sample query for the AQL semantic network

ESIS Cats&Logs

Cats&Logs is a database containing astronomy-mission logs and
catalogues. lt was set up by ESIS/ESRIN to correct a performance
problem that was identified in the first concept of the QE architecture
It will allow the Query Environment to perform complex query and join
operations quickly on catalogues and mission logs, as well as facilitate
all kinds of calalogue queries. even when the data are stored at
different, remote locations

Cats&Logs is being 'populated' according to requests from the user
community and currently holds more than 30 catalogues covering all
wavelength regions and mission logs (at present the HST, lUE, Exosat,
and Einstein missions). For the ongoing missions, e.g HST and lUE,
Cats&Logs is being updated on a regular basrs in consultation with the
l^+^ ^,^.,i;^.^uatd pruvruurJ.

Cats&Logs provides optimised access for coordinate searches with
functions such as'search in a cone','search in a box', and'search
nearest', as well as fuzzy joins on coordinates All coordinates have
been put into a consistent format (J2000 0), and other fields (date, time
names, etc,) have been standardised. By so doing. queries like
List all observations of a certain object in all wavelength regionsl , or
Which objects have been observed both by HST and Exosat?', can

o:eilrr ho:nqrnrororl

The Cats&Logs database, implemented as an Oracle relational
database, has proved to perform very efficiently providing fast and
accurate data access, l[ can currently also be accessed through a

simple interface from the ESIS public account, allowing users to provide
their comments and suggestions at an early stage.
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includes several routines for the manipulation
of images, spectra and time-series lmages
from Exosat, the Hubble Space Telescope

and Einstein, for instance, (and other satel-
lites in the future) can be compared to study
the spatial structure of astronomical objects
at different freouencies or at different times.
The spectral manipulation package can
display spectral data from different detectors
like those on board IUE and Exosat.
The time-analysis package supports the
investigation of the time variability of
astronomical objects as well as events of
space-physics interest. A basic statistical-
analysis software package is also under
development.

The space-physics version of SPACE allows
the user to perform all the basic data
manioulation and visualisation needed in

this field. Examples of the functions provided
are capabilities for generating spectrograms,
multi-panel plotting, hodograms, etc

The development of SPACE was started
about one year ago. Some parts of the
prototype are now ready and have been
demonstrated at a number of confbrences
Examoles of the results that can be obtained
with the system are shown in some of the
figures accompanying this article.

It is anticipated that as the availability of
archival information increases, tools for
correlating data from different experiments
will play an increasingly important role.

Development of the Correlation Environment
is therefore foreseen as an ongoing ESIS

activity, providing more and more function-
ality as ESIS matures in the future.

Evaluation
The ESIS project was structured from its

inception into two stages: a Pilot Project,
and a full operational implementation, also
referred to as the 'ESIS Programme'. The
main objective of the evaluation process is

thus the summing up of the experience of
the Pilot Project to provide well{ounded
guidelines as to how the Pilot Project system
should evolve into the full imolementation.
These guidelines will provide the basis for
the preparation of a proposal for an
operational ESIS Programme, to be
submitted for approval by the ESA Council
in the second half of 1993.

The ESIS evaluation will be carried out from
two main viewpoints: scientific and technical
The first is the primarily the users' viewpoint
and will assess to what extent ESIS, in its
Pilot Project implementation, satisfies the

needs of the scientific community. The
second will evaluate how technically sound
the solutions adopted are, given the wisdom
of afterthought.

The technical evaluation is to be carried out
by ESIS staff and will take place in parallel

with the scientific evaluation.

End-user appraisal
As for any information system, the involve-
ment of the end users during the
development phase is a prerequisite for the
success of the project. In this context, the
evaluation of the first versions of the system
by the users is a critical process that must
be properly organised in order to derive
maximum benefit from the users' feedback
on the project. i

For this purpose, a set of evaluation criteria
have been identified in parallel with a
collection of test scenarios. These scenarios,
representing what are considered 'typical'

data search cases, have been converted into
repeatable tests. These will form the common
core of the scientific evaluation and may be
employed by the users as guideline for the
execution of their own tests

The evaluation criteria constitute the frame-
work for the preparation of questionnaires
that will be distributed to the users to gather
the results of their evaluation, their comments
and suggestions. These criteria cover such
aspects as:

- homogeneous access to data

- relative merits of interaction paradigms
(query by menu; query by diagram)

- extension of data scooe

Figure 4. General overview
of data available within
ESIS for the Active Galaxy
NGC4151. Observation time
is plotted as a function of
approximate frequency at
which the measurements
were made; this allows the
user to select
simultaneous multi-
lrequency data sets
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Figure 5. Mosaic including
several X-ray images of the
Supernova Remnant
Puppis-A obtained with
the Einstein satellite.
lso-intensity contours of
a similar image produced
by ESA's Exosat X-ray
astronomy satellite have
been superimposed

- completeness and quality of scientific
functions (correlation environment)

- difficulty of use and learning versus power

- performance.

The evaluation of ESIS by the users has
been arranged in two steps according to the
delivery of two main versions of the system.
The first version - a sort of beta release -
will be the subject of a 'restricted' evaluation,
i.e. one carried out by the ESIS team and by
a small group of users During this restricted
evaluation there will be no distribution of
ESIS client software to remote users A public
account, accessible from graphics terminals
will be set up instead to allow remote users
also to access the system and to provide
comments.

For the second step in the evaluation,
the 'public evaluation', the first complete
operational release of the system will be
available. This evaluation will be carried out
by all (willing) users, who will be asked to
report their impressions, suggestions, etc. by
completing a small questionnaire. They will
also be provided with the test scenarios as
both an example and a reference for the use
of the system.

The public evaluation of the ESIS pilot system
will be 'officially' opened at a hands-on
Workshop, to be held at ESRIN in early 1993
(dates and registration information are to be
found in the ESIS Public Account; see panel
at end of article) During this Workshop, the
users will be guided through some typical

applications of the functions provided by the
system and their first reactions collected in
preparation for future developments and
improvements.

Tech n ical assessment/testi ng
Testing of the overall ESIS system is an
essential part of its development; it is the
process of exercising the system, demon-
strating its performance. and assessing its

overall quality, where the basic definition of
quality is that 'the product meets the needs
of the users', and secondly that 'the system
conforms to its specifications'.

However, in addition to the conventional
testing and final acceptance of the system
software, as foreseen in the ESA Software
Standards, it has been considered necessary
to carry out a more general technical
evaluation of the whole system. This decision
was driven by three main consrderations:

(a) ESIS is more than a software system, the
software being just one of its components.
System operators (i.e. scientists and
engineers responsible for operating the
system and supporting the users), the
telecommunications infrastructure, and
hardware are the other comoonents. Each
plays a fundamental role in determining
the quality of the overall service provided
to the users,

(b)The Pilot Project has evolved in a very
rapidly changing technological environ-
ment, where some technologies that
appeared very promising a few years
ago (eg ISO/OSI products) are still not in
place. while others (e.9. Internet, optical
disks, Motif, etc ) have very quickly
become dejacto standards,

(c)The role of the ESIS rmplementation in

the Pilot Project with respect to future
developments.

A specific technical evaluation process was
therefore devised with the aims of:

(i) reviewing the validity of the design
assumptions with respect to the current
state of the art of information technology,
and its expected trends in the medium
Ierm;

(ii) assessing the validity of the solutions that
have been implemented, their quality and
performance and their reusability during
the operational phase;

(iii)providing a reliable technical baseline for
estimating the costs of the ESIS operat-
ional phase (operations, maintenance,
upgradrng, etc.).
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As in the case of the scientific evaluation,
a set of project-specific criteria has been
identified which include'

1. Choice of hardware/software infrastructure:
the infrastructure will have to be evaluated
in terms of network bandwidth and
topology, access points and backbone
node performances, Oracle RDBMS
performance and suitability for handling
scientific databases The infrastructure set
up for the Pilot Phase relies on VAX-

DECnet (version lV). This choice will have
to be confirmed with respect to other
platforms (Unix) and protocols (TCP/IP

and OSI) and the evolution of SPAN in

Europe.
2. Choice of user hardware/software: VMS

and Unix graphics workstations (OSF/Motif
required) are presently supported. The
access protocols supported are DECnet
(European SPAN) and TCP/IP (lnternet).

These choices will have to be confirmed
taking into account the costs of maintain-
ing multiple versions, some of which
could be rapidly abandoned by the users
(eg migration of users from VMS to
Unix), or not used at all due to their low
performance vis-a-vis the ESIS requisites
(e,9. character terminals).

3. Principle of distribution versus
centralisation of services and data:
the ouestion of centralisation versus
distribution of the scientific archives has
been one of the basic themes of the ESIS
prolect rationale. Maintaining archive
decentralisation was assumed as a
boundary condrtion for the Pilot Project,
with the precise aim of confirming or
modifying such an approach on the basis
of the experience gained during the pilot

activities During the Pilot Phase, the
approach taken with respect to
centralisation versus distribution has
mainly consisted of the centralisation of
the system Access Point and of the
Astronomy Catalogues and Mission Logs
(grouped and normalised in the
Cats&Logs database at ESRIN) The
'technical evaluation of these choices will

assess their suitability for a long-term
ooerational environment

4, Princiole of data distribution: the data
distribution through ESIS follows the
constraints and heterogeneity imposed by
the archives. Catalogues. mission logs,
data descriptors and bibliographic
references are all available online, while
scientific data are, in some cases, only
available offline, either via networks or
other media. This situation will have to be
reviewed taking into account: the limits
imposed on ESIS's potential to extract
data: the growth in data availability
foreseen for the next decade and the
evolution in mass-storage technology
versus network capacity; and the need for
co-location of scientific data and scientific
expertise.

As in the case of the scientific evaluation,
the set of test scenarios will be used as a
reference.

The ESIS Steering Committee - nominated
at the outset of the project as an independ-
ent body of user representatives to monitor
and advise the project - is playing an active
role also during the ESIS evaluation. The
Steering Committee has in fact been involved
in the provision of the scientific test scenarios
and will perform an independent evaluation

q
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time,UT; 28 October 1 98a (doy 302)

Figure 6. Spectrogram
of electron intensities
measured by the
AMPTE-UKS satellite on
28 October 1984, whilst
travelling through Earth's
magnetosphere towards
the magnetosheath.
The separating boundary
between the two, the
'magnetopause', was
crossed at approximately
12:00 UT
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. More than 3000 Exosat
tapes have been copied to
date to the archive and are
^1.^^n., ^.,^il^hl^ +^ +H^dil vduy dvdildurv tu tr rY

scientific community The
remaining data will be
incorporated rn the next few
months
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of the system, covering both technical and
scientific aspects The Committee will also
review the results of the evaluation activities
performed by the end users and by the
project team.

The future
Towards more-standard data systems
ESIS was established to provide the scientific
community with a tool that provides uniform
access to archives that are similar in the
services they offer. but are only accessible
through very different languages. This has
been accomplished by providing a system
that handles all the differences between the
various data archives on the user's behalf,
One obvious extension of ESIS after the Pilot
Project will be the integration of additional
archives. For the development of future
archives, however, it is advisable to minimise
heterogeneity in data formats, retrieval
systems and user interfaces. This will make
the data more easily accessible, both to
users or to computer software, and will
reduce the development costs of new
archives This saving can be accomplished
only through coordination, and by the
definition of sound and widely accepted
guidelines for the development of new
arcnrves,

During the ESA Science Programme
Committee (SPC) meeting last April it was
suggested that ESIS should play a role in
this field, and similar suggestions have been
received from a number of archival centres.
In the future, therefore, ESIS could also serve
as a model for the design of archives for
data produced both by ESA missions and
by national programmes.

Historical archives at ESRIN
A scientific archive goes through a number
of phases during it lifetime These include an
active phase covering the period when the
data are being acquired, calibrated and
processed. and a historical phase that is

reached when the data are stable and fully
understood, and the team of specialists that
produced the archive moves on to other
projects,

During the SPC meeting in Capri it was
also suggested that ESIS/ESRIN could be the
site at which all historical archives are stored
and maintained after the completion of the
mission. There are already some scientific
archives within ESA that have reached this
phase, namely the Cos B and Exosat
archives ESIS is already engaged in setting
up a long-term optical-disk archive of all the
original Exosat tapes and of the software

necessary to read and manipulate the data-
The exoerience and the infrastructure
developed in the course of this activity can
be fairly easily applied to other archives, and
the intention is to continue with this exercise
and to store more historical archives at
ESRIN as they become available

Conclusions
The recent rapid expansion of electronic
archives for scientific data makes the need
for a system like ESIS even more acute now
than when the idea was first put forward
several years ago After a considerable
amount of development, ESIS is now gradu-
ally being released to the user communities.
Their reactions will be the real 'result' of the
Pilot Prolect, and will establish to what extent
ESIS fulfils their needs This feedback from
the users will be the essential basis upon
which the future shape of ESIS will be
decided G

How to Access ESIS

The user platforms supported during the
Pilot Project are:

VAX/VMS g raphics workstations
(OSF/Motif required) connected to
ESRIN via DECnet

Sun/U N lX workstations (OSF/Motif
required) connected to ESRIN via
TCP/lP on lnternet.

- VAX/VMS computers, with ANSI
terminals (limited functions only),
connected to ESRIN via DECnet

The ESIS Public Account can be
accessed through:

_ SPAN: $ set host ESIS (29617).

- INTERNET: o/o telnet esis.esrin.esa.it
(192j06.252.127).

* User name ESIS, no password
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Satellite Control Throughout
The Complete Lifecycle

J.T. Garner
Communications Satellites Department, ESA Directorate of Telecommunications
Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

A. Ross
Logica Space and Communications Ltd, Leatherhead, United Kingdom

Historical background
For each of the scientific and applications
satellites that it has constructed and
operated, the European Space Agency (ESA)

has used control systems both before and
after the launch. In the early days of
European space exploration ventures, a
scientific satellite was taken to the post-

launch control centre before its launch to

undergo compatibility testing. A successful
compatibility test was required before a
launch go-ahead was given Before ESA

Satellite control is a common factor between the pre- and post-
launch environments: in the pre-launch phase the maior activities
are the control and testing of the satellite, while in the post-launch
phase the major activities are the control and use of the satellite.
ESA has conducted a study of the operational lifecycle of com'
mercial communication satellites. The study recommends a more
harmonised approach to satellite control through the standard'
isation of technologies and methodologies.

launched applicatron satellites, it was not

unusual for two sets of Electrical Ground-
Support Equipment (EGSE) to be deployed
at the launch site, with one being an on-
line back-up for the other. As European
experience in space exploration and
exploitation increased, back-up EGSE

was no longer set up at the launch site.

The first aoolication satellite that was
produced and operated under the auspices
of ESA was part of a communications
development programme. The satellite, called
the Orbital Test Satellite (OTS), formed the

space segment of the communications
system and was successfully launched in

May 1978. For this communications
programme, the pre-launch EGSE was

located at Cape Canaveral, in Florida.
It consisted of Overall Check-Out Equipment
(OCOE) and the necessary Specific Check-
Out Equipment (SCOE). The post-launch
Operations & Control Centre (OCC) was

located at ESOC in Darmstadt, Germany. lt
performed all activities associated with post-

launch operations, from when the satellite
separated from the launch vehicle until the
satellite's end-of-life in orbit more than twelve
years later. The computer software for satellite
post-launch control underwent compatibility
testing without the OTS being transported to
Darmstadt: satellite telemetry (TM) and
telecommands (TC) were relayed over the
public telephone network to and from the
OCC at ESOC via the OCOE. The OCOE
retained its executive role until the launch.

The architecture of the system for satellite
control during OCC software compatibility
testing is shown in Figure 1. This
methodology has been used in each of ESA's

communication satellrte prog rammes, which
include eight successful launches, with the
launch of Olympus-1 in July 1989 being the
most recent The Special Check-Out Equip-
ment (SCOE) shown in Figure 1 interfaces
satellite telemetry (TM) and telecommand (TC)

signals at baseband or radio frequencies.
Most often baseband TM and TC signal links

to and from the satellite are made using
hardware umbilical connections. The SCOE

can also provide electrical power and
specific test signals to the satellite. The SCOE
is normally operated under the control of the
OCOE during OCC compatibility testing and
when soecific tests associated with an on-
board satellite subsystem are undertaken.

On the ESA programmes that have produced
geostationary communication satellites, the
satellite's complete lifecycle starts at least 12

months before the launch. An OCOE is the
executive centre used for satellite control
during integration and system-level testing,
which includes simulations of the vibrations
associated with the launch vehicle operations
and of the posflaunch environment (thermal

vacuum). The OCOE is deployed at the
launch site for final satellite testing and
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Figure 1. Configuration for
pre-launch OCC software
compatibility testing

Figure 2. Control centre
utilisation throughout the
satellite lifecycle

preparation for launch, including testing of
satellite and launch vehicle compatibility. The
OCOE computer software, which monitors
the satellite's health, gives an important input
for go-ahead during the launch countdown.

After launch, the OCOE hands the control of
the satellite over to an OCC for all activities
until the satellite's end-of-life in orbit. The
post-launch OCC activities begin in earnest
at satellite launch vehicle separation, and
include important early orbit tasks, such as
the firing of a rocket motor, which is an
integral part of the satellite, to achieve a
geostationary position for normal operational
life. When the geostationary position has
been achieved and the satellite's communi-
cations payloads have been commissioned,

the satellite's full working life begins. lt can
last more than 10 years.

In summary, the complete operational
lifecycle of a communication satellite involves
pre-launch control and testing, and post-
launch control and use. Satellite control is a
common factor between the ore- and oost-
launch environments.

Study findings
This historical background formed the
baseline for a recent ESA study of the
operational lifecycle of commercial
communications satellites, which was
conducted by Logica Space and
Communications Ltd. (UK)

The study found that, for commercial
communications satellites, it was common for
three control centres to be employed during
the satellite's operational lifecycle. These
control centres and their uses (Fig. 2)
dt u.

1. The Overall Check-Out Equipment
(OCOE), used for pre-launch control and
testing activities including executive
control of the satellite durino launch
vehicle countdown.

2. The Launch and Eaily Orbit Operations
and Control Centre (LCC), used to monitor
the satellite during launch vehicle
countdown and then as executive control
to place the satellite in the required
geostationary position. These activities are
sometimes called ancillary but they are
vital to achieving a fully operatronal status

3 The Sate//ites Nominal Control Centre
(SCC), used to control the satellite after it

has been placed in the geostationary
position, to ensure that user needs are
met.

The study noted that responsibility for satellite
control during the different phases of the
lifecycle is often divided between different
organisations. There are intrinsic similarities
for satellite control via telemetry and
telecommand between lifecycle phases.
However, these similarities are not fully
exploited at present, as the organisations
responsible for each phase of the satellite
lifecycle typically use different satellite control
software and procedures Consequently,
there is a greater emphasis on the re-use of
facilities between satellite programmes than
on achieving commonality between the
phases of a single mission This can be
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considered to be a 'horizontal harmonisation'
and re-use of facilities, which in itself is
commendable However, re-use could be
extended if commonality between phases of
a single mission was introduced lf such a
'vertical harmonisation' was combined with
the horizontal harmonisation, a better overall
result could be attained, The standardisation
of technologies and methodologies for

control centres and the resulting reduction in
duplication between control centres, could
promote such an all-round solution, and
could diminish the risk of operational
problems and reduce costs. Given the
constraints imposed by the established
contractual conditions, the study has
identified the key importance of information
transfer between lifecycle phases The study
recommends greater standardisation of
computer data bases of telemetry and
telecommand characteristics and of satellite
documentation

The findings of this study, which has
considered only the commercial satellite
environment, are in keeping with the findings
of the ESA Committee for Operations and
Electrical Ground Support Equipment (EGSE)

Standardisation (COES).

Possible improvements
The study proposes a possible move towards
harmonisation of oost-launch OCCs. This
solution is illustrated in Figure 3. lt shows
that, after launch vehicle lift off, the SCC
always has executive control of the satellite.

During the launch and early orbit phase, the
primary technical expertise would be located
at the LCC. When the satellite has been
placed in its final geostationary position, the
roles could be reversed, with the LCC being
a back-up to the SCC for a limited period, if

necessary. However, throughout operations,
the SCC would audit the telecommands
requested by the LCC before transmission
This methodology is similar to the pre-launch
compatibility testing of post-launch satellite
control centres, which is performed to obtain
a launch go-ahead. The similarities of the
ground control segments for these control
activities can be assessed at a fundamental
level by comparing Figures 1 and 3

The study identified some other areas where
commonality between pre- and post-launch
activities can be increased. The facilities that
are used to perform in-orbit testing, including
commissioning and performance
measurements, could be used in part for the
communication payload integration and
verifications before launch. Furthermore, it

may be possible to use a common software

language to express pre-launch test
procedures and post-launch operational
orocedures. The imolementation of such a
common language could be based on the
European Test and Operations Language
(ETOL) which is being used for pre- and
oosflaunch activities on all of the
communication satellites produced by ESA.

The study also identified around{he-clock
staffing of the SCC as a major cost of the
operational lifecycle. lt may be possible to
reduce these costs by automating some
operations The first stages of automation
could be implemented during satellite pre-

launch thermal vacuum testing. The
automated procedures developed could then
be used for post-launch activities, particularly
for on-station tasks when conditions are
stable. This operations methodology could
impose an overhead on pre-launch activities.
The time required for some pre-launch tests
could be increased but it could be balanced
against the reduced time required for OCC
compatibility testing. In all cases, pre-launch
satellite control tasks must be driven by post-

launch requirements and expectations

In conclusion, a more harmonised approach
to satellite control could employ established
methodologies to reduce duplication over the
complete lifecycle of a communications
satellite. Furthermore, the standardisation of
technologies and methodologres for control
centres could be exploited for greater cost
effectiveness, with a reduction of risk being a

Figure 3. Configuration of
post-launch satellite
control system, using SCC
and LCC

Gdriving factor.
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Testing a Scientific Instrument with a
Personal Computer

R. Brough*, B. Christensen**, J.P.G. Henrion, T.S. Beaufort & T.R. Sanderson
ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

.ESTEC lVathematics and
Software Division

..TERMA Elektronik AS,
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Introduction
The system described here was developed
to test the Analogue Electronics Box of the
Three-Dimensional Plasma and Energetic-
Particle Experment being designed and
built by ESA Space Science Department at
ESTEC. The complexity of this instrument,
which is to be flown on NASA's WIND
spacecraft, is such that it was impractical to
test it without computer-based support
eoutoment.

The equipment described here was required
to support all phases of the testing of the
Analogue Electronics contained in one box
(Fig. 1), namely: the testing both of individual

cards and of the complete electronics box,
and the collection of data during calibration.
Being PC-based, it was both reliable, and
portable enough to be shipped around with
the instrument.

One of the most important aspects is the
Graphical User Interface (GUl) that was
developed for this system. This interface,
which replaced the old-fashioned command-
line entry, enables the user to operate the
whole system with a mouse.

Hardware
Figure 2 shows how the PC was connected
to the instrument being tested. A standard
PC was used with selected input/output
cards (National Instruments) plugged into
the expansion slots. These cards provided
the ability to either generate or measure
analogue or digital signals, and were
connected via cables to either the individual
plug-in boards, the Computer-Controlled Test
Generators or the complete Electronics Box

Testing individual boards
During the experiment's design phase,
the individual boards that make uo the
experiment Electronics Box needed testing.
Figure 2a shows how a single board was
connected to the inpuVoutput cards in the
PC Software, described in more detail
late6 was used to conduct the testing by
implementing a simple closed-loop strategy
as follows:
a sending a series of signals to the board
b. reading back the responses of the board
c comparing the read-back response with

the expected response to establish correct
functioning of the board.

Testing the complete instrument
Figure 2b shows the configuration used for
testing the complete Electronics Box. In
this case, an interface card was needed in
the PC to provide the link that the Data
Processing Unit (DPU) would normally

A complex scientific space experiment has recently been tested
using just a Personal Computer, off-the-shelf input/output cards
and software, and specially written application software.

Figure 1. The Analogue Electronics Box of the Three-Dimensional Plasma and
Energetic-Particle Experiment
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provide in the complete instrurrent This

interface card was supplied by the Space
Sciences Laboratory of tf'e University ol
Berkeley (Californta) who were respons ble
for making the DPU Test signals to simulate
the signals from the Experiment Particle

Telescopes were provided by lhree Precrsior
Programmab e Analogue Pu se Generators
(Berke ey Nuc eonics CorporaLLon Model

9010) Each pulse generator was controlled
by an analogue level and a trtgger pulse

from the PC Software was used to test the

box in a simi ar manner to the individual
boards

Calibrating the instrument
A ll'rd addrtronal lask was to support the

calibration of the Experiment, In this case
Panic e Detector Telescopes were connected
to the Electronics Box instead of the
computer-control ed test equtpment, as

shown in Figure 2c Software was use d to
r-nllec enr^i drcnlav lhe data

Software
F gure 3 shows the overall conf guration,
and the relationship between the hardware
and the software One of the reasons why
th s PC-based hardware and software
^^^.^-^h +^ +^^ri^^ 'r,^^ ^ ^^l^d,^,^^ ih^dpprud.ur I tu tu)ilrv vvdJ duuptYU vvo) ll lE

ease with which the test hardware could be
:cqomhlod r rqinn nff-the-qholf intcrf:r'c cardq

and the ease with which the off-the-shelf
software could be used to drive both the

Figure 2. Layout of the
instrument support
equipment. A standard
Personal Computer (PC)

is used (Hewlett-Packard
Vectra, model OS/20).
Input/output cards installed
in the PC are connected
directly to either the hard-
ware being tested or the
computer-controlled test
equipment. The hardware
layout used for testing
individual cards is shown
in (a), and that used for
testing the complete
Analogue Electronics Box
in (b). Figure (c) shows
the layout used during
calibration

Figure 3. The hardware
and software used during
f light-hardware testing

and lnterface
Cards

Computer Controlled
Test Equipment
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The 'LabWindows' Software Package

The 'LabWindows' development package is a PC-based
interactive software development package, produced by
National Instruments. In conjunction with plug-in
interface boards for the PC, it provides a comprehensive
general-purpose environment for data acquisition and
instrument control, and easy access to a set of software
library routines. Using menus such as the example
shown in Figure 1, the software engineer can set-up, test
and produce the code needed to generate analogue or
digital i nput/output, control an I E E E-standard i nstru ment,
or manage the graphical user interface, which is then
ready to be pasted into the application software.

The latest versions of 'LabWindows' incoroorates
extensive Graphical User Interface (GUl) features,
including an object-oriented graphical editor, an
example of which rs shown in Figure 2, for generating
the GUI itself. lt provides a number of pre-defined
graphical oblects, which can be used to assemble a
user interface By using these tools, the necessary
application software can be developed very rapidly
even by someone with comparatively little experience in
either the hardware aspects of the input/output
interfaces or GUI design,

Figure 1. Menu used for generating the software
for configuilng one of the ports of a four-port
interface board in the PC. On the left-hand side it
rrs shown in which slot the I/O card is located: in
this example, slot number 3. The next panel shows
which of the card's four l/O ports is being
configured; rn thr's case port number 2 The next
panel shows that handshaking will not be used in
the port, whilst the panel on the right-hand side
shows that the port will be used as an output port.

The menu also allows the user to lesf the set-up
with the real hardware, and will return an error
code in the error window if something is wrong.
The software line of code generated automatically
appears in the box at the bottom. This line of code
can then be added to the aaalication source code
being developed.

Figure 2. The menu used to develop a Graphical
User lnterface. The centre panel shows the options
available. ln this example, the parameters in the
panel have been selected, either by using the
mouse or by keyboard control, to make a simple
power on/off switch. The resulting on/off power
panel is shown on the left-hand side. This software
for this GUI can then be stored in a separate
resource file, to be used by the application
program being developed
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Using the Graphical User Interface to Test the Instrument

The four figures here show some of the Graphical User
Interfaces developed at ESTEC to test the Analogue
Electronics Box, A typical testing sequence would be as
follows, After switchrng on the computer, the software
automatically starts and presents the user with a choice
of applications The first screen of one of these
applications is shown The contents of one of the drop-
down menus (the 'View menu) are shown at the top of
the display.

The first action is to check the housekeeping of the
instrument. Clicking on the mouse button with the
pointer located on the 'Power Monitor' panel of the
'View' drop-down menu causes the analogue
housekeeping screen to appear. This panel displays the
voltages, currents and the temperature being measured
by analogue to-digital converters in the input/output
cards lf left on the screen, the measurements are
uodated everv few seconds

Fiartre 1 Thc hasir: menu

Figure 3. The 'Command' screen

Next, the command screen is displayed by pulling down
a similar menu from the 'Commands' drop-down menu
with the mouse. Using this menu, all of the commands
needed by the instrument can be sent; e.g. switching on
and off the high voltage, switching on and off the test
generator, changing experiment modes, changing
programmable discriminator thresholds, etc. Values can
be entered manually, saved to a file, or loaded from a
previously prepared file

Finally, the true operation of the Experiment can be
monitored. Clicking on the 'Start' box displays the
counting of the channels of the Experiment, with the
contents of each channel being shown graphically on
the main screen as vertical bars in the 'Spectrum' box,
as shown in the figure.

Figure 2. The 'Housekeeping' screen

Figure 4 The basic application program
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PC and the cards Assembly of the hardware
for the test set-up involved simply plugging-in
the input/output cards, and making the
.nnncr:tinns tn thc evneriment.

By rature. the effort involved in developing
software is usually far greater than that
involved in assembling the hardware In our
case, the software development effort was
considerably less than normal, because we
used a software development package to
generate both the low-level software required
to send signals to. and receive them from.
the input/output cards, and the higher-level
cnHrriaro noor{ad in nana12lo lho nr:nhin:lrr rv v I uyr ilvu'

user inlerface Use of lhis package. called
'LabWindows' (see accompanying panel),
allowed a working prototype to be up and
running in only a few days

A complete suite of application software
was developed to support the testing of
the Electronics Box. The latter contained
analogue ampliliers. analogue-to-digital
converters, prog rammable discriminator
thresholds, temperature measurements and
so on, all of which needed test software
Modules were needed to test both individual
boards and the complete system These
modules were able to:
/i\ mo:qr rro tho hnr rcoL.____,(eeptng

voltages.cu rrents. and temperature
(ii) send commands to switch on and

nnnfinr rro tho olontrglj6g
(iii)trigger a set of programmable pulse

generators capable o[ sending fast-
rico_timo nr rlcoc \^/i1l- ^^^, ,.^+^r,, r,^^..,^

|'Jurrur vv ru I dUUUldLUly nl IUVVI I

amplitude to the different amplifiers in

the Electronics Box
(iv) perform a complete end-to-end functional

testing of the Electronics Box to verify its
correct operation, and

(v) support the collection of data from the
r-omnlete eqqpmhlv Of EleCtrOniCS BOxqurvr I rvr y

and particle detectors during calibration.
which included producing spectra

A typical application is described in more
detail in the accompanying panel on the
Graphical User Interface.

Conclusion
The system outlined above has proved both
very successtul and extremely easy lo sel

up A considerable amount of application
software has been written. and the resulting
operator interface has proved very popular
with the engineers responsible for experiment
testino The ease wilh which new software
can be developed has enabled a lively ex-

change of ideas between the test engineers
and the person writing the software, which
has further enhanced the usefulness of the
^\ /^+^,n Th^ l^++^" i^ -l^^ ^' 'i+^ ^^-^^^+JyJLUr r I ru rdLLUr rJ dtJU \-1urLU uur rfiduL.

allowing it to be easily transported from site

to site during the development of the flight
Instrumentation

By making use of modern commercial off-

the shelf hardware and software products,
it has been possible to develop a complex
and professional piece of support equipment
very quickly and at low cost Only the
application software had to be written, for
which suitable tools were available to speed
development The system has proved so

successful that other projects are now using
lhe same concept for their own ground-
support and real-time monitoring and control

Included in the package. and perhaps the
most important aspect of LabWindows, is

the software to develop a Graphical User
Interface (GUl) One of the most usual ways
nf r rcinn q PC ic tn irin,.- .r"e In every commano
manually using the so-called 'command-line
interpreter' This user interface is very Ledious
lo use. since the operator musl be able lo
type reasonably well and must be able to
remember the exact form for each command
that has to be entered into the computer.

The GUI is a considerable improvement
on the command-line interpreter enabling
a relatively inexperienced compuler user
Io nncrAItr lhe svqlcm All lhe available
commands can be presented on the screen
for selection via the mouse, and so the user
does not need to memonse them
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programmes & operations

Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation
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PROJECT

1es2 | 1993 | 1994 | 1995 | 1996 | 1997 | 1998
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T6lescope spatial
Mission de desserte HST

La TVASA a rdcemment annonce une

date de lancement du 7 Ddcembre 1993

pour la premrdre mission (SIS 67) de
desserle du Telescope Spatial Hubble
(HST). Au cours de celle mission,

I'observatoire HSf sera de nouveau
abord1 par la Navette Spatiale
'Endeavour' el /es astronaules
remplaceront plusieurs de ses sous-

sysldmes et i nstru ments screntrfiques

Celte mrsslon aura donc deux objeclifs
premerement enlretenir le telescope de
manidre d ce qu'il contrnue d fonctionner

^^rra.lamanf 
nan.lanl l4 r^^+^ A^.^wvt t awlcr t tat tL Pvt tvat t. /c / uJlu uY Jo

durde de vie. de quinze annees. el

deuxiemement de r1tablir ses moyens

scientifiques par l apport d'optrques de
rarranlinn narmalfanl elri Fv. i,.e,,q. .. -J Compenser

I'aberration sph6ique actuelle du mrrorr

pnndpal

Parmi les elements qui doivent 6tre

remplaces sur ce spalionef, frgurent
nirsierrrq rr\/rnq.nncc ct Carles de
m€moire informattque defaillants, mais

redondants, et les panneaux solarres

d'origine fournis par l'ESA La seconde
paire de panneaux so/alres modifies est

actuellement en cours de fabrrcation

chez Bntish Aerospace a Bristol (UK)

lc nrnhlimc nnliotte sera resolu en

remplagant deux des ctnq rnstruments

scientifiques actuellement d bord du
HST La camera a grand champ de
la NASA sera remplacee par un

instrument de m€me conception, mais

dont les optiques ont ete modifi1es pour
compenser I'aberratron spherique du
miroir prindpal Trois des quatre

instruments restant, y compns la camera
pour objets fatblement lumineux (FOC)

de I ESA, bendlicieronl egalemenl de
I inslallatrcn du COSTAR qut sera
j-^r^-.: )^^^ t^ ^^^^ I instrumenlsu I tl)tat tLY udl /J rd uoog o

actuellement occupee par le photomelre

a grande vilesse Le seu/ oblectrf du

COSTAR est le deplorement d'un
en.semhle rie naires dc mirotrs correctifsvv Fsiivv vv

de conception approprree devant
chacune des enlr6es des trois

tnstrumenls reslanls Ces mirotrs
rcnrientprnnl pt ..orrioctOnI la lt,miefe,t vr vvr i,yvr i

provenanl du telescope avant qu'elle ne

pendtre dans ies tnstruments

L'ESA participe au programme COSTAR

en fournissant le moddle structural et

thermique FOC (FOC/STM), qui esl
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ttno e nnip i.ltrntnt ttr trt totalement,vv, 
'riYvL 

uL .!

fonctionnelle du pornt de vue optique
rle la r:amcra FOC et oui a ete monte
essentiellement a partir d'elemenls de
rr.r-hanac nnt tr lc vol I e nlodele
Fna/qTA/l ^Drma!lra .la rnltder l .ntidt!e

corrective de la camera FOC du COSIAB
avant le vol, en I'installant, avec

I'instrument du COSTAR dans une

maquette mecaneue et optrque du
lAlacanna l--.1QT r'l6tnrm6 nt ti oqt .^nclrt tile

par le maitre d'oeuvre du COSTAR (Ball

Aerospace, Boulder, USA). Le moddle
FOC/STM remphssant la fonctron de la

cam1ra FOC de vol dans la maquette, un

essa/ complel, de bout en bout, de
l'opilque COSIA,C deployde, sera
effectu6, Le moddle FOC/STM permettra
od1lam1nt ala taat1r ol al^ 6^f+rd 

^^auatatltwttL u! ruJru/ wL uY tllclLla ctl

oeuvre les procedures d altgnement
optique sur orbite pr1vues

Le moddle FOC/STM a rdcemment
termine ses essais optiques et de

montage chez Matra Marconi Space d

[oulouse 0 avant son expedition aux

Etats-Unrs Au cours de ses essars, un

simulateur optique sp1cralement congu,

construit par le Laboratorre d'Astronomre
Qnrficio ) A/lnrcaillo tFt e narmtc r-lo fatro

\' /' v vvr"iv

reepttnir nar lc mndck' FOC/STM d'une
part une image deformde 

'quivalente 
a

celle donnee par le Telescope sur orbile,

eI d aulre part une image corrrgee
qtmilairc A c.cllc nttc la camera FOCu vvi,v Yvv 

ie !

devrait vorr, aprds l'rnstallation de
COSIA,C Ces essars optiques ont permls
r^lrr ttalrlcr lc fait nttc lc moddle FOC/STM
^^+ ^^ ^fi^t t"^- ^"^^h^ A^ l^ /^^rA^^^1g)t g/r g//q{ Itva lJtuortv uv ta taPtvacttr

atrvite de la camera FOC de vol sur
^.A:+^ ^^^ ^^^^i^ ^^+ ^,u/uite ues essdis u//r cqaement
constitue une premiere repetftton pre-
aencralc rlc r'.cttv otti devront etre

conduits ultdneurement aux Etats-U nis

avec le COSIAF dans une maquette du
HST et en defrnitive sur orbite

Soho
La phase de developpement pindpal de
Soho (Phases-C/D) avec Matra Marconi
Space comme Maitre d'Oeuvre,
nrndrcs.qc dc manicre satisfaisanle vers

lP mnnlaac cle< mndcleg stfucluraux et

tech n olog iq u es de spatlonefs

Les activifds rndustilelles au cours des
mniq rl'cte nnt nnrti .ssenlbllement sur
la fabricatron des materrels eI logiciele
concernes, et sur la preparalion des
actrvites de monlage, integration el essa/

(AtT)

Structural model of the Soho Coronal
Diagnostic Spectrometer experiment during
vibration testing (Photo courtesy of Rutherford
Appleton Laboratories, UK)

\
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Space Telescope
The HST servicing mission
NASA has recently announced a launch

date of 7 December 1993 for the first
f-lr rhhlo Qn:no Talaennn-, --- -Ye se'vlclng
miss on (SfS 61) During th s m ssion ihe
HST observatory will be recaptured by
-he Sn,,r:c Srrrrtlp Fnr^leavour and
astro.rauts wi I excharge several of the
^^^^^^"^{. ^ ,h^..^r^-^ :nd sc entificJpougu oI ouuoy-tg rrJ (

instruments The purpose of this s

twofold: lo carry out the spacecraft
rrarnte-a1ce 'equi'ed to keep the tlST

faciltv operatonar tor rts p'ojecred 15

year lifetime, and to recover the scientrfic

capaoi rt es o' the obse'vatory by
iniran 'ninn nnrronlirro nnlinc rlocianod in

corrncrc2le folhc qnherical aberration
currenty affecting the HST pr mary
mtTror

l^n ,rlocl n tf,p qn:ecn'a't ite-1s sated
'o' exchange a.e seve'a taied. but
redlrdart. gyroscope urits and 'ight-
computer memory boards, and tfie
original ESA-supp ied solar arrays The

secord. .rodtied pair o'solar a'rays are

currenty being manufactured by Brtish
Aerosoace r- Brrstol 1UK)

The optical problem wi I be overcome
by exchang ng two of the five scientific
instruments presently onboard HST

NASA's Wide-Field Planetary Camera
wi I be replaced by an instrument of the

same desrgn wnose optrcs frave been

rrodi'ed [o co'"lpensate 'o' ttre pri'nary
n'ir"n. q qnhpr r:: :ho.r21i91 I hree of the

remaining four instruments - nc uding
ESA's Faint Oblect Camera (FOC) -
wi I rn turn benef t from the insta latron

of COSTAR (Correct ve Optics Space
Telescope Axia Replace'ne-t) rvhich wil

rake -p Iie,1slr-'nenI bay presenrv
occup ed oy rhe -l,g'r Speed Ptroto-
molp' Thp qn p nr rrnnqe of COS IAR rs

' ^ r ' ^t ' _ -^ hlrr r_loc n nod nl rclU UUplUy d >cl U >U Ldury uur V uu Vu rJ

of corrective m rrors n front of each of

tie ent'ances to the three rer.air ng

nstruments These mirrors w ll redirect
anrl nnrr onr lhp I nhr f 16m rFra alaon^naruu. uru Iq vr It 19 lcrcJuupu

be'ore rt enters the InstrJme.lts

ESA is participating n the COSTAR
programme through prov s on of the

so ca ed 'FOC Structural and Thermal
Mode (FOC/Sf N/) which s a high y

representative and optical y ful y

functona copy of the FOC, which has

beer asse-bled la'ge y fro'n fl ght-spare

components The FOC/STM will be used

to valrdate the COSTAR FOC corrective
optics pr or to flight by insta ling rt,

together with the fltght COSTAR lnstru-

ment. nto a mechan cal and optical
moc^-up o[ tne aoerateo ISI telescope
that s oeing bui t by the COSIAR orinre

contractor iBall Ae'ospace. Borrlde'
USA) With the FOC/STM play ng the

roe of the f ight FOC n the mock-up, a
anm^latn ^^^ ^ ^n^ +aci nf iha rJon nr,oduu rrprgLg vr ru tv 9r ru rcJl u| u uul.J u) uu

COSTAR optcs wil be conducted The

FOC STNI w I aso enable the planned n-

orbit optcal-alignment procedures to be
toctod e nr1 nrentlqorl

The FOC/STM has recent y comp eted

assenbly and opLical lest ng ar l\4drra-

Marconi Space r Toulo-se 1F; p'ior to

sniprrent to the USA During these tests.
: qncni:llv dcqioned nnt Ca S ff - aLO'.

buit by Laboratoire d'Astronomie
Spatiale in lVarsei le (F), was used to

feed the FOC/STNI both an aberrated
i^rage eq.rvale^r ro thal p'ovded bv
-he Tcpqnnne i. orhit and a co.rected
image s m lar to that wh ch the FOC

trlon n,,monr nt lno J rhn a e^ ,^^ T^l^^^^n^uEp uy I s rr u t rq uuu E rpouu rcrc\uups
/ nh^t^ .^, rtacri nf hLAQA \

51oL d see orce COSIAR l-as o.ot rsla eo
-hpsc onrie I lect. \arved to va dale the lact
that the FOC/STN/ is ndeed c ose y

representatlve of the flight FOC in orbrt The
test5 d >o cor s[ lLted J I rsl d'e.s e' ea'sol
for the test ng to be conducted ater in the
USA wth the f ight COSTAR n the llST
mockup and u t mately In orll t

Soho
The Soho main deve opment phase

(Phase C/D) with Matra Marconi Space
as Pr r"e Cont"aclor rs proceed ng

Lowa ds assemb y o' lhe spacec'alt
structural and engineer ng mode s
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Certaines activit6s de fabrication de
mat1riel de vol ont d6jd ddbut6, la
structure du module de charge utile en

6tant I'exemple le plus remarquable

Des revues de conception de sous-

sysldmes ont 6t6 effectu6es et un

ensemble de donn6es de revue de
conception de matdrid (HDR) au niveau
systdme, a 6t6 livrd par Ie Maitre
d'Oeuvre d la mi-Juillet. L'avancement
de la revue elle-m€me a 6td conforme
aux pr6visions au cours du mois d'Ao1t,

et celle-ci sera conduite d bonne fin par
une Commission, le 23 Septembre. Le

but de cette revue HDR est d'autoriser
le lancement d'activitds portant sur le
moddle technologique

Les procddures de contr6le de propret6

sont en cours de finalisation en vue de
leur application aux activit6s AIT du
moddle de vol.

Coop6ration ESA/NASA
La coopdration ESA/NASA se poursuit
de manidre safisfarsante. Les moddles
technologiques de I'amplificateur grande
puissance (Cubic, USA), de |Enregbtreur
sur bande (Odetics, USA) et du suiveur
solaire de precision (Adcole, USA), ont
6t6 livres. La fabrication du moddle de
vol se poursuit. Les programmes des
procddures de qualification et de recette
ont 6td 1voquds de faqon d6taill6e et
sont actuellement I'objet des dernidres
retoucnes.

On a 1galement avancd sur l'interface du
lanceur, grAce d des rdunions portant sur

I'interface sp1cialisde, organisdes avec le
Centre de recherche Lewrs de la NASA

et General Dynamics, fournisseur du
vdhicule Atlas-llAS.

Les travaux portant sur I'expbitation en

vol e:t sur Ia mise en oeuvre du secteur
soi sonf actuellement trds avanc6s. Une

revue des exigences de systdme du
secteur so/ s'est tenue au Centre des
Vols Spatlaux Goddard d la fin du mois
d'Aolt, des experts de la NASA en

matidre d'exploitation et de secteurs so/

ayant contribud d la revue HDR

Charge utile
Les exp1riences Soho sont frds en

avance sur /es programmes et plusieurs

moddles de vol des nstruments sont
d1jd en phase initiale d'achat et de
fabrication.

Un groupe de travail scientlflque s'est
rduni d Killarney (lrlande) au mois de
Juin, pendant lequel la livraison des
moddles structuraux et 1lectriques
des exp6riences a 6t6 confirmde,

conform1ment aux pr1visions, pour
Ie dernier trimestre de I'ann6e.

Certains probldmes particuliers de
financement ont 6td rdsolus au mois
de Juin.

Cluster
Une anomalie a 6t6 observ6e au cours
des essais du moddle structural de
spationef, effectuds e I'IABG de Munich
(D) au debut du mois de Juillet. Des

enqu)tes ultdieures ont rdvdl1 qu'un
mode dissym1trique de la plateJorme
principale d'6quipement 6tait passe

inapergu au cours de I'analyse de
I'empilement pendant /es essais.

La cause de ce probldme ayant 6t6

identifi1e de manidre satisfaisante,

le moddle structural sera remis en

etat et Ie reste du programme de
qualification sera poursuivi Les travaux

aff1rents devraient ete reoris en ianvier
P%, A I'IABG,

Le programme de moddle technolog-
ique a 6td retarde au cours des mois
d'6te, du fait des modifications de
conception apportees aux sous-sysfdmes

en vue de corriger les anomalies de
compatibilit1 1lectromagndtique (EMC). ll
est prdvu de recommencer l'int6gration
finale au cours du mois de Septembre,
I'int1gration de charge utile devant
d1buter vers la fin Octobre.

Certaines unitds de charge utile de
moddle technologique ont deja eE
livrdes d Dornier (D), le solde devant
parvenir d destination au cours des
mois de Septembre et d'Octobre.

Le calendrier concernant /es moddles
de vol est maintenu, malgrd /es relards
dus aux moddles technologiques, en
prenant /es disposltions requises en

vue d'accroitre /es actlvltds paralldles

simultanees pouvant intdresser jusqu' d
frols spaflonefs.

L'avancement du sysfdme de
donn6es scientifiques Cluster (CSDS,) est
conforme aux prdvisions, la document-
ation des interfaces des groupes

participants 6tant approuv6e et diffus1e.

Actuellement, I'Agence 5tudie la
possibilit1 d' inclure I'Acad6mie des
Sclences de Chimie, dans le sysfdme

CSDS, a b suite de sa r1ponse d
I'Annonce d'Opportunitd (AO). Une

ddcision devrait 6td prise au d6but de
1993.

La fabrication et /'essal du moddle
technologique de I'unit6 de m1moire de
Mars 94 sont pratiquement terminds et la
revue critique de conception (CDR) est
pr1vue pour la mi-Septembre.

rso
I nstru ments scientif iques
Les groupes de Chercheurs Principaux
progressenl de manidre safisfaisante vers

la conduite d bonne fin de leur mat1riel
d'instruments scientifiques pour moddle
de vol. ISOPHOT vient de terminer les

essais de recette de ces unifds desfln6es
aux moddles de vol Les unitds de
commande 1lectronique des instruments
scientifiques seront int1grdes d la plate-
forme supdrieure du module de service
/SO vers la fin de l'ann6e. Les unit1s du
plan focal seronl slockdes jusqu'au
moment de leur installation sur le

t1lescope du moddle de vol, au ddbut
de 1993.

Les unlfds de rechange de vol des
quatre instruments scientifiques /SO

devraient 6fre mises d disposition
au cours du printemps de I'annde
prochaine.

satellite
Les travaux portant sur ies matdriels de
vol du satellite ont 6t6 essentiellement
domin1s par les deux probldmes

techniques prioritaires du projet. Ceux

concernant le t6lescope ef /es vannes d

helium liquide du module de charge
utile.

Le tdlescope est actuellement reconstruit
d partir du miroir principal de rechange,
du fait que Ie miroir pr6cddent pr1sentait
des impeiections et une contamination
excessiyes. Ces travaux d'intdgration du
tdlescope se poursuivent de manidre
safisfaisante, en prenant toufes /es

precautions posslb/es pour r1duire au
minimum lous nbques de contamination.
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Industrial activities during the summer
months have been concentrated on the
production of relevant hardware and
software, and on preparation for the
Assembly, Integration and Test (AlT)

activities

Some flighfhardware manufacturing
activity has already started, the payload-
module structure being the most notable
examote.

Subsystem design reviews have been
taking place and the system level

Hardware Design Review (HDR) data
package has been delivered by the
Prime Contractor in mid-July. The review

itself has progressed according to plan

during August, and will be concluded
by a Board meeting on 23 September.
The HDR is intended to authorise the
commencement of the enqineerino-model
activities.

Cleanliness control procedures are being
finalised ready for their implementation in

the flighfmodel AIT activities.

ESAJNASA coooeration
ESA/NASA cooperation is proceeding

satisfactorily. The first high-power-amplifier
(Cubics, USA), tape-recorder (Odetics,

USA) and fine-pointing Sun-sensor
(Adcole, USA) engineering models have

been delivered Flight-model manufacture
is in progress. Details of qualification and

acceprance programmes ano proceoures

have been discussed and are now beino
f inalised.

Progress has also been made on the
launcher interface through dedicated
interface meetings with NASA Lewis

Research Center and General Dynamics,

suoplier of the Atlas-llAS vehicle

Work on the flight operations and on

the implementation of the ground

segment is now at a very advanced
stage A system-requirements review

of the ground segment was held ln
Goddard Space-Flight Center in late

August, and NASA operations and
ground segments experts have

contributed to the HDR.

Payload
The Soho experiments are well ahead in

their olanned develooment and several
flight models of the instruments are

already in the initial phases of
procurement and manufacture

A Science Working Team meeting took
place in June in Killarney (lreland), at

which delivery of structural and electrical
models of the exoeriments have been

confirmed to take place as planned

during the last quarter of this year.

Some specific funding problems were

successfully resolved in June.

Cluster
An anomaly occurred during testing of
the structural-model spacecraft at IABG

in Munich (D) in early July Subsequent
investigations' have shown that an

asymmetric mode of the main equipment
platform had been overlooked during the
analysis of the stack configuration during
test Having satisfactorily identified the

cause of the problem, the structural
model will be refurbished and the
remainder of the qualification programme

undertaken. The latter is expected to

recommence at IABG in January 1993

The engineering-model programme has

been delayed over the summer months
whilst design modifications were

introduced into subsystems to correct
EMC anomalies Final integration is

scheduled to recommence in September,

with payload integration due to start

towards the end of October.

Some engineering-model payload units

have already been delivered to Dornier
(D), with the remainder due to arrive in
during September/October.

The schedule for the flight models is
still being maintained, despite the
engineering-model delays, by making
orovisions for more oarallel activities
on uD to three soacecraft at a time.

Progress on the Cluster Science Data

System is on schedule, with participating-
group interface documentation approved
and issued Currently, the Agency is

examining the possibility of including the
Chinese Academy of Sciences rn the
CSDS System, following their response to

the Announcement of Opportunity (AO)

A decision is expected in early 1993

Manufacture and testing of the

engineering model of the Mars'94
memory unit is almost complete and
the Critical Design Review (CDR) is
scheduled for mid-September.

rso
Scientif ic instru ments
The Principal lnvestigator groups are
making good progress with the
completion of their flight-model scientific
instrument hardware ISOPHOT has

completed acceptance testing of its flight-
model units The electronics control units

of the scientific instruments will be
integrated onto the ISO service module's
upper platform by the end of this year.

The focal-plane units will be stored until

they are needed for installation on the
flighfmodel telescope early in 1993.

The flight-spare units of the four ISO

scientific instruments are expected to be
available in the spring of next year.

Satellite
Work on the satellite flight hardware has

been largely dominated by the two top-
priority technical problems of the project,

those of the telescope and of the liquid-
helium valves in the payload module

The telescope is now being rebuilt using
the spare primary mirror, because the
previous mirror was found to be suffering
from excessive blemishes and contamin-
ation. This telescope integration work is
proceeding satisfactorily, taking all

possible precautions to minimise any risk

of contamination

The problem of obtaining a satisfactory

set of liquid-helium valves for the
payload-module cryostat is being
pursued along several parallel paths.

The original valve is being improved in

terms of its detailed design, and a back-
up design with improved mechanical
guidance is being produced in parallel.

In addition, prototype valves of

completely different design are being
procured by new independent suppliers
Pre-qualification demonstration testing
has just started on several valves of

different types These tests will be
followed by qualification tests, the results

of which will determine which type of

valve is ultimately selected for flight.

All other flight-model work is proceeding

satisfactorily The valve problems and late

telescope delivery are dictating the

overall project schedule. All project efforts

are geared towards obtaining a suitable
qualified valve by the end of this year.
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Le probldme de r1alisation d'un
ensemble satisfarSanl de vannes d

I'hdum liquide pour le cryostat du
module de charge ufrle est actuellement
6tudi6 selon plusieurs cheminements
paralldles La vanne d'origine est
am1lior1e du point de vue de sa

conception d6taill6e, et une conception
de secours, d guidage mdcanique
perfectionnd est 6laborde paralldlement.

De surcroit, des vannes prototypes de
conception entidrement diffdrentes sont
command6es d de nouveaux fournis-

seurs ind1pendants Les essals de
d6monstration de pr6-q ualification
viennent de commencer sur plusieurs

vannes de diff1rents types //s seront
suivis d'essar's de qualification, dont les

resultats permettront de choisir en

ddfinitive le type de vanne le mieux
adapt6 au vol.

Ious /es autres travaux portant sur /es

moddles de vol se poursuivent de
manidre satrcfaisante. Les probldmes

affdrents aux vannes et au retard de
Iivraison du t6lescope imposent le
calendrier d'ensemble du projet. Toutes

Ies activit6s concerndes ont pour but
d'obtenir une vanne qualifi1e de fagon

safisfarsanle pour la fin de l'ann6e.

Secteur sol
L'6tat d'avancement du secteur so/ esl
satrsfarsanl. Le d6veloppement des
logiciels d'exploitation scientifique est

complexe et exige une attention
particulidre L'ESA, Ie Japon et /a NASA

ont 6tudi6 ensemble /es possibt/tfds

d'une coopdration qui permettrait

d'aboutir d une augmentatton des
observations scientifiques d' lSO, grAce

d une seconde station terrestre

Huygens
Les travaux se sonl activement poursutvts

au cours de l'6td alors que la phase

de definition ddtaill1e 6tait en voie

d'achdvement. Des revues de conception
pr1liminaire ont eu lieu pour I'ensemble
des sous-sysfdmes el exp1riences, ce
qui a permis de pr1parer la revue de
conception systdme (SDB) marquant
l'6tape finale de la phase-3. Pour
atteindre cette 6tape, il a fallu constituer
presque toute l'6quipe industrielle sous
sa forme plus ou moins d1finitive, la

couverture contractuelle de la maiorit6
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des entreprises 6tant toutefois limit1e
(en termes financiers et en durde) aux
activitds n6cessaires pour assurer le bon
ddroulement de la SDR. La date-butoir
pour I'achdvement des activit1s de
conception et le ddmarrage de la
pr6paration des /ots de donndes SDR

6tait fixde au 28 aojt, /es donndes
devant 6tre communiqu6es d /'ESA a

la mLseptembre

Les interfaces entre le lanceur et Casslni,

I'orbiteur de Saturne, sonf en voie de
consolidation, de m€me que /es

questions connexes; des engagements
ont 6t6 pris en vue d'un lancement en

1997. Cassini a fait |objet de quelques

modifications techniques qui ont eu une
incidence sur la conception de la sonde
Huygens et qui, malgr6 les changements
de configuration en rdsultant, auront pour
effet d'am1liorer les manoeuvres lors de
la descente de la sonde vers Titan.

XMM

Les travaux conduits sur le moddle
de d1veloppement du miroir (MDM)

afin de ddmontrer Ie fonctionnement
de I'ensemble de miroirs dans le
rayonnement X se ddroulent comme
prdvu. On a construit trois coquilles
de miroir en nickel et deux coquilles
en fibres de carbone Elles serviront
d 1tablir les caractdristiques de
fonctionnement dans le rayonnement
X avant de passer d la fabrication de
miroirs su ppl4mentaires de diamdtres
diff1rents devant 6tre utilisds dans le
MDM. Au total, quatre miroirs en

coquille de 30 d 60 cm de diamdtre
seronl assembl6s. Le MDM devrait 6tre

disponible ddbut 1993 pour des essais

dans le rayonnement X

Le XMM fait actuellement I'objet de deux
1tudes de phase A, I'une en association
avec le projet Prisma et I'autre avec

le projet lntegral. Ces deux projets

pourraient 6tre chorSrs comme prochaine

misslon scientifique (M2) de I'ESA. Dans
/es deux cas, on 1tudie la possibilitl
d'utiliser pour la mlssion M2 une plate-

forme d'observation identioue d celle du
satellite XMM.

ERS

ERS-1
Aprds p/us d'un an d'exploitation en

orbite, le fonctionnement technique du
satellite reste excellent.

Le cycle adopt1 depuis le d6but avril
1992 qui fait repasser le satellite tous
/es 35 Tburs au-dessus des rndmes sifes
permet la couverture compldte des
zones silu6es d portde des sfallons de
l'ESA, nationales et 1trangdres, capables
de recevoir /es donndes du radar d
synfhdse d'ouverture (SAB) d' ERS-1.

L'accent a donc 6t6 mis sur I'acqddtion
d'une couverture SAR compldte de
toufes ces zones tout en maintenant la

mlssion Oc6ans-glaces d l'6chelle du
globe.

L'AISR a perdu le canal d 3,7 p.m. Bien
qu'il en rdsulte une legdre ddgradation
des corrections du produit'tempdrature
de surface de la mer'(SSI) de nuit, le
produit AISF resle dans /es /rmites des
caractd ri sti q ues spdcifldes

Le service de livraison rapide continue
d'6tre assur1 aux utilisateurs sur /a base
d'un taux de disponibilit1 trds 6lev6. Des
mises d jour ont 6td faites pour renforcer
les algorithmes (notamment pour les
produits 'vents') et consolider le service
de distribution des donndes SAr9 du
satellite Le traitement en diff6rd a bien
avancd et I'arri1rd exrslanf s'esl
notablement r6duit.

Le premier symposium ERS-1 qui doit
se tenir d Cannes du 4 au 6 novembre
1992 offilra aux nombreux scientifiques
qui participent d l'6valuation des
donn5es d'ERS-1 I'occasion de pr1senter
et comparer /es rdsultats oblenus.

Le produit donnant les formes d'ondes
originelles rdsultant de deux cycles de
trols/ours en ao)t 1991 ,l'un en mode
'glaces' et I'autre en mode 'oceans', a
6t6 1labord dans la PAF du Royaume-
Uni et des copies en ont et6 distribu1es
aux chercheurs principaux (Pl)

Le manuel des utilisateurs d'EBS-7
(ESA/SP-1 148J* et le document donnant
les spdcifications des produits EBS-7 de
I'ESA (ESA/SP-1149. ont 6te distrlbuds

* Des exemplalres sont disponibles auprds
de la division des publications de /'ESA
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Ground segment
The ground segment is progressing

satisfactorily, The development of science
operations software is a complex task
that is demanding extra attention. Further
discussions have taken place between
ESA. Japan and NASA on possible
cooperation which would lead

to an increase in ISO s science
observations via the provision of a
second ground station

Huygens
Activities throughout the summer have
hepn infonco ae tha nrnian+ nr^^raaeae

towards completion of the detailed
design phase Preliminary Design
Reviews (PDRs) have been held for all

of the subsystems and experiments,
permitting preparations for the final
milestone of Phase-B, namely the System
Design Review (SDR), to proceed,
To achieve this status, it has been neces-

sary to build up virtually the full industrial

team in more or less final form, but with
contractual coverage for the malority of
the companies limited (both financially
and in duration) to those activities
needed to ensure satisfactory SDR status
The cut-off date for termination of design
activities and the starting of the
preparation of SDR data packages was
28 August, with data submission to ESA

scheduled for mid-September.

Launcher and Cassini Saturn Orbiter
spacecraft interfaces and related

issues are becoming much firmer,
with commitments to a 1997 launch
opportunrty Some technical changes
to the Cassini spacecraft have been
identified which have had an effect
upon the Huygens Probe design and.
although causing the configuration to
be amended, will ultimately result in

improvements in operations during the
Ti+^^ 

^^^^^^+ ^L^^^I rtdr I ug-ugt tt Pr tq)E

XMM

Work on the Mirror Development Model
(MDM) to demonstrate the X-ray perform-
ance oI the mirror assembly is proceed-
inn ac nlannod Thraa ronlinrlori ninlral

mirror shells and two replicated carbon-
fibre mirrors have been produced
These will be used to establish the X-ray

performance before proceeding with the
build-up of additional mirror shells of

different diameters to be used in the
N/DN/ A total of four mirror shells will

be fitted, with diameters ranging from
30 to 60 cm, The MDN4 is planned to be

avarlable in early 1993 for X-ray testing

Two Phase-A studies of XN/N/ are being
conducted, one in conjunction with
Prisma and the other in conjunction
with Integral These two missions are

candidates for selection as the next ESA

scientific mission (N/2) Both studies are

examining the possibility of using a
duplicate of the XMM spacecraft bus

as a platform for the M2 mission.

ERS

ERS-1
After more than one year of in-orbit
operations, the technical performance of
the satellite remains excellent

The 35-day orbit repeat cycle initiated in

early April 1992 allows full coverage to
be obtained of the zones within range of
the ESA, National and Foreign Stations

capable of acqulring ERS-1 Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) data Emphasis
has therefore been put on acquiring a

complete SAR coverage of all of these
zones whilst maintaining the Global
Ocean-lce mission

The ATSR has lost the 3 7 micron
channel Although this slightly degrades

The Cassini Saturn Orbiter and Huygens
Probe

the corrections of the Sea-Surface
Temperature (SST) product by night, the

ATSR product remarns within its specified
performance,

The Fast-Delivery Service has continued
to be provided to the users with very
high availability. Updates have been
performed to enhance the algorithms
(wind product in particular) and to
improve the robustness of the satellite
SAR dissemination service. Offline
processing has made significant progress
in reducing the existing backlog

The first ERS l Symposium, to be held
in Cannes on 4-6 November 1992,

will provide an opportunity to the wide
scientific community involved in the
evaluation of ERS 1 data to present and

^n 
mnara thoir rocr rllc

The Waveform Foundation Product
related to two three-day cycles in August
1991, namely one in 'ice mode' and one
in 'ocean mode', has been generated at
thc I lK-PAF :nr^i cnnipq distributed to the
Principal Investigators (Pls),

The ERS-I User Handbook (ESA

SP 1148). and the ESA ERS 1 Product
Specification document (ESA SP 1149)-

have been distributed to the user

community The ERS 1 System document
(SP 1146). and the ERS 1 CD guide
(SP 1155). has been completed for

distribution and promotional purposes lt

contains information on the ERS-1

system, data applications and technical
features

A PC program has been developed for

visualising and consulting the catalogue
of SAR data acquired worldwide and for
preparing user orders lt is available on

request

ERS-2
Satisfactory progress continues to be
made on ERS 2 All payload equipment
rtems are now complete and Instrument

. Cop es available from ESA Publications
Division
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aux utilisateurs. Le document du systdme

d'ERS-1 (ESA/SP-1146)* et Ie guide sur
CD d'ERS-1 (ESA/SP 1155)* ont 6t6 mis

au point aux fins de diffusion et de
promotion. ll contient des
renseignements sur /e sysfdme ERS-7, /es

applications de ses donn6es et ses

car act6 ri stiq ues lechniques.

Un programme PC, disponible sur

demande, a 6t6 mis au point pour
la visualisation et la consultation du
catalogue des donndes SA,9 acqurses

dans le monde entier et pour
I'1tablissement des commandes des

utilisateurs.

ERS-2
L'avancement des activit1s relatives d
ERS-2 se poursuit de fagon satisfaisante.

Les 1quipements composant Ia charge
utile sont au complet et I'intdgration et
/es essais des instruments sonf en cours.

L'intdgration de la charge utile d6marrera
sous peu. La fabrication des 6l6ments de
la plate-forme est bien avancde;
l'integration du module de propulsion est

en route et celle du module de servitude
doit commencer vers la fin de I'ann6e.

Les travaux relatifs d I'instrument de
surveillance de I'ozone, le GOME,
progressentj le module 1lectronique
prototype est en voie d'achdvement et la
plupart des 6l6ments optiques sont solt
d6jd livres soit aux derniers stades de
leur rdalisation Quelques retards sont d
prdvoir par rapport au calendrier mais on

s'efforce d'en pallier les incidences dans
toute la mesure possib/e.

M6t6osat
Les saleilifes Mdt6osat-4 et 5
sont I'un en service opdrationnel et
I'autre en position de r1serve en orbite
d la longitude 0" tandis que le satellite

Met6osat-3, d posfe par 50o de longitude
ouest, fournit des images
de la zone ouest de l'Atlantique.

L'int6gration du dernier satellite de la

sdrie op6rationnelle, MOP-3, se ddroule
actuellement dans la salle propre de
|A6rospathb, d Cannes (F). Son

lancement Dar une fus6e Ailane est
pr6vu au dernier trimestre de 1993

Dans le cadre de la suite du programme,

le programme de transition Mdt1osat, un

autre satellite du gpe Met5osat est

construit pour Eumetsat.

L'approvisionnement des 6l6ments de
ce v1hicule spatial et d'un deuxidme
satellite en option est en cours. La

construction des sous-systdmes de
satellite a commenc1 par celle de la

structure. Le lancement est ordvu en

1995.

Earthnet
Le radar d synthese d'ouverture (SAR)

et le d1tecteur optique (OPS) du satellite
japonais JEBS-7 pr1sentent un fonction-
nement nominal. La station Esrange-

Kiruna a capt6 les donn6es des
passages de /'OPS et Tromss celles de
quelques passages du SAR. Les chaines
de traitement des donn1es du SAR de
JERS-I sonl en cours de r6alisation et
leur installation finale d Fucino. au DLR.

a /'ESR/N et d Tromss est pr6vue pour
novembre.

L'enregistreur sur bande optique pr6vu
pour l'archivage des donndes hrstonques

de Landsat a 6td mis en place a Frascati

et son intdgration dans /e systdme de
transcription esf en cours.

La mise au point de la chaine de
traitement de I'instrument de cartog-
raphie th6matique am6lior6 (ETM) de
Landsat-1 se poursuit conform€ment au

calendrier, el des essais sont en cours
sur /es donndes TM de Landsat-4/S.

Les sfa/ions de Fucino et de Kiruna
assurenf I'acquisition des donndes, leur
archivage et |Ebboratbn des produits

destln6s aux utilisateurs dans le cadre
des opdrations couranfes pour les

missions Landsat et MOS (satellite

d'observation des mers), tandis que

Maspalomas a repris les opdrations
Spot, en sus de ses activltds MOS et
Tiros, d la suite d'un accord ad-hoc
avec Spotimage

Les slaflons du rdseau coordonnd
Earthnet assurenl I'acquisition et
I'archivage r6guliers des donndes
HRPT (transmission d'images d haute
rdsolution) de NOAA-11 (aprds-midi) et
NOAA-12 (matin), tandis que I'htdgratbn
de Ia station de Scanzano dans le r1seau
progresse.

Dans le cadre du projet commun
NASA/NOAA/ESA qui vise la production
d'un ensemble de donndes AVHRR
(radiomdtre de pointe d trds haute
r1solution) d l'6chde du globe sur /es

terres, offrant une r1solution de 1 km, il
est actuellement procdd6 d la collecte
opdrationnelle de donn6es dans
diff6rents centres du monde entier.

En cg qui concerne le projet ANASE
(Association des nafions de I'Asie du sud-
esf, en anglais ASEAN), la station de
Bangkok est actuellement mise d niveau
pour l'acquisition et le prdtraitement des
donndes du SA,9 d'ERS-1.

Le contrat GEN/US (Global Environment
space data Network and lnformation
User Sysfem) avec la Swedrsh Space
Corporation ef ses parfenaires poursuit
son cours

Les activit6s Earthnet relatives au secteur
sol de la charge utile d'ERSl sont
trait6es sous /a rubrique ERSi.

EOPP

Aristoteles
La proposition de programme Aristoteles
que I'Ex6cutif a publi1e pour examen

avec /es participants potentiels a 6t6 mise
d jour en fonction d'une offre faite par la
N ASA d'accroitre sa participation.

Les acfivltds industilelles se poursuivent

avec la n1gociation de la prolongation de
la phase A et la mise en route de
nouvelles activitds de pr1ddveloppement

d'instrument Gradio) et d'autres activitds
de soutien.

M6teosat de deuxidme g6n6ration
La proposition de programme Mdt1osat
de deuxidme gdndration (MSG) portant
sur la r6alisation du premier satellite

a 6t6 publi5e en pr€paration de Ia

premidre rdunion des participants

ootentiels. tenue en octobre 1992.

Les 6tudes industridles de phase A du
satellite ont franchi l'6tape de la revue d

mi-parcours. De nouveaux travaux sont
lancds sur I'imageur et l'antenne de
distribution des donndes.

Missions sur orbite terrestre basse
Les travaux se poursuivent sur la
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integration and testing is underway.
Payload integration will start shortly.
Manufacture of the olatform elements is

well advanced, with integration of the
propulsion module now underway and
service-module integration due to start

towards the end of the year.

Progress has been made on the GOME
Ozone Monitoring Instrument, with the
prototype electronics module nearing
completron, and most of the optical
elements either already delivered or in
the final stages of development. Some

schedule delays are anticipated, but
work-arounds are being used to minimise
their impacts

Meteosat
Meteosat-4 and 5 provide the operational
service and in-orbit standby at the Oo

longitude, whilst Meteosat-3 provides
imaging of the western Atlantic from its

50"W position

The integration of the last spacecraft in

the operational series, IVOP-3, is now

underway in the clean room at Aero-

spatiale, in Cannes (F). lt is scheduled for

an Ariane launch in the last ouarter of

1993.

In the follow-on programme, the Meteosat

Transition Programme, one more

spacecraft of the Meteosat type is being
built for Eumetsat Components for this

spacecraft and for a second optional one

are presently being procured. The

building of the spacecraft subsystems
has started with the structure. Launch is
foreseen in 1995.

Earthnet
Both the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

and Optical Sensor (OPS) instruments on

Japan's JERS-1 are working nominally.

OPS passes have been acquired at the
Esrange-Kiruna station and a few

SAR passes were acquired at Tromso.

JERS-1/SAR processing chains are under
development, with final installation at
Fucino, DLR, ESRIN and Tromso planned

for November.

The ootical tape recorder for the
archiving of Landsat historical data has

been successfully installed in Frascati

and its integration into the transcription
archiving system is underway

Development of the Enhanced Thematic
Mapper (ETM) processing chain for
Landsat-6 is progressing according to

schedule, and it is being tested on

Landsat-4/S TM data.

The Fucino and Kiruna stations have

regularly acquired, archived, and
generated user products from, Landsat
and Marine Observation Satellite (MOS)

missions, while Maspalomas has

resumed Spot operations in addition to
its MOS and Tiros activities following an

ad-hoc agreement with Spotlmage

The Earthnet Coordinated Network
stations have regularly acquired and
archived High-Besolution Picture

Transmission (HRPT) data from NOAA-I1
(afternoon) and NOAA-12 (morning).
Integration of the Scanzano station into

the network is in progress

The NASA/NOAA/ESA joint project aimed
at the generation of a Global Land

AVHRR (Advanced Very-High-Resolution
Radiometer) Data Set with 1 km

resolution is now collecting data
operationally at different facilities

around the World

As regards the ASEAN project, the
Bangkok station is currently being
upgraded to acquire and pre-process

ERS-1 SAR data

The GENIUS (Global Environment space
data Network and Information User

System) contract with the Swedish Space
Corporation and partners continues to
progress,

The Earthnet activities on the ERS-1

payload ground segment are reported
under ERS-1

EOPP

Aristoteles
The Aristoteles programme proposal

has been issued by the Executive for

discussion with Potential Participants and
updated to take account of an offer from
NASA to increase their participation

lndustrial activities continue with

negotiations for extension of the Phase-A

and initiation of further instrument
(Gradio) pre-development activities and
other supporting activities.

Meteosat second generation
The Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)

programme proposal to develop the first

satellite has been issued in preparation

for the first Potential Participants' meeting
in October 1992.

The industrial Phase-A satellite studies
have passed the mid{erm review. Further

work is being initiated on the imager and
the data-circulation antenna

Low-Earth-orbit missions
Work continues on the definition of new

instrument requirements and supportrng
technologies. Progress has been made in

the definition of the METOP mission

requirements

Campaigns
ESA has been included as an invest-

igator in the Hydrological Atmospheric
Pilot Experiment (HAPEX), and ERS-1

SAR acquisition has taken place in the
Sahel zone in Niger.

Some 5Oo/o of the SAREX image data
has now been delivered. Preoarations
are in hand to initiate the data-analysis
ohase in mid-Seotember 1992.

Proceedings of the Maestro/Agriscatt
Workshop are now available (ESA

wPP-31)

Polar Platform
The Polar Platform develooment etfort

has progressed, consistent with the

launch date of mid-1998 A number of

subsystem- and equipment-level reviews

have taken place. The PPF Preliminary
Design Review has been confirmed for
September/October 1992.

A number of technical issues have

received special attention (launch

and early-orbit operations, battery
management, solar array, deployment-
mechanism design)

The full-scale configuration model
has been used to study payload

accommodation for smaller versions
of the platform (see accompanying
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definition des nouveaux besoins en
instruments et technologres de soutien
La ddfinition des imperatifs de la missron

METOP avance

Campagnes
L'ESA a ete rnscrite au nombre des
chercheurs de I'expdrience pilote
Hyd rologie-Atmosphdre (H AP EX) et
/es donndes du SAR d'ERS 1 ont ete

recueillies sur le Sahel nigerten

ll a maintenant 6td livrd envrron 500/o

des donndes d'images SAr9EX, Les
prdparatifs sont en route pour le
lancement de la phase d'analyse des
donndes a la mr-septembre 1992.

le c.omnle rendrt de I'atelter

M aestro/Ag r i scall esl d is po n i b le
(ESA WPP s1)

Plate-forme polaire
Les travaux de developpement de la

plateJorme polarre ont avanc6, dans
I'optique d'un lancement d la mi-1 998.

Un certain nombre de revues ont eu
lieu au niveau des sous-sysfdmes el
1quipements et la date de la revue de
conception prdliminaire de la PPF a ete

confirmee pour septembre-octobre 1992.

Divers problemes technrques ont fait

I' objet d' une attention particulidre
(operations de la phase de lancement
et du d1but du fonctionnement en orbite,
nectinn rlac h2tlo/oa r6qaat t cnlaira

conception du mdcanisme de
deploiement)

I a meat tafto an ttraia nr^^H^' '. ^ -^., ';LU 
' ' 'q9uur.u 9t dl TUYUI d JY/ Y/

A etudier Iinstallation de la charge utile
pour des verslons plus redurtes de la

plate-forme (voir I'illustration du module
r'la rharna t ttila an trai<., -,- secuons/

La fabrication du moddle structurel du
module de servitude a commence.
La quailfication compl1mentarre des
propulseurs a 6td mende d bien, aprds
I' execution r6ussle d' un programme
,,^^^^i^ A^ ^;^^ ^ 

{^,,U GJJd/J UC IIIIJC d ICU.

Les actlyltds relatives au module de
charge utrle ont avanc6, avec la

definrilon de I'agencement du cdblage
et d'une reconfiguration limitee du
compartiment des 1quipemenls de
charge utile (PEB) ayant pour objet
de minimiser /es perles 1lectriques.

Dans le domarne assemb/age, rntegration
et verification (AlV), les activitds ont ete

centrees sur la definitton des essals a

exdcuter au cours des procharnes
anndes, en mettant plus particulidrement
I'accent sur le rdseau solarre et le
module de servitude.

Les /lvraisons de pidces EEE ont
commenc1 pour le module de servitude
el les artic.lc.q A lnnnq delais de livraison
du module de charge utile sont
actu e I le me nt com m an d 6s

Plusieurs 6l6ments de l' 6quipement
mdcanique de soutien au sol (MGSE)

sont en cours de fabrication et le premrer
d'entre eux a ete acheve

Full-scale configuration model of the Polar
Platform with three-section payload module
and dunny instrurerts (photo coLrtesy of
BAe, Bristol, UK)

/
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illustration of three-section payload
module).

Manufacture of the structural model of
the service module has started. The

thruster delta qualification has been
completed, following the successful
completion of a firingtest programme

The payload-module activities have
progressed, with the harness layout and
a limited reconfiguration in the Payload

Equipment Bay (PEB) havrng been
defined to minimise the electrical losses

The AIV activities have concentrated on
the definition of the tests to be carried
out in the coming years, with special
emphasis on the solar array and the
service module.

Deliveries of EEE parts for the service
module have started, and long-lead items
for the payload module are being
oroereo.

Several items of Mechanical Ground-
Support Equipment (MGSE) are in

manufacture, the first MGSE item having

already been completed.

POEM.1

Preparatory Programme
System and Instrument Phase-B
Studies
The mission prime Phase-B activities are
almost complete The Baseline Design

Review (BDR) of the Phase-B results was

held in early June

The BDRs for ASAR and ASCAT were
initiated on 22 to 24 April, and were
followed in May by those for RA-2 and
MIPAS. The AMI MERIS and GOMOS
reviews were held in early June. The
full BDR review cycle was completed in

mid-July.

A Phase-B extension for ASAR, GOMOS
and ASCAT is currently proceeding until
iha and nf tha rraa r

Eumetsat is supporting a review of their
technical and programmatic response to

the Agency's requirements for the whole
meteorological package, to be held at

the beginning of September with NASA/
NOAA participation NOAA/NASA
recently made the decision to revert back

to an existing design in order to meet the

1998 launch date.

Interface-control documents for

Announcement of Opportunity (AO)

instruments have been prepared and
submitted to the instrument providers
for comment

MIMR instrument
The MIMR Phase-B, baselined on

accommodation on-board the NASA-EOS

spacecraft, progresses A Rider has been
released to study the accom-
modation of MIMR on-board the
Eurooean Polar Platform.

Ground-segment
Phase-B orooosal evaluation has been

completed, and at the end of May the
Agency's Industrial Policy Committee
(lPC) approved the awarding of the

contract to Logica

Main Development Programme
A reouest for ouotation for Phase-C/D of
the POEM-1 Programme was released to
industry in early April Proposals for the
first phase (Cl), which is planned to last

until April 1993, were received at the
end of lVay The Cl phase was kicked-
off in July

The industrial orooosal for the whole
Phase-C/D is in oreoaration. Transition
from POEM-1 to Envisat is under
discussion with ESA's deleoate bodies

physically isolated from the habitable
space. In addition. the Glove Box
provides supporting services such as
power, illumination and TV monitoring,
to exoeriments

The Glove Box worked flawlessly on
USN/L-1 , the longest Spacelab mission
(14 days) flown so far All sixteen
planned experiments were successfully
processed, proving this ESA facility to
be both very useful and versatile

The European Retrievable Carrier
(Eureca) was launched on 31 July 1992
with the Space Shuttle 'Atlantis' The
payload on this, the carrier's first

mission, includes five ESA-developed
multi-user facilities, referred to as the
'core payload', for experiments in

materials and life sciences. Activated
after checkout of the Eureca system and
insertion of the Carrier into a circular
500 km-high orbit, the core payload is

performing very satisfactorily.

Turning to the German D2 Spacelab
mission scheduled for launch in February
1992, the ESA-developed Anthrorack for
crew physiological investigations and the
Advanced Fluid-Physics Module have

been delivered and integrated into the
Spacelab train, which has now been
shipped to NASA/KSC (USA). In addition,
the Anthrorack training model has been
used for the systematic acquisition of
physiological reference data prior to the
mrsston.

Microgravity
The Maser-S sounding rocket, managed
by the Swedish Space Corporation, was
successfully launched on 9 April 1992

from Kiruna. The quality of the micro-
gravity environment that it provided (in

terms of residual accelerations) was
exceptionally good for a period of 7 min.

Seven ESA experiments in the areas of
fluid physics and life sciences were flown
in four exoeriment modules

An Advanced Glove Box developed
under ESA contract by Bradford Engin-

eering (NL), with the Brunel Institute of

BioengineerinS (UK) as subcontractor,
was flown on the Soacelab Mission

USML-1 ,launched on 25 June 1992.

This multi-user facility allows the

astronauts to oerform hazardous
exoeflments in a comoartment that is

Space Station
'Freedom'/Columbus

Manned elements
In the framework of the overall
replanning of ESA Programmes, the
Columbus Programme content and
schedule have been updated to be

consistent with the budgetary constraints.
The Attached Laboratory, linked by

international agreement to Space Station
'Freedom', has been kept practically
unchanged in terms of its technical
baseline, but the planned launch date
is now the second half of 1999.

The Free-Flying Laboratory's
development has been delayed to a later

stage, and a new set of study activities,
investigating a future European station
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POEM.1

Programme preparatoire
Etudes de phase-B de systdmes et
d'instruments
Les activlt6s de phase-B 'missron' du
maitre d'oeuvre sonl presque terminees
La revue de la conception de rdfdrence
(BDR) portanf sur /es r6sultats de la

phase B s'est d6roul6e d6but jurn.

Les 8DB des rnstrumenfs ASAF et
ASCAI ont etd lancdes du 22 au 24 avril
pour €tre sulvies en mai par cel/es des
instruments RA-2 et MIPAS Les revues

des instruments AMl, MERIS et GOMOS

ont eu lieu debut juin. Le cycle complet
des revues 8DB s'esl clos d la mi-juillet

/ eq 6trdc.s dc nhesc R des lnslrumenls
ASAR, GOMOS et ASCAf sont actuelle-
ment prolongees jusqu'd la fin de
l'annde

Eumetsat apporte son soutren d la
revision de sa rdponse technique et
programmatique aux mp1ratifs de
I'Agence pour I'ensemble m6t6or-
ologique, qui doit avoir lieu ddbut
septembre avec la parttdpation de la
NASA/NOAA Celle-ci a r6cemment
d6cid6 de revenir a une conception
existante en vue de tenir la date de
lancement de 1998.

Les documents de contr6le des
interfaces des instruments qui ont
repondu d l'avis d'offre de partrcrpatron

(A0) ont et6 1labores et soumrs aux

fournisseurs des instruments pour
commentaires

lnstrument MIMR
La phase B du MIMR, qui prend pour
base de ref1rence I'installation de cet
instrument d bord du satellite EOS de la
NASA, avance Un avenant a 6td conclu
pour l'etude de son installation a bord
de la platelorme polaire europdenne

Secteur sol

Aprds l'1valuatron de la proposition de
phase B. le Comite de la politique

industrielle (lPC) de I'Agence a approuvd
lin mar lattnbuilon du contrat d Logica

Programme principal de r6alisation
Une demande de prix a 6te adress1e d

l'industrie debut avril pour la phase-C/D

du programme POEM-1.

Les proposllions relalives a la premiere
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phase (C1), qui doit durer jusqu'en avrrl

1993, ont ete reQues fin mar. Le coup
d'envoi de la phase C1 a 6te donn6 en
juillet

La proposition industrielle relative d

I'cnqcmhle ric la nha.qe-C/D est en
preparation Le passage de POEM 1 d

Envisat est d I'examen avec les organes
d6libdrants de I ESA

Microgravit6
La fusde-sonde Maser-S, g6ree par
/a Swedrsh Space Corporatron, a 6te

lancee avec succds le 9 Avril 1992

d partir de Kiruna La qualit6 de
l'environnement de microgravite qu'elle

a permis de creer (du point de vue

des accdl1rations rdsiduelles) fut
exceptionnelle, pendant 7 minutes Sept
expdriences ESA, dans les domatnes de
la physique des fluides et des sciences
de la vie ont 6t6 mlses en vol dans
quatre modules expdrrmentaux.

Une Boite d Ganls d6veloppde sous
contrat ESA par Bradford Engineering
(NL), avec le Brunel lnstitute of
Bioengineering (UK) comme sous-traitant,

a ete mise en vol sur la Mtssion

Spacelab USML 1, lancee le 25 Juin
1992 Cette installatron d usagers
multiples permet aux astronautes

d'effectuer des expdriences dangereuses
dans un compartiment phystquement
isole de l'haUtacle De surcroit, la Boite
a gants comporte des sysfemes de
servitudes tels que l'alimentation,
l'eclairage et la surverllance par t6l6vision
a^^ ^,,^a-;^^^^^ugJ g IJYl rur tuuD,

Cette Boite d ganls a fonctionnd de
manidre impeccable sur le vol USML-1 ,

qui fut la Missron Spacelab la plus

longue effectude (14 jours) Les

seize exp1riences prdvues ont 6te

couronndes de succds, ddmontrant
ainsi que cette tnstallation ESA est d /a

fois extr€mement utile et souple d'emploi

Le Porte-l nstru ments r6cu perable
Europeen (Eureca) fut lancd le 31 Juillet
1992 e bord de la Navette Spafia/e
'Atlantis' La charge utile de ce porte-

instruments, dont c'6tait la premidre

mission, comportait crnq rnstallattons a

usagers multiples developpees par I'ESA

et appelees 'noyau de charge utile'.
pour des experiences portant sur /es

mat1riaux el /es sclences de Ia vie

Active aprds /'essai du systeme Eureca
at t'iniaatian r-trt anrtai^struments survv Pvr Lv " '\

orbite de 500 kilomdtres, le noyau de
charge utrle se comporte de manidre
extr€ me me nt satisfaisante

Dept6yt"n, of Erreca (pholo courtesy of

NASA)



programmes & operations

in cooperation with Russia and the

Commonwealth of Independent States,

has been started. The terms for
cooperation on the Mir-2 station and a

Euro/ClS station will be defined over a
thrao-rroar norinrl

The precursor{lights programme has

been included in the updated Columbus
Development Programme, which now

covers four elements: the full develop-
ment of the Attached Laboratory and the

Polar Platlorm, the precursor flights, and
the studies for the future European
station.

In the revised Programme Declaration
which has been issued in draft form
and will be discussed shortly by the
Columbus Programme Board, the four
elements are included in the form of

self-standing slices.

The proposed precursor flights now
cover one Spacelab flight, one Eureca

flight and three Mir flights, all with
possible participation by national

agencies in Europe, the USA, Japan
or the CIS

The industrial development activities
on the Attached Laboratory continue
to progress. The System Requirements
Review (SRR) has been conducted
successfully in June/July

The Eurocolumbus industrial consortium
was formally established on 17 June,

DASA and Alenia representing the major
partners Other European industrial
organisations are expected to join before
iha onrl nf lh ic rroa rv, !, ,,u J vq,,

The ground segment for the Attached
Laboratory has also been reviewed in

view of the changes/budget reductions in
the Programme, and work is progressing

on the setting-up of the various centres
and elements. Preparations for the
utilisation, activities are also progressing

WEII.

In the context of the Long-Term EXEMSI

Experiment Programme activities, three
men and one woman entered the
isolation chambers for a two-month
campaign on 7 September. The six

remaining candidates will act as back-
ups and Crew Interface Coordinators 13

We are one o'the European Space Tesl

Centres coordinated by the European Space

Agency (ESA) We have contributed to the

operational success of all national and many

international space prolects We conduct

environmental and structural tests in the
+i^t! ^^dsr uJPouE ilsru vr I

. Systems or subsystems

. Components and materials

We perform technical analysis and tests for

. Aerospace industry

. Government and

. International organlzations

Our test services cover
. Space Simulation

. Thermal Vacuum

. Vibration, Shock

. Acoustic Noise

o Modal Survey
. Electromagnetic Compatibility
. Magnetic Fie ds

. Quality Assurance and Ca ibration

Please direct your inqulries to:

IABG

I ndustrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH,

Einstei nstraBe 20, D-801 2 Ottobrunn

Phone: (89) 6088-2621

Telefax:(89) 6088-3903 <

i^r-c
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En ce qui concerne la mission Allemande
D2 de Spacelab, dont le lancement 6tait
pr6vu en Fdvrier 1992, I'Anthrorack,
6tudi6 et rdalis1 par I'ESA pour les

recherches de physiologie des 1quipages
et le module de physique avancd des
fluides ont 6td livrds et int6gr6s au train

Spacelab, qui a 6t6 livrd d la NASA/KSC
(USA). De surcroit, le moddle
d'entrainement Anthrorack a 6t6 utilis6
pour I'acquisition systdmatique de
donn1es de r6f6rences physiologiques
avant la mission.

Station spatiale
Freedom/Columbus
E16ments habites
Dans le cadre de la rdvision g1ndrale

des programmes de /'ESA, Ie contenu et
le calendiler du programme Columbus
ont 6te actualis1s en fonction des
contraintes budgdtaires. Le laboratoire
raccord1, li6 d la station spatiale
Freedom par un accord international,

est resfd pratiquement inchang1 quant
d sa base de rdfdrence technique, mais

son lancement est maintenant report1
au deuxidme semeslre de 1999

Le ddveloopement du laboratoire
autonome a 6td ajourn6 et une nouvelle
s6rie d'6tudes a 6td mise en route au
sujet d'une future station spatiale
eu rop5enne realisde en coopdration
avec la Russie el la Communautd des
Etats inddpendants. La definition des

conditions d'une coopdration e b sbtion
Mir-2 et d une station Europe/CEl
s'6talera sur une durde de trolb ans

Le programme de vols pr6curseurs a

6te incorpor1 dans le programme de
d6veloppement Columbus actualis6, q u i
co m po rte m ai nte nant q u atre 6l6m e nts

le d1veloppement proprement dit du
laboratoire raccordd et de la plate-forme
polaire, /es vols pr5curseurs et /es 6fudes
relatives d la future station europ1enne.

Ces quatre 6l6ments figurent sous
forme de tranches drrslrncfes dans la
Declaration de programme r6visde, qui
a ete publiee e l'6tat de projet et sera
examinde sous peu oar le Conseil
directeur du programme Columbus.

Les vols prdcurseurs proposds d l'heure
actuelle portent sur un vol Spacelab, un

vol Eureca et trois vols Mir, et seraient
1ventuellement reafis6s avec la

participation des agences nationales de

l'Europe, des Etats-Unrs, du Japon ou
de la CEl.

L'industrie poursuit ses travaux de
d1veloppement d u laboratoire raccord1.
La revue des imp1ratifs sysleme a ete
men6e d bien en juin/juillet.

Le consortium industriel EuroColumbus
a 6t6 officiellement cr66 le 17 juin Ses
prindpaux partenatres, Dasa et Alenia,

devraient €tre rejoints par d'autres
industriels d'ici Ia fin de l'annde

Le secteur sol du laboratoire raccordd
a lui aussi 6td r1visd en fonction des
modifications du programme el des
r6ductions budgetaires, et les travaux
relatifs d la constitution des drff6rents
centres et 6l6ments suivent leur cours
Les aclivltds pr6paratoires de I'utilisation
sont 1galement en bonne voie.

Dans le cadre de la campagne
d'experiences de longue durde EXEMSI,

trois hommes et une femme ont entamd
le 7 septembre, un sdjour de deux mois
en enceinte confin1e Les sx aulres
suTefs de l'experience serviront de renfort
et assureront la coordination des rnter-

faces avec l'equipage G

ETECTRONIC ASSEMBTY TRAINING
At The Europeon Spoce Agency Approved UK CENTRE, PORTSMOUTH

ESA certiftcated courses regulorly offered include:

Other services ovoiloble include odvice, consultoncy ond the
design ond implementotion of unique hoining pock6ges for
individuol client componies, either centre-bosed or on-site.

Phone OTOS 38313l extension 212 oo Fox O7O5 325551
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In Brief

More Space for
European Space
On 22 October 1992, the Dutch lVinister
for Economic Affa rs, Dr. Jacobus
Andriessen, officia ly opened the new
ERASN/US building at ESA's European
Space Research and Techrology Certre
(ESTEC) n The Netherlands

The new complex forms part of the
ground infrastructure required to support
ESA's current and future space
programmes lt houses all ESA common
and r-rission-specr{c actvities relating [o

in-orbit servicing, such as rendezvous
and docking operations, intra-vehtcular
activties (lVA), extra-veh cular activities

(EVA), and robotics, and to payload
util sation lt accommodates various test
beds, inc uding the Columbus Crew Work
Station test bed, the Co umbus
Auto'nation test bed and lhe Telescience
test bed In these laboratories, models
and mock-ups of subsystems and utilities
a.c heinn clprrclonpa in Order tO detine
requirements, specifications and
evaluation rrethodo,og es Here. sciertists
anTl annrnoorc rlcn mrL ^ n-_a^-i.,^ ' '^^rsgr- crou I ong g tgt tJtvc u>E

of equipment that s already
commercia ly availab e and assess its

suitability for space flight

The building also houses the Eurosim
simulatron faciiity, a robottcs laboratory, a
data handling laboratory and a software
laboratory

In recognrtion of the Dutch government's
major financial contr butron to the new
facility, the building rs named after a

renowned Dutch human st of the 15th

century, Erasmus In ESA parlance, the
name ERASIVUS has also been
inlernreied as Fr r.nnean Robotics.
Automation, Srmulation and lVission
Support

f/
a:/
,=E_*

'k

!t' *l

Aerial view of the new ERASMUS burlding
(foreground) at ESTEC in The Netherlands
(photo Picture Bepart)

Dr. Jacobus Andrressen, the Dutch
Minister for Economrc Affalrs, opens
ESIEC's new ERASMUS building
J.-M. Luton, Drrector General of ESA, and
M Le Fdvre, Drrector of ESTEC, look on
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1992 From Munich to Granada:
A Year of Progress for the European Space Endeavour

In the course of 1992, a wide range of

space projects have been completed
and results that are vital to the
European conquest of space have

been obtained Earth observation using

the ERS-1 satellite, astronomy with the

Hipparcos satellite, exploration of the

Solar System with the Ulysses and
Giotto probes. crewed space activity
with flights by two ESA astronauts,

and microgravity studies with the
recoverable platform Eureca have been

malor highlights In short, 1992 has

seen a further decisive step forward tn

many areas in Europe's peaceful
nnnnrract nf qnqno

January

Excellent Performance by Hipparcos
The year got off to a fine start with the
presentation in Paris, on 17 January, of

the first results obtained by the star-

mapping satellite Hipparcos The

satellite had been in orbit for two and
a half years, sending back more than
a billion bits of high quality information
each day since the start of scientific
operations towards the end of 1989
By the end of this year, sufficient
information will have been gathered to
achieve the specified aim of estimating
the positions and movement of some
120 000 stars in the Galaxy with an

accuracy 100 times greater than is

possible using the best existing
terrestrial telescopes, Hipparcos may,

however, even go one better, as it is
about to commence an extension of its
mission through to 1994.

Two Flights by ESA Astronauts in

Less Than A Year
1992 was also a year in which
preparations for crewed missions

onboard Columbus, the European
Attached Laboratory forming part of
the International Space Station, picked
up speed, with two ESA astronauts
undertaking missions in orbit within a
few months of each other - a record

for the Agency

The first of those missions was also the
third time that an ESA astronaut has

gone into space This was the flight of
Ulf Merbold onboard the Space Shuttle
'Discovery'. from 22 to 30 January, for
the first mission of IML-1, the
I nternational M icrogravity Laboratory
Over an eight-day period, Ulf and his

fellow crew members carried out 42

experiments in the European-built
Spacelab carried in the Shuttle's cargo
bay Half of those experiments came
from Europe. ESA also provided two

large experiment facilities for the
mission:'Biorack', carrying seventeen
life-sciences experiments, and the
'Critical-Point Facility', accommodating
four experiments for the study of
matter in the very special 'critical fluid'
state when it has both liquid and
gaseous properties. The experiments
were very successful, a host
of results were obtained, and the next

international mission in the series,
lML2, is planned for early 1994

Claude Nicollier made the second
flight by an ESA astronaut, onboard
the Space Shuttle 'Atlantis', from
31 July to 8 August (Eureca item

below contains further details)

Outstanding Results from ERS-1

In the Earth-observation field the
ERS-1 satellite, which has been in

operation since late January, is proving
to be highly successful ERS 1 and its

associated ground-support segment
constitute the most complex space
system ever devised in Europe. Some
300 000 high-resolution pictures have

already been taken of the Earth's
land masses. oceans and polar-ice
regrons.

Work was soon to begin on building
ERS-2, the satellite that will take over
from ERS-I in 1995 and that will be

carrying an additional instrument for
observing the Earth's ozone layer.

February

A First in Space History
On 8 February, matters took a decisive
turn for the Ulysses probe when it was
moved out of the plane in which the

planets move (the 'ecliptic plane') by

exploiting the force of Jupiter's
gravitational pull, to create a space
first The probe is now exploring totally
new worlds; it is on the way to fly over
the Sun's southern pole in the summer
of 1994

The encounter with Jupiter also
provided fascinating new data on the
giant planet's very active environment
Ulysses has shown that Jupiter's
magnetosphere stretches for an
extraordinary distance towards the Sun,
whilst its radiation belts extend to lower
latitudes than is the case for the Earth.
The probe has also measured currents
of a billion Ampdres in Jupiter's polar
aurorae, and has established that lo,

the planet's largest satellite, is now less

active than during previous space-
probe fly-bys

March

A First for Europe On-board 'Atlantis'
Another crewed mission to which ESA

contributed this year was the flight of
the Atlas laboratory onboard Space
Shuttle 'Atlantis' From 24 March to
2 April, Dirk Frimout, the first Belgian
astronaut, and an ESA scientist, took
part in this first of a series of ten
mrssions to study the Sun's influence

on the Earth's atmosphere and climate.
In addition to Spacelab elements,
Europe contributed four experiments
for monitoring the tiny variations in the
Sun s luminosity over its eleven-year
cycle of activity, together with changes
in atmospheric properties.

The mission was a great success.
Hundreds of billions of bits of
invaluable data about our planet were

collected and the Solcon radiometer
established a major first: European
scientists were able for the first time to
control their instruments in space
directly from ESTEC, ESA's Space
Research and Technology Centre at
Noordwijk in The Netherlands This
gave them a first taste of the working
methods that will be used for
Columbus missions



in brief

International Space Year
The first high point of International
Space Year was a European
Conference in Munich jointly
organised oy ESA, DARA and the
EEC. with the theme 'Space in the
Service of a Changing World' The
Conference was attended by some
2000 space professionals, while the
accompanying public exhibition
attracted several thousand visitors

April

A Successful Year for Ariane
The firing of the 50th Ariane launcher
since the inaugural flight of Ariane-l on
24 December 1979 was a very moving
and symbolic moment. This 50th flight
on 15 April from Europe's own space
port in Kourou, French Guiana,
proceeded without incident The
European launcher is continuing to
achieve outstanding results.

At the same time, preparations for the
future are progressing with Ariane-S,
which this year reached the mid-point
in its development schedule. The first
Arrane-S launch is currently planned
for October 1995

May

Astronauts: Further Progress
In May, Mr Jean-Marie Luton, ESA's
Director General, announced the
names of six new ESA Candidate
Astronauts who, following basic
training, will join the ranks of the
European Astronaut Corps. in
preparation for the long-duration
crewed missions of the next century
This represented a major step forward
for ESA, which previously had only
three qualified astronauts.

The Earth Summit
ESA was invited to attend the 'Earth

Summit' which took place in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, in May-June At
the Summit, ESA discussed the
contributions that European environ-
mental satellites will make, and ERS-1

images and data were widely
presented

Olympus, ESA's pre-operational
telecommunications satellite, also

played a part in the proceedings
A network of Very Small Aperture
Terminals (VSAIS) was used to transmit
data and even to provide video-
conferencing facilities between Rio and
Europe. VSAT technology is proving to
be a very promising communications
option for developing countries, as well
as Central and Eastern Europe.

July

Giotto - A Model of Efficiency
The second encounter of the year

came when Giotto, the ESA probe
launched seven years ago, was
reactivated to fly-by Comet Grigg-
Skjellerup on 10 July - representing
a new lease of life for a craft whose
primary mission was completed more
than six years earlier.

In 1986 Giotto passed within 600 km

of Comet Halley and sent back to
Earth the first pictures of the cometary
nucleus and the first rn-situ measure-
ments of its atmosphere This year,

flying past a very different comet at a
distance of 200 km, the probe has
supplied 500 million bits of unique
information, thus giving a fresh boost
to cometary science, to which it had
already made such a vital contribution.

August

Eureca
This mission was of crucial importance
to the Agency, ESA Astronaut Claude
Nicollier's main task being to help to
deploy Eureca, the first European
recoverable satellite and the largest
ever developed by the Agency (44t at
launch), from the Shuttle. Eureca offers
unique capabilities for long-duration
experiments (8 to 10 months) under
exceptionally good microgravity
conditions (1/100 000th of terrestrial
gravity), coupled with the ability to
return samples to Earth.

Eureca has been designed to fly five
times over a ten-year period, On this
occasion, it had onboard 15 multi-
purpose instruments that allowed
scientists to perform 50 different
experiments, including: crystal growth,
study of living organisms, X-ray

observation of the Sun and sky, and

testing of a new type of space motor
based on ionic propulsion.

One very sucessful experiment
involved establishing a link between
two ESA orbiting satellites for the first
time, in this case between Eureca
and the Agency's geostationary
telecommunications satellite Olympus.
Using the Inter-Orbit Communication
(lOC) experiment, Eureca is able to
communicate 70o/o of the time with
ESA's Maspalomas ground station in

the Canary lslands (E) via Olympus
which acts as a relay This highly
successful demonstration is paving the
way for ESA's Artemis and DRS
caiallito nrnionic

November

EXEMSI
In concluding the long list of major
events that have left their mark in 1992,
it is perhaps appropriate to mention
the four 'Exemsinauts' who emerged
on 6 November after spending 60 days
in a 70 m3 isolation chamber, The
purpose of this experiment, conducted
at DLR's Institute for Aerospace
Medicine in Cologne (D), was to study
the physiological and psychological
problems with which crews will have to
contend in the future when living and
working within the narrow confines of a
Space Station G
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ESA PRESS RELEASE
Granada, 10 November 1992

European Space Agency Given Mandate for Coming Years

The Council of the European Space Agency, meeting at Ministerial Level in Granada, Spain, on
9 and 10 November 1992, under the Chairmanship of Professor Hubert Curien, the French Minister for
Research and Space, gave ESA a wide-ranging mandate to continue with all existing programmes.

The Ministers, representing the 13 Member States of the Agency, Associate Member Finland, and Canada,
reaffirmed the commitment made at the Munich Meeting to the continuity and strengthening of European
space policy, while adapting the Agency's strategy for its future space programmes to the changing political

and economic circumstances.

All Member States are strongly in favour of strengthening the Agency's activitres in the pursuit of a greater
understanding of the Earth's environment and the problems that all countries face rn this domain. Envisat-1 ,

a remote-sensing mission dedicated to the science and processes of the environment, thus ensuring continuity
of the invaluable data provided by the Agency's ERS-1 and ERS 2 satellites, received full support. Preparatory
activities will go ahead for the operational climate-monitoring mission Metop-1 , planned for launch in the year

2000, to be developed in cooperation with Eumetsat, and which will represent a signifrcant contribution to the
Eumetsat programme for longterm monitoring of 'Planet Earth'. A start will be made in 1993 on a second-
generation Meteosat system, again to be developed in close collaboration with Eumetsat, the first launch being
nlannod fnr lQQO

In pursuing the In-Orbit Infrastructure programmes, the development of the Columbus Attached Pressurised
Module (APM) has now been given the go-ahead The Agency will negotiate the exploitation costs of the
International Space Station with NASA, aiming to achieve a firm ceiling, within which a significant portion of

the Agency's contribution will be made 'in kind' This could include such services as the Assured Crew-Return
Vehicle (ACRV), the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) using the Ariane launcher, and the Data-Relay System
(DRS).

Concerning Hermes, the decision was taken to continue with the orientation of the programme towards greater
and deeper cooperation with Russia, to arrive at a crewed space transportation system developed from
Hermes. The programme will be reviewed in 1995

The decision was taken to go ahead with the Data-Relay Satellite, DRS-1

These developments, together with an assessment on the operational uses of the DRS, will be the subject of

a major review in February 1995

Within the Columbus Programme, means to provide full funding for the APM laboratory will be clarified, with
specific measures being taken over the next few years to align development with the financial resources
available. A five percent cut in APM costs was accepted.

The problems faced by several Member States following the financial re-alignments of the last few months were
fully discussed, and the Agency must provide an equitable solution of an interim nature before the end of the
year.

The Ministers were enthusiastic about the synergy existing with the CEC on Earth-observation questions,

Eutelsat and Eumetsat. They welcomed what had been achieved with ESA's international partners, particularly
the USA, Russia and Japan, and they look for an intensification and expansion of relations

Relations with Russia received particular attention, with emphasis on loint studies in the areas of in-orbit
infrastructures and associated communications, manned transportation systems and missions of European
astronauts to the Mir station. Possible cooperation with other former USSR countries might be considered.

ESA now has clear policies to follow for the coming years, and a further review at Ministerial Level will take
place in 1995.
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Aerospace Students
Design Satellite
Twenty students from 1O European
countries participated in a two-week
workshop on designing and building
satellites, as a practical supplement to
their university studies

The European Association of Space
Students (Euroavia) initiated and
organised the educational workshop, wrth

the support of ESA and leading
European aerospace companies. The

event took place at ESTEC in the
Netherlands from 3 to 14 Auoust

The workshop focused on designing a

scientific satellite named Ecowatcher that
could undertake a mission that
complements ESA's future Polar Orbiting
Earth Mission (POEM-1) in the
observation of the Earth and its

environment Using its main instrument,

the Scanning lmaging Absorption
Soectrometer for Atmosoheric
Cartography (Sciamachy), Ecowatcher
would monitor orocesses in the Earth's

atmosphere, from a 41o-rnclination orbit
The data gathered on trace gases in the
lower layers of the atmosphere would
allow scientists to improve their
understanding of the atmospheric
chemistry in the sub{ropical and tropical
regions of the Earth, the two regions that
most influence the planet's climate

The workshop participants were selected
by a jury of technical experts based on
an essay on space technology that each
student submitted Senior soecialists from
ESTEC and the sponsoring aerospace
companies advised the students
throughout the workshop

Euroavia was founded in 1959 and is run

exclusively by aerospace students lts
goals are to promote and develop
European cooperation in the aerospace
industry. lt has 24 chapters in 13

European countries

Composite skymap of galactrc anticentre
region, from observatrons made by
COMPTEL

COMPTEL Detects
Radiation from Far in
Universe

CON/PTEL a telescope flying aboard the

Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory
(CGRO), has detected medium-energy
gamma-ray emissions from sources
ranging in distance from 1 AU, ie the
Sun, to the most distant class of objects
in the Universe, i.e. quasars. These

sources were detected using a number
of different scientific observing modes,

such as the double-scatter telescope, the
burst and the solar neutron modes. ESA's

Space Science Department has played a

malor role in the development of

COMPTEL

The accompanying figure is a composite
skymap covering the region of the
galactic anticentre lt is constructed from

several observations made by the

CON/PTEL experiment during an all-sky

survey which lasted 1B months

Several sources are evident They are a
reoresentative samole of the classes of

objects that COMPTEL can observe, The
intense source near the centre of the

figure is the Crab pulsar and nebula
Slightly below the Crab, at
(l,b : 191o,-11o), is the quasar
PKS 0528+134, Toward the top of the
figure, at (l,b : 172:+60), is the cosmic
gamma-ray burst of 3 May 1991 Toward

the right edge. at (l,b : 166?-120) is the
hard X-ray/gamma-ray transient
GRO J0422+32, which the Compton
Observatory studied as a target of
opportunity in August 1992

The energetic solar flares of June 1991 ,

which occurred when the Sun (at

(l,b = 180',-10o)) was aligned with the
direction of the galactic anticentre, are
not included in this composite map.

COMPTEL detected the solar flares in

both gamma rays and neutrons.

The second phase of the CGRO mission,

consisting of deeper searches in

interesting regions of the sky, is already
underway
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Hipparcos Provides Attitude Sensor Crew Begins 60-Day
lmproved Data on Stars Package Tested in lsolation Experiment

SpaceThe astrometry satellite Hipparcos has

completed 32 months of scientific data
collection The reduction of the data
n:therer-l in the f'rst 2O months has now

been completed

It has resulted in considerable
improvements in posrtion and parallax

estimates for the 120 000 programme

stars over the estimates derived from the

first 12 months of mission data High-
quality estimates of distance are now

available for more than half of the stars

For the first time, estimates of the stellar

motions have also been determined

The Tycho Input Catalogue of star
positrons has been updated us'ng data
deriveo from the Hipparcos satellites star

mappers lVore than one million stars are

recognised in the Tycho data processing,

and a preliminary comparison with the

main mission results indicates that the

knowledge of the typical positions of
+f,^^^ ^+^"^ A^^ ^1"^^:., Ilnose srars nas arreauy oeen rmproveo ro

better than 01 arcsecond

Over the summer of 1992, several
problems with the Hipparcos gyroscopes

arose and scientfic observations were

suspended for ten weeks between
August and October. The operational
software both on the satellite and on the
ground was greatly modified to allow

operations to contrnue usrng only two
gyroscopes instead of three

The Space Shuttle 'Columbia' (STS 52),

launched on 22 October 1992, carried
ESAs Att'tude Sensor Package (ASP) as

^^.+ ^{ i+^ ^^' ,l^^r] Tha nr rrnne6 n f ihaPd' I Ul lt) Pdyruou | | rE Pur PUrs vr U re

experimenI was to expose uniq.re
qn:npnr:[t :tlilrrde qtrnsofs tO aCtual

space conditions to demonstrate the
performance and accuracy of the

instruments

The ASP experi.nent consisted of three

difterent spacecraft attitude sensors The

primary instrument, the Modular Star

Sensor, is the first ESA solid-state star

sensor to operate in space The other
two instruments were the Low Altitude
Conical Earth Sensor and the Yaw Earth

Sensor. All three were built by Officine

Galileo (ltaly) for ESA's In-Orbit

Technology Demonstration Programme

The ASP experiment was operated for 16

orbits during the ten-day mission The

simultaneous flight of the three sensors

will allow improvements in their accuracy
through mutual cross-calibration

ESA's In-Orbit Technology Demonstration
Programme provides flight opportunities
to verify in space the performance of

advanced technologies that cannot be
properly tested on ground

On 7 September '1992, a crew of four
c.tcrcd 2 nreqsr rrc ch2mbef and

laboratory in a deep-diving facility to live

and work in isolation for 60 days The

study. which is part of the Experimental
Campaign for the European Manned
Space Infrastructure (EXENISI'92)

simulates a long-duration, manned
mission on a small space station

One of the main objectives is to observe
how a small. mixed group (in this case.

one woman and three men) behave
when isolated in a confined space to
perform an experimental scientific
programme that is similar to the activities
that would be undertaken in a low Earth

orbiting space station Physiological

studies and psychological tests, for

example to examine individual
performance under stress. will be

conducted Studies of nutrition and food
supply management and the use of

remote medical assistance or

telemedicine, will also be undertaken

The experiment is being conducted in

the deep-diving facility at DLR, in

Cologne, Germany The crew was

selected from among 150 candidates,
using criteria similar to those used for

selectrng astronauts Four other crew
members were selected to act as the
'ground support team. in particular to

coordinate the interfaces with the

confined crew Two others are stand-by
crew members

EXEMSI 92 crew entering lab and habitat
parts of rsolatron chamber. From left to
right, Matthieu Roulet (France), Anita

Vestin (Sweden), Clemens Lothaller
(Austria), and Hildo Krop
(The Netherlands)
(photo DLR/ESA)
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Atlas-1 Crew Visits
ESTEC
In San-amher lirra nr iho Seven-membef
nrorri nf iha A+mncnhor e I ahnretnni fnr

Applications and Science (Atlas 1)

m ssion, and several members of the
ground support team visited ESTEC in

the Netnerrands Atlas-l 'lew onboard the

Space Shuttle 'Atlantis (STS-45) 'n late

March 1992 The crew ncluded Dirk

Frimout, an ESTEC staff member and the
{,rq' Rc ni:n in qn:cc The mission was

led by Charles Bolden who has since
been appointed Assistant Deputy
Administrator of NASA

The Atlas-l n'issior used 12 drlferent

experiment faci ities, mounted in the ESA-

developed Spacelab n the Shuttle's
^^"^^ h^,, +^ ^^^-1, ,^+ i^caruo rJily. ro ooruucL rrvesTlgallons n

at"nospheric science. so ar physics.

space plasma phys cs and astronomy,
with excellent results

ESA and Russian Space
Agency To Continue
Cooperation

On 12 October, Jean-Marie Luton,

Di'ecto. Genera of ESA. and Yu'i Koprev.

Di.ecto. Genera of tie Russrar Space
Agency (RKA) signed a loint statement
nn sn2.tr .nnnc12t nn Tne accord was

the 'esu t of a series of meetings
between ESA and various Russian

entities, which have been held under the

terms of the Coope.ation Ag'eemert on
Sn:np ro:ehon hv FSA and thevvqvv|vqv||vvv,Lv,lt

Government of the USSR in April 1990

Tho trrin 2nana oa rriill antitrelr, nr trcr ro tho

cooperation ln which they have been
cnoaoed for sprip.al veerS In the frelds of

Spdce SCrence. mrcrograv ty research and

Earth observation' ln order to achieve
qh:ren nhicct'veq tncrr raTjll also evalUate
lna nrnano.l nf ininl doriolnnmant anrl

operation of elements of an inhabited in-

orbit infrastructure and a space
iranannrla+i^n a\/alam

Thp t\^in n:rtioq :nroocl lO tinalise

discussions about flights by ESA

astronauts on the Mir station and to
establish cooperation on crewed flights in
the near future lr additron. they agreed
to continue discussions regarding
commercial launch systems and each
agency's rnterests

Atlas-l crew rn a mock-up of the Columbus Attached Laboratory during a visit to
Noordwijk Space Expa tn the Netherlands From left to right D Fnmout (payload
specialistl, C Chappell (alternate payload speoahst). B. Lichtenberg (payload
specialisf), C. Bolden (commander), M Lampton (alternate payload specialist),

D. Leetsma (mrssion specialist), B Duffy (pilot)

J.-M. Luton, Drrector General of ESA, and Y.N Koptev, Drrector General of the Russran

Space Agency (RKA), signing the declaratron on intended future cooperatron
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ESA Astronaut Returns
Home
Following his successful flight on the
Space Shuttle 'Atlantis' (STS 46) in July,
ESA astronaut Claude Nicollier returned
to Switzerland, his home country, for
several days in September. During the
course of the mission, Dr. Nicollier was
heavily involved in the deployment of
ESA's retrievable carrier 'Eureca' Dr.

Nicollier will report in detail on his flight
in the next issue of the ESA Bulletin

Swrss aulhorilies, represented by Federal
Councillor Mr. Delamuraz, welcome ESA

astronaut Claude Nicollier and his wife
Susana at the Geneva airport
(photo Alain Morvan)

1967 - 1992: 25 ans de
succds a I'ESOC
Introduction
Depuis sa creation le B septembre 1967,

le centre d'operations soatiales de
lAgence spatiale europeenne, situe a

Darmstadt en Reoublioue federale
d'Allemagne, a contrOle les 30 satellites
lanc6s par I'Agence dans tous les

domaines de l'activit6 spatiale et appuy6
11 miccinnc nnr rr r.lac r^^^^^d n', n^-ro Pvur u9o oggr ruED uu uY)

instituts nationaux. Ses 25 annees
d'existence ont 6t6 lalonnees de
nlr rciar rrc nromiArpq ol rla car\/o+2naa

inesperes. dont le dernier en date etait
celui du satellite de t6l6communications,
Olympus

De l'ESDAC a I'ESOC
l trqnAa lo nror1onaccoUf de I ESOC,

orit ses ouartiers en 1963 dans un

bureau du Deutsche Rechenzentrum
dans la Rheinstrasse, comptant alors trois
membres du personnel Son directeur
avait un nom predestine, Dr. Stig Comet.
nrAfinrrr:nt nort-6trp lo deStin de I ESOC
tnt trno \/ora loq nnrnc apl^-r^^ | ^^^A^ruo uvr Po ugrE)LqD Ldr il rYY

1964 vit un nouveau d6menagement vers
l'immeuble de la Deutsche
Bucngemeinscnaft dans la Havelstrasse

et marouait le debut d'une lente
6volution vers un effectif qui devait
atteindre 53 personnes en 1967 lorsque
le Dr. Gerhard Stoltenberg, Ministre
allemand de la recherche scientifique
signa avec le Professeur Pierre Auger,

directeur de I'ESRO (European Space
Research Organisation) l'accord cr6ant le

centre europeen d'op6rations spatiales a
Darmstadt

| : nnqa clo la nromiAro nrarro rlo na nrri

s'appelait encore I ESDAC eut lieu en

1965 Les travaux, men6es sous la
direction de M. Harry Gould, detache
par le gouvernement britannique. se

terminerent en 1968 Le premier bAtiment
de l'ESOC resta isole jusqu'en 1971 avant
que le centre de contrOle des operations
1l'aclrrel hAtimpnt F\ nc 591{ COnstruit en

1972, suivi en 1974 par le centre
informarrque de I ESA et le centre des
opdrations de Meteosat Un nouveau

bAtiment s'eleve depuis 1990 qui porte
ainsi la surface construite de 200 m2 a
l'origine ie 29 934 m2

Parallelement les effectifs passaient de 95
employes permanents a 324 aujourd'hui

auxquels s'aloutent environ 700 employes
de societ6s contractantes

Ving-cinq annees d'op6rations
ininterrompues
En 1968 les 42 membres du personnel
sp6cialises dans le contrOle des satellites
sont transferes de l'ESTEC a Noordwijk
vers I ESOC. A temps pour le premier
lancement d'un satellite de l'ESRO le 17

mai 1968, ESRO 2 (lRlS) Aujourd'hui
I ESOC detient un palmares eloquent Ce
centre d'op6rations de l'ESA unique en
Europe a suivi:

- qurnze satellrtes scientifiques

- huit satellites de telecommunications

- crnq satellites meteorologiques

Aerial view of the ESOC facility in Darmstadt, Germany
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- un satellite de teled6tection

- rnp nl:tpfnrme r6crrn6fable

dont:

- 
cant an nrhitp h:cqp

- cinq en orbite hautement excentriques

ou geosyncnrones

- 
ceizp on nrhitc nposlatiornaire

- deux lors de vols interplan6taires

Actuellement. le centre europeen
d'operations spatiales contrOle 16

satellites, soit directement de Darmstadt,

soit d partir des stations au sol de l'ESA

Vingt-quatre heures sur vingt-quatre les

cinq salles de controte sont occupees
par des 6quipes qui se relayent toutes
loq hr rit hcr rrps I a orande salle de

controle est reservee aux phases de

lancement et de mise a poste et aux

op6rations de sauvetage, si n6cessaire A
cela s'ajoutent les salles d'ordinateurs, les

reseaux de t6l6communications OPSNET

et ESANET ainsi que la salle de contrOle

de la configuration au sol

Un centre ouvert 24 heures sur 24

M Jean-Marie Lulon. Directeur gen6ral

de I'Agence spatiale europeenne, a

retenu trois traits caract6ristrques de
l'etablissement de Darmstadt:

- cest le seul etablissemenl ouvert 24

heures sur 24 tout au long de I'annee.

et cela depuis son inauguration:

- .oct lc qcrrl snccialise dans le

fonctionnement et la surveillance des
q:tcllitcs de I Anence La variete de

ses 31 missions montre son

savoirJaire;
enfin, l'ESOC r6alise un mdlange
particulier de conservatisme et

d'audace

"C'est dans les situations impr6vues que

l'expertise et la comp6tence accumulee

en 25 ans se sont manifestdes et se sont

revel6es indispensables ", a poursuivi

Jean-Marie Luton dans un discours

adress6 a l'ensemble du personnel le 5
octobre 1992 a I ESOC ll a egalement

evoque les futures mlssrons sc,entifiques

et autres qui demanderont a tous les

6tablissements et donc a I ESOC de

nouveaux tr6sors d'ingenuosit6 avant la

fin de la d6cennie

Plus de deux cents invit6s du monde

industriel europ6en et des autoritds

allemandes s'6taient joints aux quelque

800 personnes presentes sur le slte pour
nolohrcr 25 :nq nc coooeration

europeenne et de r6usstte technlque

Les invit6s ont tout d abord 6cout6
l nrnhocrro ar rrnn6on rlo mrrcinrrc alovu, vvvvr I vv ' I ruu'YUv vv

chambre (European Wind Soloists) dans

un octuor de Beethoven Le choix s'6tait

port6 sur cet orchestre de chambre

ESOC stalf members celebratrng the 25th

anntversary

derive de l'orchestre de leunes de la
Communaut6 europeenne (EuroPean

Community Youth Orchestra) comme

symDo,e de I unite europeenne et de

l'engagement de Jeunes gens envers

l'Europe

La c6r6monie s'est poursutvte par un

sketch interpr6t6 par trois acteurs du

groupe de th6atre de I ESOC, rappelant,

sur le .node tumoristique. d quel point la
vie d'un ing6nieur charge des op6rations

etait dure autrefois Nuits courtes,

services longs et devouement sans
.nmntpr :rrr:ient cte sclOn nOS tfoiS

compdres, le pain quotidien des pauvres

contrOleurs d'autrefois Les rires du

public ont montre que leur lot

d'aujourd'hui n'avait gudre chang6.

M Felix Garcia-Castatier, Directeur de
I ESOC, a tenu. il cette occdsror-l. ?

rendre un hommage particulier au

personnel permanent et aux contractants

des entreprises industrielles pour leur

travail Vingt-huit personnes etaient

particulierement d I nonneur puisqu elles

ont particip6 a I'edification de I'ESDAC

puis de I'ESOC depuis les premiers jours

Apres un film sur les missions conduites
par l'ESOC pour I'ESA, tous les

participants ont 6coute I'hommage du

Prof Wild, Directeur de la DARA

(Deutsche Agentur fur Raumfahrt

Angelegenheiten) et de lV lVetzger

maire de Darmstadt G

^aa
Former and present directors of ESOC at ESOC's 25th anniversary ceremony. From left

to ight G Formica, U. Montalenti, F. Garcfa-Castaner, G Metzger (Mayor of
Darmstadil, R, Steiner, and K Heftman @hota Studro smith)
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Publications

The documents listed here have been
iqqr rpd cirr:p t,.p l:q- n rblications

announcement in the ESA Bul etin
Rpn.rpqts lor cnnps should be made n

accordance wth the Table and using the

Order Form inside the back cover of this
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ESA Journal
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published r ESA Jo;'ra Vo 16 No

INFLUENCE OF FtUX RES DUES AND
CONFOR\IAL COAT NGS ON TI-IE SURFACE
RESISIANCE PROPERTIES OF SPACECRAFT
CIRCU]T BOARDS
P.E TEGEHALL&BD DUNN

AN EVALUAT ON OF SOTAR PROTON
EVENT NIODELS FOR ESA I\4ISS ONS
C TRANQUILLE&EJ DALY

N/ODELLING AND CAICUTATION OF
ATNIOSPI ERIC AITEN UATION FOR
LOW FADE IVARGIN SATEILITE CO\I
IV U N ICATIONS
E SALONEN ET AL

DIGITAL AUD O BROADCAST NG BY

SATETLITE UTIL SING TRELLIS-CODED
QUAS ORTI-IOGONAt CODE DIVISION
\IULTIPLEX NG
R DE GAUDENZI

COLL S ON RATES AND IIVPACT

VETOCIT ES FOR BODIES IN LOW EARTH
ORB I
A BOSS/&PFARINELLA

ORBIT STRATEG ES AND NAVIGATION
NEAR A COIVET
M NOTON

A NEW LAICI NG I\IECHAN SN/

F. PANIN

ESA Special Publications

ESA SP.346 // PRICE 75 DFL
PROCEED NGS OF TIE 26 TH ESTAB
SYl\/POSIUNI ON THE STUDY OF THE
SOTAR-TERBESTRIAL SYSTEIV

i6-i9 JUNE 1992 K LLARNEY RELAND
ED J,J HUNT

ESA SP-1146 // PRICE 35 DFL
II-]E ERS 1 SYSIEN/
EDSPYASS&BBATTBICK

ESA SP-1153 VOLS A & B // PRICE 75 DFL
PER VOL
UE UIDA ACCESS GUIDE NO 4

ACTIVE GALACI]C NUCTEI
COMPILED BY T. J, L CAUBVOISIER &

S PALTANI

ESA SP-1154 // PRICE 50 DFL
ESAs REPORT TO THE 29TH COSPAR
N/EET NG, WASHINGION DC. USA
ED W.R BURKE
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publications

ESA ISY-1 (3 VOLS) // PRICE 270 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF CENTRAT SYN/POSIUNl

OF THE ISY CONFERENCE REIVOTE

SENS1NG FOR GLOBAL CHANGE AND
ATNIOSPHERE & GTOBAL FORECASTING,

30 N/ARCH_4 APRIL 1992, N/UNICH,
GEBIVANY
EDS TD GUYElV,ryE & J J. HUNT

ESA ISY-2 // PRICE 90 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF SATELLITE SYIVIPOSIA 1

& 2 OF THE ISY CONFERENCE -
NAVIGATION & IVOBILE COMMUNICATIONS;
IN/AGE PROCESSING, GIS & SPACE-
ASSISTED NIAPPING, 30 I\IARCH_4 APRIL
1992, MUNICH GERI\IANY
EDS TD GUYF|ViVE & J.J. HUNT

ESA ISY.3 // PRICE 70 DFL
PROCEEDI NGS OF SATELLITE SYI\I POSI UIV

3 OF THE ISY CONFERENCE _ SPACE

SCIENCES WITH PARTICULAR EIVPHASIS

ON HIGH-ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS,
30 IVARCH 4 APRIL ]992, NIUNICH,
GERN/ANY
EDS TD GUYE,ry/VE & J.J, HUNT

ESA ISY-4 // PRICE 90 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF SATELL1TE SYMPOSIUI\I
4 OF THE ISY CONFERENCE
COLU l\l BUS EIGHT (COSY-B): UTI LISATION

OF EARTH ORBITING LABORATORIES,
30 IVARCH 4 APRIL 1992, N/UNICH,
GERI\IANY
EDS TD GUYENNE & J,J, HUNT

ESA Annual Report

ESA ANNUAL REPORT 1991 // NO CHARGE
(AVATLABLE rN ENGLISH OR FRENCH)
EDS ,V LOA/GDON & TD GUYENNE

ESA Brochures

ESA BR-81 // NO CHARGE
SPAIN _ SUCCESS STORY IN SPACE
ED N LONGDON

trJA t'Fl-atz It ZC UrL
ECS _ EIGHTH YEAR IN ORBIT

ED W,R BURKE

ESA BR-86 // NO CHARGE
fESPACE EUROPEEN A DES FINS

EXCLUSIVEIV ENT PACIFIQUES
ED N LONGDON

ESA BR-90 // NO CHARGE
25 YEARS OF ESOC
ED /V LO,ryGDO/V

ESA HSR-2 // PRICE 25 DFL
ESRO's FIFST SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
PROGRAIVI lvl E: 1961 - 1 966
ED A BUSSO

ESA Newsletters

EARTH OBSERVATION QUARTERLY NO 39,

ocToBER r992 (ENGLISH OR FRENCH)
(NO CHARGE)
EDS ,V LO,VGDON & T.D GUYENNE

ECSL NEWS NO 9, JUNE 1992
(NO CHARGE)
EDS iV LOIVGDON & TD GUYEiViVF

ECSL NEWS NO 1O SEPTEI\/BER 1992
(NO CHARGE)
EDS iV LOiVGDON & TD GUYEIV/VE

PFEPARING FOR THE FUTURE, VOL 2,
NI' A QtrDTtrI\/RtrA lOO?

(NO CHARGE)
FDS iV LOiVGDON & S HEERD

ESA Training Manuals

ESA TM-16 // PRICE 40 DFL
XRONOS - A TINIING ANALYSIS

SOFTWARE PACKAGE USEF'S GUIDE
VERSION 3 OO

FDS L SIELLA&L ANGELLI

ESA Scientific & Technical Reports

ESA STR-235 // PRICE 25 DFL
ASSESSIV]ENT OF COLUN/BUS PAYLOAD

OPERATIONS CAPABILITIES BY

SCHEDULING WITH THE IVARS SYSTENI

ED B CALVIGNAC

ESA Procedures, Standards and
Specifications

ESA PSS-01-301 ISSUE 2II PRICE 25 DFL
DERATING REQUIREN/ENTS APPLICABLE
TO ETECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRO-IV ECHAN ICAL CONI PON ENTS

FOB ESA SPACE SYSTEI\IS
ESTEC PRODUCT ASSU,qAIVCE & SAFETY

DEPARTMENT

No 3s htder rgs2

Geological investigalion in Antarclica
usinE Landsat-TM data

9s

ESA PSS-01-721 ISSUE 2 II PRICE 25 DFL
FLAI\IIVABILITY TESTING FOR IHE
SCREENING OF SPACE I\IATERIALS
ESTEC MATERIALS & PBOCESSES D/Y/S/OiV

ESA PSS-04.107 ISSUE 2II PRICE 50 DFL
PACKET TELECOIV I\IAN D STAN DARD

ESA SIAiVDABDS APPROVAL BOARD (STAB)

FOR SPACE DATA COMMUIV/CAIOIVS

ESA PSS-07.0 ISSUE 1 // PRICE 25 DFL
GROUND SEGIVENT INFRASTRUCTURE

STANDARDS
ESA COMMITTEE FOR OPERAIOiVS ,A/VD

EGSE SIAiVDABDS (COFS) G
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The CD-ROM Guide
to ERS-l

This is o multimedio disc conloining informofion obouf the first ESA Remote Sensing
Solellite ERS-1. Divided inlo three levels of defoil, fhe CD Guide provides the user
with o brief onimoled oulline of lhe ERS-l sysfem, on overview of ils mosf importont
feotures, ond deloiled infolmolion flom user monuols. The Guide is eosy to use ond
lets the user novigote oround the subjecl they ore inlerested in, skipping belween
different levels of defoil of will. The Guide is well illustroted with diogroms,
photogrophs, solellile imoges, ond onimoled sequences.

A CD drive connected lo o Mocintosh, DOS pC (incl. MS Windows) or Sun Sporc
slolion is required fo occess the disc.

The CD Guide to ERS-l is ovoiloble from:
ESA Publicotions Division
PO Box 299
2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlonds

Orders musf be occomponied by o Cheque/lnternofionol Bonkers Drott
tot 25 Dutch Guilders mode poyoble to ESA Publicotions Division
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The Packet Telemetry Extraction system

is a self-contained data decommutation
system which contains many original fea-

tures and performance advantages over its

contemporaries. Its unique architecture
gives a powerful but extremely flexible
system which is readily configurable to

different Users' demands and easy to use

and maintain.

This multi-processor multi-function system has been designed to provide not only modular growth when

required but also not limit the User to specific functions and facilities. With the Packet Telemetry Extraction

,yit.rn the User can meet his current and future requirements exactly. Even more importantly, the flexibility

of the packet Telemetry Extraction system means that increasing throughput requirements can be dealt with

without changes in operating system or applications software and without the loss of any system performance

during expansion. The bus structure used also allows standby processing and multi-stream data processing to

be implemented easily, and with the unique communications link, several units may be linked together giving

increased flexibility and processing power.

The packet Telemetry Extraction system is based upon the T I 36,{ and T I 368 modules from the 'DART' system

product range. A simulation module provides a built in test capability for system perfbrmance validation and

maintenance. Optional modules can be added to provide up to 128 user pon.

Packet Telemetry Extraction System

X-BUS

CODED PCM

EE.I.U LUaa
ll

('t- lf
I.IJ LUaa

PAK-2

For further information please contact:
Satellite Services B.V.
Scheepmakerstraat 40

2222 AC Katwijk
The Netherlands

Tel. : (3 1) (0) l7 r8-28r20 / 28159
Fax: (31) (0) 171 8-27 934
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Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication Number of
lssues per year

Scope/Contents Availability Source

Periodicals
ESA Bu et n

ESA Journa

Earth Observation Ouarterly

(Englrsh or French)

ECSL News

Feach ng for the Sk es

Columbus Logbook

N4 crogravrty News

(E^q sh u [' frenLtr s--ma'es)
Prepar ng for the Future

News & Vtews

4

4

4

ESA's prrme magaz n-o

ESAs earned lournal
Remote senstng newspaPer

Newspaper of the European Centre for

Space Law (under the auspices of ESA)

Space Transportatton Systems newspaper

Space Stat on/Co umbus newspaper

M crogravity Programme newspaper

Techno ogy Programme newspaper

ESA Information

Retneval Servtce's newsPaPer

Free of charge ESA Publicat ons Drv sron ESTEC,

, 2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands

ESRIN, V a Gal eo Gali ei,

CP64, 00044 Frascati lta Y

4

4

3

Monographs
Conference Proceedtngs

Sc entrfrc/Techn ca [/lonograPhs

ESA Brochures

ESA Folders

Sc entf c & Techn cal Reports

Screntfc & Techncal N/lernoranda

Procedures, Standards & Spectf icattons

Vol-Tes o' spect'ic Co^'ere'ce oapers

Specfrc/detai ed Informatlon on

graduate leve subiects

Summares of ess than 50 Pages
on a specfc suOject
'Folders' grving short descr ptlons ol

sublects for the space lnterested layman

Graduate leve reflecting ESA's

posrtron on a gtven suolect

Graduate level latest but not f Inallsed

th nk n9 on a g ven subject

Defin t ve requirements in support ot

con tracts

Gode
(SP xxx)
(SP xxxx)

(BR-xxx)

(F'xxx)

(STR-xxx)

(STM-xxx)

(PSS-xxx)

Pflces below

Free of charge

Pnces below

ESA Publrcations Division, ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordw jk, The Netherlands

Other Publications
Tra nrng lVanua s

Technrca Translatlons (TT-xxx)

Ser es for educat on of users or potent a

users of ESA programmes, servlces or

facrlit es

Tians atrons of nattonal space-relaleo

documents - ([,4 crof che or

Ohotocopy on Y)

Pr ces f rom ESBIN ESRIN, Vra Gal leo Gal let,

CP64, 00044 Frascatr' ltaY,

or ESA/IRS Off ce,8-10 Marto Ntks

75738 Parrs 15, France

Public-relations material General lrterature, posters

photographs, ftlms etc

ESA Publ c Felat ons Servtce

I 10 rue lvlar o Ntkts

75738 ParLs 15, France

Charges for printed documents
\umoer o pages 1 doc"me^t:

Pnce (Dutch Gutlders)

E

51 100

35

E2

101 200

50

E3

201-400
70

EA

401 600

90

147



Order Form for ESA Publications

IMPORTANT
1. Orders must be accompanied by a Cheque or International Banker's Draft, in Dutch Guilders,

made payable to 'ESA Publications Division'. No publications will be sent before receipt of
payment. The minimum value order accepted from 1 January 1991 is Dfl 75. (Does not apply to
periodicals or folders, which are free of charge).

2. Mailing free-of-charge (sea mail outside Europe). lf airmail is required outside Europe, please
add 100/o to total.

RETURN TO: FINANCE DIVISION (EFA/P)
ESTEC, POSTBUS 299
22OO AG NOORDWIJK
THE NETHERLANDS

No. of
copies

ESA
reference

Tte Price per
copy, Dfl.

Total

Dfr.

Airmail (outside Europe)z tr yes lf yes, add 10o/o of total:

MINIMUM ORDER DfI. 75. Total amount enclosed: Dfl.

MAILING ADDRESS (Print carefuily)

Name

Function

Organisation . . .

Mailing Address

Town & Postal Code .

Country

Date . Signature

METHOD OF PAYMENT (Ptease rick box)
X Cheque
I International Banker,s Draft 

enclosed, made payable to ESA Publications Division



Mechanical requirements - Copy dates

Printing material: 1 positive offset film (right reading, emulsion side
down).

Usable material: Negative, artwork ready for reproduction. All
production charges are invoiced separately.

Copy date:
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Kenya
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Kuwait
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Liberia
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Ready for printing: 30 days before publication.
Requiring translation or adaptation: 45 days before
oublication.
Any difficulty in observing these deadlines after
reservation should be notified immediately
(tlx 39098 - tel. (31) (0) 1719-83794

1/1 page 185/265 mm high
112 page vertical 911265 mm high
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lssue dates
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Rates in Dutch Guilders
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